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Front matter 

Abstract 

This thesis argues that Kant is too imprecise about his metaethics for it to be 
possible to settle whether or not he is a constitutivist. The first chapter argues for a 
definition of constitutivism, and distinguishes constitutivism from a position dubbed 
“agentialism.” Constitutivism rejects the ontology of robust forms of metanormative 
realism, but still seeks to secure the objectivity and categoricity of its norms. It does 
so by claiming that conforming to those norms is the only or the best way of pursuing 
an aim which agents cannot help but have. 

This definition is motivated by appeals to the literature, and by an appeal 
specifically to an argument of Christine Korsgaard’s against a rationalist conception 
of normative facts as knowledge to be applied. For assistance in defining agentialism, 
a parallel is explored between the metaethical literature and the literature on the 
normativity of logical laws. 

Agentialism is defined as a family of views which, like constitutivist ones, reject a 
robust realist ontology but still seek to secure the objectivity and categoricity of their 
norms. However, instead of the authority of those norms’ being grounded in an 
inescapable aim, some other explanation is offered which ties together being an agent 
and being subject to those norms. Henry Allison, Oliver Sensen, and Jens 
Timmermann are suggested to be advocates of agentialist readings of Kant. 

The second chapter collects a range of passages from Kant’s corpus which could 
be taken to be evidence of his constitutivism. Most of these are loaned from the work 
of Korsgaard, Barbara Herman, Andrews Reath, and Stephen Engstrom. The readings 
of those four authors are compared, so as to illustrate the ways in which one can 
disagree about Kant’s theory while agreeing that it should be read as constitutivist. 

The third chapter argues that all of the passages collected in the second are 
equally consistent with an agentialist, and so nonconstitutivist, interpretation of 
Kant’s metaethics. Constitutivist readings of Kant are, however, defended against 
objections. The conclusion is ultimately drawn that there is insufficient evidence to 
settle the question of whether Kant is a constitutivist or an agentialist. 
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Introduction to this thesis 

Synopsis 

The answer is a resounding ‘perhaps.’ 

⸻ Jens Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2022), 146. 

For different reasons to Timmermann, I argue in this thesis that the evidence 

underdetermines the answer to the question of whether Kant’s metaethics is 

constitutivist. I argue that constitutivist readings of Kant survive the best objections to 

them currently in the literature. I also argue that all the evidence for constitutivist 

readings of Kant is also consistent with nonconstitutivist readings of him. 

Timmermann takes the answer to the question of whether Kant is a constitutivist 

to be “a resounding ‘perhaps’” because he is noncommittal about whether his own 

reading of Kant should be considered a constitutivist one. I argue that it should not be. 

As I understand him, Timmermann attributes to Kant the view that the categorical 

imperative is constitutive of practical reason, but not of our agency. 

This thesis has three chapters. In the first chapter, I define constitutivism, and 

distinguish it from a similar-looking position I dub “agentialism.” I begin by 

attempting to clear the ground. I introduce some terminology for talking about 

constitutivist views, discuss the paper which coined the term “constitutivism,” and 

respond to the “shmagency” objection to constitutivism. I then canvass a range of 

definitions of constitutivism from the literature, and draw out three points of 

consensus. The first is that Christine Korsgaard and David Velleman are 

constitutivists. The second is that constitutivism is supposed to be metanormatively 
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distinctive. The third is that constitutivists take something, and perhaps an aim 

specifically, to be constitutive of agency. 

I respond to a number of challenges to that consensus, and I take a position on the 

question of whether the norm-grounding constitutive feature of agency needs to be 

one which can be framed as an aim. I argue that it does. In doing so, I draw on an 

argument which Christine Korsgaard makes against rationalist views which treat 

normative facts as a kind of knowledge to be applied. 

I offer a definition of constitutivism. As I define it, constitutivism is supposed to 

be able to secure the categoricity and objectivity of its norms without appealing to a 

realist ontology. It does so by supposing that we inescapably have an aim which is 

only or best served by conforming to those norms. 

I then turn to the task of defining agentialism. For assistance in doing so, I look to 

the parallel literature on the normativity of logic. Agentialism as I define it takes it to 

be constitutive of agency not that we have a certain aim which grounds a norm, but 

that we are subject to the authority of that norm. In the terms I borrow from the 

philosophy of logic, that norm is constitutive-normative of agency. I define 

agentialism in a way which is exclusive of constitutivism and, again, of a realist 

ontology. 

Like Timmermann, Oliver Sensen has suggested that his own reading of Kant can 

be considered constitutivist. I claim that Timmermann and Sensen both have 

agentialist readings of Kant. I also claim that Henry Allison does. I close the first 

chapter of this thesis with some comments on the points on which agentialist and 

constitutivist readers of Kant can agree. 

In the second chapter of this thesis, I begin to collect the evidence that has been 

or might be used to motivate a constitutivist reading. In the first four parts of the 

chapter, I draw that evidence from the readings of Christine Korsgaard, Barbara 

Herman, Andrews Reath, and Stephen Engstrom. I try to bring out the differences 
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between their four readings of Kant, so as to illuminate some of the ways in which it is 

possible to disagree about Kant’s theory while agreeing that it is constitutivist. I also 

take a passage from a paper by Karl Schafer, and I add to the collection of evidence a 

handful of textual sources which I think are new to this literature. 

In the first part of the third and final chapter, I argue that all of the passages 

collected in the second are also consistent with a nonconstitutivist, agentialist reading 

of Kant. I sort the passages into groups relating to Kant’s methodology, evil’s 

unintelligibility, the proper use of our freedom, the guise of the good, oughts and 

imperatives, and the idea of freedom. 

Having argued that constitutivist readings of Kant go beyond the text, I 

nevertheless defend them against objections from the literature. I defend them from 

Allison, who takes Kant to deny that the moral law can be derived from the features of 

rational agency. I also defend them from Timmermann, who takes “common or 

garden varieties” of constitutivism to be intellectualist in a way Kant rejects. I close by 

defending constitutivist readings of Kant from objections by Wolfram Gobsch, 

including that constitutivism is incompatible with the moral law’s being self-imposed 

in the way Kant wants. 

Scope 

There are many topics which this thesis does not cover, and there are many 

points at which one could go into more detail. One obvious topic it does not cover is 

the relation between the question of Kant’s constitutivism and the question of his 

constructivism. I have not ultimately found it necessary or helpful to draw on the 

literature on Kant’s constructivism in this thesis. Constructivism is, however, 

mentioned in every part of this thesis except the one reviewing the second chapter’s 

evidence. 
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I have also not found it necessary to explore the question of what it might mean to 

be a Kantian constitutivist rather than, say, a Humean or a Nietzschean constitutivist. 

If Kant is a constitutivist, then I take it for granted that he is constitutivist in a way 

which would be considered to be Kantian by the current literature. 

Finally, the focus of this thesis is on whether Kant is a constitutivist in his ethics. I 

draw briefly on the literature on his philosophy of logic, and I do collect some 

passages from the first Critique. The engagement of this thesis with Kant’s theoretical 

philosophy is, however, limited. I have not found it necessary or helpful to explore 

what his theoretical philosophy might suggest about his metaethics. 

Contribution to the literature 

The first contribution which I hope this thesis makes to the literature is some 

greater clarity about the nature of constitutivism, or about what is at stake in trying to 

define constitutivism. I also offer a conception of an alternative metaethical position, 

agentialism, which is easily mixed in with constitutivism but also importantly 

different from it. 

To the literature on Kant, the intended contribution of this literature is threefold. 

Firstly, I locate a handful of novel passages which I think could be taken to be 

evidence of Kant’s constitutivism. Of course, I ultimately argue that those passages 

are also compatible with agentialism. Secondly, then, I contribute explicitly 

agentialist readings of those passages and all the others from the literature. Thirdly, I 

contribute responses on behalf of constitutivist readers of Kant to objections. The 

objections I respond to include ones published in the last few years. 
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1. Defining constitutivism 

1.1. Introducing constitutivism 

1.1.0. Introduction to this chapter and part 

As explained in the introduction to this thesis, I will be arguing that Kant is too 

imprecise about his metaethics for it to be possible to conclusively say that he is a 

constitutivist. I defend constitutivist readings of Kant against the best objections from 

the literature, but I also argue that those readings are undermotivated by Kant’s texts. 

I approach the task of arguing that constitutivist readings of Kant are 

undermotivated by distinguishing constitutivism from a similar-looking position 

which I call “agentialism.” In the second chapter of this thesis, I collect a range of 

passages which could be taken to be evidence of Kant’s constitutivism. In the third, I 

argue that those passages are equally consistent with agentialist readings of him. 

In this first chapter, I define constitutivism and agentialism. I begin by 

attempting to clear the ground. I introduce some terminology for talking about 

constitutivist views, and in particular, about the senses in which a feature can be 

constitutive. I then introduce a paper by Douglas Lavin which coined “constitutivism” 

as a metanormative term.1 As a “helpful formulation of the position,” Lavin quotes a 

passage from Christine Korsgaard’s reply to critics in her The Sources of Normativity.2 I 

 
1 Douglas Lavin, “Practical Reason and the Possibility of Error,” Ethics 114, no. 3 (2004): 424–57. 
2 Lavin, “Practical Reason and the Possibility of Error,” 452; Christine M. Korsgaard, The Sources of 
Normativity (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996i). 
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explain what Korsgaard means in the passage. Then, in the section following, I 

explain what I take Lavin to get right and wrong about Korsgaard’s position. 

This exercise, of explaining Korsgaard’s view and responding to Lavin, will help 

to clarify what can be involved in being a constitutivist. Having discussed Lavin’s 

paper, I turn later in this first part to two papers by David Enoch. These raise Enoch’s 

so-called “shmagency” objection to constitutivism.3 My first interest in these papers is 

that they characterise constitutivism in much the way that it has come to be 

characterised in the literature since. I also attempt to respond, though, to Enoch’s 

shmagency objection on Korsgaard’s behalf. 

In responding to Enoch’s objection, I firstly again hope to make concrete what can 

be involved in being a constitutivist. Secondly, I hope to make space if it were needed 

for it to not be uncharitable to attribute a constitutivist view to Kant. If the shmagency 

objection were decisive against constitutivism, then one might try to argue that all 

else equal, it is better not to read Kant as a constitutivist. 

In the second, third, and fourth parts of this chapter, I turn to the task of defining 

constitutivism proper. In the second part, I collect an additional seven definitions of 

constitutivism from the literature. I draw out from them three points of consensus: 

that Christine Korsgaard and David Velleman are constitutivists; that constitutivism is 

supposed to be metanormatively distinctive; and that constitutivists take something, 

perhaps an aim, to be constitutive of agency. 

In the third part, I respond to challenges to that consensus. These include Oliver 

Sensen and Jens Timmermann’s suggestions that their own readings of Kant can be 

considered constitutivist. I argue that they should not be considered constitutivist. To 

buttress what I take to be the consensus in the literature, I draw on Korsgaard’s 

 
3 David Enoch, “Agency, Shmagency: Why Normativity Won’t Come from What Is Constitutive of Action,” 
The Philosophical Review 115, no. 2 (2006): 169–98; and David Enoch, “Shmagency Revisited,” in New Waves 
in Metaethics, ed. Michael Brady (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011), 208–33. 
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argument “against the model of application,” and argue that agency must have a 

constitutive aim.4  

In the fourth part of this chapter, I then offer my own definition of constitutivism. 

For help defining the closest alternative position, I look to the philosophy of logic. 

Drawing on the distinction made in that literature between constitutive and 

constitutive-normative features, I define the position which I dub “agentialism.” I 

suggest that Sensen, Timmermann, and also Henry Allison read Kant as an agentialist. 

I give more detailed introductions to each of those later parts of this chapter at the 

beginnings of them. I now turn to clearing the ground. 

1.1.1. Immediately and finally constitutive standards 

As mentioned, it will be useful to begin by clarifying and introducing some terms. 

A first point to note about the literature on constitutivism is that the terms “action” 

and “agency” are used interchangeably. Although they may be different concepts on 

particular constitutivist views, when talking about constitutivism in general, it is 

typically assumed that if something is said to be constitutive of one, it is also thought 

to be constitutive of the other. 

The exact meanings or scopes of action and agency differ between constitutivist 

views. Different persons or entities may be considered agents, and different activities 

or events may be instances of agency. Distinctions may also be made between 

different kinds of agency: for example, the kind of agency had by human beings and 

the kinds which are had by the other animals. 

All sorts of different kinds of objects might be said to be constitutive of agency, 

and two of these are worth commenting on. Firstly, it is worth saying something 

 
4 Christine M. Korsgaard, “Realism and Constructivism in Twentieth‐Century Moral Philosophy,” in The 
Constitution of Agency (Oxford: Oxford University Press, [2003] 2008f), 315. 
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about how the term “standard” is used in the literature. A standard in the sense of the 

literature is not an inherently normative object. It is not built into the concept of a 

standard that it has any kind of authority for the objects which are held up to it. A 

standard simply corresponds to a proposition about the objects held up to it. The 

object conforms to the standard if the proposition is true; it does not conform to it if 

the proposition is false. 

The term “principle” is used in some of the literature to refer to a particular kind 

of constitutive standard. A constitutive principle is “a constitutive standard applying 

to an activity.”5 Again, it is not built into the concept of a principle that it is normative 

for any activity. Being constitutive of an activity might make a principle normative 

for that activity, but if so, that will be because of the relation between the principle 

and the activity, not merely because it is a principle. 

To now deal with an ambiguity in the literature, and introduce some terms to 

dispel it: the term “constitutive” may be used about standards or principles in two 

importantly different senses. I will refer to these as the “immediate” sense and the 

“final” sense. In saying that a principle is constitutive of an activity, one might mean 

either that it is immediately constitutive of it, or that it is finally constitutive of the 

activity. 

A principle is immediately constitutive of an activity if conforming to that 

principle is a necessary condition of performing that activity.6 One cannot fail to 

conform to an immediately constitutive principle and still be performing the activity. 

When, for example, Jessica Leech and Clinton Tolley disagree about whether Kant 

sees logical laws as constitutive of thinking, they are disagreeing about whether Kant 

 
5 Christine M. Korsgaard, Self-Constitution (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009b), 28; and The 
Constitution of Agency (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008b), 8. 
6 Stephen Engstrom describes principles related to their activities in this way as “immediately 
constitutive” in his The Form of Practical Knowledge (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2009), 131. 
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sees those laws as immediately constitutive: whether he thinks “we cannot have 

thoughts that violate laws of logic.”7 

A principle is finally constitutive of an activity if aiming to conform to it is a 

necessary condition of performing the activity. This need to aim to conform to a 

principle may also be expressed as a need to be “guided by” the principle.8 It may 

even be expressed as a need to be “following” that principle in a sense of that word 

meaning pursuing rather than conforming.9 As long as one is aiming to conform to the 

principle, one can fall short of that principle and still be performing the activity. 

This distinction can be extended to constitutive standards applying to objects 

other than activities provided one is happy to think of those objects as in some sense 

aiming or trying to be things. Christine Korsgaard sometimes borrows the Aristotelian 

example of a house’s being constitutively a shelter.10 If being a shelter is immediately 

constitutive of a house, then there are no houses which fail to be shelters. If being a 

shelter is finally constitutive of a house, then what an object needs to be to count as a 

house is not an actual, successful shelter, but something which can be seen as aiming 

or trying to be a shelter. 

The distinction between being immediately constitutive and being finally 

constitutive is not a distinction between two kinds of constitution. There are three 

different ways or circumstances in which immediately and finally constitutive 

framings can be interchangeable. Firstly, and most obviously, any finally constitutive 

 
7 Jessica Leech, “The Normativity of Kant’s Logical Laws,” History of Philosophy Quarterly 34, no. 4 (2017): 
351; see also her “Logic and the Laws of Thought,” Philosophers’ Imprint 15, no. 12 (2015): 2–4; and later in 
this thesis, §1.4.3. Leech responds to Clinton Tolley, “Kant on the Nature of Logical Laws,” Philosophical 
Topics 34, no. 1/2 (2006): 371–407. 
8 See, for example, Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 28. 
9 See, for example, Andrews Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” in Reason, Agency and Ethics: Kantian 
Themes in Contemporary Debates, eds. Stefano Bacin and Carla Bagnoli (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
forthcoming), [2–10]. When citing this paper, the page references I give in square brackets are to Andy’s 
accepted manuscript. I do not know what pagination the paper will have in print. 
10 See, for example, Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 27–33. 
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standard can also be framed as an immediately constitutive aim.11 If, for example, it is 

finally constitutive of telling a joke that one entertains one’s audience, then it is 

immediately constitutive of telling a joke that one has the aim of entertaining one’s 

audience. 

Secondly, immediately constitutive aims, and immediately constitutive standards 

prescribing aims, can also be expressed as finally constitutive standards. For 

example, David Velleman argues that intelligibility is an immediately constitutive 

aim of action.12 It would be equivalent for him to claim that intelligibility is finally 

constitutive of action. 

Thirdly, and least obviously, finally constitutive standards may also be 

expressible as immediately constitutive standards of “the ‘precise sense’ or perfect 

version of an activity” or object.13 In this Platonic way of speaking, to say that it is 

finally constitutive of actions that they are intelligible would also be to say that a 

perfect action is intelligible, and vice versa. 

1.1.2. Thresholds and indirectly constitutive aims 

There are a few more clarifications and another distinction to make before 

turning to Lavin and Korsgaard. Firstly, though, I will summarise the points already 

made. In the literature on constitutivism, the terms “action” and “agency” are used 

 
11 In light of this, one might try to argue that it would be less confusing if “constitutive” were always used 
to mean immediately constitutive. However, one could equally well argue that it would be less confusing 
if immediately constitutive standards were simply framed as necessary conditions, leaving the term 
“constitutive” to mean finally constitutive. 
12 For his most recent expression of this view, see J. David Velleman, “The Two Normativities,” in 
Normativity and Agency: Themes from the Philosophy of Christine M. Korsgaard, eds. Tamar Schapiro, Kyla 
Ebels-Duggan and Sharon Street (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2022), 86–90. 
13 Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 31. The internal quotation here is of Thrasymachus, one of Socrates’ 
interlocutors in the Republic. Thrasymachus asserts that: 

strictly speaking, since speaking strictly is what you go in for, no expert in any trade makes 
mistakes. It’s when expertise has failed him – when he’s not a craftsman – that he goes wrong. 

Plato, Republic, trans. Christopher Rowe (London: Penguin, 2012), 340e. 
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interchangeably; standards and principles may or may not be normative; and the 

term “constitutive” has two importantly different uses. It has what I have called an 

“immediate” sense and a “final” sense. An immediately constitutive standard is a 

necessary condition of counting as some kind of object or activity. In the case of a 

finally constitutive standard, the necessary condition is that the object or activity 

aims to conform to the standard. The distinction here is not between two discrete 

kinds of constitution: finally and immediately constitutive standards are often 

expressible in terms of each other. 

When the term “constitutive” is used in the final sense, one might expect it to be 

the case that you perform the activity just if you see yourself as aiming to meet the 

standard. It is finally constitutive of housebuilding that one builds a shelter; I see 

myself as aiming to build a shelter; therefore, goes the thought, I am housebuilding. 

Seeing myself as having the aim is sufficient. 

There are three reasons why this logic might not hold. The first is that an activity 

might have multiple constitutive standards. Individually, constitutive standards set 

only necessary conditions. To be housebuilding, for example, it might be necessary 

not just to be aiming to build a shelter, but to be aiming to build one which will serve 

as a residence, or which will have a certain size and permanence. 

The second reason and third reasons have to do with the kind of aiming that can 

be had in mind when the term “constitutive” is used in the literature in the final sense. 

Firstly, that kind of aiming might require more than simply seeing oneself as aiming 

to conform to the standard. In particular, it might require surpassing some threshold 

of conformity to that finally constitutive standard. It might only be plausible that you 

were aiming to conform it if you achieved that minimum amount. 

Suppose again that I see myself as aiming to build a shelter. I go about my work, 

though, as if what I am aiming to do is to build a collection of garden furniture, to sit 

on and around but not be sheltered by. I end up constructing a set of garden chairs 

and tables. A philosopher who claimed that building a shelter is finally constitutive of 
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housebuilding might acknowledge that what I saw myself as aiming to do was to build 

a shelter. They might deny, though, that in the sense they had in mind, I was actually 

aiming to build a shelter. As Andrews Reath puts this point, they might deny that the 

standards of housebuilding actually “figure in the ‘genesis’” of what I was doing.14 

As such, this philosopher might deny that I was engaged in housebuilding, even 

though I saw myself as aiming to meet the finally constitutive standards of 

housebuilding. The term “constitutive” is sometimes used in the literature in this way. 

It may be used to describe a standard one must aim to meet, so in the final sense, but 

with a sense of aiming on which seeing oneself as aiming to meet the standard is not 

sufficient to be aiming to meet it. 

Seeing oneself as aiming to meet a finally constitutive standard may not be 

necessary, either. It may not be necessary because the standard may be thought of as 

constitutive of its activity only “indirectly.” Consider, for example, the moral case: 

suppose that moral principles are finally constitutive of agency. Philosophers who 

believe this tend not to believe that every agent always sees themselves as aiming to 

be moral. What they tend to believe is something like – as one example – that agents 

see themselves as aiming to be the authors of their actions.15 That principle, of 

authoring one’s own actions, is “directly” finally constitutive of agency. Some kind of 

argument is then supposed to show that the only way one authors one’s own actions is 

by acting morally. If it works, that argument then shows that moral principles are 

indirectly finally constitutive of agency. 

Like “immediate” and “final,” these are my own terms for a distinction which is 

not always marked in the literature. If a principle is directly finally constitutive of an 

activity, one must aim to conform to it to be performing the activity. If a principle is 

indirectly finally constitutive of an activity, then one must conform to that principle 

 
14 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [8]. 
15 For this particular claim, see Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, xi–xii. 
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in order to be conforming to another which is directly finally constitutive of the 

activity. 

1.1.3. Christine Korsgaard via Douglas Lavin 

With the distinctions of the previous two sections in hand, it will be easier to 

make sense of and assess some of the earliest published definitions of constitutivism. 

As the name for a theory of practical normativity, “constitutivism” appears to have 

been first used in print in a paper by Douglas Lavin, “Practical Reason and the 

Possibility of Error,” published in Ethics in 2004. Lavin argues in the paper that 

constitutivism is incompatible with “imperativalism,” roughly the idea that for a 

standard to be normative for us, we must have the capacity to violate it. Lavin takes 

Christine Korsgaard to be the “most dynamic and articulate advocate” of 

imperativalism.16 However, he also takes her to be an advocate of constitutivism. 

Before putting the constitutivist idea in his own words, Lavin quotes a passage 

from Korsgaard’s reply to critics in The Sources of Normativity as a “helpful formulation 

of the position.”17 In the passage, Korsgaard says: 

There are in our tradition two things which philosophers have meant by ‘reason’. 
‘Reason’ refers to the active as opposed to the passive capacities of the human 
mind, and ‘reason’ also refers to certain sets of principles – logical principles, 
moral and other practical principles, and the principles that Kant associates with 
the pure concepts of the understanding. What Kant did, as I see it, was to try to 
bring these two conceptions of reason together: to explain the normative force of 
the principles by showing that they are constitutive of reflective mental activity 
itself. To choose is to follow the hypothetical and categorical imperatives; to 
understand is to employ the concepts and principles of the understanding, and so 
on. And in the same way, my own aim is to portray moral principles [Lavin adds: 

 
16 Lavin, “Practical Reason and the Possibility of Error,” 427. 
17 Lavin, “Practical Reason and the Possibility of Error,” 452. 
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“[and principles of practical reason generally]”]18 as constitutive of, and so as 
essential to, making human choices, and leading a human life.19 

Although this passage is relatively brief, a number of elements of it are worth 

explaining in depth before turning to the gloss which Lavin gives it, and to what parts 

of it he sees as characteristic of constitutivism. Firstly, it is important to be clear 

about the sense in which Korsgaard believes that moral principles are “constitutive” 

of human choosing and living. 

Korsgaard attempts to clarify how she is using the term “constitutive” in a 

footnote to the page on which the passage appears. However, she does so in a way 

which appeals to a further notion: that of “guiding yourself by” a principle. 

Constitutive principles constitute their activities, she says, “in the sense that what it 

means to be engaged in them is to guide yourself in accordance with” those 

principles. 

Korsgaard goes on to specify that the sense of guiding she has in mind is not fully 

self-aware, de dicto guiding. To be performing an activity, “you need not be conscious 

that … you are guiding yourself by” its constitutive principles. However, she does not 

say explicitly whether she is thinking of being guided by a principle in a way which 

includes the possibility of nevertheless failing to conform to that principle. 

Since this passage is supposed to be an alternative framing of the argument that 

Korsgaard makes in the main text of the Sources, one way to answer the question of 

how she is thinking of guiding might be to look back at the contours of that argument. 

However, Korsgaard also clarifies what she means by the terms “constitutive” and 

“guided” in a paper first published three years later, “Self-Constitution in the Ethics of 

 
18 Lavin, “Practical Reason and the Possibility of Error,” 453. Korsgaard argues for a constitutivist 
understanding of the hypothetical imperative in her “The Normativity of Instrumental Reason,” in The 
Constitution of Agency (Oxford: Oxford University Press, [1997] 2008e), 27–68. She suggests that Kant did 
not have a constitutivist account of that imperative at the time he wrote the Groundwork, but that he may 
have come to have one by the time he wrote the second Critique (51–52). See also §2.3.3. 
19 Korsgaard, The Sources of Normativity, 236. 
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Plato and Kant.”20 Korsgaard says explicitly in that paper that “performing bad actions 

is not a different activity from performing good ones.” A bad action, in this sense, is 

not simply one that conforms to moral principles a little clumsily or halfheartedly. A 

bad action is one which is unjust for Plato and heteronomous for Kant.21 Korsgaard is 

saying that we can violate the principles which are constitutive of action and still be 

acting. 

What we must continue to do, she says again, is to be “guided by the functional or 

teleological norms implicit in the idea of an action.”22 It is clear in this context that 

being “guided by” a norm or a principle can only mean aiming to conform to it. In her 

book Self-Constitution, published a decade later, Korsgaard is even clearer on this 

point: constitutive standards, she says, “are ones that the object or activity must at 

least try to meet, insofar as it is to be that object or activity at all.”23 It is also clear in 

all of these works that this aiming or trying does not need to be direct. What 

Korsgaard suggests is directly constitutive of action “is that it is authored” by its 

agent.24 

In seeking “to portray moral principles as constitutive of … making human 

choices, and leading a human life,” Korsgaard is seeking to portray moral principles 

as indirectly finally constitutive of those activities.25 Korsgaard associates this final 

sense of constitution with Kant, but she especially associates it with Plato and 

Aristotle, and with their conceptions of ideas, forms, and functions. At the very 

beginning of the Sources, in its prologue, Korsgaard describes the form of an object for 

Plato as “a pattern” it is “trying to emulate:” a condition which it is “attempting” to 

 
20 Christine M. Korsgaard, “Self‐Constitution in the Ethics of Plato and Kant,” in The Constitution of Agency 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, [1999] 2008g), 113. 
21 Korsgaard, “Self‐Constitution in the Ethics of Plato and Kant,” 110–11. 
22 Korsgaard, “Self‐Constitution in the Ethics of Plato and Kant,” 113. 
23 Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 32; see 27–34 generally for Korsgaard’s fullest account of how she conceives 
of constitutive principles. 
24 Korsgaard, “Self‐Constitution in the Ethics of Plato and Kant,” 101. See also Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 
xi–xii, 18–19, and 81–84. 
25 Korsgaard, The Sources of Normativity, 236. 
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meet.26 In saying that moral principles are constitutive of human living, Korsgaard is 

saying they are the pattern we must emulate to be the authors of our lives in the ways 

that we attempt to be in leading them. 

As her switch to the language of action in “Self-Constitution in the Ethics of Plato 

and Kant” suggests, in saying that moral principles are constitutive of “choices,” 

Korsgaard is talking in the first instance about choices of what to do.27 She also has in 

mind, as she says, “human” choices: when she says that moral principles are 

constitutive of choice or agency, she is not necessarily including the kinds of agency 

had by other animals, nonnatural entities, or collectives.28 

A final clarification of the passage Lavin quotes from the Sources is worth making 

before turning to what he sees in it. The clarification concerns what Korsgaard means 

when she suggests that Kant tries to “explain the normative force” of certain 

principles. There are at least two senses in which an argument that a principle is 

constitutive of an activity might be said to explain the normativity of such a principle. 

 
26 Korsgaard, The Sources of Normativity, 2. See also Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 27–42 for Aristotle’s 
metaphysics and 133–176 for Plato; and for constitutive standards in Korsgaard’s reading of Aristotle’s 
ethics, her “Constitutivism and the virtues,” Philosophical Explorations 22, no. 2 (2019): 98–116. In one of 
her most recent works, Korsgaard makes a distinction between concepts which “are meant to function as 
ideals, whose application to objects is always a little aspirational,” and concepts which “are actually 
meant to fit the contours of the natural objects to which they apply.” She characterises theories 
employing the former concepts as “Platonistic,” and says the latter are especially at home in “more 
empiricist” theories. Christine M. Korsgaard, “Thinking in Good Company,” Proceedings and Addresses of 
the American Philosophical Association (forthcoming), [20–21]. 
27 Korsgaard does believe that the categorical imperative is constitutive of reason in general: see The 
Sources of Normativity, 104. I also take her to follow Kant in thinking that there are ideas or postulates in 
which we must have practical faith. However, I am not sure that she would say moral principles are 
constitutive of choices of belief. If she does think this, she does not say so explicitly in her discussion of 
the constitution of belief in “The Activity of Reason,” Proceedings and Addresses of the American 
Philosophical Association 83, no. 2 (2009a): 34–38. 
28 Korsgaard distinguishes human or rational agency from that of the other animals in her Self-
Constitution, xi and then 90–108. On the last page of that range, she claims that a kind of autonomy is 
constitutive of all kinds of agency, but that “another, deeper” kind of autonomy is specifically 
constitutive of the agency of “responsible agents, human agents.” Korsgaard comments on the agency of 
collectives in her “The Normative Constitution of Agency,” in Rational and Social Agency: The Philosophy of 
Michael Bratman (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 190–214. 
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Firstly, as Luca Ferrero puts it, the argument might act “as a transmission 

device.”29 We might have some reason from outside of the argument to think that it is 

normative to engage in the activity. If some principle were constitutive of that 

activity, it would then be normative to follow that principle. The constitution relation 

between the activity and the principle would transmit the normativity of the activity 

to the principle. 

Secondly, the argument might be the beginning of a metanormative explanation 

of the force of the principle. Being constitutive of an activity might be part of what it 

is for a principle to be normative for it. Where the activity is agency itself – the 

activity of doing anything – being constitutive of it might be part of what it is for a 

principle to be generally practically normative. 

On Korsgaard’s own view and on her reading of Kant, moral principles’ being 

constitutive of agency is supposed to explain their normativity in the second, 

metanormative sense. Being the only or the fullest way of satisfying the constitutive 

principles of an activity is part of what the normativity of a way of performing that 

activity consists in. As Korsgaard puts this claim in the Sources: on the view which she 

takes herself to share with Kant and Rawls, a normative concept “refers in a formal 

way to the solution” of a problem.30 The solution will be “binding upon you” or have 

“normative force” for you “if you recognise the problem to be yours, and the solution 

to be the best one.” Where the problem is how to carry out an activity, the solution is 

provided by the principles constitutive of that activity. The problem of what to do is 

just the problem of how to carry out the activity of agency. Moral principles are the 

solution to that problem, and that is what it is for them to be normative for it. If we 

 
29 Luca Ferrero, “The simple constitutivist move,” Philosophical Explorations 22, no. 2 (2019): 149. 
30 Korsgaard, The Sources of Normativity, 113–14, and see also her discussions of procedural realism and 
her methodology on 35–37, 49–50, and 91–94. Similar claims appear in Christine M. Korsgaard, “Rawls 
and Kant: On the Primacy of the Practical,” in Proceedings of the Eighth International Kant Congress, ed. 
Hoke Robinson, Vol. 1 (Milwaukee, WI: Marquette University Press, 1995), 1168–72; and in her “Realism 
and Constructivism in Twentieth‐Century Moral Philosophy,” 112–18.  
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recognise them as the solution, we will find that they have force: we will find them 

necessitating. 

Tying the most significant of these points of clarification together: in the passage 

Lavin quotes, what Korsgaard is saying is that the normativity of moral principles 

consists in the fact we must conform to them to meet our own aims in any choice of 

what to do. This is what she means when she claims that the normativity of moral 

principles is explained by their being constitutive of human choosing and human life. 

1.1.4. Lavin on constitutivism and imperativalism 

In the first two sections of this chapter, I introduced some terminology to 

categorise and clarify what can be meant by saying that a standard is constitutive of 

some object. In the most recent section, I applied this terminology to a passage which 

Douglas Lavin, in defining the term “constitutivism,” quotes from Christine 

Korsgaard’s The Sources of Normativity. In this section, I turn to the gloss which Lavin 

himself gives to the passage, and to what parts of it he sees as being characteristic of 

constitutivism. 

Immediately after quoting the passage, Lavin attempts to put it into his own 

words. In doing so, he introduces the term “constitutivist.” He begins: 

Let me try to rephrase this. The constitutivist provides an answer to the 
metaphysical question “What is agency?” with a view to elucidating the binding 
force of formal principles. Very generally, the constitutivist’s objective is to 
demonstrate that any particular exercise of rational agency, or action, involves a 
commitment to comply with certain principles. The objective is to be achieved by 
showing that the relevant principle is simply a partial description of agency 
itself; that is, the aim is to be achieved by showing that the capacity to act just is, 
in part, the capacity to follow the relevant principle. If so, then when one does 
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exercise that capacity one is committed to abiding by the relevant principle – it is 
a standard internal to the capacity.31 

The first two sentences of Lavin’s rephrasing here fit with my explanation of 

Korsgaard’s claims. Korsgaard does think that an account of the nature of agency can 

be used to explain the normativity of certain principles. She does think that it can do 

so by showing that “any particular exercise of rational agency, or action, involves a 

commitment to comply with” those constitutive principles. 

It could also be said to be true in some particular senses that Korsgaard tries to 

show that each of agency’s constitutive principles “is simply a partial description of 

agency itself.” Firstly, on her view, those principles are descriptive of aims that agents 

have at least indirectly. Secondly, they describe or delimit the choices which would 

be made by an ideal agent. Thirdly, if a person fails too wildly to conform to the 

principles, they will cease to be an agent. They will do so if it ceases to be possible to 

see them as having aimed to conform to them even indirectly.32 

However, Korsgaard does not think that the principles which are constitutive of 

agency are descriptive of it in the stronger sense that to violate them is always, or 

even usually, to fail to be an agent. Unfortunately, this seems to be at least roughly 

what Lavin takes Korsgaard to think. This begins to come out when Lavin says, above, 

that “the capacity to act just is, in part, the capacity to follow the relevant principle.”33 

It then becomes clearer when Lavin argues that Korsgaard’s constitutivism is 

incompatible with her imperativalism: her belief that for a standard to be normative, 

it must be possible to violate it. 

 
31 Lavin, “Practical Reason and the Possibility of Error,” 453. 
32 This was explained in §1.1.2. The liminal case of agency on Korsgaard’s view is that of the tyrant in 
Plato’s Republic. The tyrant is so consumed by some desire that it is unclear they aim to be the author of 
their actions, independent of that desire. See Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 169–75; the tyrant is mentioned 
in The Sources of Normativity on 102 and 233. 
33 Lavin, “Practical Reason and the Possibility of Error,” 453. Lavin appears to use “follow” as synonym for 
“abide by” (426); to follow a principle is to satisfy its “execution conditions” (431). 
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Having explained what constitutivism is, Lavin immediately makes the following 

argument: 

Imperativalism insists that to be an agent is, in part, to possess a capacity to act 
out of accord with any principle whatsoever; and so to be an agent is, in part, to 
possess the capacity to act out of accord with any formal principle. Let’s hold that 
fixed for the moment and imagine someone trying to apply the constitutivist’s 
argument schema: the capacity to act just is, in part, the capacity to follow some 
principle, say, the instrumental principle. And so, when one does exercise that 
capacity one is thereby committed to abiding by the relevant principle, say, the 
instrumental principle. The difficulty is, I am sure, obvious. Given 
imperativalism, it is also true that the capacity to act just is, in part, the capacity 
to violate some principle, say, the instrumental principle. But if it is constitutive 
of agency both to follow and to violate a principle, then we can no longer derive 
an intelligible commitment simply to follow from the nature of agency itself.34 

If Lavin’s premises here are granted, namely his characterisations of 

imperativalism and constitutivism, then it is clearly true that one would run into 

difficulty trying to hold those two positions on a normative principle. For a principle 

to be normative and constitutive, our capacity to act would have to be both inclusive 

and exclusive of a capacity to violate it. Imperativalist constitutivists as Lavin 

characterises them seem condemned to be error theorists. 

The problem with the argument is that neither of its premises are true to 

Korsgaard’s thinking. On the constitutivist side: as already suggested, Korsgaard does 

not think that agency’s constitutive principles define our capacity for agency in a way 

which is exclusive of a capacity to violate them. Korsgaard thinks that moral 

principles are indirectly finally constitutive of agency. Any agent has, as such, certain 

aims which are only satisfied by conforming to moral principles. Having those aims is 

nevertheless compatible with failing to conform to those principles. We may fail to 

 
34 Lavin, “Practical Reason and the Possibility of Error,” 454. 
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see the connection between those aims and those principles, or we may simply be 

irrational and fail to move ourselves in accordance with that connection.35 

On the imperativalist side: Lavin appears to take Korsgaard to think that for a 

principle to be normative, it must be possible to “act out of accord with” it in the same 

sense of “act” in which one can act in accord with it. Though the point is academic 

given Korsgaard does believe we can act out of accord with moral principles, I think 

she would also be content with it being possible for one to omit to accord with those 

principles. What is important on her view is not whether a failure to conform to a 

principle would be an omission or an action, but rather whether failing to conform to 

it would reveal one was in fact not subject to the principle. 

Korsgaard particularly presses this point in the case of the instrumental principle 

that Lavin mentions.36 The instrumental principle says that if you will an end, you 

ought to will the means to it. For that principle to be normative, Korsgaard thinks it 

must be possible to fail to will a means without your failure to do so revealing that you 

did not will the end. One way that this might happen which Korsgaard explicitly 

mentions is if you were paralyzed by fear at the thought of taking the end.37 We can 

suppose that you did will the end, but you cannot bring yourself to will the means. In 

such a case, you violate the instrumental principle. You do so, however, through 

paralysis: you violate it with an omission – with a failure to act at all – rather than 

with a positive action. 

I am not sure why Lavin takes Korsgaard to think that, in order for a principle to 

be normative, one must be able to act out of accord with it in the same sense of “act” 

in which one can act in accord with it. It is clear that he thinks she is committed to 

 
35 I take up the question of what kinds of errors Korsgaard thinks can be involved in an immoral action 
later in this thesis, in comparing her reading of Kant and Barbara Herman’s: see §2.2.6. 
36 See especially Korsgaard, “The Normativity of Instrumental Reason,” 40–46. For the claim that one 
must be able to violate a normative principle in Korsgaard, The Sources of Normativity, see 136–38, 145–46, 
and 160–61. 
37 Korsgaard, “The Normativity of Instrumental Reason,” 50. I use Korsgaard’s “Tex” example later in this 
thesis to help explain Andrews Reath’s reading of the Groundwork: see §2.3.3. 
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this claim by a particular kind of imperativalism, but it is not clear to me why he 

thinks she is committed to that kind of imperativalism. Lavin has to accuse Korsgaard 

of more than one inconsistency in order to attribute it to her. He also has to deny her 

insistence, contra Kant, that rational principles are still normative for a perfectly 

rational will.38 I suspect that Lavin read some of Korsgaard’s arguments as committing 

her to a stronger form of imperativalism, but I do not know the details of his readings 

of those arguments, so I do not know where they wander if they do.39 

It is easy by comparison to understand how Lavin could take Korsgaard to think 

that moral principles are immediately rather than finally constitutive of agency. The 

term “constitutive” has more than one meaning, as do terms like “guide” and “follow.” 

As already mentioned, Korsgaard is clearer about what she means by those terms in 

later works like her book Self-Constitution, and I think that Lavin’s reading of 

Korsgaard changes between the paper under discussion and his later paper “Forms of 

Rational Agency.”40 In their own ways, the passage Lavin quotes from Korsgaard’s 

Sources and the gloss he gives to it are both only first attempts: Korsgaard’s to frame 

her own view in constitutive terms; Lavin’s to characterise constitutivism. 

1.1.5. David Enoch on constitutivism 

One of the first papers after Lavin’s to address constitutivism by that name is 

David Enoch’s “Agency, Shmagency: Why Normativity Won’t Come from What Is 

 
38 See Korsgaard, “The Normativity of Instrumental Reason,” 52; versus Lavin, “Practical Reason and the 
Possibility of Error,” 450. 
39 My best guess is that Lavin sees Korsgaard as relying on the kind of imperativalism he attributes to her 
in one of her arguments in “The Normativity of Instrumental Reason,” a paper she herself describes as 
“long and complex” (64). Lavin discusses parts of those arguments in his “Forms of Rational Agency,” but 
as I say in the following paragraph, I think that Lavin’s understanding of Korsgaard’s view may be 
different in that paper to what it was in “Practical Reason and the Possibility of Error.” See Douglas Lavin, 
“Forms of Rational Agency,” Royal Institute of Philosophy Supplement 80 (2017), especially 176–82. 
40 In his “Forms of Rational Agency,” 177, Lavin describes Korsgaard’s view as being that Kant’s 
categorical imperative is “a norm to which rational agents are committed by their very exercise of 
agency, so that in failing to conform to it, they have acted badly by their own lights.” This is obviously 
not the same as saying that in failing to conform to that imperative, they fail to really act at all. 
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Constitutive of Action.” As that title suggests, Enoch argues against the viability of a 

thoroughly constitutivist approach to practical normativity. In this section, I begin by 

unpacking Enoch’s characterisation of constitutivism. In the section after, I then say a 

little about the challenge Enoch articulates against it. 

Enoch begins by putting “the intuitive idea” behind constitutivism “rather 

simply:” 

to know what it takes for a car to be a good car, we need to understand what cars 
are, what their constitutive functions are, and so on. A good car is just a car that is 
good as a car, good, that is, in measuring up to the standards a commitment to 
which is built into the very classification of an object as a car. Analogously, then, 
perhaps in order to know which actions are good (or right, or reason supported, 
or rational, whatever), all we need is a better understanding of what actions are, 
or perhaps of what it is to be an agent, someone who performs actions. Perhaps 
the normative standards relevant for actions will fall out of an understanding of 
what is constitutive of action just as the normative standards relevant for cars fall 
out of an understanding of what is constitutive of cars.41 

Two points are worth making about this framing of the constitutivist idea. Firstly, 

unlike Lavin, Enoch appears to be using the term “constitutive” in something like the 

final sense rather than the immediate sense. A constitutive standard, he seems to say, 

is just one “a commitment to which is built into the very classification of an object.” 

Conforming to those standards makes an object good as its kind, but presumably 

there are alternatives to being good as one’s kind. There are cars which are good, and 

there are cars which are not good. Being a good car is not the only way of being a car. 

Secondly, the idea that Enoch is describing here is, in itself, only a normative 

idea. Enoch is describing a possible way of identifying what the standards applying to 

an object are. There is no suggestion just in this framing of the idea that the 

constitution relation between an object and its standards is supposed to do any 

 
41 Enoch, “Agency, Shmagency: Why Normativity Won’t Come from What Is Constitutive of Action,” 170. 
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metanormative work: any explaining of the psychology, semantics, or metaphysics of 

normativity. 

Enoch nevertheless goes on to say: 

The hope, I think, has both a normative and a metanormative part. On the 
normative level, the hope is that we can find out just which standards are the 
right ones by deriving them from what is constitutive of action. In its most 
ambitious form, the hope is to derive a full first-order normative (or perhaps just 
moral) theory from what is constitutive of action. On the metanormative level, 
the hope is that an attractive second-order theory of normativity (or perhaps just 
of morality) can be developed starting with the insight that practical normativity 
is, in some sense, grounded in what is constitutive of action, a metanormative 
theory that shows practical normativity (and perhaps morality) to be on as solid a 
ground as the normativity of recommendations about cars. 

This explanation of “the hope” behind constitutivism reveals three further 

features of it as Enoch understands it. Firstly, constitutivism is supposed to be a 

metanormative story, not just a normative one. Secondly, that story is supposed to 

build upon the “insight,” contained in the intuitive idea behind it, that certain 

standards or commitments are constitutive of action. 

Thirdly, that story is supposed to be novel: it is a story to “be developed.” Enoch 

also later describes the constitutivists he surveys as seeking to avoid “a more robustly 

realist metanormative theory.”42 Constitutivism is supposed to be somehow different 

to the metanormative theories which have preceded it, and for at least some 

constitutivists, it is specifically supposed to circumvent a commitment to “irreducibly 

normative facts and properties.” 

The constitutivists Enoch surveys are Christine Korsgaard, David Velleman, and 

Connie Rosati. For Korsgaard, Enoch focuses on her Locke Lectures, which developed 

into her book Self-Constitution. For Velleman, Enoch refers particularly to the essays 

 
42 Enoch, “Agency, Shmagency: Why Normativity Won’t Come from What Is Constitutive of Action,” 177. 
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collected in The Possibility of Practical Reason.43 For Connie Rosati, Enoch’s source is her 

paper “Agency and the Open Question Argument.”44 

In a restatement of his challenge to constitutivism five years later, Enoch drops 

Rosati from his list of constitutivists and instead trains his sights on Korsgaard and 

Velleman.45 In that later paper, Enoch defines constitutivism concisely: 

In metaethics – and indeed, meta-normativity – constitutivism is a family of 
views that hope to ground normativity in norms, or standards, or motives, or 
aims that are constitutive of action and agency. And, mostly because of the 
influential work of Christine Korsgaard and David Velleman (and, some would 
say, because of the also influential work of Kant and Aristotle), constitutivism 
seems to be gaining ground in the current literature.46 

1.1.6. Enoch’s shmagency objection 

As I said at the beginning of this chapter, it is worth commenting on Enoch’s 

shmagency objection to constitutivism. This thesis is not about whether 

constitutivism is a viable, coherent metanormative position. It is worth commenting 

on Enoch’s objection, however, partly because of the influence it has had on the 

literature since, and partly because if it were clearly decisive, that might make it seem 

uncharitable to read Kant as a constitutivist. 

Enoch imagines a would-be shmagent: someone who accepts that agency has a 

constitutive aim, but nevertheless questions whether they ought to try to pursue that 

aim. “Agents,” Enoch suggests: 

 
43 J. David Velleman, The Possibility of Practical Reason (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2000); since revised, with 
two papers removed and three added, as J. David Velleman, The Possibility of Practical Reason, 2nd ed. (Ann 
Arbor, MI: Michigan Publishing, 2014). 
44 Connie S Rosati, “Agency and the Open Question Argument,” Ethics 113, no. 3 (2003): 490–527. 
45 See Enoch, “Shmagency Revisited,” 230: “in conversation … Rosati has explained to me that I have 
misunderstood some of her central claims.” 
46 Enoch, “Shmagency Revisited,” 208. 
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need not care about their qualifications as agents, or whether some of their 
bodily movements count as actions. They can, it seems, be perfectly happy being 
shmagents – non-agent things that lack the thing purportedly constitutive of 
agency, but that are as similar to agents as is otherwise possible – or perhaps 
being something else altogether. If so, constitutivism cannot make good on its 
promises: for, when Korsgaard replies to the agent who asks, say, “Why should I 
care about the hypothetical and categorical imperatives?” with “Well, otherwise 
you wouldn’t even count as an agent, you wouldn’t even be in the game of 
performing actions,” the skeptic can discard this reply with a simple “So what?” 
What is it to her, as it were, whether she qualifies as an agent or not?47 

Enoch anticipates and gives names to some of the lines which might be taken in 

reply to his challenge. Korsgaard would actually reply to the agent with a version of 

what Enoch calls the “but you do care” response.48 On her theory of action, which 

Enoch grants for the sake of argument, even the sceptic would aim to be the author of 

the choices that they made. According to her moral argument, which Enoch also 

grants, succeeding at being the author of one’s actions in fact requires one to conform 

to Kant’s imperatives. In this way, the sceptic’s own aims commit them to those 

imperatives. The sceptic cares about their aims, and the way to pursue them is to 

conform to those imperatives. 

Enoch’s rejoinder to “but you do care” responses is to deny they “even qualify as a 

response” at all.49 Noting that someone has an aim, he says, “is never a good answer to 

the question” of whether they should have it. In one sense, Enoch is clearly right. 

Korsgaard does not try to argue that the would-be shmagent, or any agent, ought to 

have an aim of autonomy or authorship. 

 
47 Enoch, “Shmagency Revisited,” 209. See also Enoch, “Agency, Shmagency: Why Normativity Won’t 
Come from What Is Constitutive of Action,” 178–79. 
48 Enoch, “Shmagency Revisited,” 212–17. Korsgaard has not, to my knowledge, directly responded to 
Enoch’s shmagency objection in her work. Enoch comments in “Shmagency Revisited” that “Korsgaard 
and her followers, it often seems, are just not that much into responding to objections” (218). In setting 
out how Korsgaard would reply, however, I am really just restating her view as I explained it earlier 
(§1.1.3). 
49 Enoch, “Shmagency Revisited,” 215. 
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She does not argue for that claim because, by the parallel point in her argument, it 

has moved from a normative level to a metanormative one. Instead of arguing that we 

ought to have the aims which she takes us to have inescapably, Korsgaard offers a 

metanormative account of our oughts in terms of those aims. As I understand her, 

Korsgaard explains or analyses normativity in general in terms of the psychological 

force of the aims which we are already trying to pursue (§1.1.3).50 On Korsgaard’s 

account, the categorical authority of Kant’s imperatives simply consists in the fact 

that they are “the only or the best” way to satisfy the aims which we cannot help but 

have.51 

In this way, although Korsgaard does not argue that we ought to have an aim of 

autonomy, she does offer a metanormative account which would mean she did not 

need to argue that. Whether we ought to act autonomously, on her account, does not 

depend on whether we ought to have an aim of autonomy. It depends on whether 

acting autonomously is the best or only way of pursuing the aims we already have. As 

mentioned, Enoch grants that this is the case, as part of Korsgaard’s theory of action. 

Enoch does not seem to read Korsgaard as having the metanormative account I 

am attributing to her.52 I think that is easy enough, though, to continue the shmagency 

objection against it on his behalf. Korsgaard has her sense of “ought:” one on which 

our oughts are generated by our aims. The ought the would-be shmagent wants, 

though, is not just any ought that we might happen to stipulate. Their question does 

not need to be phrased in terms of oughts at all. What the would-be shmagent is really 

 
50 As I say, this is a general point, not just specific to promoral aims or to aims which we cannot help but 
have. I think it is the thought behind Korsgaard’s claims that “you are bound by a law you make for 
yourself until you make another,” and that “it is the endorsement, not the explanations and arguments 
that provide the material for the endorsement, that does the normative work” in an obligation. 
Korsgaard, The Sources of Normativity, 257. Rather than aims, though, she might put the point in terms of 
practical identities as standing sources of incentives, or in terms of the guiding principles of activities in 
which we are already engaged. 
51 Korsgaard, “Realism and Constructivism in Twentieth‐Century Moral Philosophy,” 322. See also 
Korsgaard, “Rawls and Kant: On the Primacy of the Practical,” 1168; and The Sources of Normativity, 114. 
52 See especially Enoch, “Shmagency Revisited,” 218 and 228–29; and Enoch, “Agency, Shmagency: Why 
Normativity Won’t Come from What Is Constitutive of Action,” 178–80 and 188–89. 
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asking is why it would be rational to pursue their inescapable aims. Korsgaard has 

given an account of something that one might see as a kind of normativity. It is not 

obvious, however, that she has shown that it is rational to care about that kind of 

normativity. 

Korsgaard thinks that she can show that it is rational to care about the oughts 

which are generated by the aims we have inescapably. Her argument as I understand 

it has both an inward and an outward part. The inward part of the argument is that 

abandoning or only half-following the aims which we already have involves a positive 

choice which continuing on with those aims does not. As Korsgaard might prefer to 

put this point herself, our aims are the internal principles of activities which we are 

already performing, and which we would have to choose to cease to perform. That 

choice would require a reason. Going on as we are does not require a reason. Unless 

our aims contradict each other, it cannot be something we do with insufficient reason. 

The outward part of the argument is that there is no way of showing that it is 

rational to abandon or subvert the aims which we have inescapably. The problem is 

not that, as a psychological matter, we are unable to abandon those aims. It is rather 

that there is nothing which can ground an account of our reasons except the aims 

which we already have. Unless an account were grounded in our aims, and in that 

sense we already accepted it, we would need a reason to accept it. On pain of 

circularity, or at least irrationality, that reason could not itself come from such an 

account. 

I come back to both of these parts of Korsgaard’s argument later in this thesis. The 

first, inward part she makes on Kant’s behalf in her paper “Morality as Freedom.”53 

That paper is her first major attempt to attribute a constitutivist argument to Kant: an 

attempt to which she has referred back throughout her later work (§2.1.1). The 

second, outward part of the argument she makes in her own work against realist or 

 
53 Christine M. Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” in Creating the Kingdom of Ends (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, [1989] 1996f), 159–87. 
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rationalist views. I will be proposing later in this chapter that, regardless of whether it 

works, that part of her argument helps to characterise constitutivism (§1.3.7). 

These parts of Korsgaard’s argument might not succeed. They might not together 

show that it is rational for us to purse the aims which are constitutive of our agency. If 

they fail to show that, though, it is not because of the shmagency objection. If nothing 

else, Korsgaard’s arguments do move the debate beyond the site of that objection. I 

think it is correct to summarise that objection as being that constitutivists refuse to 

address a certain kind of sceptical challenge. With a metanormative account and an 

argument for its rational significance, Korsgaard does address that challenge. There 

are of course further challenges that could be, and have been, made to that account 

and that argument. My objective in this section, though, has only been to make it 

plausible that constitutivism is not felled by the shmagency objection itself. 

The lines of metanormative argument I am attributing to Korsgaard here are not 

unique to her. David Velleman also makes what I am calling the “inward” part of the 

argument, and something similar to the outward one. In a recent paper, “The Two 

Normativities,” appearing in a volume in tribute to Korsgaard, Velleman closes by 

addressing Enoch’s objection explicitly. He writes: 

The first answer to this objection is that if one already is an agent, then one 
doesn’t need a reason for becoming one; the most one may need is a reason for 
continuing to be one, and reasons of that sort are easy enough for an agent to 
find.54 

Going on as an agent is not the kind of thing which can be irrational in the way 

that making a positive choice to abandon that condition can be irrational. 

As for our reasons to abandon being agents, Velleman notes that Enoch is “a 

normative realist,” and as such believes that there is an “objective criterion of 

 
54 Velleman, “The Two Normativities,” 90. 
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correctness for the output of practical reason.”55 Enoch believes that there are reasons 

or oughts which do rationally override whatever kind of oughts might be generated 

by our aims. Velleman does not explicitly argue in this paper that Enoch cannot be 

right to believe this, but he notes that even a sceptic like Enoch will continue to have 

the aims which are constitutive of agency. If the constitutivist is correct in their 

theory of action, then however persuasive Enoch’s arguments for his normative 

realism are, they will never produce reasons of a kind which could dislodge the aims 

which are constitutive of our agency. 

 
55 Velleman, “The Two Normativities,” 91. See also J. David Velleman, How We Get Along (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2009), 145. 
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1.2. Constitutivism in the literature 

1.2.0. Introduction to this part 

The first part of this chapter aimed to clear the ground for an attempt to define 

constitutivism. I discussed one particular constitutivist view, and two papers which 

interpret it and challenge it. The first was Douglas Lavin’s “Practical Reason and the 

Possibility of Error,” which coined the term “constitutivism” with reference to 

Christine Korsgaard’s view. The second was David Enoch’s “Agency, Shmagency: Why 

Normativity Won’t Come from What Is Constitutive of Action.” 

I aimed to dispel in that part some possible misunderstandings of constitutivism. 

I also aimed to make it plausible that the constitutivist can address Enoch’s 

shmagency objection. In this part, I turn to the task of defining constitutivism proper. 

I begin to approach this task by canvassing the literature defining constitutivism 

since Lavin and Enoch’s papers. 

I survey the works of seven authors in this part: those of Luca Ferrero, Evan 

Tiffany, Paul Katsafanas, Emer O’Hagan, Matthew Silverstein, Sorin Baiasu, and 

finally Andrews Reath. Many other philosophers have written about constitutivism, 

and some have written books and papers more widely-cited than the ones I cover 

here. Many of those widely-cited works, however, do not clearly attempt to define 

constitutivism. Although they make arguments about constitutivism, they do not set 

out what it takes for a theory to be constitutivist.56 

At the end of this part of the chapter, I draw three points of consensus from the 

works I cover. Firstly, there is a consensus that at least Christine Korsgaard and David 

Velleman are constitutivists. Secondly, there is a consensus that constitutivism is 

 
56 To take just two examples: despite being the premier constitutivists, I do not think that Christine 
Korsgaard or David Velleman ever define constitutivism. They come closest to doing so in Korsgaard, 
“Constitutivism and the virtues,” and Velleman, “The Two Normativities,” respectively. 
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supposed to be metanormatively distinctive. Thirdly, there is a consensus that 

constitutivists take some feature to be constitutive of agency. 

I will be arguing later in this chapter that this constitutive feature of agency needs 

to be conative: that it needs to be the kind of feature which can be framed as an aim. I 

take a number of the definitions in this chapter to already be consistent with that 

conclusion, and will note what each definition says that constitutivists might take to 

be constitutive of agency. 

1.2.1. Luca Ferrero 

In “Constitutivism and the Inescapability of Agency,” published in an Oxford 

Studies in Metaethics volume in 2009, Luca Ferrero gives “a rough outline” of the 

constitutivist’s “basic claim.”57 The constitutivist claims: 

that the norms and requirements of practical rationality and morality can be 
derived from the constitutive features of agency. Hence, a systematic failure to be 
guided by these requirements amounts to a loss of agency. But there is a sense in 
which we cannot but be agents. It follows that we are necessarily bound by the 
oughts of rationality and morality, we are bound by them sans phrase. 

It is clear from this passage that Ferrero understands constitutivist views to 

involve a constitution relation the object on one end of which is agency. On the other 

end, he suggests in a footnote, “could be aims, motives, capacities, commitments, or 

principles,” and these could “operate at the personal or subpersonal level:” we do not 

need to be conscious that we are guided by them.58 

As I understand him, Ferrero uses the term “constitutive” in the immediate sense. 

He goes on to describe the constitutive standards of an enterprise as determining 

 
57 Luca Ferrero, “Constitutivism and the Inescapability of Agency,” in Oxford Studies in Metaethics, ed. 
Russ Shafer-Landau, Vol. 4 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 304. 
58 Ferrero, “Constitutivism and the Inescapability of Agency,” 306–07. 
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“what the agent is to do in order to engage in it.”59 In his way of speaking, what is 

constitutive of agency on Korsgaard’s view, for example, is “the aim … of self-

constitution.”60 The principle of self-constitution, Kant’s categorical imperative, is 

then a norm which is derivable from the constitutive features of agency.  

Ferrero does not say explicitly in this paper that constitutivism is intended to be 

metanormatively distinctive. He simply describes it as aiming to “account for the 

categorical force of the norms of rationality and morality.”61 In a more recent paper, 

however, “Inescapability Revisited,” Ferrero states that “in all of its forms … 

constitutivism is supposed to offer an alternative to a realist account of objective 

authority.”62 

Ferrero names Velleman and Korsgaard as constitutivists, and like Lavin, 

includes The Sources of Normativity in Korsgaard’s constitutivist works.63 Ferrero also 

takes constitutivist views to be defended by Peter Railton in “On the Hypothetical and 

Non-Hypothetical in Reasoning about Belief and Action;” by Tamar Schapiro in “What 

is a Child?;” Elijah Millgram in Practical Induction; and like Enoch in “Agency, 

Shmagency,” by Connie Rosati.64 

 
59 Ferrero, “Constitutivism and the Inescapability of Agency,” 305. 
60 Ferrero, “Constitutivism and the Inescapability of Agency,” 320, and see 305–06, where Ferrero quotes 
Enoch’s use of this framing in Enoch, “Agency, Shmagency: Why Normativity Won’t Come from What Is 
Constitutive of Action,” 179. 
61 Ferrero, “Constitutivism and the Inescapability of Agency,” 303. Ferrero adds that “grounding 
unconditional oughts and deriving substantive normative principles are … by no means the only” 
aspirations which constitutivists have, noting in particular that Velleman believes constitutivist views 
can have a broader explanatory power (304). Ferrero refers to a reply to critics in which Velleman claims 
that his own constitutivist view explains “how events can be brought about by agents instead of other 
events,” “the possibility of an intention’s being shared,” and more. J. David Velleman, “Replies to 
Discussion on The Possibility of Practical Reason,” Philosophical Studies 121, no. 3 (2004): 288–89. 
62 Luca Ferrero, “Inescapability Revisited,” Manuscrito 41, no. 4 (2018): 118. 
63 Ferrero, “Constitutivism and the Inescapability of Agency,” 304. 
64 Peter Railton, “On the Hypothetical and Non-Hypothetical in Reasoning about Belief and Action,” in 
Ethics and Practical Reason, eds. Garrett Cullity and Berys Gaut (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 
53–79; Tamar Schapiro, “What Is a Child?” Ethics 109, no. 4 (1999): 715–38; and Elijah Millgram, Practical 
Induction (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1997). 
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1.2.2. Evan Tiffany 

In “Why Be an Agent?,” published in 2012, Evan Tiffany alleges that constitutivists 

have engaged in “a subtle form of equivocation” in defending their views.65 In arguing 

that agency is in some sense inescapable, they have made use of a thin or minimal 

conception of agency. In then arguing that substantive norms are derivable from 

agency, they have slipped to a thicker conception of agency. 

Tiffany first defines constitutivism in the abstract of the paper, and then within it 

characterises it by two core claims. In the abstract, he says simply: 

Constitutivism is the view that it is possible to derive contentful, normatively 
binding demands of practical reason and morality from the constitutive features 
of agency.66 

Within the paper, he elaborates: 

The constitutivist is committed to two theses, one about content and one about 
normative force: 

CONT Agency is subject to agent-neutral reasons generated by its 
constitutive aim(s). 

NORM The constitutive aim(s) of agency is (are) normatively inescapable. 

Together, CONT and NORM imply that there are inescapably normative, agent-
neutral reasons generated by the constitutive aims of agency. In other words, 
they together imply: 

CI There are categorical imperatives of practical reason.67 

As Tiffany defines it, constitutivism involves a constitution relation on one side of 

which is agency, and on the other side of which are certain aims. Those aims are 

“normatively inescapable,” by which Tiffany explains he means that their “authority 

 
65 Evan Tiffany, “Why Be an Agent?” Australasian Journal of Philosophy 90, no. 2 (2012): 224. 
66 Tiffany, “Why Be an Agent?” 223. 
67 Tiffany, “Why Be an Agent?” 225. 
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is inescapable.”68 The norms they generate are categorical, as expressed in CI, in 

contrast to “norms of etiquette.” 

As far as the metanormative distinctiveness of constitutivism, Tiffany frames it as 

an alternative to a “Humeanism” on which all of our reasons are generated and 

determined by contingent desires.69 Constitutivism instead tries to show that “at least 

some reasons” can be grounded simply in the nature and the fact of our agency. He 

notes, however, that “Railton and Rosati have been cited as constitutivists, though 

neither author aims to refute Humeanism about practical reason.” Tiffany himself 

names Korsgaard and Velleman as constitutivists.70 

1.2.3. Paul Katsafanas 

In his Agency and the Foundations of Ethics, published in 2013, Paul Katsafanas 

articulates and defends a “Nietzschean constitutivism.”71 Katsafanas argues that 

agency has two constitutive aims: “agential activity,” or stably approving of what one 

does; and “power,” or overcoming resistance. 

Katsafanas defines constitutivism at the very beginning of the book. The idea 

relates, he says, to: 

the foundational question in ethics: how is the authority of normative claims to 
be justified? Recently, a great deal of attention has been directed at the idea that 
we might answer this foundational question by turning to the philosophy of 
action. According to a view that I will call constitutivism, action has a certain 

 
68 Tiffany, “Why Be an Agent?” 225. 
69 Tiffany, “Why Be an Agent?” 223–24. 
70 Tiffany, “Why Be an Agent?” 223. Tiffany also briefly discusses how Korsgaard takes her view to be 
distinct from “substantive” realism, and names her again as a constitutivist, in his “The Rediscovery of 
Metanormativity,” in The Cambridge History of Philosophy, 1945–2015 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2019), 271–73. 
71 Paul Katsafanas, Agency and the Foundations of Ethics: Nietzschean Constitutivism (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2013), especially 109–210. 
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structural feature – a constitutive aim – that both constitutes events as actions 
and generates a standard of assessment for action.72 

As in the other definitions I have so far canvassed, Katsafanas takes a 

constitutivist view to involve a constitution relation which has agency or action at one 

end. Like Tiffany, Katsafanas identifies the feature on the other end of this relation as 

an aim. As Katsafanas presents it, the constitutivist strategy involves “some version” 

of the claim that “if you are ϕ-ing, and ϕ-ing constitutively aims at E, then you have 

reason to E.”73 

In the definition quoted, like Ferrero, Katsafanas speaks of normative standards 

as being generated by the constitutive features of action, rather than as being 

constitutive of action themselves. However, he also goes on to use “constitutive” in 

the final sense by referring to the standards themselves as constitutive of action or 

agency. For example, two pages later, he claims “Kant was right” that “certain rules of 

practical reason are constitutive of agency.”74 

Katsafanas also goes on to say: 

that the attractions of constitutivism are considerable. If constitutivism works, 
then it will provide a way of justifying normative claims without positing 
irreducible normative truths or grounding norms merely in subjective, variable 
elements of human psychology. It will thereby avoid some central and 
longstanding problems in ethics.75 

Constitutivism is supposed to be metanormatively special, at least in the sense of 

avoiding “some central and longstanding problems” for both traditional forms of 

realism and traditional forms of antirealism. While it might ultimately have to be 

 
72 Katsafanas, Agency and the Foundations of Ethics: Nietzschean Constitutivism, 1. 
73 Paul Katsafanas, “Constitutivism about Practical Reasons,” in The Oxford Handbook of Reasons and 
Normativity, ed. Daniel Star (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018), 386. See also Katsafanas, Agency and 
the Foundations of Ethics: Nietzschean Constitutivism, 39–40. 
74 Katsafanas, Agency and the Foundations of Ethics: Nietzschean Constitutivism, 3. 
75 Katsafanas, Agency and the Foundations of Ethics: Nietzschean Constitutivism, 2. 
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understood as a form of one or the other, it is at least supposed to offer a distinctive 

“schema” for securing “incontestable sources of practical normative authority.”76 

As mentioned, Katsafanas considers his own view to be a constitutivist one. He 

also names Velleman and Korsgaard as constitutivists, devoting a chapter each of his 

book to their views. In a more recent overview of constitutivism, Katsafanas also 

mentions Sharon Street and Michael Smith as having attempted to show that “actions 

have a constitutive feature” which “is robust enough to generate interesting 

normative conclusions.”77 He notes, however, that Smith’s view is “rather different” in 

that what he argues, at least in the first instance, is that certain desires are 

constitutive of “fully rational action” rather than all “intentional action.”78 

1.2.4. Emer O’Hagan 

In her “Shmagents, Realism and Constitutivism About Rational Norms,” also first 

published in 2013, Emer O’Hagan defends “a minimal conception of constitutivism” 

against David Enoch’s shmagency objection.79 She begins by defining constitutivism. 

She writes: 

In metaethics and other branches of metanormativity, constitutivism is the view 
that rational norms can be grounded in the constitution of agency or action, by 

 
76 Paul Katsafanas, “Constitutivism,” in The Cambridge History of Philosophy, 1945–2015, eds. Kelly Becker 
and Iain D. Thomson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2019), 284. See also Katsafanas, 
“Constitutivism about Practical Reasons,” 388–89; and Agency and the Foundations of Ethics: Nietzschean 
Constitutivism, 47–61. 
77 Katsafanas, “Constitutivism about Practical Reasons,” 370, and see 373–74. Katsafanas refers to Sharon 
Street, “Coming to Terms with Contingency: Humean Constructivism about Practical Reason,” in 
Constructivism in Practical Philosophy, eds. James Lenman and Yonatan Shemmer (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2012), 40–59; and to Michael Smith, “Beyond the Error Theory,” in A World Without 
Values: Essays on John Mackie’s Moral Error Theory, eds. Richard Joyce and Simon Kirchin (Dordrecht: 
Springer, 2009), 119–39. 
78 Katsafanas, “Constitutivism about Practical Reasons,” 374. 
79 Emer O’Hagan, “Shmagents, Realism and Constitutivism About Rational Norms,” The Journal of Value 
Inquiry 48, no. 1 (2014), 18. 
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way of appeal to standards, capacities, motives, or aims which are themselves 
constitutive of agency or action.80 

Like Lavin, Enoch, Ferrero, and Katsafanas, O’Hagan takes constitutivists to 

believe that something is constitutive of agency or action. That something might be at 

least a standard, a capacity, a motive, or an aim. She continues: 

Some constitutivists are persuaded that understanding the normativity of 
theoretical and practical reasons requires an investigation of the nature of 
agency, the hope being that such an investigation will help to explain the 
categorical or objective nature of the norms of rationality and morality. Norms 
are constitutive of agency and action, the thinking goes, and so an inescapable 
part of human reality; thus opting out of rational agency is not (in the relevant 
sense) possible. Constitutivists differ in what they take to be the relevant 
capacities, aims, or motives constitutive of agency or action, and in what they 
take to be the limitations and appeal of the constitutivist view. 

I think that the “some” in the first sentence here is meant to pair with an implicit 

“both.” Some constitutivists are focused on practical reasons, but some also try to 

vindicate theoretical reasons. O’Hagan goes on to note that Peter Railton argues for 

his view by “emphasizing the similarity between theoretical and practical 

reasoning.”81 David Velleman and Christine Korsgaard also press that parallel in some 

of their work, though Korsgaard in the opposite direction to the others.82 

O’Hagan names Korsgaard, Velleman, Railton, and also Connie Rosati as 

constitutivists.83 She argues that even in a generic or “minimal” form, constitutivism 

“supports a non-realist but nonetheless robust account of moral objectivity.”84 

Constitutivism, O’Hagan says, avoids the supposition of “response-independent, non-

 
80 O’Hagan, “Shmagents, Realism and Constitutivism About Rational Norms,” 17. 
81 O’Hagan, “Shmagents, Realism and Constitutivism About Rational Norms,” 18. 
82 For Velleman, see for example his “The Possibility of Practical Reason,” Ethics 106, no. 4 (1996): 705–26. 
For Korsgaard, see her “The Activity of Reason,” 32–38. 
83 O’Hagan, “Shmagents, Realism and Constitutivism About Rational Norms,” 17–18. 
84 O’Hagan, “Shmagents, Realism and Constitutivism About Rational Norms,” 18. 
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natural, irreducibly normative truths” without collapsing into the relativism of at 

least some antirealist views.85 

1.2.5. Matthew Silverstein 

Like O’Hagan, Matthew Silverstein argues in a 2015 paper, “The Shmagency 

Question,” that David Enoch’s shmagency objection “has been considerably 

overestimated both by critics of constitutivism and by constitutivists themselves.”86 

Silverstein argues that constitutivists have placed insufficient emphasis on the fact 

that a standard’s being constitutive of action also makes one constitutive of reasons 

for action. Enoch’s would-be shmagent asks why they ought to conform to the 

standards which are constitutive of action. If their question is understood as seeking 

for reasons for action, Silverstein claims it is easily answered. If their question is 

instead understood as seeking “reasons for shmaction,” Silverstein argues that “it is not 

even apparently intelligible,” let alone a challenge to our reasons for action.87 

Silverstein initially defines constitutivism roughly. He begins: 

A familiar strategy among philosophers grappling with questions about the 
foundations of ethics is to locate the sources of normativity in the nature of action 
and agency. Philosophers tempted by such an approach seek to show that being 
subject to the authority of certain norms or principles is somehow constitutive of 
agency. Following others, I shall call this the constitutivist strategy.88 

This definition is rough in that it could be taken to suggest that one could be a 

constitutivist simply by believing that the authority of certain norms is constitutive of 

agency. The contrast here is with believing that some feature like an aim which 

 
85 O’Hagan, “Shmagents, Realism and Constitutivism About Rational Norms,” 24, quoting David Enoch, 
“An Outline of an Argument for Robust Metanormative Realism,” in Oxford Studies in Metaethics, ed. Russ 
Shafer-Landau, Vol. 2 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 21. 
86 Matthew Silverstein, “The Shmagency Question,” Philosophical Studies 172, no. 5 (2015): 1129. 
87 Silverstein, “The Shmagency Question,” 1140. 
88 Silverstein, “The Shmagency Question,” 1127. 
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grounds, and partly explains, the authority of those norms is constitutive of agency. 

As I understand him, Silverstein does not intend for his definition of constitutivism to 

be this inclusive. The constitutive features of agency are supposed to account for 

those norms’ authority. He goes on to say: 

Constitutivism promises to reveal norms or standards that do not depend on 
other norms for their authority. Norms extracted from what is constitutive of 
action – a which I shall call constitutive norms for action – derive their authority 
not from other norms but rather from the nature of agency. If there is a 
constitutive norm for action, then it would not make sense to challenge that norm 
by asking whether one should act in accordance with it, since action just is (at 
least in part) behavior that falls under the authority of this norm.89 

The authority of the “constitutive norms” is supposed to “derive” from the features 

of agency. Their authority is not simply supposed to be constitutive of agency itself. 

Silverstein goes on to follow Enoch in referring to the feature of agency which 

underpins its constitutive norms as being agency’s “constitutive aim.”90 

Silverstein makes two noteworthy claims about the metanormative aspirations of 

constitutivism. He makes the first in noting that there may be an alternative way of 

accounting for the authority of a norm than by appealing to a higher norm. He writes: 

We may be able to explain why considerations which engage action’s constitutive 
aim are reasons for action not by appealing to some further normative fact, but 
rather by showing that this is just what it is for something to be a reason for action. A 
metaphysical explanation of this sort is precisely what constitutivists aim to 
provide.91 

Silverstein does not specify here how wide “this sort” is: how narrow a range of 

explanations a constitutivist must offer theirs into in order to count as a constitutivist. 

It is at least implicit, though, that constitutivism is an attempt to develop a novel 

metanormative view. Constitutivists have to “aim to provide” a metaphysical, 

 
89 Silverstein, “The Shmagency Question,” 1128. 
90 Silverstein, “The Shmagency Question,” 1134, 1136, 1140, and 1141. 
91 Silverstein, “The Shmagency Question,” 1140. 
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metanormative explanation because the kind which they are after is not provided by 

traditional views. 

At the end of the paper, Silverstein appears to be more specific about the 

constitutivist’s “sort” of explanation. He says: 

Constitutivists often claim to be unearthing the foundations of ethics. This 
metaphor is appropriate. … The constitutive norm of agency is … not justified by 
any other norm. Nor is it justified by itself. It is foundational. Whence comes its 
authority, then? It comes from the close metaphysical connection between 
agency and normativity. In other words, the authority of agency’s constitutive 
norm is rooted in the fact that the domain of agency just is the domain of reasons. 

So, at any rate, goes the constitutivist story.92 

Silverstein appears to be saying here that “the” constitutivist story is that 

engaging action’s constitutive aim is just what it is for a consideration to be a reason 

for action. The sense in which constitutivists aim to provide an explanation of “this 

sort” is that they aim to fill in the details of this explanation, not just to offer an 

explanation somehow like it. In another paper published a year later, “Teleology and 

Normativity,” Silverstein repeats that constitutivism “promises to reveal not merely 

which norms have genuine authority, but also what their authority consists in.”93 

I have already suggested in this chapter that Christine Korsgaard and David 

Velleman do tell versions of this “constitutivist story” (§1.1.6). In “The Shmagency 

Question,” Silverstein refers to Korsgaard, Velleman, and Paul Katsafanas as 

constitutivists.94 In “Teleology and Normativity,” he adds that Philippa Foot, Kieran 

 
92 Silverstein, “The Shmagency Question,” 1142. 
93 Matthew Silverstein, “Teleology and Normativity,” in Oxford Studies in Metaethics, ed. Russ Shafer-
Landau, Vol. 11 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016), 215. Silverstein also refers to constitutivism in 
his “Inescapability and Normativity,” Journal of Ethics and Social Philosophy 6, no. 3 (2017), 2. There, 
however, he refers to it as one of “many names” for a “Kantian strategy.” He acknowledges that each of 
those names “is used in a number of ways, however,” and does not attempt to pin down the extension of 
“constitutivism.” 
94 Silverstein, “The Shmagency Question,” 1129 for Korsgaard and Velleman and 1131–32 for Katsafanas. 
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Setiya, and Judith Jarvis Thomson have “at least explored … broadly Aristotelian 

versions of constitutivism,” though Setiya at least ultimately rejects constitutivism.95 

1.2.6. Sorin Baiasu 

In “Constitutivism and Transcendental Practical Philosophy: How to Pull the 

Rabbit Out of the Hat,” Sorin Baiasu introduces constitutivism as: 

one of the more promising versions of constructivism. It aims to justify 
substantial normative standards as constitutive of practical reason. In this way, it 
can defend the constructivist commitment to avoiding realism and anti-realism 
in normative disciplines, such as ethics. Standards of action are not already 
given, independently from us, but they are justified as constitutive of practical 
reason; yet, they are not the result of arbitrary decisions, but are conditions, 
which make possible agency.96 

Baiasu acknowledges in a footnote to the first sentence here that “there are 

various accounts of what constructivism and constitutivism are,” and that “on some 

accounts, certain versions of constitutivism would be incompatible with certain 

versions of constructivism.” Both positions are described here, though, as seeking to 

avoid the problems of more traditional metanormative pictures. Constitutivism and 

constructivism at least overlap, and they both seek to be metanormatively distinctive. 

It may not be immediately obvious of what object Baiasu takes constitutivists to 

think that standards are constitutive. In the second and fourth sentences of the 

passage quoted, Baiasu describes normative standards “as constitutive of practical 

reason.” At the end of it, however, he says that these standards “are conditions, which 

make possible agency.” The implication would seem to be that, like Silverstein, Baiasu 

 
95 Silverstein, “Teleology and Normativity,” 225. Silverstein refers to Philippa Foot, “Goodness and 
Choice,” Aristotelian Society Supplementary Volume 35, no. 1 (1961); Philippa Foot, Natural Goodness (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2001); Kieran Setiya, Reasons without Rationalism (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 2007); Kieran Setiya, “Murdoch on the Sovereignty of Good,” Philosophers’ Imprint 13, no. 
9 (2013); and Judith Jarvis Thomson, Normativity (Chicago, IL: Open Court, 2008). 
96 Sorin Baiasu, “Constitutivism and Transcendental Practical Philosophy: How to Pull the Rabbit Out of 
the Hat,” Philosophia 44, no. 4 (2016): 1186. 
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takes constitutivists to think that standards are constitutive of practical reason by first 

being constitutive of action or agency. 

Accordingly, Baiasu also quotes a definition of constitutivism by Michael Smith, 

on which: 

Constitutivism is the view that we can derive a substantive account of normative 
reasons for action – perhaps a Kantian account, perhaps a hedonistic account, 
perhaps a desire-fulfilment account, this is up for grabs – from abstract premises 
about the nature of action and agency.97 

Action or agency are the objects of which constitutive features are to be 

identified. A particular account of our reasons, or of the authority of certain norms, is 

then to be derived from those features. 

The only philosopher whom Baiasu explicitly refers to as a constitutivist is 

Korsgaard.98 In a footnote, he mentions Velleman alongside Korsgaard, Onora O’Neill, 

and Sharon Street as having argued that norms can be regarded “as the result of a 

process of construction undertaken from the first-person perspective.”99 Baiasu cites 

Smith’s self-description as a constitutivist, but does not say whether he shares 

Katsafanas’ reservation that Smith’s account is rather different to those of 

constitutivists like Korsgaard and Velleman.100 

 
97 Michael Smith, “The Magic of Constitutivism,” American Philosophical Quarterly 52, no. 2 (2015): 187; 
quoted in Baiasu, “Constitutivism and Transcendental Practical Philosophy: How to Pull the Rabbit Out of 
the Hat,” 1188. 
98 Baiasu, “Constitutivism and Transcendental Practical Philosophy: How to Pull the Rabbit Out of the 
Hat,” 1187. 
99 Baiasu, “Constitutivism and Transcendental Practical Philosophy: How to Pull the Rabbit Out of the 
Hat,” 1186. 
100 Baiasu, “Constitutivism and Transcendental Practical Philosophy: How to Pull the Rabbit Out of the 
Hat,” 1188; Baiasu cites Smith, “The Magic of Constitutivism,” 188. 
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1.2.7. Andrews Reath 

The final definition of constitutivism I want to canvass in this part is by one of the 

authors whose reading of Kant I turn to in the second chapter. In a forthcoming paper, 

“Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” Andrews Reath proposes that Kant’s moral arguments 

in the Groundwork and the second Critique “have the same overall structure:” the 

structure of “a constitutivist account.”101 

Reath offers the following definition of constitutivism: 

Constitutivism about morality and practical reason (hereafter ‘constitutivism’) 
attempts to ground the fundamental principles of practical reason and morality 
in the nature of rational agency, by showing that they are the internal 
constitutive principles of rational agency. The internal constitutive principles of 
some rational activity or rational power – or as I will say, its ‘formal principles’ – 
are the principles that define and guide the rational activity or specify what it is 
to exercise the rational power, by following which one engages in that activity or 
exercises that power.102 

In the first footnote of the paper, Reath names Christine Korsgaard and David 

Velleman as two of the “usual suspects” offering “some of the leading constitutivist 

accounts of morality.”103 When Reath says in the passage quoted that constitutivists 

try to show that rational agency has “internal constitutive principles,” he does not 

mean to exclude views like Velleman’s on which the significant constitutive feature of 

agency is framed as an aim. 

Reath refers here to “rational agency,” “some rational activity,” and some 

“rational power.” Familiarly, there are at least two meanings which the term 

“rational” can have. What Reath means by “rational agency” is something like the 

 
101 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [1–2]. 
102 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [2]. 
103 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [1]. 
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agency of beings with our kind of self-consciousness.104 He does not mean our agency 

only insofar as we are reasonable and logical, and in that sense rational. 

Relatedly, Reath says that the formal or constitutive principles of an activity are 

those which “define” that activity, and that “by following” them one engages in that 

activity. He does not mean by this that the constitutive principles of an activity are 

always immediately constitutive of it, such that by violating the principles, one fails 

to engage in the activity. On the view that Reath himself attributes to Kant, the 

categorical and hypothetical imperatives are indirectly finally constitutive of agency. 

We “follow” them in the sense that we aim to meet some condition which we actually 

only meet by conforming to them.105 To summarise: on Reath’s definition, 

constitutivists try to show that certain principles or aims are normative because they 

are constitutive of our self-conscious kind of agency in at least the indirect final sense. 

Reath does not say in “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism” what metanormative 

aspirations he takes constitutivism to have. In another paper, “Kantian 

Constructivism and Kantian Constitutivism: Some Reflections,” he notes that “it is not 

realism as ordinarily understood.”106 It might also be “misleading” though, he says, to 

describe the position he ascribes to Kant as instead “a form of ‘anti-realism.’”107 

Constitutivism refrains from “appealing to an order of facts that is independent of our 

rational activity and self-conceptions,” but at the same time it is distinguished from at 

least some antirealist views by its vindication of moral objectivity.108 

 
104 Reath talks about self-consciousness in “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” particularly [6–10]. He is clearer 
than there that self-consciousness and self-guidance are features of what he means by “rational agency,” 
though, in his “Kantian Constructivism and Kantian Constitutivism: Some Reflections,” Kant Yearbook 14, 
no. 1 (2022): 65–67, particularly 66. 
105 See Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [2–10]; and for further discussion of Reath’s “model” of 
constitutivism and his reasons for attributing it to Kant, §2.3.2. 
106 Reath, “Kantian Constructivism and Kantian Constitutivism: Some Reflections,” 68. 
107 Reath, “Kantian Constructivism and Kantian Constitutivism: Some Reflections,” 48. 
108 Reath, “Kantian Constructivism and Kantian Constitutivism: Some Reflections,” 67. 
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1.2.8. The consensus about constitutivism 

In this part of the chapter, I have surveyed a range of attempts to define and 

characterise constitutivism. I will now summarise what I take to be the points of 

consensus among the literature I have covered. 

Firstly, there was a consensus that a few particular philosophers are 

constitutivists. Christine Korsgaard and David Velleman were universally mentioned. 

They were described as responsible for constitutivism’s “gaining ground” by David 

Enoch, and as its “usual suspects” by another constitutivist, Andrews Reath.109 

Tamar Schapiro, Elijah Millgram, Sharon Street, Paul Katsafanas, and Onora 

O’Neill were also mentioned by at least one author, and not explicitly questioned by 

another. Peter Railton and Connie Rosati were mentioned, but Rosati has claimed that 

Enoch misunderstood her, and Evan Tiffany noted a difference between Rosati and 

Railton’s metanormative or action theoretical objectives and those of Korsgaard and 

Velleman. Sorin Baiasu cited Michael Smith’s self-description as a constitutivist, but 

Paul Katsafanas noted that Smith’s view is “rather different” to those of others.110 

Matthew Silverstein suggested that Philippa Foot, Kieran Setiya, and Judith Jarvis 

Thomson have “at least explored” constitutivism, but acknowledged that at least 

Setiya ultimately rejects it.111 

Secondly, there was a consensus that constitutivism is supposed to be 

metanormatively distinctive. There were differences in how exactly this 

distinctiveness was framed, which I will have more to say about this in the next part 

of this chapter. Beneath those differences, there seemed to be an agreement that 

constitutivism at least seeks to avoid both the ontological commitments of robust 

forms of metanormative realism, and the relativism or subjectivism of some forms of 

antirealism. As Katsafanas put this point, constitutivism seeks to “provide a way of 

 
109 Enoch, “Shmagency Revisited,” 208; Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [1]. 
110 Katsafanas, “Constitutivism about Practical Reasons,” 374. 
111 Silverstein, “Teleology and Normativity,” 225. 
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justifying normative claims without positing irreducible normative truths or 

grounding norms merely in subjective, variable elements of human psychology.”112 

Thirdly, there was a consensus that constitutivists take something to be 

constitutive of agency. At least implicitly, it was recognised by all that the something 

could be an aim or a finally constitutive principle. Luca Ferrero and Emer O’Hagan 

also mentioned constitutive capacities, and Ferrero referred to a constitutive 

“commitment.”113 

 
112 Katsafanas, Agency and the Foundations of Ethics: Nietzschean Constitutivism, 2. 
113 Ferrero, “Constitutivism and the Inescapability of Agency,” 307. 
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1.3. Challenging the consensus 

1.3.0. Introduction to this part 

In the previous part of this chapter, I canvassed a sample of the literature on 

constitutivism, and I drew out three points of consensus about its definition. In this 

part of the chapter, I turn to some apparent and actual challenges to that consensus 

about how to define constitutivism. 

I begin in the first two sections of this part by addressing papers by Karl Schafer 

and Michael Ridge. Both comment on how they see the literature as having built the 

distinctiveness of constitutivism into definitions of it. I agree with them that the 

promise of constitutivism is something to be achieved, not to be had by definition. I 

maintain, though, that constitutivism can be defined as rejecting at least a certain 

kind of realist ontology. 

I then introduce two suggestions for expanding our definition of constitutivism 

which are mentioned by Kathryn Lindeman. One suggestion she attributes to Michael 

Smith; the other she briefly makes herself. Lindeman proposes that a constitutivist 

view might ground its norms in any kind of constitutive feature of the individual who 

is subject to them. 

Before responding to Lindeman, I also introduce two papers and a book written 

on Kant by Oliver Sensen and Jens Timmermann respectively. As I understand them, 

Sensen and Timmermann both take Kant to think that the categorical imperative is 

constitutive of practical reason. They do not take Kant to think that it is constitutive of 

action: of our choice whether to give effect to that reasoning. Nevertheless, Sensen 

and Timmermann both suggest that their readings of Kant can be considered 

constitutivist. 
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In the sixth and seventh sections of this chapter, I respond to Lindeman, Sensen, 

and Timmermann. I defend constitutivism’s focus on the constitutive features of 

agency. Part of constitutivism’s claim to distinctiveness is its claim to establish the 

objectivity and categoricity of its norms. Agency, through its ubiquity, is its vehicle 

for establishing those properties of its norms. 

Of course, practical reason might be ubiquitous in the same way as rational 

agency. However, I argue that on a constitutivist view, there must be an aim which we 

have in choosing our actions. In making this argument, I appeal to the consensus that 

constitutivism is supposed to be metanormatively distinctive; the consensus that 

Christine Korsgaard is a constitutivist; and the fact that constitutivism was first 

defined with reference to her position. 

I suggest that Korsgaard herself positions constitutivism as the answer to her 

argument “against the model of application.”114 Readings of Kant like Sensen’s and 

Timmermann’s would in her terms be rationalist, nonconstitutivist readings of him. I 

suggest that it would be surprising if views to which Korsgaard frames constitutivism 

as the alternative turned out, in fact, to be just fellow forms of constitutivism. 

1.3.1. Karl Schafer 

In “Kant: Constitutivism as Capacities-First Philosophy,” Karl Schafer claims that 

“it would be a mistake” to define constitutivism: 

so that dramatic claims about what constitutivism can do are built into its 
definition. … we should keep the mode of philosophical explanation which is 
essential to constitutivism separate from the philosophical work this style of 
explanation can accomplish. Of course, the constitutivist mode of explanation 

 
114 Korsgaard, “Realism and Constructivism in Twentieth‐Century Moral Philosophy,” 315. 
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must do something to be of philosophical interest. But just what it can do should 
be left open by its definition.115 

Schafer is clearly right about this. Constitutivism should be defined at most in 

terms of what it is supposed to achieve, rather than in terms of what it does achieve. It 

would be a mistake to define constitutivism as a distinctive metanormative position. 

Its distinctiveness or otherwise must be allowed to fall out of the content of 

constitutivism. 

One can accept this, though, and still believe that in defining constitutivism, we 

should be sensitive to the fact that constitutivism is intended to be metanormatively 

distinctive. We should be sensitive to that intent or that perception by not broadening 

our definition of constitutivism in a way that undermines the possibility of arguing 

that it is metanormatively distinctive. In particular, we should not broaden it in a way 

which means that Korsgaard and Velleman, and ideally others widely accepted as 

constitutivists, are not arguing for the distinctiveness of constitutivism when they 

argue for the distinctiveness of what they have in common. 

In this particular paper, Schafer uses the term “constitutivism:” 

to refer to the broad family of meta-normative views that endorse some version of 
the following: 

Core Constitutivist Claim: The fundamental norms that apply to X are 
explained by the nature of X.116 

On its face, this is a much broader, more inclusive definition of constitutivism 

than was given in the works I cited in the previous part of this chapter. It does not 

mention agency, or a constitution relation, or any particular kinds of constitutive 

features. 

 
115 Karl Schafer, “Kant: constitutivism as capacities-first philosophy,” Philosophical Explorations 22, no. 2 
(2019): 177–78. 
116 Schafer, “Kant: constitutivism as capacities-first philosophy,” 177. 
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In other work, Schafer does frame constitutivism in terms of the nature of rational 

agency. For example, in “Constitutivism about Reasons,” he says constitutivism 

claims that “we have the reasons we do because we are rational agents of a certain 

sort.”117 He suggests, however: 

that the proper starting point of the constitutivist project is best described – not 
as a conception of agency per se – but rather as a general conception of 
rationality, of which rational agency is one form.118 

As I understand him, Schafer’s principal reason for favouring this framing is that 

it makes it easier to see how a constitutivist strategy could be applied to theoretical 

reasoning as well as to practical reasoning. Schafer himself wants to suggest that both 

branches of reasoning can be seen as exercises “of a more general capacity” led by a 

constitutive “aim of achieving understanding.”119 

At least two of the constitutivist readers of Kant I will be turning to in the next 

chapter, Korsgaard and Stephen Engstrom, do want to press the parallels between his 

accounts of theoretical and practical normativity.120 My concern in this thesis is with 

the question of whether Kant is a constitutivist in his practical philosophy, so for my 

particular purposes, I think the question of whether accounts of theoretical 

normativity are ever best described as constitutivist can be bracketed. I am not sure 

whether Schafer ultimately wants to challenge the consensus about which theories of 

practical normativity count as constitutivist. If he does want to challenge that 

 
117 Karl Schafer, “Constitutivism about Reasons,” in The Many Moral Rationalisms, eds. Karen Jones and 
François Schroeter (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018), 70. See also Karl Schafer, “Realism and 
Constructivism in Kantian Metaethics (1): Realism and Constructivism in a Kantian Context,” Philosophy 
Compass 10, no. 10 (2015): 691–92. 
118 Schafer, “Constitutivism about Reasons,” 71. See also Schafer, “Realism and Constructivism in Kantian 
Metaethics (1): Realism and Constructivism in a Kantian Context,” 694. 
119 Schafer, “Constitutivism about Reasons,” 74. I have also had the benefit of listening to and discussing 
Karl Schafer, “Constitutivism, Intelligibility, and Idealism in post-Kantian Metaethics,” presented at 
Kantian Constitutivism, University of Groningen, 23 June 2023 
120 See Korsgaard, “The Activity of Reason,” 32–38, mentioned in §1.2.4; and for Engstrom, §2.4.1. 
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consensus, then I think my response to him would be the same as the ones I give later 

in this chapter to Lindeman, Sensen, and Timmermann. 

1.3.2. Michael Ridge 

In “Meeting Constitutivists Halfway,” Michael Ridge writes: 

Constitutivism is best understood as a strategy for meeting a set of related 
metanormative challenges, rather than a fully comprehensive metanormative 
theory in its own right, or so many have plausibly argued. Whether this strategy 
succeeds may depend, in part, on which broader metanormative theory it is 
combined with. … I argue that combining constitutivism with expressivism 
somewhat surprisingly provides constitutivists with their best chances for 
success.121 

Ridge cites three papers as having “plausibly argued” that constitutivism should 

not be understood as “a fully comprehensive metanormative theory.” The first, by 

Nadeem Hussain and Nishi Shah, is one of those authors’ two papers together in 

which they argue that Christine Korsgaard misunderstands metaethics.122 The second 

is a paper by Matthew Silverstein in which his target is a “Kantian strategy” shared by 

some views which have been labelled as forms of “constructivism,” “constitutivism,” 

or “ethical rationalism.”123 The third is a paper of Ridge’s own, “Kantian 

Constructivism: Something Old, Something New,” in which he argues that 

“constructivism is best understood not as a new and entirely freestanding approach, 

 
121 Michael Ridge, “Meeting Constitutivists Halfway,” Philosophical Studies 175, no. 12 (2018): 2951; internal 
citations omitted. 
122 Nadeem J. Z. Hussain and Nishi Shah, “Misunderstanding Metaethics: Korsgaard’s Rejection of 
Realism,” in Oxford Studies in Metaethics, ed. Russ Shafer-Landau, Vol. 1 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2006), 265–94. The other paper, published later but written contemporaneously, is Nadeem J. Z. Hussain 
and Nishi Shah, “Meta-ethics and its discontents: A case study of Korsgaard,” in Constructivism in Ethics, 
ed. Carla Bagnoli (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 82–107. 
123 Silverstein, “Inescapability and Normativity,” 2. 
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but instead as providing an interesting sort of species of each of the familiar genera of 

metaethics.”124 

An obvious first comment here would be that these papers are not about 

constitutivism: they are respectively about Korsgaard, a group of “Kantian” views of 

which at least some are constitutivist, and constructivism. However, only one 

genuinely constitutivist view would need to fail to be distinctive in some way in order 

for constitutivism itself to fail to be distinctive in that way. As I understand him, 

Ridge thinks that constitutivism is supposed to be incompatible with both realism and 

antirealism. This is what he means in saying it is supposed to be “a fully 

comprehensive metanormative theory.” Ridge takes the papers he cites to “have 

plausibly argued” that some constitutivist views are compatible with realism, or 

antirealism, or both. In so doing, they have shown that constitutivism itself is 

compatible with either realism or antirealism. 

Of the nine attempts to characterise constitutivism that I quoted in this chapter, 

only two did actually position it as an attempted alternative to both realism and 

antirealism. Baiasu said that constitutivism aims to “defend the constructivist 

commitment to avoiding realism and anti-realism in normative disciplines.”125 Reath 

firstly said that it might be “misleading” to describe a view like Kant’s as “a form of 

‘anti-realism.’”126 He then also said that constitutivism “is not realism as ordinarily 

understood.”127 

Ridge presents his suggestion that constitutivism should be paired with 

expressivism as revisionary, but the majority of the authors I have mentioned only 

 
124 Michael Ridge, “Kantian Constructivism: Something Old, Something New,” in Constructivism in Practical 
Philosophy, eds. James Lenman and Yonatan Shemmer (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 138. 
125 Baiasu, “Constitutivism and Transcendental Practical Philosophy: How to Pull the Rabbit Out of the 
Hat,” 1186. Baiasu does not elaborate on how he is thinking of realism and antirealism, but where 
constitutivism sits on that axis is explicitly “not [his] concern” in that paper (1187). 
126 Reath, “Kantian Constructivism and Kantian Constitutivism: Some Reflections,” 48. 
127 Reath, “Kantian Constructivism and Kantian Constitutivism: Some Reflections,” 68. 
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said that constitutivism does not belong with realism.128 Ferrero identifies “anti-

realism” as “the most direct meta-ethical import of constitutivism.”129 O’Hagan claims 

constitutivism supports “a non-realist but nonetheless robust account of moral 

objectivity.”130 Katsafanas describes constitutivism as “broadly anti-realist.”131 

Velleman is more specific, taking constitutivism to be “in the same general 

neighborhood as expressivism.”132 

Korsgaard has used different terms in different works. In The Sources of 

Normativity, she describes her view as a form of “procedural moral realism.”133 “In 

deference to prevailing usage,” she later comes to refer to this procedural realism as 

“constructivism.”134 In more recent work, she has described her conception of the 

activity of reason as “anti-realist.”135 She has also said that “realism and expressivism 

are both true in their way,” though in ways which make them “boring.”136 

Based on the literature I have cited and my perception of it more broadly, it seems 

to me correct, and maybe even anodyne, to characterise constitutivism as an 

attempted alternative to traditional forms of both realism and antirealism. I take 

Reath to have those traditional forms in mind when he says that constitutivism is 

 
128 At least in the works I have cited and of which I am aware. In his papers making the shmagency 
objection, Enoch describes constitutivism as an attempt to evade at least a robust realism (§1.1.5). I have 
not included him in this paragraph, however, since in another paper he calls constitutivism a strategy of 
some constructivists, and suggests constructivism might attempt to avoid both realism and antirealism. 
See David Enoch, “Can there be a global, interesting, coherent constructivism about practical reason?” 
Philosophical Explorations 12, no. 3 (2009): 330 and 325–26. 
129 Ferrero, “Inescapability Revisited,” 118; O’Hagan, “Shmagents, Realism and Constitutivism About 
Rational Norms,” 18. 
130 O’Hagan, “Shmagents, Realism and Constitutivism About Rational Norms,” 18. 
131 Katsafanas, “Constitutivism about Practical Reasons,” 389. 
132 Velleman, “The Two Normativities,” 87. Two decades prior, see also Allan Gibbard, “Morality as 
Consistency in Living: Korsgaard’s Kantian Lectures,” Ethics 110, no. 1 (1999): 140–41. 
133 Korsgaard, The Sources of Normativity, 35. 
134 Korsgaard, “Realism and Constructivism in Twentieth‐Century Moral Philosophy,” 310; see also 
Christine M. Korsgaard, “Natural Goodness, Rightness, and the Intersubjectivity of Reason,” 
Metaphilosophy 42, no. 4 (2011a): 389–90. 
135 Korsgaard, “The Activity of Reason,” 35–36. 
136 Korsgaard, “Realism and Constructivism in Twentieth‐Century Moral Philosophy,” 325. 
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neither realism nor antirealism “as ordinarily understood.”137 Constitutivism might be 

consistent with expressivism, but if so, it forms a distinctive, nontraditional kind of it. 

The perception that constitutivism is supposed to be an alternative to both 

realism and antirealism in a stronger sense is, I think, at least partly fuelled by 

misunderstandings and misgeneralisations of Korsgaard’s view. As I understand her, 

Korsgaard does take her view to transcend the distinction between realism and 

antirealism even when those categories are understood as contradictories. She does 

not think it does so, however, simply because she is a constitutivist. In claiming that 

her view transcends those categories, she is not claiming that all constitutivist views 

do. 

Korsgaard’s view transcends the categories of metaethics because she thinks 

there are two standpoints from which to answer its questions. Confusion about this 

aspect of Korsgaard’s view is a natural bedfellow of the perception that Korsgaard 

wants to avoid, or at least to stay quiet about, Kant’s metaphysics.138 As I understand 

her, on both her own view and on her reading of Kant, Korsgaard thinks we have two 

standpoints on the world from which different assumptions are warranted.139 The 

practical standpoint represents the assumptions we are warranted in making in 

choosing how to act. The theoretical standpoint corresponds to a different choice, of 

how to model the world which we must act in. Moral conclusions are derivable from 

the warranted assumptions of the practical standpoint, but they are not derivable 

from the assumptions of the theoretical standpoint. 

Since moral conclusions can be derived from the assumptions of the practical 

standpoint, an agent who is viewed from it can be seen as tracking the conclusions of 

 
137 Reath, “Kantian Constructivism and Kantian Constitutivism: Some Reflections,” 68. 
138 As examples of this claim, see Baiasu, “Constitutivism and Transcendental Practical Philosophy: How 
to Pull the Rabbit Out of the Hat,” 1206; and Paul Guyer, “Constructivism and Self-Constitution,” in Kant 
on Practical Justification: Interpretative Essays, eds. Mark Timmons and Sorin Baiasu (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2013), 179, 190, and 197. 
139 I discuss and give references for this later in this thesis, in §2.1.3. 
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a sound piece of reasoning: as Korsgaard says, they can be seen as tracking “certain 

complex facts.”140 The same agent viewed from the theoretical standpoint cannot be 

seen as tracking a sound moral argument. Seen from that standpoint, they do not have 

the warrant for the assumptions which would make their reasoning sound. In 

reasoning as if they did have that warrant and taking seriously their reasoning’s 

conclusions, moral agents viewed from the theoretical standpoint “appear to be 

simply expressing their values.” Korsgaard summarises this situation by saying that 

realism is true from the practical standpoint, that of the deliberating agent; while 

antirealism or “expressivism” is true from the theoretical standpoint, or “the 

descriptive and explanatory perspective.” 

In short, what makes Korsgaard’s view transcend metaethical categories is not her 

constitutivism, but her Kantian metaphysics. Korsgaard is a transcendental idealist in 

something like the sense that Henry Allison takes Kant to be.141 Korsgaard describes 

the “doctrine of the two standpoints” as one of two themes which “dominate” her 

interpretation of Kant, but I think that critics have often overlooked its place in her 

own metanormative theory.142 

Korsgaard implicitly acknowledges that this doctrine is something additional to 

her constitutivism. She recognises Velleman as a fellow constitutivist, and Velleman’s 

view does not have this same structure.143 Neither her conception of constitutivism, 

nor that of most of the other literature I have cited, requires denying that 

constitutivism is compatible with expressivism. I do not think that the suggestion that 

it might be is as surprising or revisionary as Ridge seems to take it to be. 

 
140 Korsgaard, “Realism and Constructivism in Twentieth‐Century Moral Philosophy,” 325. 
141 See especially Henry E. Allison, Kant’s Transcendental Idealism, rev. and enl. ed. (New Haven and 
London: Yale University Press, 2004), 48–49. 
142 Christine M. Korsgaard, Creating the Kingdom of Ends (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996a), 
ix–x. Often but not universally: see for example Paul Formosa, “Is Kant a Moral Constructivist or a Moral 
Realist?” European Journal of Philosophy 21, no. 2 (2013): 171. 
143 Korsgaard, The Constitution of Agency, 5. 
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1.3.3. Kathryn Lindeman 

In the previous two sections, I responded to suggestions by Karl Schafer and 

Michael Ridge about how the way that constitutivism is defined in the literature might 

be improved. Both authors noted that constitutivism might fail to be metanormatively 

distinctive. It should not be defined as distinctive: its distinctiveness or otherwise 

should follow from its definition. 

In this section, I note a suggestion by Kathryn Lindeman about how the domain of 

constitutivism might be expanded. In the two sections following, I also note 

suggestions of that kind by Oliver Sensen and Jens Timmermann. I respond to 

Lindeman, Sensen, and Timmermann together in a further section, and in doing so 

begin to argue in defence of a particular definition of constitutivism. 

In “Constitutivism without Normative Thresholds,” Kathryn Lindeman expresses 

a preference for a more inclusive definition of constitutivism than is standard in the 

literature. She notes: 

Constitutivism is often presented, as with Enoch, as “a family of views that hope 
to ground normativity in norms, or standards, or motives, or aims that are 
constitutive of action and agency.” Or, by Tiffany, as “the view that it is possible 
to derive contentful, normatively binding demands of practical reason and 
morality from the constitutive features of agency.” I prefer a more ecumenical 
characterization in which the norms need not be those of practical reason and 
they need not be grounded in what is constitutive of action or agency, but rather 
can be grounded in any constitutive feature of the individual governed by the 
norms.144 

By “a constitutive feature of the individual,” I take Lindeman to mean a feature 

which is constitutive of an object’s belonging to some class, with one example being 

the class of agents. We are not just agents: we are animals, thinkers, feelers, 

descendants, coinhabitants. I take Lindeman to be suggesting that a constitutivist 

 
144 Kathryn Lindeman, “Constitutivism without Normative Thresholds,” Journal of Ethics and Social 
Philosophy 12, no. 3 (2017): 231; internal citations omitted. Lindeman cites Enoch, “Shmagency Revisited,” 
208; and Tiffany, “Why Be an Agent?” 223. 
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view might take certain norms to be grounded in the constitutive features of other 

classes we might belong to, such as any of those examples. 

Lindeman says that an argument for her preferred definition “is beyond the 

scope” of her paper. I assume her thought behind it, though, is essentially this: the 

class of agents is not special enough to justify separately categorising views which 

focus on the constitutive features of agency and views which focus on the constitutive 

features of membership of other classes. 

Lindeman claims that “an even more inclusive characterization” of constitutivism 

than her own “is defended by Michael Smith” in his 2013 paper, “A Constitutivist 

Theory of Reasons.”145 As far as I can tell, however, Smith does not actually define 

constitutivism in the paper mentioned. What he does do is name Korsgaard and 

Velleman as fellow constitutivists, and describe what he considers to be “the most 

promising version” of constitutivism.146 

Perhaps Lindeman’s thought is that the theory Smith describes might not count as 

constitutivist on a typical definition from the literature. Unlike others, though, 

Lindeman does take Smith to think that our actual, imperfect agency has a significant 

constitutive feature. I noted earlier that on Smith’s view, “certain final desires are 

constitutive of what it is to be an ideal agent.”147 A number of commentators, such as 

Katsafanas, have suggested that Smith’s focus on ideal agency makes his view 

importantly differently to the views of other or all constitutivists.148 Smith, however, 

also takes our actual agency to have a certain “function.”149 Lindeman takes this 

 
145 Lindeman, “Constitutivism without Normative Thresholds,” 231; Michael Smith, “A Constitutivist 
Theory of Reasons: Its Promise and Parts,” Law, Ethics and Philosophy, no. 1 (2013): 9–30. 
146 Smith, “A Constitutivist Theory of Reasons: Its Promise and Parts,” 20. 
147 Smith, “A Constitutivist Theory of Reasons: Its Promise and Parts,” 19; italics omitted.  
148 See Katsafanas, “Constitutivism about Practical Reasons,” 374, cited in §1.2.3; and also, among others, 
David Enoch, “Constitutivism: On Rabbits, Hats, and Holy Grails,” in The Routledge Handbook of Practical 
Reason, eds. Ruth Chang and Kurt Sylvan (London: Routledge, 2020), 337; and Ridge, “Meeting 
Constitutivists Halfway,” 2953. 
149 Smith, “The Magic of Constitutivism,” 189. In his “A Constitutivist Theory of Reasons: Its Promise and 
Parts,” 18, Smith does not use the term “function;” instead, drawing on Judith Jarvis Thomson’s 
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function to be constitutive of our actual agency on his view.150 Given that she reads 

him this way, her reason for thinking that Smith’s view might not count as 

constitutivist on a typical definition could not be that she takes him to deny that our 

actual agency has a significant constitutive feature. 

I think that Lindeman’s concern would instead have to be that the kind of feature 

Smith takes to be constitutive of agency is not the kind of feature typically listed in 

definitions of constitutivism. I am not sure that I understand exactly how Smith 

thinks of functions, but the work that our agency’s function seems to do on his view is 

to make a certain conception of ideal agency fitting for us. Smith then takes there to 

be “an analytic tie” between “the desires of ideal agents” and our normative reasons as 

actual agents, in a way which settles what those reasons are.151 In this way, the 

function of our agency ultimately determines what our reasons are. It is not clear to 

me, though, whether it is supposed to do this in an inert conceptual way, or whether 

there is some conative, aim-like content to Smith’s notion of a function.152 

1.3.4. Oliver Sensen 

As earlier explained, I will respond to Lindeman, Oliver Sensen, and Jens 

Timmermann together. Sensen and Timmermann have both developed readings of 

Kant which they suggest can be considered constitutivist. However, as I understand 

them, neither Sensen nor Timmermann take Kant to think that the moral law, or 

categorical imperative, or a promoral aim is constitutive of agency. In this section, I 

 
“wonderful, if flawed, Normativity” (17), he says that “agent is a goodness-fixing kind” with a “standard of 
performance” corresponding to it (18). 
150 See Kathryn Lindeman, “Functional Constitutivism’s Misunderstood Resources: A Limited Defense of 
Smith’s Constitutivism,” Ethics 130, no. 1 (2019): 80. Compare Bukoski, to whom Lindeman is responding, 
and who takes Smith to think that “what is constitutive of agency is the capacity for action.” Michael 
Bukoski, “A Critique of Smith’s Constitutivism,” Ethics 127, no. 1 (2016): 118. 
151 Smith, “The Magic of Constitutivism,” 193. 
152 Baiasu expresses a related puzzlement about how Smith’s argument is supposed to normative if all of 
its premises or ties are analytic. Baiasu, “Constitutivism and Transcendental Practical Philosophy: How 
to Pull the Rabbit Out of the Hat,” 1191–94. 
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outline the relevant parts of Sensen’s reading. In the next, I outline the relevant parts 

of Timmermann’s. 

In “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” published in a collection on Kant’s metaethics in 

2017, Sensen begins by gesturing at the content of two positions he thinks Kant does 

not hold. Sensen thinks that Kant is “neither a realist nor an antirealist constructivist 

in ethics.”153 Beginning with realism, he says: 

in its most distinctive form, moral realism postulates moral entities or properties 
that exist independently of any human stance, i.e., independently of any human 
choices. … Kant, I will argue, rejects the idea that there is a moral reality 
independently of an activity of reason.154 

This characterisation of realism is in line with those of some of the other authors I 

have cited in this chapter. Constitutivism is supposed to avoid the ontological 

commitments of realism so understood. Even when Korsgaard described her own 

view as a form of “procedural moral realism,” she distinguished it from realism in this 

sense: from what she called “substantive moral realism.”155 

Sensen turns next to constructivism. Kant, he says: 

is also not clearly an antirealist, especially in the form that is most often ascribed 
to him (especially by John Rawls and several of his students): constructivism. 
According to many forms of constructivism, morality is arbitrarily created by 
human beings, and we could also change it at will. Kant does not believe that 
morality is up to our discretion, or based on deliberate human decisions. In these 
terms, Kant seems to be neither a realist nor an antirealist constructivist in 
ethics. But what, then, is his meta-ethical position, and how can we best classify 
it?156 

 
153 Oliver Sensen, “Kant’s Constitutivism,” in Realism and Antirealism in Kant’s Moral Philosophy, eds. 
Robinson dos Santos and Elke Elisabeth Schmidt (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2017), 198. 
154 Sensen, “Kant’s Constitutivism,” 197–98. 
155 Korsgaard, The Sources of Normativity, 35. 
156 Sensen, “Kant’s Constitutivism,” 198. 
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On some widely cited definitions of constructivism, a philosopher who thought 

“morality is arbitrarily created” in a sense which meant “we could … change it at will” 

would not be a constructivist.157 Sensen takes his way of thinking about 

constructivism from Russ Shafer-Landau, who counts “subjectivists,” “relativists,” 

“Kantians,” and “contractarians” as constructivists.158 For Shafer-Landau, 

“constructivism” is the most fitting label for the group of metanormative theories 

which accept that there are normative truths, but deny their independence from our 

minds or stances. 

In the paragraph quoted, Sensen says that Kant “seems” to be neither a realist nor 

a constructivist. This is just a seeming: Sensen ultimately argues that Kant is a 

particular kind of constructivist. Kant’s position is distinguished, though, from those 

of subjectivists, relativists, and contractarians by his belief that morality is “pre-

consciously dictated by one’s own reason.”159 

Sensen applies the label of constitutivism to views which are distinguished from 

other forms of constructivism in this way. He acknowledges that Korsgaard also has a 

constitutivist reading of Kant. He takes his reading to be distinguished from 

Korsgaard’s by their positions on the question of whether Kant thinks that the 

categorical imperative is constitutive of willing as such. 

To quote Sensen’s explanation in full: 

 
157 For example, in a joint paper by Stephen Darwall, Allan Gibbard, and Peter Railton, the first assertion 
made about constructivism is that “it claims a kind of objectivity for morality;” see their “Toward Fin de 
siècle Ethics: Some Trends,” The Philosophical Review 101, no. 1 (1992): 138. On a well-known definition by 
Sharon Street, constructivists believe that “the truth of a normative claim consists in that claim’s being 
entailed from within the practical point of view,” not simply in its being chosen from that point of view. 
Sharon Street, “What is Constructivism in Ethics and Metaethics?” Philosophy Compass 5, no. 5 (2010): 367. 
See also, supporting, Schafer, “Realism and Constructivism in Kantian Metaethics (1): Realism and 
Constructivism in a Kantian Context,” 690–91; and Korsgaard, “Realism and Constructivism in Twentieth‐
Century Moral Philosophy,” 321–24. 
158 Russ Shafer-Landau, Moral Realism: A Defence (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 14. See Sensen, 
“Kant’s Constitutivism,” 217; and also Oliver Sensen, “Kant’s Constructivism,” in Constructivism in Ethics, 
ed. Carla Bagnoli (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 63–66. 
159 Sensen, “Kant’s Constitutivism,” 218. 
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Christine Korsgaard has proposed that there cannot be a particularist willing, but 
that in order to want anything at all, one has to follow the Categorical Imperative, 
and that this further implies that one has to respect others. However, on my 
reading of Kant, the Categorical Imperative is not constitutive of an empirical 
willing. One can consciously and responsibly choose an immoral action. But 
hopefully this person “still has enough conscience to ask himself” [GMS 4:442] 
whether the action is morally right. The Categorical Imperative is only 
constitutive of pure reason, which is the background check once we draw up 
maxims for ourselves, but it is not involved in our empirical willing. One could 
say that it is constitutive of the (pure practical) will (Wille), not choice (Willkür).160 

Korsgaard’s argument against particularistic willing is not about what it takes “to 

want anything:” as its title suggests, it is about what is involved in willing anything. 

Very roughly, Korsgaard thinks that when we act, we see ourselves as something over 

and above our incentives. We see ourselves as agents, willing our own actions rather 

than simply being moved by those incentives. Korsgaard argues that to make this 

distinction between being moved by an incentive and willing one’s own action, 

willing an action must be something more than just assenting to the incentive which 

is pressing us here and now. We need to at least try to commit ourselves to patterns of 

acting: to acting in similar ways in relevantly similar cases. In her words, we need to 

will our maxims as “provisionally universal” principles.161 

As I understand her, Korsgaard takes this need to be immediately constitutive of 

willing. We are not willing at all if we are not, however tacitly, trying to will our 

maxims universally. Actually willing our maxims universally is then finally 

constitutive of willing. It is finally constitutive of being an agent “distinct from the 

play of incentives within.”162 

In saying that on his own reading of Kant, “one can consciously and responsibly 

choose an immoral action,” I take Sensen to be denying Korsgaard’s claim that willing 

 
160 Sensen, “Kant’s Constitutivism,” 218–19. 
161 For the argument as a whole and this particular claim, see Korsgaard, “Self‐Constitution in the Ethics 
of Plato and Kant,” 120–24 and 121; or Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 72–79 and 73. 
162 Korsgaard, “Self‐Constitution in the Ethics of Plato and Kant,” 124; or Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 76. 
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aims constitutively at universality. Sensen’s positive suggestion is that the categorical 

imperative “is only constitutive of pure reason,” or equivalently “is constitutive of the 

(pure practical) will (Wille), not choice (Willkür).” In an earlier work, “Kant’s 

Constructivism,” Sensen says “the moral law … is constitutive of how one has to 

think.”163 It is specifically constitutive of the moral part of reason. “If one were never 

prompted to deliberate morally,” Sensen says, “there would be no principle of reason. 

However, once one is so prompted, reason creates the law spontaneously and of its 

own accord.”164 

If I understand Sensen correctly, he interprets Kant as thinking that the 

categorical imperative is constitutive of the moral part of reason, but not of action or 

agency. If I am right that this is what Sensen means, then the view that he is calling 

“constitutivist” is distinctive. According to the definitions I cited earlier, 

constitutivists take some feature to be constitutive of action or agency. Some did also 

say that practical reason has constitutive standards. Silverstein in particular argued 

that constitutivists should make more of the fact that it does (§1.2.5). Practical reason 

was taken to have constitutive standards, though, because its object, action or agency, 

had certain constitutive features. Sensen appears to simply take Kant to think that a 

standard is constitutive of practical reason. 

1.3.5. Jens Timmermann 

In a recent book, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, Jens Timmermann proposes that 

“Kant’s mature moral philosophy contains a hybrid theory of practical failure.”165 In 

nonmoral matters, we always do what we judge will make us happiest. When morality 

allows us to do what would make us happiest, but we nevertheless fail to do it, it is 

 
163 Sensen, “Kant’s Constructivism,” 74. 
164 Sensen, “Kant’s Constructivism,” 77. 
165 Jens Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2022), 6. 
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never because of weakness. It is always because of an error or false premise in our 

reasoning about what would make us happiest. 

As Timmermann puts this point, “Kant is committed to intellectualism about non-

moral action.”166 At the same time, Kant defends “a strongly anti-intellectualist or 

volitional position in the realm of moral choice.” We can, of course, make errors in 

our moral reasoning, but even if we get that reasoning right, we can still refuse to will 

the moral course of action. We can, moreover, be “conscious” and “clear-headed” 

about doing that. 

Timmermann takes “standard” constitutivist readings of Kant to instead be 

intellectualist about moral failure.167 They attribute to Kant the view that the 

categorical imperative is either finally or immediately constitutive of agency. When 

we act immorally, we then either defeat an aim we are simultaneously pursuing, or 

we try to act but choose a way of trying to do so which means we fail to. On either 

story, the immoral agent is in some sense inconsistent in their willing, or divided 

against themselves. Timmermann takes Kant to reject this picture of immoral willing. 

The immoral agent is not acting in the way that they rationally ought to, but they are 

still genuinely, fully acting, and their willing is internally consistent. 

Timmermann nevertheless suggests that Kant’s view, as he reads it: 

might pass for a peculiar brand of constitutivism if we bear in mind that it differs 
from common or garden varieties in several important ways. First, human beings 
are subject to the standards of practical reason not as agents or choosers, but as 
rational deliberators or appraisers who can and do choose to act contrary to 
reason. As autonomous, rational agents, we are always committed to the good, 
determined by the formal law of pure reason, in our judgement and – in that 
narrow, peculiarly Kantian sense – our willing. Our decisions and actions, 
however, are not.168 

 
166 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 6–7. 
167 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 146 and 152. 
168 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 146. 
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The “narrow, peculiarly Kantian sense” of “willing” to which Timmermann is 

referring corresponds to a desire which we have insofar as we are rational. In this 

“restricted sense” of willing, “only the rational desire effected by pure practical 

reason counts as ‘willing.’”169 Timmermann refers to “the Kantian doctrine that the 

(moral) ought is a kind of willing, a willing grounded in a realm that lies behind the 

phenomena.”170 Insofar as we are rational, in the sense of driven by reason, we will 

desire to act morally and do so. “Regrettably, however,” he says, “we are not purely 

rational beings.” 

As I understand him, Timmermann takes Kant to believe that the demands of 

morality are constitutive of practical reason but not of action or agency. 

Timmermann does also frame his reading as being that morality for Kant is 

immediately constitutive of “rational agency.”171 However, he appears to mean 

“rational” in the sense of which the antonym is not “nonrational” but rather 

“irrational.” An agent who refuses to be moral is an agent who refuses to obey 

practical reason. If I am right about what he means, then like Sensen, Timmermann 

appears to be applying the label of “constitutivism” to a view which most of the 

definitions cited in this chapter would exclude. Certain standards are constitutive of 

practical reason, but not because there is some feature which is constitutive of our 

actual, human, imperfectly rational agency. 

1.3.6. Responding to Lindeman, Sensen, and Timmermann 

In the first two sections of this part of this chapter, I responded to suggestions by 

Karl Schafer and Michael Ridge about how constitutivism must be defined in light of 

the fact that it could fail to be metanormatively distinctive. In the third section, I 

noted a proposal by Kathryn Lindeman that any view on which norms are “grounded 

 
169 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 127. 
170 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 128. 
171 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 147–151. 
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in any constitutive feature of the individual governed by the norms” could be 

considered constitutivist.172 Lindeman counts Michael Smith as a constitutivist, and I 

suggested she might think that some of the literature does not do so because the kind 

of feature which Smith takes to be constitutive of our agency is not a standard or an 

aim. In the most recent two sections, I noted suggestions by Jens Timmermann and 

Oliver Sensen that readings of Kant which take him to think that the moral law is 

constitutive of practical reason might be considered constitutivist. 

One might respond to Lindeman, Sensen, and Timmermann’s suggestions simply 

by insisting that constitutivism has an established range of meanings in the literature 

into which those suggestions do not fit. In the previous part of this chapter, I claimed 

that there is a consensus that constitutivist views take something to be constitutive of 

agency, and are supposed to be metanormatively distinctive. Sensen and 

Timmermann read Kant as thinking that the moral law is constitutive of practical 

reason, not of agency. Lindeman proposes that a constitutivist view could focus on 

any class or activity, not just that of agency. 

Lindeman also takes Michael Smith to be a constitutivist, agreeing in her doing so 

with Smith himself. I earlier noted Paul Katsafanas’ comment about how Smith’s view 

is “rather different” to those of others who have been labelled as constitutivists.173 

Smith’s view invokes the notion of a “function” or of “a goodness-fixing kind,” and “is 

distinctive for its explicit reliance on an independently defended account of 

normative reasons.”174 One might wonder whether these notions and commitments 

either jeopardise the metanormative distinctiveness of Smith’s view, or make it too 

distinct from a typical constitutivist view. 

 
172 Lindeman, “Constitutivism without Normative Thresholds,” 231. 
173 Katsafanas, “Constitutivism about Practical Reasons,” 374. See also again Ridge, “Meeting 
Constitutivists Halfway,” 2953; and Enoch, “Constitutivism: On Rabbits, Hats, and Holy Grails,” 337. 
174 Smith, “The Magic of Constitutivism,” 189; Smith, “A Constitutivist Theory of Reasons: Its Promise and 
Parts,” 18; and Lindeman, “Functional Constitutivism’s Misunderstood Resources: A Limited Defense of 
Smith’s Constitutivism,” 80. 
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Responding in these ways might be sufficient for my purposes, but it would mean 

failing to answer what I took to be Lindeman’s thought. Perhaps the class of agents, or 

the activity of agency, is not that special. Perhaps what unique features it has do not 

warrant separate categories for views which focus on it and views which focus on 

other classes. In respect of Smith’s account, perhaps views which take agency to have 

a constitutive function are similarly close enough to views which take it to have a 

constitutive aim or principle. 

A typical attempt to articulate the distinctiveness of agency might run as 

follows.175 Agency’s distinctive features underpin the hope that constitutivism can be 

metanormatively distinctive. The literature I cited earlier in this chapter said that at 

least two of the ways in which constitutivism is supposed to be distinctive are that it is 

supposed to secure the objectivity and categoricity of rational norms, such as moral 

norms, without resorting to realism. Agency is suited to securing the objectivity of 

those norms, in the sense of their applying to everyone, because everyone who is 

supposed to be subject to those norms is an agent if nothing else. Agency is suited to 

securing the categoricity of those norms, in the sense of their authority being 

unavoidable or nonoptional, because anything we try to do will be an attempt to act if 

nothing else. 

One complication to this standard story was mentioned in the first part of this 

chapter. Agency comes in different kinds, and constitutivists may rest their theories 

on particular kinds. I noted earlier that Korsgaard specifically thinks some standards 

are constitutive of human agency (§1.1.3). She does not think they are constitutive of 

agency in the abstract, or the agency of other animals or entities. We have certain 

mental features the other animals do not which make us subject to certain norms that 

 
175 The claims here might be put in terms of the “inescapability” of agency. For discussion and references, 
see Ferrero, “Constitutivism and the Inescapability of Agency,” 308–10; and Ferrero, “Inescapability 
Revisited,” 127–150; though see also Silverstein, “The Shmagency Question,” 1131–33. 
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they are not. The other animals are agents, on Korsgaard’s view, but they have a 

different mode or form of agency. 

Human agency in Korsgaard’s sense is still ubiquitous enough to secure the 

objectivity and categoricity of norms grounded in it. Everyone we definitely think our 

rational norms should apply to is a human agent. No one who is a human agent has 

ways of acting open to them which are not ways of being a human agent. We can fall 

out of agency on Korsgaard’s view, but we cannot do so intentionally.176 

Her view invites the question, though, of what makes an activity count as a kind 

of agency, or what makes a class of entities count as a class of some kind of agent. The 

activity of practical reasoning can claim to be ubiquitous in a way that might allow it 

to secure the objectivity and categoricity of standards of practical rationality. I have 

claimed, however, that it is not a kind of agency, and so that Sensen and 

Timmermann’s readings of Kant are not constitutivist. If agency in the constitutivist 

sense is not some unitary natural kind, there is a question about what it really means 

to say that practical reasoning is not a kind of agency. 

1.3.7. Constitutivism and the model of application 

There is an argument which Korsgaard makes which I take to answer not only this 

question, but also the question of what kinds of features can be constitutive of agency 

on a constitutivist view. This is her argument against “the model of application” or 

“the model of applied knowledge.”177 The thrust of that argument is that unless we are 

 
176 See especially Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 178–80. 
177 Korsgaard, “Realism and Constructivism in Twentieth‐Century Moral Philosophy,” 315–17. See also her 
Self-Constitution, 64–67; and “The Normativity of Instrumental Reason,” 31 and 50–56. Since this is an 
argument against nonconstitutivist accounts of normativity, realists and other opponents of 
constitutivism will of course want to reject it. See, for example, William J FitzPatrick, “The Practical Turn 
in Ethical Theory: Korsgaard’s Constructivism, Realism, and the Nature of Normativity,” Ethics 115, no. 4 
(2005): 651–91. I think the argument does not need to be sound, though, to be of use in defining 
constitutivism. 
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already aiming to conform to a standard at least indirectly, we will face an 

unanswerable question about whether we ought to conform to it. 

In Sensen and Timmermann’s sense, practical reasoning is “something that 

precedes” choosing how to act.178 Once we have done our practical reasoning, we still 

face a choice whether to act on the conclusion of that reasoning. If we have done that 

reasoning well, then as they read Kant, we will have come to a moral conclusion. 

Practical reason will have told us to act morally, and we now have to choose whether 

to listen to and obey it. 

Korsgaard argues that such views are problematic. If we have to choose whether 

to listen to practical reason, then we can ask whether we ought to listen to it; and 

practical reason itself cannot answer that question. If what is at issue is whether to 

listen to practical reason, further pronouncements of practical reason will not help. If 

this where the story ends, then the authority of practical reason for us has not been 

established. 

Korsgaard frames this argument as an objection to realist or rationalist 

metanormative theories. If it works, though, it works against any theory on which 

rational norms are not underpinned by an inescapable aim. That includes antirealist 

theories on which rational norms are underpinned by some kind of affective 

endorsement of those norms. If we face a choice whether to act on that endorsement, 

we face a foundational normative question which is not answered by that 

endorsement. 

Korsgaard is not alone in making an argument like this. Andrews Reath, for 

example, makes a similar one. Reath identifies the problem as being with accounts 

 
178 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 151. Some philosophers would not want to distinguish 
between practical reasoning, or practical judgment, and action. The points in this section would still 
apply to their theories, but where I say “practical reasoning,” one would have to read “practical 
reasoning not including the final judgment which is the choice of the action.” 
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which have an “elective conception of the will.”179 On such accounts, “once one sees 

what practical reason judges to be worth doing, one still needs to decide whether or 

not to do it.” Nothing can be gained by practical reason then asserting that obeying its 

own judgments is worth doing. 

Korsgaard and Reath both present constitutivist theories as being the alternative: 

the kind of theories which would work. On Korsgaard’s own view and the one which 

she attributes to Kant, we do not have to choose whether to try to be autonomous. We 

are already trying to be autonomous, and acting morally or rationally is then how to 

do that well. Korsgaard contrasts the rationalist model of applied knowledge with the 

constitutivist model of “self-knowledge.”180 

I noted earlier in this chapter that the literature considers Korsgaard and 

Velleman to be the definitive constitutivists. The term “constitutivism” was 

apparently coined in print with reference to Korsgaard’s view. I think it would be 

surprising if the views to which Korsgaard herself positioned constitutivism as the 

alternative turned out to be, in some cases, also forms of constitutivism. In 

Korsgaard’s terms, the theories which Sensen and Timmermann attribute to Kant 

make him out to be a realist or rationalist. Those theories are not metanormatively 

distinctive in the way that constitutivism is supposed to be. 

If Korsgaard’s argument against the model of application is taken to set the limits 

of constitutivist theory, then we have an answer to the question of what kinds of 

constitutive features can play the norm-grounding role on a constitutivist account. 

Those features must be ones which can be framed as being aims. They must be 

 
179 Andrews Reath, “Did Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub Ratione Boni?” in Reason, Value, and Respect: 
Kantian Themes from the Philosophy of Thomas E. Hill, Jr., eds. Mark Timmons and Robert N. Johnson 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015), 241. A little confusingly, in this paper, Reath refers to the 
constitutivist alternative as “rationalism.” In a commentary on Barbara Herman’s work, he contrasts the 
elective conception with “the norm-constituted power conception.” Andrews Reath, “Will, Obligatory 
Ends and the Completion of Practical Reason: Comments on Barbara Herman's Moral Literacy,” Kantian 
Review 16, no. 1 (2011): 2. 
180 Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 67. 
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frameable as aims in the sense that, however tacitly or nonverbally, we must see 

ourselves as trying to pursue their objects in any positive choice to which those 

features apply. As long as they meet that condition, it does not matter whether they 

are actually framed as finally constitutive standards, or guiding principles, or drives, 

or motives. 

For Korsgaard’s challenge to be evaded, we must have those aims in carrying out 

the activities which are supposed to be under the authority of the norms which are 

grounded in those aims. The norms are supposed to be categorical. The aims must 

therefore be constitutive of an activity which is broad and basic enough that “all 

ordinary enterprises fall under it.”181 In this way, I think the question from the 

previous section of what it takes for an activity to count as a kind of agency is 

answered. It must incorporate all the enterprises to which the norms are supposed to 

apply, and it must have a constitutive aim. 

It might be objected that in excluding from the ambit of constitutivism views on 

which the constitutive features cannot be framed as aims, I am stepping beyond the 

literature that I cited in the previous part of this chapter. I do not think it is clear that I 

am. I am being more specific than some of the definitions that I cited, but a number of 

them already did characterise constitutivism in terms of aims or finally constitutive 

principles. Evan Tiffany characterised the constitutivist as committed to two theses, 

the second of which took agency to have a constitutive aim (§1.2.2). Paul Katsafanas 

both defined constitutivism as a view on which action has a constitutive aim, and 

explained the constitutivist’s strategy in terms of its having such an aim (§1.2.3). 

Andrews Reath defined constitutivism in terms of “internal constitutive principles” or 

“formal principles,” where in my terms those principles were finally constitutive 

principles (§1.2.7).182 

 
181 Ferrero, “Constitutivism and the Inescapability of Agency,” 308. 
182 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [2]. 
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Lindeman proposed “a more ecumenical characterization” of constitutivism than 

is standard in the literature: one on which “the norms need not be those of practical 

reason and they need not be grounded in what is constitutive of action or agency, but 

rather can be grounded in any constitutive feature of the individual governed by the 

norms.”183 To now summarise my response to her: I firstly noted that much of the 

literature I cited earlier said that constitutivism was supposed to secure the 

objectivity and categoricity of its norms. As such, a theory which focused on a feature 

which was not widely shared by individuals would be importantly different to the 

kinds of theory the literature currently counts as constitutivist. The features which 

are norm-grounding on a constitutivist theory must be ubiquitous: they must be 

capable of grounding norms applying to all agents like us unconditionally. 

I then argued, secondly, that those features must be ones which can be framed as 

aims. They cannot just be “any constitutive feature.” I am not confident that they can 

be functions in Smith’s sense (§1.3.3). The features must be frameable as aims of the 

agent in order for a theory to avoid a problem to which Korsgaard and others frame 

constitutivism as the metanormatively distinctive answer. It would be surprising, and 

I think undesirable, if a theory were able to count as constitutivist when “the foremost 

metaethical constitutivist” frames constitutivism as the alternative to theories like 

it.184 I noted in the previous part of this chapter that the more specific definitions of 

constitutivism already do characterise it in terms of aims or finally constitutive 

principles. 

I applied Korsgaard’s argument directly to Sensen and Timmermann’s readings of 

Kant as I understand them. Sensen and Timmermann take Kant to believe that the 

categorical imperative is constitutive of practical reason. Even if it were finally 

constitutive of practical reason, and so frameable as a constitutive aim, the 

 
183 Lindeman, “Constitutivism without Normative Thresholds,” 231. 
184 Velleman, “The Two Normativities,” 87. 
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distinctiveness of constitutivism depends on our having the aim in choosing our 

actions, not just in the reasoning that precedes them. 
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1.4. Defining constitutivism and agentialism 

1.4.0. Introduction to this part 

This chapter began by introducing some terms for talking about constitutivism. I 

then discussed Douglas Lavin’s paper coining “constitutivism,” and David Enoch’s 

papers introducing the shmagency objection. In the second part of the chapter, I 

surveyed a selection of the literature on constitutivism, drawing out three points of 

consensus about what it is and who definitively subscribes to it. 

In the most recent part of this chapter, I considered some correctives to the prior 

literature. I discussed Oliver Sensen and Jens Timmermann’s readings of Kant, which 

they suggest can be thought of as constitutivist. I argued that Sensen and 

Timmermann’s readings are importantly different to constitutivist ones, in virtue of 

the fact that they deny Kant believes the categorical imperative is finally constitutive 

of agency. 

In this fourth and final part of this first chapter, I begin by stating a definition of 

constitutivism which draws upon the literature surveyed and arguments made so far. 

I test that definition against Christine Korsgaard and David Velleman’s views, and 

show that its conditions are not met by Sensen and Timmermann’s readings of Kant. 

For help in characterising the similar-looking position that Sensen and 

Timmermann attribute to Kant, I look to the literature on the normativity of logical 

laws. I suggest that Tyke Nunez’s interpretation of Kant’s philosophy of logic might be 

the equivalent of a constitutivist reading of Kant’s ethics. Reviewing the alternatives 

to Nunez’s reading, I suggest that Jessica Leech has articulated something like the 

parallel of Sensen and Timmermann’s readings. As mentioned in passing at the start 

of this chapter (§1.1.1), Leech takes Kant to believe that logical laws are “constitutive-
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normative” for thought: thought is constitutively subject to the authority of those 

laws.185 

Drawing on this idea, I define a metaethical position which I call “agentialism.” 

Agentialist theories can be framed as taking some norm to be constitutive-normative 

for agency. As I characterise them, agentialist theories attempt like constitutivist ones 

to secure the categoricity and objectivity of their norms, and they reject the 

ontological commitments of robust forms of metanormative realism. 

As I interpret them, Sensen and Timmermann’s readings of Kant are agentialist. I 

give reasons to believe that Henry Allison also reads Kant as an agentialist. I close this 

chapter by noting some of the points that agentialist and constitutivist readers of Kant 

can agree about, and by reiterating what I will be arguing in this thesis’ third chapter. 

1.4.1. Defining constitutivism 

Earlier in this chapter, I reviewed some of the literature defining constitutivism. I 

drew three points of broad consensus from that literature. There is a consensus that 

Christine Korsgaard and David Velleman are constitutivists; that constitutivism is 

supposed to be metanormatively distinctive; and that constitutivists take something 

to be constitutive of agency. I noted that some definitions of constitutivism named 

this something as an aim, or as a finally constitutive principle which could also be 

framed as an aim. 

Critiques of the consensus by Karl Schafer, Michael Ridge, and Kathryn Lindeman 

helped to clarify and refine it. I accepted Schafer’s point that constitutivism should 

not be defined in terms of its supposed achievements. In particular, it should not be 

 
185 Leech, “Logic and the Laws of Thought,” 2. 
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defined as being metanormatively distinctive. Instead, it should be defined in a way 

which is sensitive to the fact it is supposed to be distinctive. 

Michael Ridge specifically claimed that constitutivism should not be understood 

as “a fully comprehensive metanormative theory in its own right.”186 By this, I took 

him to mean that it should not be defined as an alternative to both realism and 

antirealism. Fundamentally, I agreed. What constitutivism aims to do is not to evade 

any label or term of art, but to secure the objectivity and categoricity of certain norms 

“without positing irreducible normative truths.”187 

Kathryn Lindeman proposed that a theory could be considered constitutivist if it 

grounded norms “in any constitutive feature of the individual governed by the 

norms.”188 Oliver Sensen and Jens Timmermann proposed that their readings of Kant 

could be considered constitutivist since they ground the normativity of the 

categorical imperative in its being constitutive of practical reason. In rejecting these 

proposals, I appealed to all the points of consensus I drew in the previous part of the 

chapter. I appealed in particular to Korsgaard’s positioning of constitutivism as the 

alternative to views which do not ground norms in an aim which we will have 

whatever we are trying to do. 

Building on the literature and arguments of the previous two parts of this chapter, 

I propose to think of constitutivism in the following way in this thesis: 

 
186 Ridge, “Meeting Constitutivists Halfway,” 2951. 
187 Katsafanas, Agency and the Foundations of Ethics: Nietzschean Constitutivism, 2. 
188 Lindeman, “Constitutivism without Normative Thresholds,” 231. 
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Constitutivism 

A theory of a practical norm is constitutivist if and only if it can be framed as 

claiming all of the following. 

1. There is a kind of agency which: 

a. is broad enough to include every choice or activity to which a 

norm must apply to be categorical; and 

b. is general enough to be had by every entity to whom a norm 

must apply to be objective. 

2. That kind of agency has a constitutive aim which is only or best 

served by conforming to the norm. 

3. Being aimed at in that way by that kind of agency establishes the 

normativity of the norm in a way that does not appeal to additional 

mind- or stance-independent normative facts. 

To test this definition, I will try to apply it to Korsgaard and David Velleman’s 

constitutivist accounts, and to Sensen and Timmermann’s nonconstitutivist readings 

of Kant. I pick Korsgaard and Velleman not because they are the definitive 

constitutivists, but because their views both have complications which a definition 

should be able to accommodate. 

Korsgaard does take there to be kinds of agency which meet the first condition in 

this definition. She believes that at least one of those kinds meets the second 

condition: the kind which in the Sources she referred to as “human” agency (§1.1.3).189 

Human agency constitutively aims at autonomy or “authoredness,” and Korsgaard 

thinks a Kantian argument can show that such an aim is best or only served by acting 

morally.190 I explained in the first part of this chapter, in response to David Enoch, 

how Korsgaard’s view meets the third condition here (§1.1.6). As I understand her, she 

 
189 Korsgaard, The Sources of Normativity, 236. 
190 Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 32. 
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thinks morality’s normativity consists in its being recommended by our agency’s 

constitutive aim. 

The complication in Korsgaard’s view, which I mentioned in discussing a paper 

by Michael Ridge (§1.3.2), is that she believes that “realism and expressivism are both 

true in their way.”191 I think this definition accommodates that complication. The 

agent’s having an aim which is constitutive of their agency is what places them in the 

practical standpoint, or generates that logical space. As such, the “complex facts” 

which are normative from that standpoint are not ones which are additional to the 

agent’s having the aim. Their having that aim is what constructs that realist normative 

space. 

David Velleman believes our agency has a constitutive aim of intelligibility. That 

aim might be framed as a norm in itself. It also confers normativity on some 

“explanatory virtues” which might also be framed as norms, and it may underpin a 

small range of substantive “ubiquitous” norms.192 

The complication in Velleman’s view is that he does not believe “that there are 

necessarily ubiquitous norms of morality.”193 Velleman only believes that agency’s 

aim is “pro-moral,” in the sense that “it has encouraged us to develop a moral way of 

life.”194 I think my definition entails the right claims about this. Velleman does assent 

to its third condition, and he assents to some relevant precisifications of the first 

condition. Whether he assents to the second condition, and so is a constitutivist, 

depends on the norm at issue. Velleman is a constitutivist about intelligibility and its 

associated virtues and interpretative norms. As such, he is a constitutivist about 

norms which he considers to be promoral. He is not, however, a constitutivist about 

 
191 Korsgaard, “Realism and Constructivism in Twentieth‐Century Moral Philosophy,” 325. 
192 Velleman, How We Get Along, 64, and see especially 149–51; and J. David Velleman, Foundations for 
Moral Relativism (Cambridge: Open Book Publishers, 2013): 63–64. 
193 Velleman, Foundations for Moral Relativism, 64. 
194 Velleman, How We Get Along, 2. 
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any particular moral principles. Their status on his view is analogous to that of 

contingent social obligations on Korsgaard’s view. 

I have argued that Sensen and Timmermann’s interpretations of Kant’s ethics 

should not be considered constitutivist. Given those interpretations, and letting the 

norm be the categorical imperative, there is no combination Kant assents to of the 

first and second conditions. To meet the first condition, a kind of agency must 

encompass our choices of our actions. To meet the second condition, those choices 

must aim directly or indirectly at compliance with the categorical imperative. Sensen 

and Timmermann take Kant to believe that the categorical imperative is constitutive 

of practical reason, but not of those choices. As such, on the definition for which I 

have now finished arguing, their readings of Kant are not constitutivist. 

1.4.2. Tyke Nunez 

In the previous section, I developed and tested a definition of constitutivism. In 

the four remaining sections of this chapter, I consider how to categorise the closest 

alternative views. Some of the same issues and questions that arise around how and 

why Kant thinks the moral law is normative also arise around how and why Kant 

thinks that logical laws are normative. A particular issue in the logical literature is 

whether Kant thinks that logical laws are immediately constitutive of thought. As 

Tyke Nunez summarises, in Kant’s corpus: 

there are many passages that seem to support either the possibility or 
impossibility of thinking a logical contradiction. For example, Kant will speak of 
contradictory cognitions as though they are perfectly intelligible, as when he says 
“a cognition is false if it contradicts itself” [V-Lo/Wiener 24:826], while also often 
denying the possibility of contradictory thoughts or cognitions, as when he says, 
“I can think whatever I like, as long as I do not contradict myself, i.e., as long as 
my concept is a possible thought” [KrV B xxvi; see also KrV B xxvii and A 155/B 
195, and ÜE 8:195]. Kant himself, however, does not seem very exercised by the 
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tension. He sometimes even seems to affirm and deny the possibility of illogical 
thoughts or cognitions in a single breath.195 

Of the interpretations of Kant’s logic with which I am familiar, I think that 

Nunez’s own comes closest to paralleling constitutivist interpretations of Kant’s moral 

philosophy. Nunez attempts to split the difference between what he calls 

“normativist” and “formalist” readings.196 On a normativist reading, the laws of logic 

are normative for thought, but mental activity which falls short of them can still be 

thought. On a formalist reading, the laws of logic are immediately constitutive of 

thought: to fail to conform to the laws of logic is to fail to form a thought. 

Nunez splits the difference between these readings by distinguishing between 

strict and loose senses of “thought.” Logical laws are immediately constitutive of 

“thought” in the strict sense, but they are not immediately constitutive of it in the 

loose sense. Nunez identifies thoughts in these strict and loose senses as “cognitions” 

and “exercises of the understanding” respectively.197 All thoughts are exercises of the 

understanding, but only the logically successful ones are cognitions. 

As I understand him, Nunez takes Kant to think that the laws of logic are finally 

constitutive of exercises of the understanding. One can think without conforming to 

the laws, but not without attempting to conform to them. In a case that he describes of 

unwittingly forming a contradictory thought, Nunez describes himself as having 

“exercised my understanding in attempting to combine the predicates” of that 

thought.198 

If I am right about how Nunez interprets Kant’s logic, then in its content and its 

framing, his interpretation particularly resembles how Korsgaard interprets Kant’s 

 
195 Tyke Nunez, “Logical Mistakes, Logical Aliens, and the Laws of Kant’s Pure General Logic,” Mind 128, 
no. 512 (2019): 1160; citations of Kant replaced with this thesis’ style. 
196 Nunez, “Logical Mistakes, Logical Aliens, and the Laws of Kant’s Pure General Logic,” 1149. 
197 Nunez, “Logical Mistakes, Logical Aliens, and the Laws of Kant’s Pure General Logic,” 1161. 
198 Nunez, “Logical Mistakes, Logical Aliens, and the Laws of Kant’s Pure General Logic,” 1164. 
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ethics or metaethics. Korsgaard makes a particular point of occasionally 

distinguishing between strict and loose senses of agency. The categorical imperative 

is immediately constitutive of the strict sense, “‘precise sense’ or perfect version” of 

agency.199 

1.4.3. Jessica Leech 

If Nunez’s reading of Kant runs parallel to constitutivist ones, then the way in 

which alternatives to his reading are characterised might be suggestive of how the 

alternatives to constitutivist readings can be characterised. The equivalent of a 

formalist interpretation of Kant’s logic would be a view on which only moral actions 

count as actions. The equivalents of Sensen and Timmermann’s readings of Kant 

would be in the normativist camp. 

One of the Kant scholars whom Nunez identifies as defending a normativist 

reading is Jessica Leech.200 Leech helpfully sets out three different ways of thinking of 

the relation between thought and logical laws. The laws of logic, she says, might be 

“constitutive, normative, or constitutive-normative.”201 Leech argues, and takes Kant to 

believe, that they are constitutive-normative.202 

Leech explains that a constitutive-normative law for “Fs,” where Fs are a kind like 

thoughts or actions: 

functions to separate the Fs from the non-Fs, not in terms of whether or not 
something conforms to the law, but in terms of whether something is subject to or 
evaluable in light of the law. So, if rules of inference were to be understood in this 

 
199 Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 31. This was briefly mentioned earlier in §1.1.1. 
200 Nunez, “Logical Mistakes, Logical Aliens, and the Laws of Kant’s Pure General Logic,” 1149. 
201 Leech, “Logic and the Laws of Thought,” 2. 
202 Leech argues for this reading of Kant in her “The Normativity of Kant’s Logical Laws,” previously cited 
in §1.1.1. See also particularly John MacFarlane, “Frege, Kant, and the Logic in Logicism,” The 
Philosophical Review 111, no. 1 (2002): 25–65. She argues for it herself in “Logic and the Laws of Thought.” 
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way, in order to count as inferring, one’s activity must be subject to – i.e., count as 
right or wrong in light of – those rules of inference.203 

A constitutive-normative law for Fs is not immediately constitutive of Fs. As I 

understand Leech’s view, it is also not finally constitutive of Fs. In the case of thought, 

Leech suggests that thought is inherently a normative phenomenon, and that the best 

or the only explanation of how it can be so is that the normativity of certain laws is 

constitutive of thought. As she puts this suggestion: 

In the case of mere thought, we cannot make sense of it as a normative 
phenomenon in terms of norms arising from how things are with what is 
represented (what the thought is about), because mere thoughts do not succeed in 
representing any object (they are not about any thing). We are left only with bare 
norms for how thoughts should be put together and related to one another, i.e., 
logical principles. So general logical principles are required to provide norms to 
constitute thought as a normative phenomenon. Thought in the broadest sense is 
constituted by evaluability in light of these general logical principles.204 

This is not a constitutivist argument for the normativity of laws of thought. It does 

not explain the normativity of logical laws in terms of an aim which is constitutive of 

thought. Instead, it considers what is involved in a mere thought; takes that to include 

being subject to some norms or other; and then argues that those norms could only be 

“general logical principles” or laws. 

Returning to the general case: although a constitutive-normative law is not 

constitutive of its Fs, there is something which is constitutive of Fs if they have a 

constitutive-normative law. It is constitutive of them that the law is normative for 

 
203 Leech, “Logic and the Laws of Thought,” 2. 
204 Leech, “Logic and the Laws of Thought,” 18. Leech goes on to defend this suggestion against a 
shmagency-style objection: that even if certain laws are normative for thought, perhaps we do not have 
to engage in thought. Her ultimate response to this objection is that it would be “giving up too much” to 
give up on thought (24). “Judgment, inference, reasoning, giving reasons for beliefs and actions, acting 
on the basis of beliefs and desires, an interest in truth, and much more besides require some logical 
standards of correctness.” 
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them: they are constitutively “subject to” the law. Leech gives dreaming as one 

example of a mental activity which, on this account, is not thought.205 

In a footnote to his “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” Andrews Reath remarks that 

Leech’s account of the normativity of logical laws seems not “that far” from the 

constitutivist account which he attributes to Kant of the normativity of the moral 

law.206 As just explained, Leech’s account is not the equivalent for logic of a 

constitutivist account. It does not ground logical laws in a necessary aim, or in finally 

constitutive principles “that define and guide” our thought.207 

I agree with Reath, though, that a view on which the moral law was constitutive-

normative for agency could be very similar-looking to a constitutivist view on which 

the moral law was constitutive of agency. On both views, there would be a 

constitution relation on one end of which was agency; and on both views, the 

normativity of the moral law for us would come with our agency. 

1.4.4. Defining agentialism 

Before considering what a reading of Kant along these lines might look like, I will 

try to define this category of views in a way which might have general metaethical 

use. I will give this category of views a name, then define it, and then discuss that 

definition. In defining it, I will be led by the parallels between this area of metaethics 

and of the study of the logic. 

As Luca Ferrero notes, “‘constitutivism’ is an ugly word, difficult to type and 

pronounce.”208 “Constitutive-normativism,” the most obvious name for this 

alternative view, would not be far behind. In this thesis, I will use a name which is 

 
205 Leech, “Logic and the Laws of Thought,” 19–20. 
206 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [10]. 
207 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [2]. 
208 Ferrero, “The simple constitutivist move,” 146. 
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original in this context: “agentialism.”209 This name alludes to the fact that agentialists 

think the normativity of certain standards for us comes with our agency. 

I define agentialism in the following way: 

Agentialism 

A theory of a practical norm is agentialist if and only if it can be framed as 

claiming all of the following. 

1. There is a kind of agency which: 

a. is broad enough to include every choice or activity to which a 

norm must apply to be categorical; and 

b. is general enough to be had by every entity to whom a norm 

must apply to be objective. 

2. It is immediately constitutive of that kind of agency that the norm is 

normative for it. 

3. The normativity of that norm is established in a way that appeals 

neither: 

a. to mind- or stance-independent normative facts; nor 

b. to an aim which is constitutive of the kind of agency, and 

which is only or best served by conforming to the norm. 

 
209 The term “agentialism” has had some use in evolutionary biology and in the philosophical study of 
self-knowledge. Peter Godfrey-Smith describes “as something of a trap” an “agential view of evolution” 
on which “we think of evolution in terms of a contest between entities with agendas, goals, and 
strategies.” Later work has then referred to this “agential view” as “agentialism.” Peter Godfrey-Smith, 
Darwinian Populations and Natural Selection (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 5; and see e.g. Jessica 
Riskin, The Restless Clock (London: The University of Chicago Press, 2016), 347–52. Within philosophy, Brie 
Gertler refers to as “agentialism about self-knowledge” the view “that our capacity for self-knowledge 
derives from our rational agency – our ability to conform our attitudes to our reasons, and to commit 
ourselves to those attitudes through avowals.” Brie Gertler, “Self‐Knowledge and Rational Agency: A 
Defense of Empiricism,” Philosophy and Phenomenological Research 96, no. 1 (2018): 91. I take these uses of 
the name to be distant enough from mine for them all to peacefully coexist. It has never confused me that 
“constitutivism” also has a meaning in the philosophy of self-knowledge. See e.g. Aaron Zachary 
Zimmerman, “Basic Self-Knowledge: Answering Peacocke’s Criticisms of Constitutivism,” Philosophical 
Studies 128, no. 2 (2006): 337–79. 
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On an agentialist view, the normativity of certain standards is immediately 

constitutive of some kind of agency. In the terms Leech used, those standards are 

constitutive-normative for that kind of agency. The standards themselves, though, are 

not finally constitutive of that kind of agency; or if, in some odd case, they are, that 

relation is incidental: it is not what makes them normative. 

To keep agentialism parallel to constitutivism, I carry across the requirement that 

the featured kind of agency be one which would be suited to secure the objectivity 

and categoricity of a norm. As nearly as possible, I also carry across the requirement 

of ontological antirealism. Like constitutivists, agentialists must not appeal to mind-

independent normative facts. 

I think that agentialist accounts have enough in common to justify grouping them 

together as a metanormative category. They share an ability to secure, if successful, 

the categoricity and objectivity of their norms. They also share an account of what it 

is about us that makes us subject to those norms. Those norms are not impersonal and 

of mysterious relevance to us: they are relevant to us because of our agency. 

Agentialist accounts also share the negative property of being neither realist nor 

constitutivist. They evade the commitments and difficulties which are specific to 

realist views. At the same time, they avoid the challenges which are specific to 

constitutivist views. These include widespread doubts about the theories of action 

which would be needed to make an interesting constitutivist view work. 

I have not defined agentialists as committed to one shared positive 

metanormative story. If we cannot help but have an aim which we only meet by being 

moral, it is easy enough to see how that could be thought to explain the normativity of 

morality.210 Contrastingly, there are many ways of explaining why agents are 

 
210 David Enoch might disagree that moral standards’ being constitutive of agency fits naturally with 
antirealism more than realism; see the final section of his “Agency, Shmagency: Why Normativity Won’t 
Come from What Is Constitutive of Action,” 194–96. 
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constitutively subject to a norm. That range of ways is narrowed, but not reduced to 

one, by the exclusion of realist and constitutivist explanations. 

One positive agentialist story has already been encountered in this thesis. One 

could believe that a principle is finally constitutive of practical reason, but neither 

immediately nor finally constitutive of agency. Being finally constitutive of practical 

reason, that principle could be thought to determine what kinds of reasons we can 

have. That determining of our reasons could then be thought to be sufficient to 

establish that principle as nevertheless normative for our agency. 

Another conceivable agentialist story would be that agents simply accept that the 

normativity of certain standards for them comes with their agency. Perhaps part of 

what it is to be an agent is to accept that your actions ought to be justified. That 

acceptance might then be understood, in an antirealist way, as being the mental state 

in which that normativity is grounded. Agents endorse the claim that their actions 

should be justified, and in endorsing it, make it true. 

1.4.5. Agentialist readings of Kant 

As I understand them, Oliver Sensen and Jens Timmermann’s readings of Kant are 

agentialist. They do not explain the normativity of the moral law in the same way that 

Leech explains the normativity of logical laws. However, they both deny that Kant 

thinks the moral law is constitutive of our kind of agency, while insisting that the 

normativity of the moral law comes with that kind of agency. The only way that the 

moral law could fail to be normative for us on their readings is if we were agents of a 

different kind. We might have to be purely instrumental agents, or agents for whom 

the moral law was no constraint. For our kind of agents, with our kind of practical 

reason, the moral law is constitutively normative. We would have to be differently 

constituted to escape the normativity of the moral law. 
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If anything, Sensen and Timmermann’s readings of Kant are more easily confused 

with constitutivist ones than a direct equivalent of Leech’s would be. Sensen and 

Timmermann do take their target norm to itself be constitutive of something. While 

not being constitutive of agency, the categorical imperative is constitutive of practical 

reason. On their readings, I think, that is sufficient to make it normative: that it 

conditions the possibility of “all conclusive, impartial practical justification.”211 

I do not think that Timmermann and Sensen are alone in having agentialist 

readings of Kant. To give one other prominent example, it seems to me that Henry 

Allison does. Allison does not claim to have a constitutivist reading of Kant, and I do 

not think the literature takes him to have one.212 If I am right about Allison’s reading, 

then, the readings of Kant which are agentialist are not simply a subset of the ones 

which have been considered constitutivist. 

Allison’s interpretation of the foundational level of Kant’s normative theory is 

expressed in passages like the following. In Kant’s Theory of Freedom, he says: 

rational agents cannot simply refuse to play the justification game, that is, refuse 
to concern themselves with the question of whether the reasons for their actions 
are “good” reasons, at least in a nonmoral sense of good. This is, of course, not to 
say that such agents always act on the basis of good or sufficient reasons or that, 
in retrospect, they must always believe themselves to have done so. The point is 
rather the familiar one that agents for whom the whole question of justification is 
irrelevant, who never weigh the reasons for their actions, who act without at least 
believing at the time that their reasons are good reasons, would not be regarded 
as rational.213 

 
211 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 145. 
212 Some of the arguments made in Allison’s work seem like objections to constitutivist readings: see, later 
in this thesis, §3.2.2. As Joe Saunders notes, though, when Allison does discuss Kant’s metaethics, “he 
tends to come down unequivocally on the side of constructivism” rather than realism. Joe Saunders, 
“Henry Allison: Kant’s Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals: A Commentary,” British Journal for the 
History of Philosophy 21, no. 3 (2013): 618. 
213 Henry E. Allison, Kant’s Theory of Freedom (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 205. In the 
section in which this passage appears, Allison is testing an “incomplete” version of Kant’s argument 
which is missing “the strong, yet controversial premise of transcendental freedom” (207). Allison says a 
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In this passage, Allison uses the term “rational” in a somewhat unusual way. To be 

rational in his sense is neither to act rationally, nor to have the capacity to act 

rationally. It is something more like to have the aim of acting rationally. In the final 

sentence here, Allison associates someone’s counting as rational with their “at least 

believing at the time that their reasons are good reasons.” 

As in that last sentence, Allison makes a distinction between being an agent and 

being a “rational” agent. It is only as “rational” agents, ones with the aim of acting 

rationally, that we “cannot simply refuse to play the justification game.” We can 

choose not to play that game: we just cannot at the same time see ourselves as 

“rational” agents. As I understand him, Allison does not take Kant to think that an aim 

of acting rationally is generally constitutive of agency. 

The threat that we “would not be regarded as rational” if we did not at least try to 

act rationally might bring to mind a comment by David Lewis, which David Enoch 

quotes. Lewis writes: 

Why care about objective value or ethical reality? The sanction is that if you do 
not, your inner states will fail to deserve folk-theoretical names. Not a threat that 
will strike terror into the hearts of the wicked! But who ever thought that 
philosophy could replace the hangman?214 

However, the force of rational norms on Allison’s reading of Kant is not simply 

that we will fail to count as rational if we do not aim to conform to them. Their force 

consists in the fact that there can be no justification of our actions without them. The 

price of failing to count as rational is not something we could weigh in a piece of 

reasoning and choose to pay. If we are trying to reason about what to do, we are either 

trying to conform to rational norms, or doing it incoherently. 

 
few pages later that in the complete version of the argument, “the justification requirement” explained in 
this passage “is still in place” (208). 
214 David Lewis, “Desire as Belief II,” Mind 105, no. 418 (1996): 307. Enoch quotes it at the opening of his  
Enoch, “Agency, Shmagency: Why Normativity Won’t Come from What Is Constitutive of Action,” 169. 
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As Allison says in a reply to critics of Kant’s Theory of Freedom: 

justification matters because as long as we take ourselves as rational agents, we 
cannot abandon it as a requirement … And, of course, if we abandon the 
conception of ourselves as rational agents, then there is no longer any place for 
talk of principles and their evaluation.215 

Again here, Allison seems to imply that on his reading, we have the option not to 

aim to act rationally. It is not, however, an option we can take with justification. It 

puts our actions beyond the reach of justification. 

To explain again why a constitutivist like Korsgaard thinks a picture like this is 

unworkable: Korsgaard will argue that on Allison’s picture, what he is calling 

“justification” is normatively alien to us (§1.3.7). There is no way to establish that a 

conception of practical rationality or justification is normative for us except by 

showing that we are, at least indirectly, already aiming to conform to it. Allison’s Kant 

can argue all that he likes about what it would be rational for us to do. His arguments 

will amount to a conception of what it would be rational for us to do. Presented with 

that conception, we can ask why we ought to conform to it: why we ought to see it as 

normative, and in that sense genuinely rational for us. Allison’s Kant will take that 

question to be misguided or unintelligible. Korsgaard will take it to be pressing but 

fatally unanswered. 

Importantly for my purposes, beyond this disagreement, there is a great deal that 

agentialists and constitutivists can agree about. As already mentioned, they can agree 

that rational norms are objective, categorical, and not established in a realist way. 

They can agree that rational norms are constitutive of practical reasoning, or of 

genuine justification. They can agree about what normative story explains why acting 

morally is the only genuinely justifiable way of acting. They can agree that we can act 

immorally and irrationally. They can even agree that we can knowingly act 

 
215 Henry E. Allison, “Kant on Freedom: A Reply to My Critics,” in Idealism and Freedom (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, [1993] 1996b), 118. 
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irrationally, though a constitutivist will understand these cases as ones of a kind of 

weakness of will, or of what Korsgaard has called “true irrationality.”216 

As readers of Kant, agentialists and constitutivists can agree about everything 

downstream of the question of why we ought to act justifiably. In Kant’s ethics, this 

question is equivalent to that of why we ought to act as we would if reason in us were 

“practical without hindrance” [GMS 4:449]. They can agree about how Kant argues that 

the categorical imperative is the principle of justification, or the principle on which 

we would argue were we unhinderedly rational. They can agree about how he uses 

the reciprocity thesis and the incorporation thesis to make that argument. They might 

not agree about those things, but that disagreement is not forced by their readings 

being opposingly constitutivist and agentialist. 

In the next chapter of this thesis, I collect a range of passages from Kant’s 

Gesammelte Schriften which have been appealed to as evidence for a constitutivist 

reading of him. I find these mostly in the work of Christine Korsgaard, Barbara 

Herman, Andrews Reath, and Stephen Engstrom. I also add some other passages 

which I think could be taken to be evidence for a constitutivist reading of Kant, but 

which have not been drawn on for that purpose in previous literature of which I am 

aware. 

In the chapter after, I argue that all that evidence for a constitutivist reading of 

Kant can also be read in ways which are consistent with his being an agentialist. Kant 

never gives a clear, direct answer to the question which separates constitutivist and 

agentialist readings of him: that question of what makes it the case that we ought to 

act as unhinderedly rational counterparts of ourselves would. He also never, I think, 

clearly makes claims which commit him to one answer to that question or another. 

 
216 Christine M. Korsgaard, “Skepticism about practical reason,” in Creating the Kingdom of Ends 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, [1986] 1996h), 318, and see 319–25. 
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Even a constitutivist reader like Reath, for example, admits “the texts are not 

decisive” on the question of whether Kant thinks we always aim to act justifiably.217 

 
217 Reath, “Did Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub Ratione Boni?” 235. 
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2. Evidence for a constitutivist reading 

2.1. Christine Korsgaard 

2.1.0. Introduction to this chapter and part 

This second chapter of my thesis has three principal aims. The first is to offer an 

overview of the existing literature arguing for a constitutivist reading of Kant. I try to 

meet this aim by interpreting and summarising four of the most prominent and fully-

developed constitutivist readings of Kant. 

A second aim of this chapter is to illustrate some of the diversity of ways in which 

one could try to read Kant as a constitutivist. I draw out some of the differences 

between the readings of the four authors on whom I focus. These differences 

represent ways in which it is possible to disagree about Kant’s theory while agreeing 

that Kant should be read as a constitutivist. 

The third aim of this chapter is to collect the passages from Kant’s Gesammelte 

Schriften which might be used as evidence for a constitutivist reading of him. To the 

passages collected from the four main readings, I also add some passages used 

elsewhere in the literature, and some of my own identification: ones I have not seen 

used as evidence of Kant’s constitutivism. 

It is not an aim of this chapter to assess the evidence for a constitutivist reading of 

Kant. While I try to make good sense of the readings I discuss, it is not yet my topic 

whether they go beyond Kant’s texts. I review the evidence collected in this chapter in 

the first part of this thesis’ third chapter. While I argue there that the evidence is 
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consistent with agentialism, I also defend the readings covered here against 

objections. 

The scholars whose readings of Kant I cover in the first four parts of this chapter 

are, in order, Christine Korsgaard, Barbara Herman, Andrews Reath, and Stephen 

Engstrom. To introduce this first part: I begin by explaining and interpolating the 

argument which I understand Korsgaard to attribute to Kant in her 1989 paper, 

“Morality as Freedom.” To keep that argument as clear as possible, I devote three 

separate sections to the question of what that argument is, and then a further section 

to the evidence Korsgaard draws upon to attribute that argument to Kant. In the fifth 

section of this part, I discuss apparent developments in Korsgaard’s reading of Kant 

since she wrote that paper. In the sixth and seventh parts, I turn to the evidence she 

gives for Kant’s constitutivism in her other work: particularly her Self-Constitution. 

The passages I collect in this part of the chapter are drawn from the first Critique 

[KrV A 312–20/B 368–77 and A 567–71/B 595–99], from the Groundwork [GMS 4:446–48], 

the Conjectural Beginning [MAM 8:115–16], the second Critique [KpV 5:29], the Religion 

[RGV 6:18, 6:31, 6:40, and 6:43] and each of the parts of the Metaphysics [MS 6:226–27, 

6:338–41, and 6:371–72]. 

2.1.1. “Morality as Freedom:” the argument to a constitutive law 

Korsgaard’s most focused engagement with Kant’s accounts of the will and of 

immoral action continues to be found in her paper “Morality as Freedom.”218 

Korsgaard refers back to this paper throughout her later works, describing it as 

containing “the ancestor” of her later constitutivist readings and arguments.219 

 
218 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 159–87; not to be confused with Henry E. Allison, “Morality and 
Freedom: Kant’s Reciprocity Thesis,” The Philosophical Review 95, no. 3 (1986): 393–425. 
219 Korsgaard, The Constitution of Agency, 5. See also her “Creating the Kingdom of Ends: Reciprocity and 
responsibility in personal relations,” in Creating the Kingdom of Ends (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, [1992] 1996b), 217 and 219; “Rawls and Kant: On the Primacy of the Practical,” 1173; “From Duty 
and for the Sake of the Noble: Kant and Aristotle on Morally Good Action,” in The Constitution of Agency 
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Originally published in 1989 from the proceedings of a conference in 1986, “Morality 

as Freedom” is the oldest work by any author that I consider in detail in this chapter. 

It predates Henry Allison’s Kant’s Theory of Freedom: at the conference just mentioned, 

Allison presented a version of what became that book’s second chapter, on empirical 

and intelligible character in the first Critique.220 

“Morality as Freedom” also predates by fifteen years the use of the term 

“constitutivist” for a theory of practical normativity (§1.1.3). The paper does not even 

use the word “constitutive,” which first appears prominently in the relevant sense in 

Korsgaard’s work a decade later, in her paper “The Normativity of Instrumental 

Reason.”221 Korsgaard’s reading of Kant in “Morality as Freedom” is, however, clearly 

a constitutivist reading of him. It clearly attributes to Kant the view that the 

categorical imperative is an internal, constitutive principle of the will. 

In this section and the following two, I summarise the relevant parts of the 

argument that Korsgaard attributes to Kant in the paper. The paper is somewhat wide-

ranging, and I interpolate some explanation of the key moves made, and also 

introduce for clarity some terminology which Korsgaard does not use. 

 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, [1996] 2008c), 177–78 and 184; The Sources of Normativity, 98; “The 
Normativity of Instrumental Reason,” 51 and 58; “Taking the Law into Our Own Hands: Kant on the Right 
to Revolution,” in The Constitution of Agency (Oxford: Oxford University Press, [1997] 2008h), 255; 
“Motivation, Metaphysics, and the Value of the Self: A Reply to Ginsborg, Guyer, and Schneewind,” Ethics 
109, no. 1 (1998): 59–63; “The Myth of Egoism,” in The Constitution of Agency (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, [1999] 2008d), 81; “Realism and Constructivism in Twentieth‐Century Moral Philosophy,” 320; and 
Self-Constitution, 164. Korsgaard refers to “Morality as Freedom” in “Acting for a Reason,” in The 
Constitution of Agency (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008a), 220, but only for the purpose of disowning 
an example which implied that a maxim could contain an end without a means. For its discussions of 
blame and virtue rather than the constitution of the will in a narrower sense, Korsgaard also refers to 
“Morality as Freedom” in “Kant’s analysis of obligation: The argument of Groundwork I,” in Creating the 
Kingdom of Ends (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, [1989] 1996d), 70–71 and 74. 
220 Henry E. Allison, “Empirical and Intelligible Character in the Critique of Pure Reason,” in Kant’s 
Practical Philosophy Reconsidered, ed. Yirmiyahu Yovel (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1989), 1–
21; and Kant’s Theory of Freedom, 29–53. Korsgaard cites Allison’s paper in the first footnote to “Morality as 
Freedom,” 184, as providing “another treatment of some of these same difficulties, but centered more on 
Kant’s views in the Critique of Pure Reason.” 
221 Korsgaard, “The Normativity of Instrumental Reason,” 31, 46–47, and 56–67. In the afterword added to 
that paper in The Constitution of Agency, 67, Korsgaard says that it was in the process of writing it that she 
conceived the idea for her book, Self-Constitution. 
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On Korsgaard’s reading of Kant, “the independent starting point of the argument” 

in both the Groundwork and the second Critique is that we cannot help but act under 

the idea of freedom [GMS 4:448].222 As Korsgaard understands it, this claim is not 

simply a cognitive one. “The point,” she says, “is not that you must believe that you are 

free.”223 It is rather a conative, motivational point. When we try to act, we are guided 

by an aim of freedom: we see ourselves as trying to do something free. 

More specifically, we are guided by the thought that our wills are spontaneous. If 

they are spontaneous, the choices of our wills are not simply determined by our 

values, our desires and passions, or more obviously external factors. Such factors 

could only contribute to the choices of our wills by the choices of our wills. Our wills 

would have to choose to incorporate, or take account of, such factors. 

In addition to being guided by the thought of our wills as spontaneous, we see 

them as causalities. As a causality, a spontaneous will “must act on some law or 

other.”224 When a will makes a choice, all of the content or the matter of that choice 

must be accounted for by a law which is governing that choice. 

To make this more concrete: suppose that you are hungry, and you have the time 

and means to go for lunch. This is the situation in which your will finds itself. You 

choose to go out to eat. Since your will is a causality, this choice to go out to eat must 

be governed by a law. This law might be one which invokes “your proximate reason, 

your immediate end.” It could be: when I am hungry and have the time and means to 

go for lunch, I will go out to eat. This law begins by describing some aspects of your 

 
222 The quoted phrase here is actually from Korsgaard, “Motivation, Metaphysics, and the Value of the 
Self: A Reply to Ginsborg, Guyer, and Schneewind,” 60. In the paper at hand, see “Morality as Freedom,” 
167–76. For Korsgaard’s views on how the arguments differ and on how the second Critique version 
works, see especially “Morality as Freedom,” 160–61 and 167–71; and “Autonomy and the Second Person 
Within: A Commentary on Stephen Darwall’s The Second‐Person Standpoint,” Ethics 118, no. 1 (2007): 16–19. 
223 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 162; and see also 174 (“the idea of freedom … provides a conception 
of ourselves which motivates us”), 183, and Korsgaard, “Constitutivism and the virtues,” 111. 
224 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 163. Korsgaard also puts this point in terms of reason: 
“Alternatively, we may say that since the will is practical reason, it cannot be conceived as acting and 
choosing for no reason.” My explanation in this paragraph and the following of what is involved in a 
choice being law-governed is intended to make the equivalence of these two framings more obvious. 
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situation. It then describes the act you perform, and connects those components in a 

law-like way, as antecedents and consequent. 

Other more general laws might also have described your choice in this case, but 

not just any law would have accounted for your choice. To give two particular 

examples, your law could not have been: when I am hungry and have the time and 

means to go for lunch, I will stay in instead. You chose to go out to eat: this law fails to 

describe the choice that you made, and so obviously fails to account for or ground the 

choice that you actually made. Your law could also not have been: when I am hungry 

but do not have time to go for lunch, I will go out to eat. This law does not describe the 

situation in which your will found itself, and so also cannot account for what you did. 

When the two thoughts so far mentioned about our wills are connected – that they 

are spontaneous, and that they are causalities – Korsgaard claims “a deep problem of 

a familiar kind” comes into view about what laws could possibly govern their 

choices.225 Since our wills are thought of as spontaneous, they must choose the laws 

which govern their activities: insofar as they are active, they must be autonomous 

wills, self-governing. As itself an activity of a causality, however, a will’s choice of any 

law must itself have a law. That law must in turn be spontaneously chosen, and that 

spontaneous choice must be governed by a law. It is difficult to see how the will in its 

position of spontaneity could begin to choose a law, because it seems as if in order to 

make such a choice, it must already have chosen a law. 

When we consider how a particular law could have been chosen, we encounter 

another face of this same problem. To return to the example: you intend to make it 

your law to go out to eat when you have the time and means to go for lunch and you 

are hungry. If your will is a spontaneous causality, it must choose that law for itself, 

and its choice of that law must in turn be governed by a self-chosen law. This further 

law might be: when I have the means to satisfy my hunger, I will take those means. 

 
225 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 174, and see also 162–63 and 183. 
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The choice of that law must again, in turn, be governed by a self-chosen law. The next 

law up might then be: when I have the means to satisfy my desires, I will take those 

means. It is not obvious what further law could account for that law: how that law 

could be the object of a spontaneous choice. You have no further reason for acting to 

satisfy your desires than that you want to satisfy them. That sheer want, though – that 

“psychological law” – is a factor external to your will in its spontaneity.226 It is 

something of which your will would have to choose to take account, not something 

which is a law for it by its nature, automatically. 

The law of following your own desires, or the “maxim of self-love,” is unfit to be 

the law of a spontaneous will because it could not itself be the object of a spontaneous 

and law-governed choice.227 There is only one law which could conceivably be the 

ultimate law of a spontaneous will: that of making choices which could be governed 

by laws chosen from a position of spontaneity. This law “simply describes the 

function or task of an autonomous will,” or what would be involved in a spontaneous 

will making any choice.228 It “does not impose a constraint on the will;” it merely 

expresses its predicament or its nature, or the form which would have to be had in 

common by any choice of a spontaneous will. 

To use a word which, as already mentioned, Korsgaard does not use in this paper: 

this law of only acting on laws which a spontaneous will could choose is constitutive 

of the activity of such a will. It is constitutive of the kind of agency that such a will has 

through its choices. It is also constitutive of the autonomy of such a will: of the kind of 

freedom it has when it acts spontaneously. The law simply affirms to the will “what it 

has to do in order to be an autonomous will at all.” 

 
226 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 164. In the text, Korsgaard goes one step beyond the maxim 
mentioned here, to the law that “I will make it my end to have the things that I desire.” As mentioned in a 
previous footnote, however, Korsgaard denies in more recent work that this is a well-formed maxim, 
since it does not contain a means: see Korsgaard, “Acting for a Reason,” 220. 
227 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 165–67. 
228 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 166. 
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2.1.2. “Morality as Freedom:” the argument to morality 

In “Morality as Freedom,” the next step in the argument happens quickly, just as 

it does at the beginning of Groundwork III, one of the texts which Korsgaard is reading. 

Of course, by the beginning of Groundwork III, Kant has already argued twice that the 

law which abstracts from all external influences, as spontaneity does, is the moral 

law.229 As Korsgaard presents it in this paper, the move goes like this: the argument so 

far has shown that a spontaneous will must choose a law for itself. “All that it has to be 

is a law.”230 Kant’s categorical imperative, in its first formulation, requires agents to 

choose maxims which have the form of a law. “All that it has to be is a law.” It turns out 

that the spontaneous will must follow Kant’s categorical imperative. With that point 

reached, Kant’s arguments for the further formulas and for the duties derivable from 

them are able to kick in. 

As we ordinarily think of laws, though, the categorical imperative does not just 

require laws. It requires universal laws, acting “only in accordance with that maxim 

through which you can at the same time will that it become a universal law” [GMS 4:421]. 

Korsgaard does not spell out in “Morality as Freedom” why she takes Kant to think 

that a spontaneous will’s laws would be universal in the sense of ranging over all 

rational beings. In “Kant’s Formula of Universal Law,” however, she suggests that his 

argument goes via the idea that the laws of the will must be “sufficient.”231 In choosing 

laws for itself, the will is choosing laws for it to follow in any circumstances. Even if 

 
229 First in Groundwork I [GMS 4:400–02] and then again in Groundwork II [GMS 4:416–21]. Still, as 
Korsgaard notes in her introduction to the Cambridge translation, “readers are often taken aback by the 
ease with which Kant draws” the connection between a will being spontaneous and being under the 
moral law. Christine M. Korsgaard, “Introduction,” in Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals, eds. Mary 
Gregor and Jens Timmermann (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), xxix. 
230 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 166. This mantra appears in a few of Korsgaard’s works: see also 
“An introduction to the ethical, political, and religious thought of Kant,” in Creating the Kingdom of Ends 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, [1989] 1996c), 25; “Rawls and Kant: On the Primacy of the 
Practical,” 1171; The Sources of Normativity, 98; and “Realism and Constructivism in Twentieth‐Century 
Moral Philosophy,” 320. 
231 Christine M. Korsgaard, “Kant’s Formula of Universal Law,” in Creating the Kingdom of Ends 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, [1985] 1996e), 102. In her later work, Korsgaard suggests that 
Kant’s argument is too quick at this point, and that she had failed to see this herself in “Kant’s Formula of 
Universal Law.” See §2.1.5. 
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the desires, the position in society, the fundamentals of the identity of its possessor 

change, the laws of a will are laws and “must always hold – must hold universally.” 

Following this argument, the ultimate law of a spontaneous will is just: 

the categorical imperative, as represented by the Formula of Universal Law. … By 
making the Formula of Universal Law its principle, the free will retains the 
position of spontaneity. Or, to put it a better way, the argument shows that the 
free will need do nothing to make the Formula of Universal Law its principle: it is 
already its principle. … The will that makes the categorical imperative its law 
merely reaffirms its independence of everything except law in general. Its 
dependence on law in general is not a constraint, for that is just a consequence of 
the fact that it is a will. Making the categorical imperative its principle does not 
require the spontaneous will to take an action – it is already its principle.232 

If the argument works, it shows that the categorical imperative is the only 

ultimate law that a spontaneous will could have. It therefore shows that choosing and 

acting according to the categorical imperative is the only way that a spontaneous will 

could act. Any other way of acting would contradict the nature of a spontaneous will. 

Acting against that imperative is not something a will could do insofar as it was a 

spontaneous will. 

Kant thinks that he can show that complying with the categorical imperative 

means acting morally, complying with the moral law. Assuming that he can, the only 

way that a spontaneous will could act is according to the moral law. The spontaneity 

of a spontaneous will means its choices never admit of causal explanation, but there is 

no way of even seeing the possibility of such a will acting immorally: “moral evil is 

unintelligible.”233 

 
232 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 166–67. 
233 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 171. 
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2.1.3. “Morality as Freedom:” the problem of evil 

As Korsgaard immediately acknowledges, the result of this argument “may seem 

too strong.” I have framed it in terms of a spontaneous will, something we only try to 

act as if we have. The argument, though, seems to make a general connection between 

acting freely and acting morally. If that argument holds, it seems also to apply to us as 

whole sensible agents. It seems to entail that when we do wrong, we do not do so 

freely. It might also, as such, entail that we cannot do wrong. When we appear to, that 

wrongdoing must be attributed to some force acting on us. It cannot be attributed to 

ourselves acting freely. 

Korsgaard’s response to this worry is to emphasise that the assumptions on which 

the argument depends are only ones which we cannot help but make for the purpose 

of choosing how to act. In her words, if Kant’s argument works and we grasp it, it only 

shows “that we cannot imagine the free choice of evil from the inside, from the point of 

view of the one who makes that choice.”234 Earlier in this thesis, in responding to 

Michael Ridge, I explained that Korsgaard thinks we have two standpoints on the 

world (§1.3.2). To consider an issue from a standpoint is to consider it in a logical 

space in which the presuppositions of some particular activity are granted. As 

Korsgaard reads Kant, the premise that our wills are spontaneous causalities belongs 

to the practical standpoint, that of “the deliberating agent, employing reason 

practically.”235 As we conceive of the activity of choosing our actions in undertaking it, 

it requires our wills to be spontaneous causalities. From that premise that our wills 

are spontaneous causalities, Kant’s moral argument follows. 

 
234 Korsgaard, “Motivation, Metaphysics, and the Value of the Self: A Reply to Ginsborg, Guyer, and 
Schneewind,” 63. Korsgaard is responding to Paul Guyer’s critique of “Morality as Freedom” in his “The 
Value of Reason and the Value of Freedom,” Ethics 109, no. 1 (1998): 34–35. 
235 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 173, and earlier in the paper see 162–63. For Korsgaard’s 
understanding of the standpoint distinction, see elsewhere particularly “Creating the Kingdom of Ends: 
Reciprocity and responsibility in personal relations,” 200–05; “Personal identity and the unity of agency: 
A Kantian response to Parfit,” in Creating the Kingdom of Ends (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
[1989] 1996g), 377–78, including n31; and “The Activity of Reason,” 33–39. 
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In looking to explain how immoral actions are possible, however, we approach 

them in a different way: as phenomena to be accounted for rather than as options to 

be chosen. In doing so, we approach them from a different standpoint, which 

Korsgaard in this paper calls “the explanatory standpoint of theoretical reason.” It is 

not a condition of our being able to explain phenomena that our wills are spontaneous 

causalities. As such, the premise that they are is not granted from that standpoint. 

Since it depends on that premise, Kant’s moral argument has no grip on that 

standpoint. It does not have direct implications for us insofar as we are trying to 

explain things in the world. 

Korsgaard concludes that the argument does not show “that evil is impossible, or 

that a person who does something evil has not done it freely.” In a certain sense, this 

conclusion seems correct. In clarifying the scope of Kant’s moral argument, 

Korsgaard explains why that argument does not show that the events which we think 

of as immoral actions are impossible. That might not have been the concern, though. 

The concern one might have had is that the argument gives us a reason not to 

attribute those events to ourselves as our own free, immoral actions. Whether they 

are possible as events is undisputed. What is at issue is why we should see them as our 

own free wrongdoings if we cannot see them as open to us to freely choose. 

Before answering this worry on behalf of Korsgaard’s Kant, there is another to 

also raise. This second worry is that we might have reasons even from the practical 

standpoint to see ourselves as able to choose to act immorally. Korsgaard seems to 

suggest some such reasons herself. We must see our wrongdoings as our own free 

doings for the purposes “of holding ourselves responsible” for our choices, and of 

“regarding ourselves as free to change.”236 We must see ourselves as making a “free 

choice of our character” even if that character or disposition is evil. In that Kantian 

system, we must also see ourselves as choosing what Kant in the Religion calls our 

 
236 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 181. 
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“propensity to evil” [RGV 6:28–32].237 These reasons do not merely require us to hold 

open the theoretical possibility of our making evil choices. They require us to see 

particular evil choices as uses of the freedom which we assume for ourselves from the 

practical standpoint. 

Korsgaard does not respond to these two further worries in “Morality as 

Freedom.” To my knowledge, she also does not respond to them in a direct or explicit 

way anywhere else. However, I think that it is possible to construct a response to both 

of them using claims that Korsgaard does make. Constructing that response here will 

make it easier, later in this chapter, to compare Korsgaard’s reading of Kant to 

alternative readings of him. 

In her reply to critics in The Sources of Normativity, Korsgaard distinguishes 

between “two quite different ideas” which “combine” in “our ordinary notion of 

causality.”238 These ideas are those of power, or “of one thing effecting another or 

making another happen;” and of universality, “that this occurs in a regular or law-like 

way.” A first implication which can be drawn from this analysis is that in assuming 

that our wills are causalities, we assume that we have a power: at the very least a 

power to be a causality. A second implication is that it is not intrinsic to the idea of a 

power that its exercises are governed by the form of universality, which is to say by a 

law. 

This distinction creates the conceptual space for immoral choices to be free and 

our own in a different way. They could be exercises of our power without being 

possible exercises of a spontaneous causality. Our power could be more than a power 

to act as a spontaneous causality would. It could be a broader power to make both 

 
237 Korsgaard refers on “Morality as Freedom,” 167 to the pages where Kant discusses the propensity, 
claiming those pages show that evil or self-love requires an action. 
238 Korsgaard, The Sources of Normativity, 225. 
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lawful and lawless choices, not only of our actions but also propensities or 

dispositions. 

As already noted, Korsgaard gives what seem to be reasons for us to take 

ourselves to have this broader power from the practical standpoint: what she calls the 

demands “of holding ourselves responsible” and “of regarding ourselves as free to 

change.”239 I think the closest that she comes to endorsing as a whole this response to 

the concerns I am addressing is in a footnote to her paper “Creating the Kingdom of 

Ends,” first published three years after “Morality as Freedom.” In various works, 

Korsgaard claims that in order to see ourselves as acting and choosing beings, Kant 

thinks that we must see ourselves as noumena rather than as phenomena. The 

noumenal world is our world, but thought of independently of the conditions of being 

experienceable by us and comprehensible to us. Insofar as we are active beings, we 

must think of ourselves as noumenal because otherwise our choices would have to be 

thought of as temporal effects with causes, and so as not free. Because it abstracts 

from the conditions of experience, Korsgaard says in the footnote mentioned that “we 

must always admit the possibility that the noumenal world is unintelligible to us.”240 If 

we have reason to think of ourselves as having a power, then we cannot rule out its 

being used in ways that are unthinkable for phenomena. In this way, I think, we 

cannot rule out that the same power we might use in our moral actions could also be 

used in the way Korsgaard describes as “unintelligible:” immorally and lawlessly.241 

Korsgaard acknowledges that her reading of Kant gives his argument “a rather 

complicated structure.”242 If I am right about how she takes Kant to understand 

immoral action, the relevant part of her reading of him might be summarised as 

follows. Firstly, as agents, we are guided by the thought that our actions are free. That 

amounts to saying we aim to act as if our wills were spontaneous causalities. At this 

 
239 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 181. 
240 Korsgaard, “Creating the Kingdom of Ends: Reciprocity and responsibility in personal relations,” 219. 
241 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 171. 
242 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 175. 
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point, the argument goes in two directions: one relevant to immoral action, and one 

relevant to moral. On the immoral side: since we must try to act, we are entitled for 

that purpose to assume that we can be spontaneous causalities. In order for it to be 

possible for us to be spontaneous causalities, we must be in possession of a certain 

kind of power. We have reasons to take that power, though, to be broader than just 

one to be spontaneous causalities. In particular, we have reasons to see our immoral 

actions are still being uses of that power. They can, in that way, still be seen as our 

own doings and as free. 

On the moral side: regardless of how broad our power might be, what we are 

trying to do as agents is not simply to exercise that power, but to be spontaneous 

causalities. A spontaneous causality would act autonomously, according to freely-

chosen laws. Kant thinks he can show that the moral law is the necessary ultimate 

freely-chosen law. If he is right, then a spontaneous causality would act morally. If we 

are to succeed in our attempts to act as spontaneous causalities, we must act morally. 

Korsgaard does not spell out in “Morality as Freedom” how this argument might 

be thought to make the moral law normative, but she makes some suggestive 

comments very briefly in “Creating the Kingdom of Ends.” Insofar as someone sees 

themselves as having a spontaneous will – or in her terms there, as a member of the 

intelligible world – following the moral law “is the only thing it makes sense for them 

to do; and this is already a normative point.”243 Korsgaard is not saying here that 

“making sense” is normative and the moral law then derivatively so. She is making 

two claims: firstly, that as the person sees themselves, the moral law is constitutive of 

their activity. Secondly, being constitutive of that activity is what it is for the moral 

 
243 Korsgaard, “Creating the Kingdom of Ends: Reciprocity and responsibility in personal relations,” 218–
19. See also “Motivation, Metaphysics, and the Value of the Self: A Reply to Ginsborg, Guyer, and 
Schneewind,” 62–63, where Korsgaard says the argument is supposed to show that the moral law is an 
“internal” standard, and connects this to her “The Normativity of Instrumental Reason,” 61–62; and “Self‐
Constitution in the Ethics of Plato and Kant,” 110–13. 
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law to be normative. A point about what is involved in undertaking an activity is, 

within that activity, “already a normative point.” 

2.1.4. “Morality as Freedom:” evidence for Korsgaard’s reading 

On Korsgaard’s reading of Kant in “Morality as Freedom,” the moral law is 

normative because we are aiming to meet a condition which we would only meet by 

acting morally. This is a constitutivist reading of Kant. The moral law is, in my terms, 

indirectly finally constitutive of the agency of those who act under the idea of 

freedom. 

“Morality as Freedom” addresses more topics and interprets more arguments 

than the previous sections summarised. In addition to covering Kant’s accounts of 

immoral action and the will, it takes up questions about the moral motive, the nature 

of the two worlds in Groundwork III, and the roles of both obligatory ends and virtue in 

Kant’s moral theory. The passages it quotes and cites are spread across the 

Groundwork, the second Critique, the Religion, Theory and Practice, and the introduction 

to and both halves of the Metaphysics. 

In this section, I survey the passages used in that paper which might be used to 

try to justify the constitutivist component of Korsgaard’s reading of Kant. The first of 

these would seem to be the following, from the Groundwork: 

Since the concept of causality brings with it that of laws in accordance with 
which, by something that we call a cause, something else, namely an effect, must 
be posited, so freedom, although it is not a property of the will in accordance with 
natural laws, is not for that reason lawless but must instead be a causality in 
accordance with immutable laws but of a special kind; for otherwise a free will 
would be an absurdity. [GMS 4:446] 

While this passage is not any kind of statement of constitutivism in itself, 

Korsgaard takes it to set up the problem to which constitutivism is the only solution. 

She interprets the passage itself as saying that the spontaneous will “must have its 
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own law,” or “alternatively, … that since the will is practical reason, it cannot be 

conceived as acting and choosing for no reason.”244 In the words of the second Critique, 

which Korsgaard also quotes, the law sought is that which, “supposing that a will is 

free … alone is competent to determine it necessarily” [KpV 5:29].245 For the reasons 

given in the previous sections, Korsgaard takes Kant to think that such a law must be 

one which the spontaneous will does not really have to choose, since it is constitutive 

for it. 

Korsgaard cites five pages of the Religion. The first two of these are those on which 

Kant describes the sense in which we must think of ourselves as choosing our 

“propensity to evil” [RGV 6:31]. This propensity, Kant says, is a “use of freedom” and 

“an intelligible deed, cognizable through reason alone.” Korsgaard takes it to be an 

implication of what Kant says here that choosing to be immoral is a “surrendering” of 

the “position of spontaneity” and requires “an action” or a choice.246 It is evidence that 

the will has a “natural condition,” or a constitutive orientation in light of which 

immoral actions are defective. Evil requires a change, the “peccatum originarium” 

[RGV 6:31], a falling away from what a spontaneous will is. 

Korsgaard cites the other three pages from the Religion as evidence that Kant 

thinks evil is unintelligible. She quotes the following passage: 

Evil can have originated only from moral evil (not just from the limitations of our 
nature); yet the original predisposition (which none other than the human being 
himself could have corrupted, if this corruption is to be imputed to him) is a 
predisposition to the good; there is no conceivable ground for us, therefore, from 
which moral evil could first have come in us. [RGV 6:43] 

This passage might firstly be taken as more evidence of the previous point: that 

we are constitutively good, and so evil must be seen as a divergence from our original 

 
244 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 163. Korsgaard also draws on this passage in The Sources of 
Normativity, 97–98. 
245 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 161. Again, see also The Sources of Normativity, 98. 
246 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 167. 
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state. Korsgaard appears secondly to suggest that Kant’s description here of evil as 

having “no conceivable ground” fits with the constitutivist thesis that choosing to be 

immoral is incoherent or self-contradictory from the agent’s own perspective.247 

To the same end, the final two pages of the Religion which Korsgaard cites are ones 

on which Kant refers to the Christian doctrine of the Fall. She cites the first page of the 

Religion: 

All allow that the world began with something good: with the Golden Age, with 
life in Paradise, or an even happier life in communion with heavenly beings. But 
then they make this happiness disappear like a dream, and they spitefully hasten 
the decline into evil (moral evil, with which the physical always went hand in 
hand) in an accelerating fall [RGV 6:18] 

Korsgaard also cites a later page on which Kant claims that theologians would try 

to explain “the origin of moral evil in the human being” in terms of an inheritance 

from “the personal participation by our first parents in the fall” [RGV 6:40]. Korsgaard 

takes Kant’s references to the Fall to be significant because, traditionally, the Fall is 

considered inexplicable. “Moral evil is a Fall, in the Biblical sense,” Korsgaard says, 

and “is exactly as hard to understand as the Fall in the Bible.”248 Immoral action is not 

on a par with moral action: only the latter is entirely coherent. 

Korsgaard quotes one more passage in “Morality as Freedom” which certainly 

needs collecting. This passage comes from the introduction to the Metaphysics, the last 

of Kant’s major moral works. To reproduce it in full: 

freedom can never be located in a rational subject’s being able to choose in 
opposition to his (lawgiving) reason, even though experience proves often 
enough that this happens (though we still cannot comprehend how this is 
possible). – For it is one thing to accept a proposition (on the basis of experience) 
and another thing to make it the expository principle (of the concept of free choice) 
and the universal feature for distinguishing it (from arbitrio bruto s. servo); for the 
first does not maintain that the feature belongs necessarily to the concept, but the 

 
247 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 171. 
248 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 171. 
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second requires this. – Only freedom in relation to the internal lawgiving of 
reason is really an ability [Vermögen]; the possibility of deviating from it is an 
inability [Unvermögen]. How can the former be defined by the latter? It would be a 
definition that added to the practical concept the exercise of it, as this is taught by 
experience, a hybrid definition (definitio hybrida) that puts the concept in a false 
light. [MS 6:226–27] 

Korsgaard takes Kant to be denying here, preemptively, “that what Sidgwick calls 

moral or neutral freedom, the freedom to choose between good and evil, is really a 

conception of freedom at all.”249 Our freedom is defined by our ability to follow the 

moral law: it is finally constituted by that law. Our capacity to violate the moral law is 

a capacity for defect or failure. It must be seen as an inability or incapacity, not as an 

equal second side to our freedom. 

2.1.5. Developments in Korsgaard’s reading 

The version of the Kantian moral argument which Korsgaard personally endorses 

has developed over time. She has come to see “a distinction that Kant doesn’t make” 

between the categorical imperative and the moral law, albeit a distinction soon closed 

by the argument for the Formula of Humanity.250 She has also come to advance, in her 

 
249 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 171. See Henry Sidgwick, “The Kantian Conception of Free Will,” 
Mind os-XIII, no. 51 (1888): 407. 
250 The Sources of Normativity, 98–100. The categorical imperative requires laws, she says, but the domain 
of those laws needs to be specified. “It is only if the law ranges over every rational being that the 
resulting law will be the moral law.” See also Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 80 and 200–06; in particular the 
last two pages of that range for a successor to her claim in “Kant’s Formula of Universal Law” of a parallel 
between practical and theoretical laws. For the suggestion that Kant still established our commitment to 
the moral law, in the sense of a commitment to legislating for all rational beings, in the process of 
arguing for the Formula of Humanity, see Korsgaard, “Motivation, Metaphysics, and the Value of the Self: 
A Reply to Ginsborg, Guyer, and Schneewind,” 54; and Christine M. Korsgaard and Herlinde Pauer-
Studer, “Internalism and the Sources of Normativity,” in Constructions of practical reason: interviews on 
moral and political philosophy, ed. Herlinde Pauer-Studer, corrected ed. (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 2003), 61. 
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own words, “a theory of the good that is more Aristotelian than Kantian,” and one on 

which there is a sense in which the other animals are ends in themselves.251 

Korsgaard’s interpretation of Kant’s own argument, as I understand it, has stayed 

mostly the same. A difference she herself notes is that, in her early papers, she assigns 

to Kant the view “that human beings simply have unconditional or intrinsic value.”252 

On that point, she has migrated to seeing him as believing that “there a sense in which 

we must confer value even upon ourselves.” Otherwise, however, the differences in 

her readings of Kant now and in her earlier works seem marginal or a matter of 

framing. 

As already mentioned (§2.1.1), one of the changes in Korsgaard’s framing after 

“Morality as Freedom” is that she begins to put Kant’s argument in explicitly 

constitutive terms. In “Morality as Freedom,” Kant’s view was framed as being that 

the categorical imperative is the law of the kind of will we regard ourselves as having. 

In later works, the argument remains the same, but it is framed as being that the 

categorical imperative is constitutive of our agency. 

With this difference in framing comes an explanation of how immoral actions can 

still count as actions which is on the one hand more natural, but also potentially 

misleading. In “Morality as Freedom,” Korsgaard simply points out that Kant’s 

argument does not entail that immoral actions cannot be free and imputable. In later 

works, Korsgaard points out that constitutive standards can accommodate defective 

instances. In the case of an object like a house, for example: it may be constitutive of a 

house that it provides shelter, but this does not mean a house with a leaky roof is no 

 
251 Korsgaard, “Thinking in Good Company,” [20]. Korsgaard thinks Kant failed to make a distinction in 
his humanity argument between two senses of an end in itself, or two senses of for whom the law is for. 
The law can be for someone in the sense that they must follow it, or it can be for someone in the sense 
that it is designed to accommodate their interests or value or to protect them. See Christine M. Korsgaard, 
Fellow Creatures: Our Obligations to the Other Animals (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018a), 137–45; and 
on the humanity argument in general as Korsgaard now understands it, her “Valuing Our Humanity,” in 
Respect: Philosophical Essays (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2021), 171–91. 
252 Korsgaard, Creating the Kingdom of Ends, 407. 
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house at all. It is simply a defective house: a house which is bad as a house.253 What 

makes a house defective rather than simply not a house is that it can still be seen as 

aiming to meet the standards of being a house. Since it can still be seen as aiming to 

meet those standards, those standards can still be seen as normative for it. 

The same kind of story, Korsgaard suggests, might be told about immoral actions. 

As long as the way in which the agent fails to meet the categorical imperative does not 

show they were not under it, it will be natural and conventional to say that they still 

acted. Doing so will be in keeping with how we talk about other objects which have 

constitutive standards, like houses which have cracks in their walls and gaps between 

the roof tiles. We do not need to take a detour into Kant’s theory of freedom to justify 

calling immoral actions “actions.” 

What is potentially misleading about this different way of framing immoral 

actions is that it is not part of a new explanation of how immoral actions can come 

about, or be imputable and free. In her book Self-Constitution, Korsgaard does say that 

a “Constitutional Model” of the soul, which she attributes to both Kant and Plato, 

“explains how bad action, defective action, is possible.”254 However, she goes on to 

clarify that the question which it answers is “not the question how defective action 

could possibly come about.”255 The issue which Korsgaard is addressing in the chapter 

in which she makes these claims is instead that of how the categorical imperative 

could still have been normative for an agent who failed to meet it. In other words, she 

is explaining how it is possible for there to be a category, defective actions, which is 

distinct from mere movements or behaviours which are not subject to rational 

assessment. What is explained by a constitutional model is not the possibility of 

immoral action in the sense of how it could come about, but the possibility of 

 
253 See again Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 27–33, previously cited in §1.1.1. 
254 Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 162. 
255 Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 164. 
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immoral action in the sense of how anything could be bad as an action and yet still be 

an action. 

2.1.6. Self-Constitution: the Conjectural Beginning 

The only published work in which I think Korsgaard adds to her evidence for a 

constitutivist reading of Kant is her Self-Constitution. Published in 2009, that book grew 

out of Korsgaard’s Locke and Hägerström Lectures in 2002. Korsgaard firstly draws on 

new passages as evidence that Kant sees evil choice as unintelligible, at least from the 

agent’s own deliberative perspective. She cites again the Religion, where “Kant 

invokes the biblical doctrine of the Fall as an expression of the incomprehensibility of 

evil choice,” but she also refers to a page of Kant’s Conjectural Beginning of Human 

History.256 There Kant writes: 

the departure of the human being from the paradise which reason represents to 
him as the first abode of his species was nothing other than the transition from 
the crudity of a merely animal creature into humanity, from the go-cart 
[Gängelwagen] of instinct to the guidance of reason – in a word, from the 
guardianship of nature into the condition of freedom. … Before reason awoke, 
there was neither command nor prohibition and hence no transgression [MAM 
8:115] 

The moment before Eve ate the forbidden fruit and acquired her rational nature, 

she was in a state of innocence: innocence was the original condition of the 

“primordial human animal.”257 Kant continues: 

but when reason began its business and, weak as it is, got into a scuffle with 
animality in its whole strength, then there had to arise ills and, what is worse, 
with more cultivated reason, vices, which were entirely alien to the condition of 
ignorance and hence of innocence. The first step out of this condition, therefore 
was on the moral side a fall; on the physical side, a multitude of ills of life hitherto 

 
256 Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 164. 
257 Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 117. Korsgaard uses this phrase in drawing on an earlier part of the 
Conjectural Beginning, where Kant describes how reason began to compare objects of desire and so to 
make a contribution of its own to choice [MAM 8:111–12]. 
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unknown were the consequence of this fall, hence punishment. The history of 
nature thus begins from good, for that is the work of God; the history of freedom 
from evil, for it is the work of the human being. For the individual, who in the use 
of his freedom looks merely at himself, there was a loss in such an alteration; for 
nature, which directs its ends with the human being to the species, it was a gain. 
[MAM 8:115–16] 

To attempt to interpret these passages on Korsgaard’s behalf: neither our rational 

nor our animal natures intended for evil to come about. Evil is no more intelligible as 

an end of our animal nature than it is of our rational one [cf. RGV 6:28]. It is also not a 

natural end of our whole selves. Individually, we lost out from the “alteration” in us, 

even if our reason’s increasing cultivation was a gain for “the species” in the abstract. 

While these passages lie some distance from questions of Kant’s metaethics in 

themselves, they form part of a body of evidence that Kant does not see morality and 

immorality as equally intelligible, or equally consistent with how we are constituted. 

2.1.7. Self-Constitution: political philosophy 

The other texts on which Korsgaard draws for the first time in support of her 

reading in Self-Constitution are those of Kant’s political philosophy, particularly in the 

Doctrine of Right. I am not sure whether Korsgaard herself means to use these texts as 

part of her argument that Kant is a constitutivist, but I think that some of the passages 

she draws on could be taken to lend credence to constitutivist readings of him.258 

These passages concern the nature of political states and their relation to “the 

original (rational) form” of a state [MS 6:340]. In the first passage, Kant is explaining 

 
258 The usefulness of the passages as evidence of Kant’s constitutivism is obviously not conditional on 
how Korsgaard means to use them. For how she does, see her Self-Constitution, 154, and also 139–41 and 
145–47. The point for which Korsgaard is arguing is that what Kant says “in his political philosophy about 
the nature of the state” commits him to the view “that the person identifies, not directly with his reason, 
but with his constitution,” a constitution which “says that reason should rule.” It might sound as if what 
is at issue here is whether Kant is a constitutivist, but Korsgaard’s argument for this point comes after 
having argued that Kant “clearly” has a constitutional model of the soul. She may mean to be using the 
passages to argue that if we take Kant to be some kind of constitutivist, we should take him to be the kind 
of constitutivist which she argues he is, rather than some other conceivable kind of constitutivist. 
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how an imperfect state might transform into a perfect state, a “true republic” of “all 

the citizens united and acting through their delegates” [MS 6:341]. The problem which 

Kant’s explanation is meant to solve is that, in order to transform itself into a true 

republic, a state might need to be reshaped in ways that its actual constitution cannot 

permit. 

Having earlier distinguished between three basic constitutional forms – 

“autocratic, aristocratic, or democratic” [MS 6:338] – Kant now says: 

The different forms of states are only the letter (littera) of the original legislation 
in the civil state, and they may therefore remain as long as they are taken, by old 
and long-standing custom (and so only subjectively), to belong necessarily to the 
machinery of the constitution. But the spirit of the original contract (anima pacti 
originarii) involves an obligation on the part of the constituting authority … it is 
under obligation to change the kind of government gradually and continually so 
that it harmonizes in its effect with the only constitution that accords with right, 
that of a pure republic, in such a way that the old (empirical) statutory forms, 
which served merely to bring about the submission of the people, are replaced by 
the original (rational) form, the only form which makes freedom the principle and 
indeed the condition for any exercise of coercion, as is required by a rightful 
constitution of a state in the strict sense of the word. Only it will finally lead to 
what is literally a state. [MS 6:340–41] 

In this passage, it turns out to be Kant’s view that a state’s actual “statutory” 

constitution is not its real, true constitution, but only the “letter” or “empirical” 

appearance of it. A state is truly constituted by its “original contract” and its “original 

(rational) form,” and not just in the sense that that contract and that form are more 

authoritative and more permanent than its statutory constitution. The state is 

constituted by them in the constitutive sense: Kant says that a state is only “literally a 

state” when it meets the demands of its rational form and becomes “a state in the 

strict sense.” A state is obliged, through its “constituting authority,” to transform itself 

from a defective instance of a state into a full, strict, properly constituted state. 

Infamously, Kant does not think that defective or “despotic” [ZeF 8:352] states lack 

the legitimate authority often thought to be characteristic of a state. A state which 
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falls short of being a state in the strict sense is still a state in the loose sense, and states 

in the loose sense can still, on Kant’s view, legitimately coerce and instruct us. In 

Kant’s words, “there is a categorical imperative, Obey the authority who has power over 

you” whenever doing so does not conflict with ethics, or the duties of virtue [MS 

6:371]. 

In response to a challenge to this aspect of his view, Kant explains it again: 

Every actual deed (fact) is an object in appearance (to the senses). On the other 
hand, what can be represented only by pure reason and must be counted among 
ideas, to which no object given in experience can be adequate – and a perfectly 
rightful constitution among human beings is of this sort – is the thing in itself. 

If then a people united by laws under an authority exists, it is given as an object of 
experience in conformity with the idea of the unity of a people as such under a 
powerful supreme will, though it is indeed given only in appearance, that is, a 
rightful constitution in the general sense of the term exists. And even though this 
constitution may be afflicted with great defects and gross faults and be in need 
eventually of important improvements, it is still absolutely unpermitted and 
culpable to resist it. [MS 6:371–72] 

A despotic, inadequate state, one “with great defects and gross faults,” is still a 

state. It falls short of the rational “idea” of a state, but it does not therefore fail to be a 

state. Instead, because it is still under the authority of that idea, which is constitutive 

for it, it counts as a defective instance of a state, and still has the coercive authority of 

a state. 

In her paper “Taking the Law into Our Own Hands,” Korsgaard comments on “the 

obviously Platonic character” of this latter passage.259 She cites the pages in the first 

Critique where Kant relates to Plato’s his sense of an “idea” and his conception of a 

republic [KrV A 312–20/B 368–77; see also A 567–71/B 595–99]. Korsgaard argues in Self-

 
259 Korsgaard, “Taking the Law into Our Own Hands: Kant on the Right to Revolution,” 246; and see also 
Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 156–58. 
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Constitution that Plato’s Republic is constitutivist.260 For Plato, the state and the soul 

both have a constitutive standard of justice.261 

These passages from Kant’s political philosophy could be taken to show two 

things. The first is that Kant is thoroughly comfortable with notions of defective 

instances and of constitutive standards which are also normative. These notions are, 

or seem plausibly, central to Kant’s account of political authority. It is not outlandish 

to think they might be central to his ethics, the other half of his practical philosophy. 

The second thing these political passages could be taken to suggest is that when 

Kant talks of being under an idea, he may be making a constitutive claim, one that 

applies to the objects which are under that idea. A state is thought under or “in 

conformity with the idea of the unity of a people as such” [MS 6:371]. That idea 

amounts to a constitutive standard for states: they are states to the extent that they are 

unities of the people. In the Groundwork, Kant claims that we “cannot act otherwise 

than under the idea of freedom” [GMS 4:448]. The parallel reading would be that the idea 

of freedom sets a standard which is constitutive of our actions: that of exercising our 

freedom, perhaps in the way that we would by acting morally. 

 
260 Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, especially 134–52. 
261 Or at least, the soul has an internal standard of justice. In book X of the Republic, 609a, Socrates 
identifies the internal or “congenital badness” of an object with “what ultimately breaks it down and 
destroys it.” However, there is a twist when Plato has him apply this schema to the soul. Socrates finds 
that the internal badness of the soul, injustice, does not ultimately destroy it. From this finding, he draws 
the conclusion that the soul is indestructible or immortal. In Self-Constitution, Korsgaard does not draw a 
distinction between internal and constitutive standards. She has done so, though, in more recent work: 
see Korsgaard, “Constitutivism and the virtues,” 99–100 and 114. All constitutive standards are internal 
standards, but not all internal standards are constitutive. An object may completely fail to meet a merely 
internal standard and still be the kind of object to which that standard is internal. With this distinction in 
hand, Socrates’ view would seem to be that justice is constitutive of the state but merely internal to the 
soul. 
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2.2. Barbara Herman 

2.2.0. Introduction to this part 

In the previous part of this chapter, I interpreted and summarised Korsgaard’s 

reading of Kant. I explained how I take her to understand Kant’s moral argument, and 

his account of the possibility of free immoral action. I also explained how I take some 

aspects of her understanding and framing of Kant’s view to have changed. I then 

collected the passages which Korsgaard uses in her work as evidence of Kant’s 

constitutivism. 

In this next part of the chapter, I turn to Barbara Herman’s reading of Kant. I 

begin by addressing a doubt, recently expressed in the literature, about how 

Herman’s reading has changed over the past three decades. I look in detail at 

Herman’s reading of the introduction to the Metaphysics in one of her papers. I then 

survey her other work, and compare to Korsgaard’s the relevant parts of her reading. 

I take Herman and Korsgaard’s readings to differ firstly in the emphasis they 

place on immoral actions’ involving a misrepresentation, and secondly in their 

attitudes to Kant’s epistemology or metaphysics. The idea that an immoral action 

involves a misrepresentation of agency’s constitutive standard is in the foreground of 

Herman’s reading, but not in that of Korsgaard’s. Nevertheless, I suggest that their 

accounts of the psychology of immoral action might actually be in agreement. Where 

Herman and Korsgaard clearly disagree is over the necessity and viability of a two-

standpoint interpretation of Kant. Though I do not take a side between their readings 

of him, I defend Korsgaard’s reading against Herman’s specific objections to it.  

The passages collected in this part which were not previously collected in the part 

on Korsgaard’s reading are taken from the Groundwork [GMS 4:441], the second 

Critique [KpV 5:63–64], the Religion [RGV 6:26–28], and the Metaphysics [MS 6:211–14]. 
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2.2.1. Developments in Herman’s reading 

Korsgaard’s “Morality as Freedom” and Self-Constitution do not cite every passage 

from Kant’s corpus that has been or might be used to motivate a constitutivist reading 

of him. Korsgaard’s reading of Kant is also not the only conceivable way of reading 

him as a constitutivist. In this part of this chapter, I turn to a second author – and 

second student of Rawls – who reads Kant as a constitutivist.262 

In a recent Kant Yearbook paper, “Kantian Constructivism and Kantian 

Constitutivism,” Andrews Reath expresses in passing some uncertainty about how 

Barbara Herman’s reading of Kant has changed in the time since she wrote The 

Practice of Moral Judgment. He raises the doubt that Herman’s understanding of Kant’s 

metaethics “may be different” from the one which she had at the time of that book’s 

publication.263 Specifically, he notes the possibility that Herman’s reading may no 

longer be constructivist. 

The only other work by Herman that Reath cites in his paper is her book The 

Moral Habitat.264 If Reath had a particular passage of it in mind as the cause of his 

uncertainty about her current reading, it might have been this one: 

 
262 Second student of three, the third being Andrews Reath. In 1997, Korsgaard, Herman, and Reath co-
edited a volume in tribute to Rawls in which a paper just mentioned, Korsgaard’s “Taking the Law into 
Our Own Hands,” first appeared. The volume – Andrews Reath, Barbara Herman and Christine M. 
Korsgaard, eds., Reclaiming the History of Ethics: Essays for John Rawls (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1997) – also features Reath’s “Legislating for a Realm of Ends,” which I refer to in §2.3.1. 
263 Reath, “Kantian Constructivism and Kantian Constitutivism: Some Reflections,” 46. For Herman’s 
constructivism in The Practice of Moral Judgment, see particularly “Integrity and Impartiality,” in The 
Practice of Moral Judgment (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, [1984] 1993a), 37–38; “Obligation 
and Performance,” in The Practice of Moral Judgment (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, [1990] 
1993c), 166–68; and “Leaving Deontology Behind,” in The Practice of Moral Judgment (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1993b), 213–17. 
264 Reath, “Kantian Constructivism and Kantian Constitutivism: Some Reflections,” 62; and Barbara 
Herman, The Moral Habitat (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2021). Reath’s uncertainty about Herman’s 
reading might nevertheless have been prompted by a different work. For example, in Herman’s 
contribution to the volume in tribute to Rawls mentioned above, she distinguishes between “what has 
been called a ‘constructivist’ interpretation of the kingdom of ends” and her own interpretation. There, 
though, Herman means something narrower by “constructivist” than either I or Reath mean: “Rawlsian” 
might be a synonym. Barbara Herman, “A Cosmopolitan Kingdom of Ends,” in Moral Literacy 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, [1997] 2007c), 72–73. 
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Suppose being treated as an equal made no difference in the way human beings 
went about their business, or worse, provoked depression and distaste for the 
company of others. Or if, when we imagined the world that “reason would bring 
forth,” we found it cold and hateful, a source of despair, not hope, or bad for the 
children. It’s not just that it would be difficult to discipline oneself to acting 
morally in the face of this – people have done worse for themselves. Kantian 
morality, as a practical regime, would be incoherent: in following the principles 
said to be constitutive of their active power, persons would undermine the value 
of their active lives. Which is not to say that morality exists to promote our 
interests or that in acting morally we should expect to benefit. Rather, it’s that it 
makes sense to ask of the promising or the truth-telling or any duty what value or 
values our acting for it will realize. Which is to say that arguments to duties 
should have such value claims as premises.265 

In the middle of this paragraph, Herman refers in the same breath as “Kantian 

morality” to a view on which there are “principles said to be constitutive” of a 

person’s “active power.” However, she appears here to be raising a concern about a 

view which has this structure. This concern appears to be that the demands of such a 

view, if they clashed with certain values, would render it “incoherent.” 

Herman goes on to say that she believes Kant himself sees the kinds of concern 

she raises here “as appropriate and inevitable.”266 In support of this, she quotes, “for 

example,” Kant’s preface to the first edition of the Religion. There, in a discussion of 

the highest good, he says: “it cannot possibly be a matter of indifference to reason 

how to answer the question, What is then the result of this right conduct of ours?” [RGV 

6:5] 

 
265 Herman, The Moral Habitat, 77. This is not the first appearance in Herman’s work of claims along these 
lines. See e.g. Barbara Herman, “Contingency in Obligation,” in Moral Literacy (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 2007b), especially 303–07; and “Contingency at Ground Level: A Reply,” Nomos 49 (2009): 
especially 92–93. In the latter, a reply to comments from Frances Kamm on the former, Herman says that 
“moral principles shape and are shaped by the way persons live,” and that “actual practice has much to 
teach us, so long as we are open to seeing the effect of moral creativity as altering the terms of moral 
engagement.” There is, she says, “rarely only one way to instantiate a fundamental moral value.” As that 
implies, though, Herman does think there is a fundamental moral value. “Although universal values are 
constant, change at ground level affects our grasp of them.” 
266 Herman, The Moral Habitat, 78. 
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Herman does, as I understand her, have a constitutivist and constructivist reading 

of Kant. There are two connected doubts one might have about that understanding of 

her on the basis of this paragraph from The Moral Habitat. Firstly, Herman says “that 

arguments to duties should have … value claims as premises.” This might sound 

realist: it might sound as if she reads Kant as grounding his arguments to duties in the 

subsistence of some substantive, mind-independent values. 

Secondly, even if Herman does read Kant as a constitutivist and a constructivist, it 

might sound as if she reads him as only contingently committed to those positions. 

Herman sometimes describes herself as doing “middle theory.”267 She thinks that one 

can come to better understand what Kant’s theory contains by trying to apply it. In the 

quoted paragraph, it might sound as if Herman is saying that if in applying a 

metaethical theory, we found that it had certain consequences, we would have reason 

to reject that theory, both within her own philosophical framework and Kant’s. 

To address the second of those two doubts first, appealing to other parts of The 

Moral Habitat: Herman says at the end of the book that her method of “treating 

morality as a subject for a kind of theory” is “a priori first principles 

notwithstanding.”268 As I understand her view, such principles are “not a function of 

the situation or capacities of the entities they apply to.”269 The categorical imperative 

is “a principle of morally sound or good (practical) reasoning,” not a duty we might 

find we do not have.270 The kind of deep moral upheaval Herman is talking about in 

the quoted paragraph is still downstream of the question of whether and how the 

categorical imperative is normative for us. 

 
267 See Herman, “Leaving Deontology Behind,” 230–40, particularly 233; and also “Embracing Kant’s 
Formalism,” Kantian Review 16, no. 1 (2011): 49–50. 
268 Herman, The Moral Habitat, 228.  
269 Herman, The Moral Habitat, 170. 
270 Herman, The Moral Habitat, 125. 
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Elsewhere in The Moral Habitat, Herman uses a construction metaphor to explain 

the structure of her view. She says that coming to know “the content of our duties” is: 

like site-specific engineering. The anticipated range of weather conditions, 
geological features, intended uses and available raw materials, all affect the 
design of bridges. Structural standards and tests have to be adjusted for these 
differences. Nonetheless, sensible design requires deliberative connection of the 
right sort to the underlying and invariant principles of mechanics that make the 
engineering sound and, barring the unforeseen, safe.271 

The “underlying” principle of Kantian ethics is the categorical imperative. In this 

metaphor, it is one of the “invariant principles” to which a conception of our duties 

must connect. Questions of how and why it applies to us, including questions of 

whether constitutivism and constructivism are true, are questions of the invariant 

physics, not questions to which the answers change with the conditions. 

In answer to the first of the two doubts I distinguished, whether Herman might 

now favour a realist reading of Kant: constructivism is mentioned once in The Moral 

Habitat, in a footnote to the metaphor just quoted. Herman says that this metaphor of 

bridge construction “fits well with a certain idea of constructivism in morals.” Even if 

this is not quite an explicit commitment to constructivism, the moral psychology and 

ontology Herman describes in the book are constructivist on some familiar 

understandings of that thesis, and are constitutivist in my sense in this thesis. 

Central to Kant’s fundamental theory as Herman understands it is a conception of 

the moral motive. In Herman’s sense, a motive is “an action-oriented organization of 

the whole agent.”272 The moral motive in particular is “a system motive, an organizing 

principle of the human will as the capacity for good willing (Kant speaks of 

‘determining ground’).”273 Herman suggests that such an organising principle of the 

 
271 Herman, The Moral Habitat, 214. 
272 Herman, The Moral Habitat, 59. 
273 Herman, The Moral Habitat, 63. This account also appears in Herman’s “Being Prepared,” in Oxford 
Studies in Normative Ethics, Vol. 9 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2019): see 18 and 22. 
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will is “an element of the existence conditions of a kind of rational being,” with the 

argument for this being “transcendental, not empirical.”274 

In other words: a certain kind of moral orientation or directedness at morality is 

constitutive of our kind of agency, our way of being a rational being. Moreover, it is 

representable as a principle: a principle finally constitutive of that kind of agency. 

Now value enters the picture: a motive can also be framed, according to Herman, as 

involving “an organized response of the person to a principle-involving value.”275 She 

clarifies, however, that “responsiveness to value in acting is not something extra … it’s 

about getting things right.”276 To say that a motive involves a responsiveness to value 

is not to say that it involves tracking some mind-independent, substantive value. It is 

simply to say that part of what is involved in having a motive is trying to do well at 

what you are oriented to do. Doing well can be framed or represented as a value to 

which you, having the corresponding motive, are responsive. 

When Herman says “that arguments to duties should have … value claims as 

premises,” she is not saying that accounting for duties requires a realist metaethics.277 

She is saying that an account of our duties needs to match what it would be for us to 

do well by the motive which is constitutive of our agency. Herman says at one point 

that “we might think of motive as the internal analogue of procedural value.”278 In The 

 
274 Herman, The Moral Habitat, 62–63; with 62 see also 230. In those footnotes, Herman says that even 
entities without a psychology can be assigned a motive, and that for such entities, motives can be framed 
in terms of “constitutive principles.”  
275 Herman, The Moral Habitat, 61. 
276 Herman, The Moral Habitat, 65; and see 230, partly quoted below, where Herman says that “we might 
think of motive as the internal analogue of procedural value – arriving at the right result the right way.” 
In her “Embracing Kant’s Formalism,” 57–58, Herman says that even the notions of “the value or worth of 
persons” do not ground our being “constrained by … [rational nature’s] constitutive principle.” Instead, 
they “arrive on the scene as a result of” our being constrained. 
277 Herman, The Moral Habitat, 77. 
278 Herman, The Moral Habitat, 230. 
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Sources of Normativity, Korsgaard might have said that Herman’s kind of moral value 

has procedural reality.279 

2.2.2. “The Will and Its Objects:” the reading to a constitutive ground 

The purpose of The Moral Habitat is to argue that on a Kantian view of ethics, our 

duties should be seen as forming a system or “moral habitat.”280 Like an ecological 

habitat, a moral habitat is primarily “local, not global.” Although its grounding 

principle is universal, a Kantian account of duties as Herman understands it may take 

a different shape in different times and different places. 

Herman’s argument for this view is underpinned by her interpretation of Kant’s 

account of the will, but it is not the purpose of that book to explain Kant’s account or 

to give evidence for her interpretation of it. The work in which I think that Herman is 

most explicit about how she understands Kant’s accounts of the will and of immoral 

action is in her essay “The Will and Its Objects,” printed for the first time in 2007 in 

her book Moral Literacy. 

Herman gives a reading in that paper of Kant’s account of the faculty of desire, 

particularly as he presents it in the introduction to the Metaphysics. She notes that 

Kant attributes a faculty of desire to all living beings, and she begins by discussing 

what the nature of such a faculty is in general. Herman rejects what she suggests is a 

structurally Humean picture: one on which we have some preexisting desires the 

faculty chooses between, or on which the faculty is a kind of battleground or 

“crossroads” from which the strongest desire emerges.281 

 
279 See Korsgaard, The Sources of Normativity, 35–37, previously cited in §1.3.2. 
280 Herman, The Moral Habitat, 229. 
281 Barbara Herman, “The Will and Its Objects,” in Moral Literacy (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 2007h), 232–33. Herman suggests this is an overreading of Kant’s Groundwork metaphor in which 
“the will stands between its a priori principle, which is formal, and its a posteriori incentive, which is 
material, as at a crossroads” [GMS 4:400]. 
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As Herman understands it, desire is for Kant a product or activity of the faculty of 

desire. Desires are, in her words, “determinations of a desiderative faculty,” rather 

than “primitive elements of the desire-system.”282 As I understand her, Herman takes 

this interpretation of the genealogy of desire in Kant’s system to be supported by the 

way that he distinguishes desire and concupiscence.283 Kant says: 

Concupiscence (lusting after something) must also be distinguished from desire 
itself, as a stimulus to determining desire. Concupiscence is always a sensible 
modification of the mind but one that has not yet become an act of the faculty of 
desire. [MS 6:213] 

Concupiscence is described here both as “a stimulus to determining desire” and as 

a precursor to “an act of the faculty of desire.” In both sentences, Kant is saying what 

concupiscence precedes, and he can easily enough be read as making the same claim 

twice. Concupiscence precedes desire, which is the same thing as an act of the faculty 

of desire. Desire is not an input into the faculty of desire: rather, it emerges from the 

faculty of desire. 

Having dispensed with Humean misunderstandings of Kant’s account of the 

faculty of desire in general, Herman turns to the question of the nature for Kant of 

“our kind of faculty of desire.”284 Kant defines a faculty of desire in general as a “faculty 

to be, by means of one’s representations, the cause of the objects of these 

representations” [MS 6:211]. Given that different kinds of beings have “different kinds 

of representational and practical capacities,” it “makes sense,” Herman says, that they 

“will have differently constituted capacities of desire.” We have what Kant calls a 

“faculty of desire in accordance with concepts;” Herman quotes the following 

passage: 

The faculty of desire in accordance with concepts, insofar as the ground 
determining it to action lies within itself and not in its object, is called a faculty to 

 
282 Herman, “The Will and Its Objects,” 235. 
283 Herman, “The Will and Its Objects,” 231–34. 
284 Herman, “The Will and Its Objects,” 236. 
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do or to refrain from doing as one pleases. Insofar as it is joined with one’s 
consciousness of the ability to bring about its object by one’s action it is called 
[Willkür]; if it is not joined with this consciousness its act is called a wish. The 
faculty of desire whose inner determining ground, hence even what pleases it, 
lies within the subject’s reason is called [Wille]. [Wille] is therefore the faculty of 
desire considered not so much in relation to action (as [Willkür] is) but rather in 
relation to the ground determining [Willkür] to action. [Wille] itself, strictly 
speaking, has no determining ground; insofar as it can determine [Willkür], it is 
instead practical reason itself. [MS 6:213] 

I have kept every „Wille“ and „Willkür“ here in German for clarity’s sake. As I 

understand it, there are two key elements to Herman’s reading of this passage. The 

first concerns what Kant means when he calls our faculty of desire “a faculty to do or 

to refrain from doing as one pleases.”285 There are a number of ways that this description 

might be interpreted. Herman dismisses one: Kant cannot be talking about a faculty to 

act in whatever way may be found pleasing. Even the intelligent nonrational animals 

have faculties of desire more sophisticated than that. In Kant’s hierarchy, Herman 

says, that kind of faculty is that “of the lowest sort of living thing.”286 Herman favours 

a different reading of Kant’s description of this higher kind of faculty which puts the 

emphasis on the “one.” It is a faculty of “discretion,” of being “a self-conscious agent, 

not just a system of representation and activity.” 

To say that this faculty is a faculty of discretion is not to say it is a lawless elective 

faculty. In the passage quoted, Kant defines this kind of faculty as one in which “the 

ground determining it to action lies within itself.” The “itself” here is the faculty: this 

faculty has its own inner principle or ground. Since all faculties of desire are faculties 

to be causes “by means of one’s representations” [MS 6:211], this principle must 

determine the faculty through a representation of what it demands. In this way, this 

particular kind of faculty “brings to the generation of activity something of its own, 

 
285 Kant’s German is „ein Vermögen nach Belieben zu thun oder zu lassen“ [MS 6:213]. 
286 Herman, “The Will and Its Objects,” 238. 
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the representation of which produces, or is a condition of, its desire” and so its 

action.287 

The second key element to Herman’s reading of the passage is that she does not 

take Kant to be saying that Wille and Willkür are two different capacities or sub-

faculties of the will or faculty of desire. He says that they are both the faculty of 

desire, but “considered … in relation” to two different things. Wille is the faculty of 

desire considered in relation to its determining ground. Willkür is the faculty of desire 

considered in relation to action. 

To explain the reading here as I understand it: suppose that the faculty of desire 

has some determining ground. Suppose, however, that something goes wrong in the 

process of deriving an action from that ground. Since like all faculties of desire, ours 

is a faculty to be a cause by means of representations, we can imagine the mistake 

involves some kind of misrepresentation. 

This is Herman’s understanding of what actually happens on Kant’s view when we 

act immorally.288 Our faculty of desire is guided by its determining ground, but there 

is a misrepresentation of what that ground requires. Because of this, the faculty ends 

up acting in some way which does not actually align with its determining ground. 

Now suppose we ask for an explanation of that action, or for the reason why the 

faculty chose that action. There are two possible answers that can be given, both of 

which will be correct in their way but incomplete. The first answer is that the faculty’s 

determining ground supplied the reason for the action. In responding in this way, we 

are considering the faculty as Wille. This answer is not wrong, since the faculty was 

trying to act on its determining ground; but it is clearly only half the story, since the 

 
287 Herman, “The Will and Its Objects,” 238. 
288 See Herman, “The Will and Its Objects,” 246, and also the “mistaken” teacher on 249. I discuss what 
Herman means by a “misrepresentation” in the course of the next section of this chapter. It may be worth 
noting that the faculty of desire could misrepresent its determining ground and still end up acting in the 
same way. On Herman’s reading, this is how what Kant sometimes calls “legally good” actions [e.g. RGV 
6:30] are possible. 
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way the faculty acted did not actually align with that ground. The second answer, 

then, is whatever reason explains the action which was actually chosen. This may be 

the ground that the faculty’s determining ground was misrepresented as being or 

justifying. In responding in this second way, we are considering the faculty as Willkür. 

Wille and Willkür are one and the same faculty and will, but considered in these ways 

in two different relations. 

This distinction between Wille and Willkür is necessary because although the will 

has an inner determining principle, Kant wants it to still be possible to think of it as 

failing to properly follow that principle. Its failure to follow that principle must not 

show that the principle was not the will’s own inner determining ground. It must 

simply show that it erred in applying that principle, through a misrepresentation of 

what that principle demands. 

The picture of the will which emerges from Herman’s interpretation of this 

passage can be put in more obviously constitutivist terms. The will’s internal 

principle or determining ground is finally constitutive of its activity. The will can, 

however, fail to conform to that principle through a misrepresentation of what that 

principle demands. When it does so, the will is still exercised, and that exercise is still 

assessable under the principle. That exercise is, however, defective: it is bad as an 

attempt to conform to the principle. 

2.2.3. “The Will and Its Objects:” the moral law as constitutive ground 

At the end of the passage just interpreted, Kant appears to identify “practical 

reason itself” as the determining ground of the faculty of desire or will. In the 

subsequent paragraph, he says that “pure reason” only has “the ability … to be of itself 

practical” through “the subjection of the maxim of every action to the condition of its 

qualifying as universal law” [MS 6:214]. The claim appears to be that the categorical 

imperative is the principle of practical reason, and then in turn the determining 

ground, and so constitutive principle, of the will. 
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Herman leaves “for another occasion” the task of explaining why Kant thinks 

this.289 She does, however, point to more evidence that this kind of constitutivism is 

Kant’s view. In particular, like Korsgaard, she points to the passage further into the 

Metaphysics in which Kant describes our ability or capacity to act immorally as an 

“incapacity,” an „Unvermögen.“290 In another essay, “Reasoning to Obligation,” 

collected in her Kantian Commitments, Herman gives this passage a simple synopsis: 

“Kant denies that we have a real ability to act contrary to the moral law.”291 In “The 

Will and Its Objects,” she suggests that what Kant “could have in mind” in speaking of 

Vermögen is “what we might call ‘norm-constituted powers.’”292 She explains: 

As a teacher, I have the power to assign grades. More precisely, I have the power 
to assign grades according to judgments of merit. … We know what the power is 
because it is granted in specific terms. Having this power, I can misuse it. But 
compare my putting down grades according to some aesthetic feel for the pattern 
of As, Bs, and Cs on the grade sheet and assigning grades according to favoritism 
or bribes. It’s not clear that the former is a use of the power at all, whereas the 
latter clearly is a use that is a misuse. … The power that I have as a teacher is not 
the power to assign grades by merit or by personal preference, though having the 
power to assign grades by merit I am able to assign them by preference. In 
misusing the power in this way, I exercise it. I may think I have the power to do 
whichever I want, but I am mistaken – what I then exhibit is an incapacity, an 
Unvermögen. 

Although the teacher in this example is Herman herself, for clarity’s sake, I will 

refer to them as “the teacher.” Herman distinguishes here between grading based on 

favouritism and “putting down grades according to some aesthetic feel.” As I 

understand her, what licenses this distinction is that the teacher who puts down 

grades based on feel is not even trying to use their power to assign grades based on 

merit. They are doodling: they should in principle be as happy writing As, Bs, and Cs 

on a piece of scrap. They are not trying to exploit their power, and in doing so 

 
289 Herman, “The Will and Its Objects,” 246. 
290 Herman, “The Will and Its Objects,” 247. 
291 Barbara Herman, “Reasoning to Obligation,” in Kantian Commitments: Essays on Moral Theory and 
Practice (Oxford: Oxford University Press, [2006] 2022a), 15. 
292 Herman, “The Will and Its Objects,” 249. 
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misrepresenting to themselves what it is a power to do. They are simply doing 

something else which happens to look a lot like misusing their power to assign grades 

based on merit. Of course, they can still be wrong to do this: there are appropriate and 

inappropriate occasions to doodle. 

In not even trying to use their power, this first teacher differs from a second one 

who assigns grades based on bribes or favouritism. This second teacher is trying to 

use their power, although in a way which counts as a misuse, and which as such 

exhibits an Unvermögen or incapacity. It counts as a misuse because the power is 

granted with a constitutive aim: it has a finally constitutive standard of the grades’ 

being based on merit. 

Herman appears to stipulate that the second teacher is “mistaken.” That word 

“mistaken” suggests that the teacher is making a cognitive error. Cognitive errors are 

sometimes sharply distinguished from volitional ones. In Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 

for example, Jens Timmermann describes the cognitive-volitional distinction as one 

of a list of “Kantian dualisms” deriving from “the dichotomy between sensibility and 

intellect.”293 As I understand it, however, on Herman’s reading of Kant, the error of 

this teacher or of an immoral agent is neither simply, straightforwardly cognitive nor 

simply, straightforwardly volitional. It involves a volitional interference by the agent 

in their own cognition of what the principle of their power really is or requires of 

them. 

In the moral case, Herman says that “when we represent [our will’s constitutive 

principle] accurately,” we do see it “as the ultimate justificatory or good-constituting 

principle of our action.”294 The times when our choices fail to “exhibit the form of the 

law” are those “when we misrepresent it, as we may when nonrational influences 

affect or interfere with our representation of the will’s own law.” In another paper, 

 
293 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 153 and 158. 
294 Herman, “The Will and Its Objects,” 246. Herman makes these claims in almost the same words in her 
earlier paper “Bootstrapping,” in Moral Literacy (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, [2002] 2007a), 
171.  
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“Obligatory Ends,” Herman explains that the kind of misrepresentations she has in 

mind are not “deficiencies of knowledge or attention or self-mastery.”295 They may be 

representations which are “partial, incomplete, historically limited, even 

idiosyncratic.” 

To quote a few more sources: in “Bootstrapping,” Herman says that defective 

actions are derived “from an agent’s defective volitional judgment.”296 In “Rethinking 

Kant’s Hedonism,” she says that “the problem sensibility poses for morality is not that 

desires tempt us away from virtue,” but rather “arises from a feature of our rational 

natures, from self-conceit.”297 In “Embracing Kant’s Formalism,” she says that “the 

erring agent” is one who, “pressed from the side of his wants or needs or happiness, 

offers a friendly modification of principle that he counts as satisfying the standard.”298 

It seems that what Herman has in mind when she speaks of a misrepresentation 

of a power’s principle is something which bridges the cognitive and the volitional. At 

least to some extent, doxastic voluntarism is true for our representations of powers’ 

principles: we have some sway over our judgments of what those principles demand. 

An agent who misrepresents the inner principle of a power is duping themselves, 

believing at least in part what they would like to believe. Their representation of that 

principle is factive, reporting what it is or demands, and in that respect is cognitive. 

At the same time, it is at least in part up to their own choice, and in that respect it is 

volitional. 

Herman’s claim that the teacher is “mistaken” about what power they have 

emphasises the cognitive aspect of their misrepresentation. They are mistakenly 

doing wrong rather than coherently if lawlessly doing wrong. They are acting in a way 

 
295 Barbara Herman, “Obligatory Ends,” in Moral Literacy (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
2007e), 259. 
296 Herman, “Bootstrapping,” 172. 
297 Barbara Herman, “Rethinking Kant’s Hedonism,” in Moral Literacy (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, [2001] 2007g), 183. 
298 Herman, “Embracing Kant’s Formalism,” 60. 
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which is inconsistent with the terms of the power they are trying to act under, and 

they would not be mistaken were they acting in a way which was consistent with 

those terms instead. At the same time, it is implausible that the teacher’s mistake is 

purely cognitive. Their power was granted to them “in specific terms:” they are not 

simply oblivious about what it is a power to do. They are choosing to overlook the 

terms in which it was granted: they are corrupting their own judgment about those 

terms. In this simultaneously cognitive and volitional way, they are exhibiting an 

Unvermögen. 

2.2.4. “The Will and Its Objects” and The Moral Habitat 

Towards the end of “The Will and Its Objects,” Herman restates what she takes to 

be Kant’s view in terms of a necessary end or value. This restatement makes more 

obvious the connection between Herman’s reading of Kant in this paper and the 

position which she sketches in The Moral Habitat. If the will is a norm-constituted 

power, she says: 

It will be a power defined by a principle; the principle – a principle of correctness 
(and so of value) for a kind of activity – giving an end of pursuing activity of that 
kind according to its standard. The power of the will, of our kind of faculty of 
desire – enables actions for reasons. This is not merely action accompanied by 
the thought of justification, but action from reasons that are beholden to a 
standard of correctness for reasons. The principle thus gives rational agents the 
end of pursuing their activity according to the standard of good reasons299 

Herman says in the first sentence here that the principle constitutive of the will, 

namely the moral law, is a principle of correctness and so of value. In The Moral 

Habitat, I explained that Herman frames the moral motive as giving the will a 

procedural value, that of acting well or correctly on the motive (§2.2.1). This value can 

also be represented as a principle, and Herman says in other work that it can be 

 
299 Herman, “The Will and Its Objects,” 251. 
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framed as end at least in part in the sense of a “limiting condition” on our actions.300 

She continues here by saying that unlike activities such as assigning grades: 

which one can engage in or not, the employment in choice and action of the 
power of the rational will is not up to us. Whenever we act we are subject to the 
standard of correctness in willing: it is our end if anything is. Since the principle 
that is the standard of correctness in willing is constitutive of the will’s power, it 
cannot be elected (or rejected), though it bears on the election of other ends and 
the choice of action for ends as the condition of their possibility.301 

These are recognisably constitutivist claims. There is a ubiquitous kind of agency 

corresponding to our exercise of “the power of the rational will.” That power has a 

“standard of correctness” which is constitutive of it, and which can be framed as 

ineluctably being “our end” or our aim. 

2.2.5. Other work by Herman 

In “The Will and Its Objects,” Herman’s focus is on Kant’s account of the will as it 

appears in the introduction to his Metaphysics. In a handful of other works, Herman 

cites different texts apparently as evidence that Kant can or should be read as a 

constitutivist. 

In “Embracing Kant’s Formalism,” Herman says that she favours “a relatively 

straight-up reading” of Kant’s claim in the Groundwork that, in her words, “the form of 

 
300 Including further down here in “The Will and Its Objects,” 251–52. See especially, though, Herman’s 
“On the Value of Acting from the Motive of Duty,” in The Practice of Moral Judgment (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, [1981] 1993d), 14–17; and her “Integrity and Impartiality,” 31–38. In the 
Groundwork, Kant describes “the supreme limiting condition of the freedom of action of every human 
being” as the “principle of humanity, and in general of every rational nature, as an end in itself” [GMS 
4:430–31]. 
301 Herman, “The Will and Its Objects,” 251. These claims appear in a similar way in her “Obligatory 
Ends,” 258–59. 
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universal-law-giving is the condition of correct or good willing.”302 By way of an 

explanation of her reading, she says: 

If we begin with the idea of the will as practical reason – a capacity for practical 
reasoning to bring an agent to action – we can cast the moral law as the 
fundamental principle of practical reasoning, charting the correct route from 
some (true and appropriate) practical premise(s) to conclusions about action by 
way of a rule of practical inference. (It is in this sense that the moral law is the 
constitutive principle or law of the rational will’s activity.) A maxim that 
conforms to the principles of sound reasoning is suited to ‘give’ universal law 
because it instantiates the universal form of a principle of practical reason (and 
in that sense the principle of the maxim applies universally, which is not to say 
that the maxim does). 

Herman’s emphasis on “reasoning” here marks a slight difference in framing from 

that of her reading in “The Will and Its Objects,” but in saying that the moral law is 

constitutive of practical reasoning, she is not denying that it is constitutive of the 

action’s choosing. On Herman’s reading as I understand it, the conclusion of a course 

of practical reasoning is an action: as she puts it later this paper, “the practical 

cognition is itself sufficient for action.”303 

Herman does not immediately cite a page of the Groundwork of which her reading 

here is intended to be a reading, but in the subsequent paragraph, she cites the 

sections on heteronomy as evidence “that there is not a self-consistent course of 

reasoning” to an immoral action.304 Kant says: 

If the will seeks the law that is to determine it anywhere else than in the fitness of 
its maxims for its own giving of universal law – consequently if, in going beyond 
itself, it seeks this law in a property of any of its objects – heteronomy always 
results. The will in that case does not give itself the law; instead the object, by 
means of its relation to the will, gives the law to it. This relation, whether it rests 
upon inclination or upon representations of reason, lets only hypothetical 

 
302 Herman, “Embracing Kant’s Formalism,” 52. 
303 Herman, “Embracing Kant’s Formalism,” 60. 
304 Herman, “Embracing Kant’s Formalism,” 52. Herman specifically cites GMS 4:442, but the context 
suggests she meant to cite GMS 4:441. 
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imperatives become possible: I ought to do something because I will something else. 
[GMS 4:441] 

A course of reasoning which does not conclude with the categorical imperative 

can have no genuine conclusion. If there are only hypothetical imperatives, then all 

reasoning, or Kant says here all willing, presupposes more. In particular senses of 

reasoning and willing, this passage could be taken to be evidence that Kant thinks the 

categorical imperative is constitutive of reasoning and willing. 

Moving to another work: in “Obligatory Ends,” Herman appears to say that Kant’s 

“Paradox of Method” in the second Critique involves a constitutivist claim. Herman 

says that on Kant’s view: 

There is no independent good to which the will is responsive. Kant refers to this 
as the “Paradox of Method:” a rational will acts for the good, but the good is not 
prior to the moral law, and the moral law is the constitutive principle of (all) 
rational willing (the principle of the will’s causal power).305 

Herman cites the page on which the Paradox appears [KpV 5:63]. It is not clear to 

me what part of it could be read as making a version of her third and final claim. It is, 

after all, the Paradox of Method: at least on its face, Kant is explaining “only the 

method of ultimate moral investigations,” rather than at this point his findings [KpV 

5:64]. What Herman might have in mind, though, is that the method which Kant 

articulates ought to have led him towards a constitutivist, constructivist metaethics. If 

the Paradox should have led Kant towards constitutivism, it is more charitable prima 

facie to assume that it did. 

In the paragraph just quoted, Herman claims that on Kant’s view, the moral law is 

constitutive of “(all)” rational willing. In another work, “Reasoning to Obligation,” 

Herman reiterates and clarifies this. The role of the moral law, she says: 

 
305 Herman, “Obligatory Ends,” 259. 
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is not limited to moral action; the same principle is also constitutive of our most 
basic evaluative ability: to make and respond to comparative judgments. A 
comparative judgment is not just a matter of liking one thing more than another – 
animals do that – but of judging one thing better than another on some rational 
ground and being determined to action by way of that judgment (determined, not 
caused).306 

As evidence that the moral law is constitutive even of comparative judgment, 

Herman cites three pages of the Religion, plus the Conjectural Beginning but only by 

title. The three pages of the Religion are those in which Kant defines and distinguishes 

the predispositions to animality, to humanity, and to personality [RGV 6:26–28]. On 

the middle page, Kant says that the predisposition to humanity “can be brought under 

the general title of a self-love which is physical and yet involves comparison (for which 

reason is required)” [RGV 6:27]. 

If Herman also means for some part of those three pages to be evidence that the 

kind of reason required is a morally constituted kind, it is not obvious to me what part 

of those three pages she has in mind. The best guess I can make is that she has in mind 

the footnote to that range in which Kant says that the moral law “makes us conscious 

of the independence of our power of choice from determination by all other 

incentives (of our freedom)” [RGV 6:26]. Herman says that a comparative judgment is 

made on some rational ground. She might be thinking that our consciousness of the 

moral law both makes us conscious of our ability to make judgments on rational 

grounds, and constitutes those grounds. 

Herman cites the Religion again further into “Reasoning to Obligation.” She 

appears to suggest that when Kant talks about a timeless choice of disposition, he is 

not really talking about a choice. She acknowledges that Kant speaks “about a timeless 

adoption of a most fundamental maxim, a Gesinnung,” but insists that “as related to 

 
306 Herman, “Reasoning to Obligation,” 10. 
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choice, this can only be about the constitution of the power that is the rational will.”307 

There are, she says, “no terms of choice” which could make a timeless ultimate choice 

a principled one, and neither “is any sort of bare endorsement intelligible.” In 

“Religion and the Highest Good,” she similarly seems to locate the origins of our 

propensity to evil not in a literal timeless choice, but in the “turbulence in our good-

oriented development” or the “residual elements of moral character formation.”308 

I think it is fair to say that in these places, Herman is not drawing on passages 

from Kant to motivate her reading, but rather acknowledging that these passages 

might seem to fit uncomfortably with her reading and trying to explain how they do 

fit.309 Kant says that a Gesinnung is “earned by the human being who harbours it,” who 

is “its author” and by whom it “must be adopted through the free Willkür, for 

otherwise it could not be imputed” [RGV 6:25]. He says similarly about our propensity 

to evil that it “must originate from freedom” and be “our own deed,” but in the order 

of grounds “precedes every deed” in time and is “an intelligible deed, cognizable through 

reason alone apart from any temporal condition” [RGV 6:31]. On what would seem to 

be the plain reading of these passages, Kant does see our adoptions of dispositions and 

propensities as genuine free choices, even though we have no grounds for making 

them and cannot strictly think of them as made in time. 

 
307 Herman, “Reasoning to Obligation,” 15. See also Barbara Herman, “Religion and the Highest Good,” in 
Kantian Commitments: Essays on Moral Theory and Practice (Oxford: Oxford University Press, [2017] 2022b), 
200–01. 
308 Herman, “Religion and the Highest Good,” 197. 
309 If what Herman really means is that Kant was wrong to say we choose our dispositions and 
propensities, she does not make that obvious in either of the papers I cite. It is not clear to me what 
Herman’s general view is on the question of whether Kant’s most metaphysical-sounding notions were 
mistakes on his part which should be discarded, or only seem unacceptable because they have been 
misinterpreted. For example, Herman talks about having “a Kantian ethics liberated from its excess 
noumenal baggage,” and about how “many of Kant’s central concepts are unacceptable to us (such as the 
idea of ‘noumena’).” She also cautions, though, that if we are worried “about the will as noumenon, we 
want to be sure we understand what Kant wants from this idea,” and she seems to think it worth pointing 
out that objecting to “interference with autonomous rational activity” is consistent with “the strict 
construction of the rational will as a ‘noumenal’ entity, outside the possibility of causal interaction.” See 
respectively: Barbara Herman, “Making Room for Character,” in Moral Literacy (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 2007d), 2, and also 16; The Practice of Moral Judgment (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1993e), ix; “Bootstrapping,” 174; and “Leaving Deontology Behind,” 229. 
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2.2.6. Herman and Korsgaard 

In this final section of the Herman part of this chapter, I will try to draw out some 

of the differences between her reading of Kant and Korsgaard’s. One obvious 

difference is in the emphases their readings put on representation and 

misrepresentation. Korsgaard never explicitly refers to our immoral actions as 

involving a misrepresentation. In “Morality as Freedom,” she refers to the 

“representational element” of our nature and our “representational capacities,” but 

only in the context of human action being necessarily purposive, always requiring an 

end.310 In other works, Korsgaard refers to representation in the sense of representing 

ourselves as ends, representing the world to ourselves, and having valenced 

representations of objects in our environment.311 

This difference in emphasis masks what I think may be a fundamental agreement 

between Korsgaard and Herman about the psychology for Kant of our ordinary, 

temporal evil choices.312 As I understand her, Korsgaard does think that at least 

insofar as we are rational, “we cannot either hold a belief or perform an action 

without endorsing its grounds as adequate to justify it.”313 As she immediately clarifies 

in a footnote: 

 
310 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 177–80. 
311 See e.g. Korsgaard, Fellow Creatures: Our Obligations to the Other Animals, 20–25, 47, and 139. 
312 As Korsgaard acknowledges, there is a sense in which for Kant all our choices must be thought of as 
having their origins outside of time. Kant says we contradict ourselves in looking “for the temporal origin 
of free actions as free” [RGV 6:40]. By our temporal choices, I mean ones for which there is some finite, if 
indefinite, temporal period in which we find ourselves faced with a deliberative problem which we 
answer with that choice. 
313 Christine M. Korsgaard, “A Kantian Case for Animal Rights,” in The Ethics of Killing Animals, eds. 
Tatjana Višak and Robert Garner (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015), 158. See also her “Prospects for 
a Naturalistic Explanation of the Good,” Aristotelian Society Supplementary Volume 92, no. 1 (2018b): 118–
129; “Skepticism about practical reason,” 320 and 333; and “Motivation, Metaphysics, and the Value of the 
Self: A Reply to Ginsborg, Guyer, and Schneewind,” 63. Korsgaard mentions belief here. In The Sources of 
Normativity, 104, she claims that the categorical imperative “is the supreme principle of normativity in 
general,” including theoretical normativity. Korsgaard notes that Onora O’Neill draws this conclusion 
about Kant’s view in “Reason and politics in the Kantian enterprise,” in Constructions of Reason 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 3–27. 
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This is not to say that weakness of the will and moral weakness are impossible, of 
course, but it implies that they must be explained in terms of self-deception. 

By “moral weakness,” I take Korsgaard to mean failure to do what we know we 

morally ought to do. This is a general account of immoral rational action: it must be 

explained in terms of self-deception. 

To discharge the caveat, that I take Korsgaard to think this is true at least insofar 

as we are rational: Korsgaard sometimes mentions, and seems to think important, the 

possibility of “true irrationality.”314 As I understand her, Korsgaard thinks that when 

we act truly irrationally, we still have the aim of acting justifiably or autonomously. 

We fail to give expression to that aim, though, because we are in a condition of “rage, 

passion, depression, distraction, grief, physical or mental illness,” or fear.315 This does 

not mean that we are not responsible for what we do when we are truly irrational, 

since it may be our own fault that we are in that condition, or that we were so easily 

pushed into it. 

Herman and Korsgaard seem to disagree about how to read Kant’s claims about 

our timeless evil choices. As noted in the previous section, Herman asserts that Kant’s 

claims about these choices “can only be about the constitution of the power that is the 

rational will.”316 On Korsgaard’s reading of Kant, his claims about our timeless choices 

of dispositions and propensities appear to be taken at face value. Firstly, Korsgaard 

cites the pages on which Kant gives his account of our propensity to evil as evidence 

that immorality requires a choice, an active “surrendering” of freedom.317 Secondly, 

although she claims that there is a sense in which “the free will need do nothing to 

 
314 Korsgaard, “Skepticism about practical reason,” 318; see also Korsgaard, “The Myth of Egoism,” 76–78, 
and the example in the next footnote. I am not sure whether Korsgaard’s claim in The Sources of 
Normativity, 103, that “even people with the most excellent characters can occasionally knowingly do 
wrong” is supposed to refer to cases of self-deception, true irrationality, neither, or both. 
315 Korsgaard, “Skepticism about practical reason,” 320. Fear makes a person truly irrational in one of 
Korsgaard’s examples in “The Normativity of Instrumental Reason,” 50; see §2.3.3 later in this chapter. 
316 Herman, “Reasoning to Obligation,” 15. 
317 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 167. 
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make the Formula of Universal Law its principle,” she still takes Kant to think that we 

must see ourselves as making a “free adoption of our most fundamental maxim,” or a 

“free choice of our character.”318 

This disagreement about our timeless choices would appear to stem from a 

deeper disagreement about what for Kant our power is. On Herman’s reading of Kant, 

our power has a constitutive principle: the moral law. We can still fail to follow that 

law because our power works through representations, and we can misrepresent the 

law. On Korsgaard’s reading, our power must be thought of as noumenal and so as not 

constrained to a constitutive principle (§2.1.3). We cannot rule out that any choices 

are exercises of our power, and we have reason to take some timeless ones to be. 

Herman makes a handful of claims which might seem to explain this 

disagreement about the nature of our power. She claims that “every power is 

constituted by a law, or inner principle, that is responsible for producing its 

characteristic effects.”319 She also claims that a need for principles comes with our 

wills’ being thought of as rational, and that for such a will to be free, it must “supply 

its own standards” by their being constitutive for its power.320 

Korsgaard could agree with these claims, though, if their scope were limited to 

the parts of our power we try to exercise in our actions. It is a premise of Kant’s moral 

argument as Korsgaard interprets it that that part of our power must have a law. The 

disagreement between Korsgaard and Herman is not over whether we must think of 

our ordinary, temporal agency as having a constitutive principle. Rather, it is over 

whether we can and should attribute to ourselves a power which outruns that 

principle. 

 
318 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 166 and 181. 
319 Herman, “The Will and Its Objects,” 245. 
320 Herman, “Obligatory Ends,” 257. 
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This disagreement extends, I think, from different understandings of the kind of 

freedom Kant thinks our choices must have. On Herman’s reading, I think our choices 

exhibit two discernible kinds of freedom for Kant. Firstly, our choices are free in that 

they are “derived from the will’s own principle.”321 In Herman’s sense of “derived,” 

even immoral “faulty action” is derived from the will’s own principle, because even in 

choosing such actions we represent our choices as conforming to that principle. 

Secondly, our choices are free in that, in a very particular way, it is possible to 

think of them as “not empirically determined.”322 Herman’s comments on this point 

are sketchy: she admits at the end of her essay “Bootstrapping” that she does not know 

“whether there can be a metaphysically acceptable account of the kind of cause Kant 

thinks the will is.”323 Roughly, though, I think her thought is that the existence of a 

will creates a further level of facts in the world. The existence of a will means “there is 

a power to produce actions that there would otherwise not be.”324 At a minimum, these 

new facts are ones about which events in the world are our own choices and actions. 

It may be possible to think of these new facts as spontaneously determined by our 

wills. 

If this is right, then Herman’s understanding of Kant’s conception of freedom 

contrasts quite sharply with Korsgaard’s. Korsgaard could agree that there is a sense 

in which for Kant we are free because we are able to be autonomous. She would not 

agree, though, that all Kant means when he says that we must think of our wills as 

spontaneous is that we must think of them as giving rise to their own unique 

propositions and properties. In Korsgaard’s terms, Herman’s reading would seem to 

 
321 Herman, “Bootstrapping,” 172. See also Herman, “Obligatory Ends,” 256–60. In “Making Room for 
Character,” 18, Herman claims that it is part of “the standard Kantian account” that “freedom and the 
capacity for practical rationality are one.” 
322 Herman, “Reasoning to Obligation,” 10. 
323 Herman, “Bootstrapping,” 174. 
324 Herman, “Bootstrapping,” 173. This might bring to mind Donald Davidson’s reading of Kant. Davidson, 
though, wants to explain how choices and the like could be strictly lawless or anomalous. I think Herman 
is more concerned with how such mental events could have laws of their own, put into effect by causes of 
their own. Compare Donald Davidson, “Mental Events,” in Essays on Actions and Events (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, [1970] 2001), 207–27. 
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turn Kant into “a theoretical compatibilist.”325 Korsgaard takes Kant to reject that 

view’s conception of freedom as the Leibnizian “freedom of a turnspit” [KpV 5:97]. 

“Kant endorses both free will and determinism,” Korsgaard says, but he “does not 

believe that these two things can be reconciled from a single point of view.” He 

endorses them from two different points of view: the practical and theoretical 

standpoints, as assumptions of two different kinds of reasoning (§2.1.3). 

Herman acknowledges that “some have argued” that accommodating the kind of 

freedom Kant thinks our choices must have “is easier if we adopt a ‘two standpoints’ 

view of action.”326 In response, she says: 

This leaves me uneasy. Either volitional judgment is sufficient for action or it is 
not. Of course much depends on what it means to think of ourselves as free 
causes “from a practical point of view.” But unless the will’s own law is the 
principle of rational action – not how we think of it, but what it is – then there is 
room for skeptical challenge to the authority of reason’s reasons. 

Whether volitional judgment is sufficient for action seems orthogonal to the 

dispute here. Even setting aside the metaphysical issues, Korsgaard thinks that 

volitional judgment is necessary but not sufficient for action. Action is a kind of 

determination, and there are ways that you can fail to determine what you do which 

are not failures to make a judgment. You can slip on the ice or garble your words, and 

in that way fail to take your action.327 

The dispute is also not well framed as being over whether “the will’s own law is 

the principle of rational action.” On Korsgaard’s reading of Kant, the will’s own law 

and rational action’s principle are not objects which look different from standpoint to 

 
325 Korsgaard, “Creating the Kingdom of Ends: Reciprocity and responsibility in personal relations,” 209. 
As far as I am aware, Herman never describes her reading of Kant as compatibilist, though she suggests 
in one paper that an aspect of her account “lends support to some compatibilist ambitions.” Barbara 
Herman, “Responsibility and Moral Competence,” in Moral Literacy (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 2007f), 94. 
326 Herman, “Bootstrapping,” 174. 
327 See Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 18–19; and her “The Activity of Reason,” 33–34. 
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standpoint. What varies from standpoint to standpoint is our warrant for attributing a 

free, rational will to ourselves and others. That the principle of such a will is the 

categorical imperative is an absolute, conceptual, standpoint-independent matter. 

In any case, it is not obvious why the will appearing differently from different 

standpoints would create “room for skeptical challenge to the authority of reason’s 

reasons” as Herman suggests. She might perhaps be thinking of it as up to us, as a 

matter of discretion, which standpoint we occupy. If that were the case, then if the 

categorical imperative were only constitutive for the will from one standpoint, 

something would need to be said in favour of choosing to consider the will from that 

standpoint. 

At least on Korsgaard’s reading of Kant, however, the standpoints are not optional 

in this way. We can occupy either speculatively, to see what the world might look like 

from it. In making our actual choices, though, which standpoint we are occupying is 

determined by which kind of activity we are engaged in: a practical activity, of action 

and agency; or a theoretical activity, of world-modelling. As earlier explained, these 

standpoints simply represent the assumptions we have warrant to make in carrying 

out those kinds of activity. To be entitled to a different set of assumptions, we would 

need to be carrying out a different kind of activity. A sceptic about the will could not 

simply choose to carry out their practical deliberations from the theoretical 

standpoint. In virtue of their deliberations being practical, the standpoint they are 

occupying is the practical standpoint. 

Even if Herman does not succeed in articulating a challenge to Korsgaard’s 

reading here, the difference in their understandings of Kant’s metaphysics is clear 

enough in outline. Subscribing to a Henry Allison-style two-standpoint reading of 

Kant is not necessary in order to read Kant as a constitutivist.328 It is also not 

 
328 As cited in §1.3.2, see especially Allison, Kant’s Transcendental Idealism, 48–49. 
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sufficient, given, as I suggested in the previous chapter (§1.4.5), Allison himself reads 

Kant as being an agentialist. 
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2.3. Andrews Reath 

2.3.0. Introduction to this part 

In this chapter so far, I have looked at the constitutivist readings of Kant 

developed by Christine Korsgaard and Barbara Herman. In the most recent part of 

this chapter, I considered Herman’s reading. I explained why I take Herman to have a 

constitutivist and constructivist reading of Kant even in her most recent work. I 

looked in detail at one of her papers on Kant’s account of the will, and I collected the 

passages she uses as evidence of Kant’s constitutivism across her writings. In closing, 

I tried to draw out some of the differences between the constitutivism which Herman 

attributes to Kant, and the constitutivism which Korsgaard attributes to him. 

In this next part of this thesis’ second chapter, I turn to Andrews Reath’s work on 

Kant. Reath claims explicitly that Kant is a constitutivist. I begin by revisiting what 

Reath means by this (§1.2.7), and then turn to a forthcoming paper in which he 

develops his constitutivist reading of Kant. 

Like Herman, Reath emphasises the role of representation in Kant’s view. The 

moral law is normative for us because we represent ourselves as meeting a validity 

condition which we only meet by conforming to it. I note an apparent difference 

between how Reath and Korsgaard interpret Kant’s reciprocity thesis, and comment 

on how Reath sees Kant’s account of the hypothetical imperative as being evidence of 

his constitutivism. I then turn to Reath’s constitutivist account of the fact of reason in 

the second Critique. Finally, I survey Reath’s other work, in which he appeals to the 

incorporation thesis and Kant’s comments on self-conceit. 

The passages collected for the first time in this part are drawn from the 

Groundwork [GMS 4:417], from the second Critique [KpV 5:74], and from the Religion 

[RGV 6:23–24 and 6:36]. 
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2.3.1. Reath on Kant’s constitutivism 

The third of the four constitutivist readers of Kant this chapter canvasses is 

Andrews Reath. Reath has sketched elements of a constitutivist reading in papers 

across his career, beginning at least as early as his paper “Legislating the Moral Law,” 

first published in Noûs in 1994.329 In that paper, Reath argues that for Kant, “the FUL 

plays the same role in establishing and structuring the process of moral deliberation 

that a constitution plays in a legislative process.” In “Legislating for a Realm of Ends,” 

published three years later, Reath argues that the categorical imperative is the 

principle of a norm-constituted power, or in the terms he borrows there from H L A 

Hart, is a “power-conferring law.”330 

In his most recent work, Reath engages explicitly with the question of whether 

Kant is a constitutivist, and also with the question of the relation between Kantian 

constitutivism and Kantian constructivism. He distinguishes between questions about 

the content of morality and questions about its authority, giving reasons to think that 

Kant is a constructivist about the content and a constitutivist about its authority. In 

Reath’s senses of these terms, Kant is a constructivist because he “moves from a 

conception of persons as free, rational, social agents with autonomy to a set of 

substantive moral principles, by showing which principles follow from the point of 

view of persons so conceived.”331 Kant is a constitutivist because he argues that such a 

conception of ourselves is inescapable, in a way which means that set of principles 

“defines and tacitly guides all exercises of the power” we have as rational agents.332 

 
329 Andrews Reath, “Legislating the Moral Law,” in Agency and Autonomy in Kant’s Moral Theory (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, [1994] 2006c), 92–120; the quotation in the next sentence is from 110. 
330 Andrews Reath, “Legislating for a Realm of Ends: The Social Dimension of Autonomy,” in Agency and 
Autonomy in Kant’s Moral Theory (Oxford: Oxford University Press, [1997] 2006b), 177; and see e.g. H. L. A. 
Hart, “Legal Powers,” in Essays on Bentham (Oxford: Oxford University Press, [1972] 1982), 210–16. Reath 
claims that Herman’s “norm-constituted power conception is certainly correct as a reading of Kant” in his 
“Will, Obligatory Ends and the Completion of Practical Reason: Comments on Barbara Herman's Moral 
Literacy,” 3. 
331 Reath, “Kantian Constructivism and Kantian Constitutivism: Some Reflections,” 64. 
332 Reath, “Kantian Constructivism and Kantian Constitutivism: Some Reflections,” 45. 
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At moments, Reath expresses hesitancy about a constitutivist reading of Kant. He 

acknowledges in his most recent paper that “it may be anachronistic to say that Kant 

accepted” a constitutivist account.333 In another essay, from a collection on the 

philosophy of Thomas Hill, he admits “some misgivings about ascribing” to Kant the 

thesis “that all rational volition is tacitly guided by something like the Universal Law 

version of the categorical imperative as its formal or internal constitutive norm.”334 

Nevertheless, Reath believes that “there is strong support,” both textual and 

“philosophical,” for a constitutivist reading of Kant. At times he says it is “a very 

natural reading,” particularly of Kant’s argument in the Groundwork.335 

There are a few significant differences between Reath’s work on Kant’s metaethics 

and that of Korsgaard and Herman. Firstly, Reath engages in greater detail than the 

others do with the question of how the fact of reason fits within and changes Kant’s 

constitutivism. Secondly, where Herman in “The Will and Its Objects” focused on the 

Metaphysics, Reath sketches readings of the Groundwork and second Critique which 

have some notable differences to Korsgaard’s in “Morality as Freedom.” 

As in the parts of this chapter on Korsgaard and Herman, I take a close look in the 

following sections at one particular paper. For Korsgaard, that paper was “Morality as 

Freedom;” for Herman, it was “The Will and Its Objects.” For Reath, I have chosen a 

very recent paper, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” forthcoming in a collection to be 

edited by Stefano Bacin and Carla Bagnoli. I am grateful to Andy for providing me 

with a copy of it. After working through that paper, I collect the evidence that Reath 

gives for a constitutivist reading of Kant in other work. 

 
333 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [6]. 
334 Reath, “Did Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub Ratione Boni?” 234–35. 
335 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [10]. 
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2.3.2. “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism:” Reath’s model 

Reath’s argument in “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism” is divided into three parts. In 

the first, he describes in general terms the constitutivist model to which he thinks 

Kant subscribes. In the second, he gives evidence that Kant subscribed to that model 

at the time of the Groundwork. In the third, he argues that Kant also subscribes to it in 

the second Critique. 

I quoted Reath’s definition of constitutivism in general in the first chapter of this 

thesis (§1.2.7). To repeat: 

Constitutivism … attempts to ground the fundamental principles of practical 
reason and morality in the nature of rational agency, by showing that they are the 
internal constitutive principles of rational agency. The internal constitutive 
principles of some rational activity or rational power – or as I will say, its “formal 
principles” – are the principles that define and guide the rational activity or 
specify what it is to exercise the rational power, by following which one engages 
in that activity or exercises that power.336 

As also previously noted, when Reath talks here and later about “following” a 

principle, he means being guided by it in the sense of at least indirectly aiming to 

conform to it. Since “following” a principle can mean actually conforming to it, for the 

sake of keeping Reath’s argument as clear as possible, I will consistently use that 

other language he uses: of being guided by or “guiding one’s willing by” a principle.337 

Reath’s particular “model” of constitutivism explicitly “gives a role to the self-

consciousness of the rational subject,” or to what he calls the agent’s “practical self-

consciousness.”338 On his model, two elements seem to be necessary in order to be 

guided by a constitutive principle, and so to be exercising the power for which that 

principle is constitutive. Firstly, being guided by a principle involves representing 

oneself either as conforming to that principle, or as conforming to some other 

 
336 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [2]. 
337 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [13]. 
338 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [6]. 
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condition which in fact requires conforming to that principle. Secondly, being guided 

by a principle requires achieving some threshold of actual conformity to that 

principle, but a minimal threshold: one which immoral actions could meet were the 

principle a moral principle. 

To unpack the first element here: as mentioned, the model of constitutivism to 

which Reath’s Kant subscribes is one which explicitly gives a role to the practical self-

consciousness of the subject. Reath cites Karl Schafer’s attribution to Kant of the view 

that a rational faculty “possesses a guiding consciousness of its own characteristic 

activity,” a form of representation which “may be implicit in or constitutive of these 

very activities themselves in some way.”339 On Reath’s model, our representation of 

ourselves as conforming to some condition is what makes that condition normative. 

He explains: 

one’s representation of oneself as exercising [a rational] power, thus as applying 
its formal principles, commits one to following these principles correctly. And if 
one does not, one has violated a principle to which one is committed by one’s 
own self-understanding. In this way the formal principles of a rational power get 
a normative grip on the subject, and can normatively govern the exercise of the 
power, through the subject’s practical self-consciousness.340 

Reath does not take Kant to think that every agent, all the time, actually sees 

themselves as meeting the condition of acting morally. He does, however, take Kant to 

think that “in all exercises of free agency, agents understand themselves … to satisfy a 

condition of universal validity.”341 As I understand it, this condition is supposed to be 

thin enough that even weak-willed agents might take themselves to meet it, but at the 

 
339 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [8]; and Schafer, “Kant: constitutivism as capacities-first 
philosophy,” 186. Schafer himself cites three other secondary sources on this point: Matthew Boyle, “Two 
Kinds of Self-Knowledge,” Philosophy and Phenomenological Research 78, no. 1 (2009); Tyler Burge, Origins of 
Objectivity (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010); and Béatrice Longuenesse, I, Me, Mine: Back to Kant, 
and Back Again (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017). 
340 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [7]. 
341 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [14]; see also his “Did Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub 
Ratione Boni?” 244–53. 
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same time thick enough that it engages the argument of Groundwork II and in fact 

requires the agent to conform to the moral law.342 

The second necessary element of being guided by a constitutive principle on 

Reath’s model is surpassing some minimal threshold of actual conformity to that 

principle. Again as earlier cited (§1.1.2), he explains: 

If an act deviates too wildly from the formal norms of judgment, it is unclear that 
it is in any sense guided by these norms – that is, that they figure in its genesis – 
and it would not be recognizable as a judgment. But if it is not a judgment, it is 
not subject to assessment by the norms of judgment.343 

I am not sure that an action’s failing to be an action has any practical significance 

on Reath’s constitutivist model. If someone tried to act but failed to, the principles of 

action would still have been normative for their attempt. I also think Reath believes 

that we can be responsible for our failures to act, though perhaps he might want to 

say that what we are strictly responsible for is our parts in causing our failures to 

act.344 

In any case, an account of the nature and possibility of immoral action falls 

naturally out of Reath’s model. As on Herman’s reading (§2.2.2), its possibility is 

explained in terms of the categorical imperative working through our representations 

or self-consciousness. It is possible to violate the categorical imperative and still 

 
342 On weakness of will, see Reath, “Did Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub Ratione Boni?” 253–54. 
Reath says that “the preferred strategy will be to locate weakness in the cognitive dimension of volition,” 
so in false judgments about what meets the validity condition, but he retains “a back-up possibility” that 
some kinds of weakness might be imputable “failures to exercise the will.” 
343 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [8]; see also [9]. 
344 Reath seems to say in “Did Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub Ratione Boni?” 253, that even “failures 
to exercise the will” can be “free and imputable” if we have the capacity for rational action. He notes in 
the present paper that the view that our actions must meet some threshold to be actions is one that he 
shares with Korsgaard: Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [9]; citing Korsgaard, “Constitutivism and 
the virtues,” 99. As I understand her, Korsgaard ties together counting as acting and being responsible for 
what one does. As mentioned in an earlier footnote, the liminal case of rational agency on Korsgaard’s 
view is the tyrant of Plato’s Republic. As an example of a tyrannical character “for the modern reader,” 
Korsgaard gives “the addict, with his dominating obsession” (171). The addict is driven to their actions in 
a way which makes it unclear whether they choose them as rational agents do. For this reason, Korsgaard 
says, “no one knows for sure what to say about the responsibility” of such a person (174). 
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count as freely, fully acting because it is possible to take oneself to be acting for valid 

reasons and yet be wrong. 

I do not know of anywhere that Reath gives an account of what Kant means when 

he claims that we make timeless evil choices. It is therefore unclear whether at its 

more metaphysical levels Reath’s account of immoral action is closer to Herman’s or 

to Korsgaard’s. Reath does seem more comfortable than Herman with talk of the 

“intelligible world” and a “practical perspective,” but at a minimum the standpoints 

are not central to the narrative of Reath’s reading in the way that they are to 

Korsgaard’s.345 

2.3.3. “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism:” in the Groundwork 

Having set out his model of constitutivism, Reath begins to argue for his “very 

natural reading” of the Groundwork.346 “Reduced to a slogan,” he says, “it grounds the 

authority of the moral law by showing that it is the (analytically) necessary principle 

of a (synthetically) necessary self-conception.”347 It is a synthetic fact that we are 

agents of a certain kind. It is then an “analytic or conceptual” fact “that the FUL is the 

formal principle” of that kind of agency. 

At this level of abstraction, Reath and Korsgaard agree about the Groundwork’s 

argument. There are, however, differences in the detail of their readings and in the 

 
345 Reath mentions the intelligible world a few times in “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” though not 
explicitly the standpoint of belonging to that world. He seems to me to come close to articulating a 
standpoint view in “Kantian Constructivism and Kantian Constitutivism: Some Reflections,” 66–67, 
though again not in explicit terms. He does refer to standpoints earlier in that paper (47–50), but in the 
sense of Sharon Street’s “practical standpoint characterization” of constructivism in her “What is 
Constructivism in Ethics and Metaethics?” 366–67. Compare Korsgaard, Creating the Kingdom of Ends, ix–
xii, and §2.1.3. 
346 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [10]. Reath also sketches constitutivist readings of the 
Groundwork in his “Autonomy of the Will as the Foundation of Morality,” in Agency and Autonomy in Kant's 
Moral Theory (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006a), especially 152–55; and “Autonomy and the Idea of 
Freedom: Some Reflections on Groundwork III,” Kantian Review 24, no. 2 (2019): 223–48. 
347 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [16]. 
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evidence for Kant’s constitutivism on which they draw. Firstly, I think that Korsgaard 

and Reath have different understandings of Kant’s reciprocity thesis: in its 

Groundwork formulation, his claim that “a free will and a will under moral laws are 

one and the same” [GMS 4:447; cf. KpV 5:29]. 

Earlier, in explaining my understanding of Korsgaard’s reading of Kant, I 

distinguished between the power of an agent and their ability to be a spontaneous 

causality (§2.1.3). On my understanding of Korsgaard’s reading, the only way we can 

conceive of a spontaneous causality acting is according to the moral law. However, in 

taking ourselves to have the ability to be spontaneous causalities, we also take 

ourselves to have a power. We have reasons to take that power to be broader than 

simply one to be a spontaneous causality. In particular, we have reasons to take our 

evil choices and certain timeless choices to be uses of that power. 

When Kant refers to “a free will” in the reciprocity thesis, I think Korsgaard takes 

him to be referring to a spontaneous causality. As just mentioned, the only way we 

can conceive of a spontaneous causality acting is morally. This is then the sense in 

which such a will is “under moral laws.” A spontaneous causality and a will which 

conforms to moral laws are one and the same. 

Read this way, it is not an essential part of the reciprocity thesis itself that a free 

will is accompanied by a practical self-consciousness, or works “by means of one’s 

representations” [MM 6:211]. This is obviously not to say that the self-consciousness of 

an agent is dispensable on Korsgaard’s reading of Kant. What Korsgaard calls our 

“reflective distance” from our ends and incentives is an aspect of that self-

consciousness.348 It is inseparable from our acting under the idea of freedom, which 

 
348 See especially Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 115–26; and “The Activity of Reason,” 30–32. 
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Korsgaard sees as the crosstextual “independent starting point” of Kant’s moral 

argument.349 

Contrastingly, on Reath’s interpretation, our practical self-consciousness is an 

essential part of the reciprocity thesis. He explains: 

This thesis, as I understand it, is that the moral law is the formal principle of free 
agency in the sense that I have been using this term: one exercises the power of 
free agency by guiding one’s willing by this law. Further, if we human beings 
have that rational power, then all exercises of free agency in us are in some sense 
guided by and exhibit some approximate conformity to the moral law.350 

On Reath’s reading, a free will is “under moral laws” not in the sense that it always 

conforms to those laws, but rather in the sense that it is guided by those laws. They 

are finally constitutive for it, rather than immediately as on Korsgaard’s reading. 

Reath continues: 

my preferred reading of Kant’s thesis is that in all exercises of free agency, agents 
understand themselves to derive actions from principles in ways that they take to 
satisfy a condition of universal validity – that is, in exercising one’s power of free 
volition, one (roughly) understands oneself to act on a maxim that satisfies a 
condition of universal validity.351 

It is unclear to me whether this disagreement about how to interpret Kant’s 

reciprocity thesis actually amounts to a disagreement between Reath and Korsgaard 

about the logical structure of Kant’s argument. Both of them take Kant to think that a 

free will which conformed to its constitutive principle would act morally. Both of 

them also take Kant to think that a free agent aims to conform to that principle, and 

has a kind of freedom because they aim to conform to it.352 I think Reath and 

 
349 Korsgaard, “Motivation, Metaphysics, and the Value of the Self: A Reply to Ginsborg, Guyer, and 
Schneewind,” 60; and see, earlier, §2.1.1. 
350 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [13]. 
351 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [14]. 
352 For the latter claim in Korsgaard’s work, see especially her “Morality as Freedom,” 176; and 
“Constitutivism and the virtues,” 111. 
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Korsgaard disagree about which claim Kant is expressing when he says that “a free 

will and a will under moral laws are one and the same” [GMS 4:447], but it is not clear 

to me whether this disagreement over the text translates into a disagreement about 

the logic of the argument. 

A second difference between Reath and Korsgaard’s readings of the Groundwork, 

one which adds another passage to this chapter’s stock of evidence, is that Reath 

suggests Kant’s discussion of hypothetical imperatives supports a constitutivist 

reading of him. Reath quotes the following passage: 

In the volition of an object as my effect, my causality as an acting cause, that is, 
the use of means, is already thought, and the imperative extracts the concept of 
actions necessary to this end merely from the concept of a volition of this end … 
for, it is one and the same thing to represent something as an effect possible by 
me in a certain way and to represent myself as acting in this way with respect to 
it. [GMS 4:417] 

As I understand Reath’s reading of this passage, he takes Kant to firstly be saying 

that it is constitutive of willing an end that you take the sufficient means. Secondly, he 

takes Kant to be saying that this constitutive relation works on us via our practical 

self-consciousness or representation: in willing an end, we represent ourselves as 

taking the means. That makes it normative for us to take those means. Reath explains: 

My self-conscious willing of some end – my representing myself in the practical 
mode as bringing this end about – commits me to taking some sufficient means. 
That is to say that it generates an imperative to take some sufficient means 
(conditional on my continuing to will the end), and that of course I can fail to 
do.353 

The view that Reath attributes here to Kant is similar to Korsgaard’s own 

constitutivist account of the normativity of the hypothetical imperative. On 

Korsgaard’s view, “willing an end is equivalent to committing yourself, first 

 
353 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [12]. 
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personally, to taking the means to that end.”354 She gives examples of how one can fail 

to live up to that commitment or imperative: 

Consider a standard scene of horror in Western or Civil War movies. The doctor 
must saw off Tex’s leg in order to save his life, and there is no anesthetic or even 
any whiskey left in the house. Tex screams “No, no, don’t”; he tries to escape from 
the men holding him down; he tries to push the doctor away. Yet if the doctor 
asks “Tex, don’t you want to live?” Tex will of course say “yes.” It would be stupid 
to say that because Tex rejects the means he is being insincere and doesn’t really 
want to live, or that as the saw approaches he reconsiders his situation and makes 
a decision that all things considered, living isn’t worth it. The right thing to say is 
that fear is making Tex irrational.355 

Tex is being truly irrational (§2.2.6). He is violating the hypothetical imperative: 

he is willing his treatment, but not the necessary means. On Reath’s reading, the Kant 

of the Groundwork would say that Tex is violating a formal, constitutive principle of 

his own agency. Reath takes Kant’s account of the hypothetical imperative to be much 

simpler than his account of the categorical imperative, but he takes the apparent 

constitutivism of the former to be evidence for the constitutivism of the latter. 

Although she personally favours a constitutivist account of the hypothetical 

imperative, Korsgaard does not take Kant to succeed in articulating one in the 

Groundwork. As she reads the Groundwork, its account of hypothetical imperatives 

ultimately depends on something like an assumption “that we should emulate more 

perfect rational beings.”356 There is, she suggests, “an historical explanation” for why 

Kant’s Groundwork account is inadequate, which is that “at the time he wrote the 

Groundwork, Kant apparently identified our capacity to resist the dictates of reason 

with the imperfection of the human will.”357 Korsgaard takes Kant’s view of the will’s 

 
354 Korsgaard, “The Normativity of Instrumental Reason,” 57. Reath and Korsgaard both believe that Kant 
can be said to have an account of “the” hypothetical imperative. For Reath’s views on that point, see 
“Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [12]. For Korsgaard’s, see “The Normativity of Instrumental Reason,” 46. 
355 Korsgaard, “The Normativity of Instrumental Reason,” 50, and see more broadly 46–52. 
356 Korsgaard, “The Normativity of Instrumental Reason,” 52. 
357 Korsgaard, “The Normativity of Instrumental Reason,” 51. 
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imperfection to change in his later works, but here in the Groundwork, as I understand 

her, she disagrees with this element of Reath’s constitutivist reading. 

A third difference between Reath and Korsgaard’s readings of the Groundwork is 

that he draws more attention than she does to the places in it where Kant refers to 

self-consciousness or self-representation. Reath notes in particular that Kant unpacks 

the notion of acting under the idea of freedom with claims such as that “reason must 

regard itself as the author of its principles” and cannot “consciously receive direction 

from any other quarter” [GMS 4:448; Reath’s emphases]. Reath interprets Kant as 

asserting in these claims that “rational judgment … understands itself to be 

determined by a sound application of the normative principles of some domain of 

cognition and not by anything external to these standards.”358 I take Reath’s thought 

here to be that since reason cannot see itself as being led by anything, it cannot see 

itself as being misled. As explained, this does not mean that reason always sees itself 

as actually conforming to the moral law. It always takes its judgments to satisfy “a 

condition of universal validity,” but it can fail to grasp the connection between 

validity and the moral law.359 

2.3.4. “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism:” in the second Critique 

In Reath’s “slogan” quoted above, the Groundwork establishes “the authority of the 

moral law by showing that it is the (analytically) necessary principle of a 

(synthetically) necessary self-conception.”360 In the synthetic part of the argument as 

Reath understands it, Kant appeals to our awareness “of possessing a capacity for 

theoretical reasoning that exhibits pure activity and spontaneity.” Our possession of 

 
358 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [14]; my emphasis. 
359 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [14]; see also here his “Did Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub 
Ratione Boni?” 244–53. 
360 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [16]. For Reath’s interpretation of the synthetic part of the 
argument, see also his “Autonomy and the Idea of Freedom: Some Reflections on Groundwork III,” 237–
42. 
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that capacity establishes our spontaneity, which justifies our “ascribing to ourselves a 

power of rational volition with comparable spontaneity.” The analytic part of the 

argument is then engaged: since we are spontaneous or free, the moral law is finally 

constitutive of, and normative for, our agency. 

In the second Critique as Reath understands it, Kant “is after the same overall 

conclusion,” and the analytic part of his argument remains “roughly the same.”361 

Reath takes Kant to argue for “the same conceptual connections between the concept 

of freedom and morality” that he tries to establish in the Groundwork. When Kant 

claims that “freedom and unconditional practical law reciprocally imply each other” 

[KpV 5:29], he is again understood to be referring to the freedom of our conscious 

power, and to our being guided by the law in Reath’s sense. 

Like Korsgaard and many others, Reath does see Kant’s thinking as changing 

between the two texts, but the changes come in the synthetic part of the argument: in 

how Kant argues that we have the required agential self-conception. Instead of 

arguing that our capacity for theoretical reasoning reveals our freedom to us, in the 

second Critique, Kant asserts that the fundamental law of pure practical reason is 

“given” to us as “the sole fact of pure reason” [KpV 5:31]. 

Reath appeals to Rawls for support for his account of what the fact of reason 

amounts to. In his lecture “The Fact of Reason,” Rawls describes four conditions 

which Kant thinks need to be satisfied to “show that there is pure practical reason” [KpV 

5:3].362 The third of these conditions is that: 

 
361 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [17–18]. 
362 John Rawls, “The Fact of Reason,” in Lectures on the History of Moral Philosophy, ed. Barbara Herman 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2000), 255. The other three conditions are: the content 
condition, that the categorical imperative rules “sufficiently many” maxims in and out; the freedom 
condition, that our consciousness of the authority of that imperative discloses our freedom to us; and the 
motivation condition, that our consciousness of the authority of the law is “so deeply rooted in our 
person as reasonable and rational that this law by itself, when fully known and understood, can be a 
sufficient motive for us to act from it, whatever our natural desires.” 
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our consciousness of the moral law as supremely authoritative for us as 
reasonable and rational persons must be found in our everyday moral thought, 
feeling, and judgment; and the moral law must be at least implicitly recognized as 
such by ordinary human reason. 

Reath notes that Kant stresses that the reality of pure practical reason must be 

shown “from the most common practical use of reason” [KpV 5:91]. The fact of reason 

must be present in, or accessible to, the consciousness of every agent from whom the 

moral law is supposed to be normative. In order to bring it to consciousness, we may 

need to imagine having certain kinds of experiences, but the fact of reason must be 

given to all of us independently of our having had any particular experiences. 

Kant does appeal to some imaginary experiences in order to bring the fact of 

reason to consciousness, and Reath identifies these as cases “in which specific 

happiness-based grounds of choice are set aside and subordinated to moral 

grounds.”363 Kant invites us to imagine a person whose prince commands them to 

“give false testimony against an honorable man whom the prince would like to 

destroy under a plausible pretext” [KpV 5:30]. If the person refuses, the prince will 

have them hanged immediately from gallows erected in front of their house. Kant 

supposes that this person is asked whether they “would consider it possible” to set 

aside their “love of life” and refuse the prince’s request. This person, Kant says, “must 

admit without hesitation that it would be possible.” They “would perhaps not venture 

to assert” whether they would refuse the prince, but Kant thinks that they must accept 

that it would be a possibility in some particular sense. 

Reath seems at first to say that what cases like this immediately reveal or 

“contain” is an “awareness of our ability to perform some action simply because we 

 
363 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [19]. Just before this, Reath describes “the authority of morality 
and the reality of pure practical reason in us” as being “established, as a fact of reason, through a stable 
pattern of moral judgments” like this. It sounds a little as if Reath is saying that the fact of reason is a kind 
of inference from our moral judgments: a best explanation of an assemblage of psychological data. I am 
not sure what exactly Reath does mean, but he has confirmed to me that he does not mean that. I have 
benefited here from a conversation with Garrath Williams, and from attending the delivery and 
discussion of Andrews Reath, “The Fact of Reason in the Era of Kantian Constitutivism,” presented at 
Kantian Constitutivism, University of Groningen, 24 June 2023. 
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judge that we ought to,” or regardless of how strongly our other motives oppose it.364 

However, he then says that what is given as the fact of reason “in the first instance” is 

that we are “subject to moral principle – that ‘in the judgment of this common human 

reason’ we recognize the authority and deliberative priority of morality.” This second 

claim is itself ambiguous. Being “subject to moral principle” is not the same thing as 

recognising that we are subject to moral principle.365 

On my best interpretation of Reath’s reading, what he thinks is immediately 

revealed to us in considering cases like the one Kant asks us to imagine is that we can 

be motivated to act morally. In that particular sense, those cases reveal to us that we 

recognise the authority of morality. They reveal to us that we have it within ourselves 

to treat morality as more important than anything else. In revealing that fact about 

how we can be motivated, they also reveal to us a fact about our agency. They reveal 

to us that our actions are not dictated by the sensible factors which we would put 

aside in acting morally. That fact about our agency then engages the analytic part of 

Kant’s argument. To be able to put those sensible factors aside is to be free, and agents 

who are free in that way ought to act morally. 

In this way, our recognition that we are subject to moral principle does lead to the 

conclusion that we are subject to moral principle. The fact of reason is or reveals our 

motivational acceptance of the moral law. Through what that acceptance reveals 

about our agency, it then follows that we ought to obey the moral law. 

Whether or not I am right about some of the details of Reath’s interpretation of the 

fact of reason, he is clear regardless that he sees the second Critique as embodying the 

same general constitutivism as the Groundwork. On Reath’s reading, Kant’s cases 

 
364 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [19–20]. 
365 Reath is also not careful to make clear what he means by “moral principle” and “morality” here. He 
could mean that the authority of Kantian morality is given as the fact of reason, or he could mean 
something like that the authority of whatever the true morality happens to be is given as the fact of 
reason. For Korsgaard on this point, see her “Autonomy and the Second Person Within: A Commentary 
on Stephen Darwall’s The Second‐Person Standpoint,” 17–19. 
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“disclose to us a feature of the nature of our agency,” not the reality or possibility of a 

mind-independent moral order.366 Moreover, “the ground of the authority of morality” 

for us is not just any feature of our agency.367 We are not simply constitutively subject 

to morality, or subject to it only as practical reasoners. The ground of its authority is 

found in the nature of “our basic rational agential powers:” in the fact that the finally 

constitutive principle of our power is the moral law. 

The difference between the Groundwork and the second Critique is in how they try 

to show that we conceive of ourselves as agents of the necessary kind. Reath describes 

the Groundwork’s argument as taking “an indirect approach,” via the “pure self-

activity” of theoretical reason [GMS 4:452].368 The second Critique, contrastingly, “takes 

the direct approach.” It takes for granted that we acknowledge the authority of the 

moral law. It then tries to show that this acknowledgement is validated or 

credentialed by what it reveals about the kind of agents we are. 

2.3.5. Other work by Reath 

“Kant’s Moral Constitutivism” is not the only paper in which Reath argues 

explicitly for a constitutivist reading of Kant. In “Kantian Constructivism and Kantian 

Constitutivism,” Reath proposes that “Kant can be read as a constructivist about the 

content of morality and a constitutivist about its authority.”369 In that paper, though, 

Reath appeals to the same evidence of Kant’s constitutivism as he does in “Kant’s 

Moral Constitutivism.” He also draws on similar evidence in his papers “Autonomy 

and the Idea of Freedom” and “Autonomy of the Will as the Foundation of Morality.” 

 
366 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [20]; and see Reath, “Kantian Constructivism and Kantian 
Constitutivism: Some Reflections,” 64–68. 
367 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [23]. 
368 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [25]. 
369 Reath, “Kantian Constructivism and Kantian Constitutivism: Some Reflections,” 45, earlier mentioned 
in §2.3.1. 
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Reath calls upon on a wider selection of passages in the course of an essay on 

whether Kant holds “that all rational volition proceeds sub ratione boni,” or under the 

guise of the good.370 As already explained, Reath does not take Kant to think that we 

always see our actions as moral or beneficial. There is some thin sense, though, in 

which we always see them as justified: a sense at the same time thick enough to 

commit us to the moral law.371 

With possible exceptions for some kinds of weakness of will or true irrationality, 

any constitutivist reading of Kant must take him to think that we see our choices 

under some guise or other. To be constitutivist, a reading must attribute to Kant the 

view that we have a categorical aim. Excepting those exceptions, we must always see 

our choices as being consistent with that aim.372 

Earlier, in comparing their readings of Kant’s account of immoral action, I 

explained the senses in which I take Herman and Korsgaard to think that Kant sees 

rational volition as proceeding under a guise (§2.2.6). Korsgaard asserts that on Kant’s 

view, “we cannot … perform an action without endorsing its grounds as adequate to 

justify it.”373 I took her to want to add the caveat, though, that like Tex (§2.3.3), we can 

sometimes be truly irrational. Herman says that for Kant “the erring agent” still 

accepts “the standard that his principles of action should be fully general.”374 

However, “pressed from the side of his wants or needs or happiness,” he offers 

himself “a friendly modification of principle that he counts as satisfying the 

standard.” On both of their readings and Reath’s, rational agents act under a guise of 

 
370 Reath, “Did Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub Ratione Boni?” 234. 
371 At least, as mentioned in an earlier footnote, the “preferred strategy” is to see even weak-willed 
choices this way: see again Reath, “Did Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub Ratione Boni?” 253–54. 
372 Although David Velleman argues against the thesis that we act under the guise of the good, I take him 
to still think that we act under the guise of the intelligible: see J. David Velleman, “The Guise of the 
Good,” Noûs 26, no. 1 (1992): 21. This paper is collected in both editions of The Possibility of Practical 
Reason, but the earlier edition is out of print, and the later edition is unpaginated in its open access online 
version. I am referring to the paragraph which is final but two. 
373 Korsgaard, “A Kantian Case for Animal Rights,” 158. 
374 Herman, “Embracing Kant’s Formalism,” 60. 
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justification, or generality, or validity to which they only live up by leading a moral 

life. 

In the essay mentioned, Reath draws on two interesting textual sources not yet 

mentioned in this chapter. The first is Kant’s discussion of the incorporation thesis; 

the second is his discussion of self-love and self-conceit. The passage that has come to 

be known as containing Kant’s incorporation thesis is the following, from the Religion: 

freedom of [Willkür] has the characteristic, entirely peculiar to it, that it cannot be 
determined to action through any incentive except so far as the human being has 
incorporated it into his maxim (has made it into a [general]375 rule for himself, 
according to which he wills to conduct himself); only in this way can an 
incentive, whatever it may be, coexist with the absolute spontaneity of [Willkür] 
(of freedom). [RGV 6:23–24] 

One thing Kant seems to be saying in this passage is, as Henry Allison writes, “that 

an act of spontaneity or self-determination is involved” in all kinds of action, “even in 

inclination or desire based (heteronomous) action.”376 In any determination of Willkür 

to action, “the human being” is always active. Kant does not think that heteronomous 

actions are wholly passive or omissive. 

Kant also seems to be saying, though, that what is involved in an action is not 

simply an assent to some particular incentive or spring to action. Incentives lead to 

action via their being incorporated into a maxim, a process which Kant says involves 

the agent making the incentive “into a general rule for himself.” Kant appears to say 

that what the agent “wills” is not just or only the action recommended by the 

 
375 Kant’s „allgemeinen“ is translated as “universal” in the Cambridge edition, but Reath translates it as 
“general.” In Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 95, Jens Timmermann also translates it as “general” in order “to 
distinguish subjective maxims from objective and truly universal laws – there is no emphasis on Kantian 
universality here.” 
376 Henry E. Allison, Idealism and Freedom (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996a), xviii. As Jens 
Timmermann notes in Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 95, Kant does not mention inclination and desire in the 
passage itself. Kant is talking about all kinds of action; Allison talks about desire-based action because it 
has seemed to some to be Kant’s view that “the human being” is passive in cases of desire-based action. 
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incentive, but rather the general rule, or the action considered as an instance of that 

rule. 

As such, this passage could be taken as evidence that, on Kant’s view, rational 

volition proceeds under the guise of generality or Allgemeinheit. We would contradict 

ourselves in trying to assent to an incentive which was somehow unfit to be 

generalised, or in trying to will an action without also willing a rule generalising the 

conduct of which that action would be a kind. 

Reath does not quite say that rational volition’s proceeding under the guise of 

generality is the same as its understanding itself to satisfy a condition of universal 

validity. What he says is that the passage quoted “readily fits into” a conception of the 

will “as the capacity to derive actions from principles.”377 Such a conception then 

suggests a certain picture. Deriving actions from principles is a species of reasoning. 

“Since it is a species of reasoning,” Reath says, “it understands itself to move correctly 

or in a warranted way from initiating end through circumstances to choice.” 

In this way, the simple derivation of an action from a principle concludes “in a 

representation of the action (or action kind) as rationally supported.” Interpreted as a 

part of such a picture, “the central claim” of the incorporation thesis: 

is that an incentive influences choice, not causally, but by being taken up into 
practical reasoning that leads to a judgment of an action as good or rationally 
supported, on which the agent acts. This is a thesis about freedom of choice 
because it addresses the role of incentives in practical reasoning carried all the 
way to action (the maxim on which an agent acts).378 

 
377 Reath, “Did Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub Ratione Boni?” 237–38. 
378 Reath, “Did Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub Ratione Boni?” 238. 
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For Kant on self-love and self-conceit, Reath looks to second Critique. Reath cites 

the following “well-known passage” from the chapter on the incentives of practical 

reason:379 

we find our nature as sensible beings so constituted that the matter of the faculty 
of desire (objects of inclination, whether of hope or fear) first forces itself upon 
us, and we find our pathologically determinable self, even though it is quite unfit 
to give universal law through its maxims, nevertheless striving antecedently to 
make its claims primary and originally valid, just as if it constituted our entire 
self. This propensity to make oneself as having subjective determining grounds of 
choice into the objective determining ground of the will in general can be called 
self-love; and if self-love makes itself lawgiving and the unconditional practical 
principle, it can be called self-conceit. [KpV 5:74; cf. RGV 6:36] 

What Reath takes from this passage is that even bad actors who reject the moral 

law do not reject being governed by “unconditional practical principle.” Bad willing is 

the willing of defective principles: it is not a rejection of principle. In Reath’s words, 

the passage suggests “that it is the nature of the rational self, even as sensibly affected, 

to operate through principles that are understood to make a claim to universal 

validity.”380 Rational agency has a constitutive aim of validity, one which we only 

meet by acting morally. 

 
379 Reath, “Did Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub Ratione Boni?” 251. 
380 Reath, “Did Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub Ratione Boni?” 252. 
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2.4. Stephen Engstrom 

2.4.0. Introduction to this part 

In this chapter so far, I have interpreted the constitutivist readings of Kant 

developed by Christine Korsgaard, Barbara Herman, and Andrews Reath. In the most 

recent part, I considered Reath’s work on Kant. I covered his explicit claims that Kant 

is a constitutivist, and the details of Reath’s Kantian model of constitutivism. I gave 

Reath’s interpretations of parts of the Groundwork and of the fact of reason in the 

second Critique, and I explained how I take Reath’s constitutivist reading to fit 

alongside those of Korsgaard and Herman. 

In this next part of the chapter, I turn to Stephen Engstrom’s interpretation of 

Kant. For two reasons, this part of the chapter is shorter than the previous three. The 

first reason is that much of the putative evidence for a constitutivist reading of Kant 

has already been collected in those previous three parts. 

The second reason is that Engstrom’s concerns in Kant’s work are somewhat 

different to those of Herman, Reath, and Korsgaard. In a reply to critics of his The 

Form of Practical Knowledge, Engstrom notes that it “hewed closely to the analytic 

approach of the Groundwork.”381 “From the level of abstraction called for by that 

approach,” he explains, questions such as that of how “bad willing” is possible do “not 

come into sight.” As such, some of the characteristic features of constitutivism are 

less central to Engstrom’s major work on Kant. 

Nevertheless, Engstrom’s reading of Kant is worth including in this chapter firstly 

because of the ways it complements and contrasts with the other readings, and 

secondly because of the additional sources on which Engstrom draws. I begin by 

 
381 Stephen Engstrom, “Bringing Practical Knowledge into View: Response to Bagnoli, Hill, and Reath,” 
Analytic Philosophy 53, no. 1 (2012): 95. 
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explaining what I take the differences and similarities between Engstrom’s reading 

and the others to be. I then collect the so far uncollected passages that Engstrom uses 

as evidence of Kant’s constitutivism. 

The passages newly collected in this part are drawn from the first Critique [KrV B 

xvi and B xxii], the Groundwork [GMS 4:436], the second Critique [KpV 5:152], and – for 

the first time in this chapter – Kant’s Anthropology [Anth 7:291–92 and 7:329]. 

2.4.1. Differences and similarities in Engstrom’s reading 

The final Kant scholar this chapter canvasses is Stephen Engstrom. Engstrom 

articulates a constitutivist and constructivist reading of Kant in his book The Form of 

Practical Knowledge, and in an assortment of other essays. Unlike Korsgaard and 

Reath, but like Herman, Engstrom has not to my knowledge explicitly described his 

reading of Kant as constitutivist. Engstrom’s reading is, however, clearly a 

constitutivist reading of him. 

Engstrom attributes to Kant the view that moral action is normative because the 

alternative – immoral or merely legal action – involves the will’s contradiction of its 

own constitution. In willing universal laws, there is “an agreement of the will with its 

own form and hence with itself.”382 The constitutive standard of doing so can thus be 

described as “a principle of self-agreement, a principle of unity, or identity.” 

The framing of morality as a demand of unity or identity is something Engstrom 

shares with Korsgaard.383 Like Korsgaard, Engstrom also sees a link between Kant’s 

practical theory and the theories of Plato and Aristotle. Engstrom identifies Kant, 

Plato, Aristotle, and also Thomas Aquinas as members of a “practical-cognitivist” 

tradition in ethics according to which “morality has its source in practical reason, 

 
382 Engstrom, The Form of Practical Knowledge, 133. 
383 See especially Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, xi–xiii.  
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conceived as a capacity for practical knowledge, knowledge of the good.”384 Kant sees 

that we can come to know the shape of that knowledge by reflecting on the conditions 

and presuppositions of our capacity for that knowledge: our capacity for action. 

Engstrom shares another notable similarity with Korsgaard, in how he describes 

Kant as understanding immoral action. Earlier (§2.1.2), I noted that Korsgaard 

attributes to Kant the view that immoral action is “unintelligible.”385 While Herman 

and Reath agree with Korsgaard that immoral actions feature a kind of error and self-

defeat, they put this point less starkly: in terms of a partly volitional 

misrepresentation (§2.2.3), or of having “violated a principle to which one is 

committed by one’s own self-understanding.”386 Engstrom does not mention 

standpoints in this context, as Korsgaard does, but he otherwise embraces the same 

language about immoral action as she does. “It cannot be made fully intelligible,” he 

says, “precisely because bad willing conflicts with its own practical-cognitive form.”387 

Even the possibility of moral error cannot be comprehended a priori, Engstrom 

thinks. “Unlike good willing, we know it is possible only through encountering it.” He 

explains: 

As I read Kant, the will is identical with practical reason. But there is a difference 
… between the will in general and a particular will, between practical reason 
itself and practical reason in a particular subject. The former is a capacity shared 

 
384 Engstrom, “Bringing Practical Knowledge into View: Response to Bagnoli, Hill, and Reath,” 89. See also 
his The Form of Practical Knowledge, vii–xi; and his “Constructivism and practical knowledge,” in 
Constructivism in Ethics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 133–140, where Engstrom places 
constructivism in this tradition. I am not sure whether Korsgaard sees the philosophers to whom she 
compares Kant as forming a tradition in quite the same way. If she does, she includes Hobbes in her 
tradition, whom Engstrom excludes from his. See Korsgaard, “Rawls and Kant: On the Primacy of the 
Practical,” 1168; and Korsgaard, “Realism and Constructivism in Twentieth‐Century Moral Philosophy,” 
303 and 326. 
385 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 171–73; and “Motivation, Metaphysics, and the Value of the Self: A 
Reply to Ginsborg, Guyer, and Schneewind,” 62–63. Specifically, Korsgaard says that immoral action is 
unintelligible from the inside: from the deliberator’s perspective or practical standpoint. I do not think 
that Engstrom refers to a practical standpoint, or to noumena, anywhere in The Form of Practical 
Knowledge. 
386 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [7]. 
387 Engstrom, “Bringing Practical Knowledge into View: Response to Bagnoli, Hill, and Reath,” 95. 
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by all persons … Kant refers to it on occasion as “the pure will,” the source of 
practical reason’s standard, the moral law. The pure will cannot be conceived as 
the source of any bad willing.388 

As practical reason itself, uncombined with anything else, there is no room in the 

concept of the pure will for a deviation from practical reason. Engstrom continues: 

But when we think of a particular will, or practical reason in an individual human 
person, we think of this capacity as situated, as in relation to a sensible nature, 
from which impulses arise that naturally affect it. It is here, in the particular will, 
that logical space opens up for the thought of a conflict in the will, or in practical 
reason. Yet the mere presence of this space does not entitle us to suppose that bad 
willing is really possible. Willing must be conceived as good until some 
encounter with actual conflict in willing demonstrates that it can be bad. Such 
experience first entitles us to modify our conception of the human will, of human 
practical reason, and to characterize it as not perfectly good in its nature 

The form of universality is still constitutive of the will so conceived, but it is no 

longer immediately constitutive, as it is for the pure will. The content of our will can 

deviate from that perfect form, when “the will allows itself to be influenced” by 

impulses affecting it.389 

Engstrom describes the relation between the form of universality and action or 

practical judgment as being, “in a nutshell,” that it is immediately constitutive of 

action “that it is determinable – regulated – by the form constitutive of its own 

validity.”390 Taken on its own, there might be both agentialist and constitutivist ways 

of reading this claim. Action could be regulated by universality just in the sense that 

universality is normative for it. As already mentioned, though, Engstrom takes Kant 

to think that an immoral action involves a self-contradiction. Immoral actions are not 

simply bad: they are self-defeating. As I understand Engstrom’s reading, for the will 

 
388 Engstrom, “Bringing Practical Knowledge into View: Response to Bagnoli, Hill, and Reath,” 94. See also 
Engstrom, The Form of Practical Knowledge, 108–11. 
389 Engstrom, “Bringing Practical Knowledge into View: Response to Bagnoli, Hill, and Reath,” 94. As 
acknowledged in §1.1.1, “immediately constitutive” is Engstrom’s own term: see his The Form of Practical 
Knowledge, 131. 
390 Engstrom, The Form of Practical Knowledge, 132. 
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which is conceived as able to act immorally, the moral law is indirectly finally 

constitutive: the will still has an aim of universality. 

A point which clearly distinguishes Engstrom’s framing of Kant’s constitutivism 

from the framings of Korsgaard, Herman, and Reath is the emphasis he places in his 

reading on practical knowledge. As practical reason in a person, Engstrom identifies 

the will itself as being a capacity for practical knowledge. By “practical knowledge,” 

Engstrom means “efficacious knowledge … of the good, or of ‘what ought to be’.”391 

Practical knowledge consists in practical judgments, by which Engstrom means 

choices of actions and, in the Kantian sense, wishes.392 To choose an action is to make 

a practical judgment, and such a judgment will be practical knowledge if it conforms 

to the standards which are constitutive for the will, as our capacity for practical 

knowledge. 

As I understand him, there are two reasons why Engstrom frames Kant’s 

conception of the will as a conception of a capacity for practical knowledge. The first 

is to emphasise what Kant’s constitutivism and constructivism have in common with 

metanormative realism and “ordinary practical thought.”393 We speak of knowing 

what we ought to do, and we make normative claims which purport to be truth-apt 

and objective. In rejecting dogmatic rationalism, Kant does not abandon these 

features of practical thought: he does not abandon cognitivism. 

The second reason why Engstrom frames the will as a capacity for knowledge is to 

emphasise “the systematic character of Kant’s thought,” and in particular the parallels 

 
391 Engstrom, The Form of Practical Knowledge, 50; and see 51–64, where Engstrom distinguishes practical 
knowledge and judgment in his senses from technical knowledge, practical knowledge in Elizabeth 
Anscombe’s sense, judgments of appraisal, and subjective evaluative judgments. 
392 For Engstrom on Kant’s conception of wish, which differs from choice in not being “joined with one’s 
consciousness of the ability to bring about its object” [MS 6:213], see especially Stephen Engstrom, 
“Reason, desire, and the will,” in Kant’s Metaphysics of Morals: A Critical Guide, ed. Lara Denis (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2010), 46–48; and The Form of Practical Knowledge, 67–69 and 79–81. 
393 Engstrom, “Bringing Practical Knowledge into View: Response to Bagnoli, Hill, and Reath,” 89. See also 
Engstrom, “Constructivism and practical knowledge,” 134–35. 
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between theoretical and practical reason.394 Practical and theoretical reason are not 

continuous: they stand in different relations to their objects, and have different 

presuppositions and accordingly different constitutive standards. In Engstrom’s 

words, however, they share “a recognizable rational-cognitive form.” If we accept that 

theoretical reasoning has standards based in reason, then the parallels between it and 

practical reasoning may help us “comprehend how morality has its basis in reason.” 

2.4.2. Engstrom’s evidence of Kant’s constitutivism 

As one might expect, the majority of the evidence Engstrom marshals for a 

constitutivist reading of Kant is also enlisted by one or more of Korsgaard, Herman, 

and Reath. There are some differences in emphasis. For example, Engstrom draws 

particular attention to Kant’s claim in the Groundwork that “all maxims have … a form, 

which consists in universality” [GMS 4:436]. If Kant means “form” in the constitutivist 

sense, as the constitutive standards of an object, then Kant is saying in this one 

sentence that universality is a constitutive standard for our maxims. If what we 

choose in our actions are maxims, or if we act insofar as we choose a maxim, then 

Kant is asserting that universality is a constitutive standard for action. What Kant’s 

“universalization test is supposed to bring to light,” Engstrom says, is “that morally 

impermissible willing is internally inconsistent.”395 On an ontological, constitutional 

level, it “is in conflict with itself.” 

A textual source on which Engstrom draws which has not already been 

mentioned in this chapter is Kant’s comparisons in the B edition of the first Critique of 

his approach to philosophy, and Copernicus’ approach to astronomy. Engstrom 

 
394 Engstrom, “Bringing Practical Knowledge into View: Response to Bagnoli, Hill, and Reath,” 90. 
395 Engstrom, The Form of Practical Knowledge, 18–19, and see also 130 and “Bringing Practical Knowledge 
into View: Response to Bagnoli, Hill, and Reath,” 93–94. 
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connects these passages and Kant’s Paradox of Method in the second Critique, which I 

mentioned earlier as a textual source to which Herman appeals (§2.2.5). 

As with the Paradox of Method, some amount of interpolation is required to bring 

Kant’s claims about Copernicus to bear on the question of how to categorise Kant’s 

metaethics. What both sets of passages describe is a method or problem which some 

might think should have led Kant towards a constitutivist view. In the preface to the B 

edition, Kant proposes that we: 

once try whether we do not get farther with the problems of metaphysics by 
assuming that the objects must conform to our cognition … This would be just 
like the first thoughts of Copernicus, who, when he did not make good progress in 
the explanation of the celestial motions if he assumed that the entire celestial 
host revolves around the observer, tried to see if he might not have greater 
success if he made the observer revolve and left the stars at rest. [KrV B xvi; see 
also B xxii] 

Engstrom describes the constitutivist approach of tracing the normativity of 

morality to “the formal presupposition of practical judgment” as “an explicit 

elaboration of the ‘Copernican’ way of thinking.”396 Constitutivism locates the 

standards of moral willing in the nature of willing itself. In that sense, it could be said 

to represent a turn from theories which locate moral standards outside of the will. 

Engstrom puts the point in terms of practical knowledge, and as mentioned, connects 

this passage to the Paradox of Method. He explains: 

When Kant says that the concept of the good must be determined after and 
through the moral law … his point is that it must be determined in accordance 
with the presupposition of the act of practical judgment in which this 
determination always consists, the presupposition that … binds it to the form of 

 
396 Engstrom, The Form of Practical Knowledge, 183. Engstrom also makes this connection between the 
Paradox of Method and the first Critique’s Copernican turn in his introduction to Werner Pluhar’s 
translation of the second Critique: see Immanuel Kant, Critique of Practical Reason, trans. Werner S. Pluhar 
(Indianapolis, IN: Hackett, 2002), xlvi–xlviii. Korsgaard alludes to the relevance of “Kant’s Copernican 
revolution” to his practical philosophy in her Fellow Creatures: Our Obligations to the Other Animals, 132–35. 
Herman refers to “a Copernican takeaway” once in The Moral Habitat, 77, but the takeaway is that moral 
agents have “a standing recursive obligation … to renew basic terms of the moral enterprise,” from a 
discussion of how basic moral terms can come to be rethought. 
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willing, or to the fundamental law of the will. And since this law and the practical 
judgments in accordance with it constitute practical knowledge, he is thereby 
expressing … his general “Copernican” proposition that objects must conform to 
our cognition. 

Another cluster of passages to which Engstrom refers as evidence for a 

constitutivist reading of Kant are those in which Kant asserts, in Engstrom’s words, 

“that morality is the condition, the sine qua non, of having a character at all.”397 

Engstrom suggests that these passages reflect the fact that the categorical imperative 

is the principle of a kind of self-agreement. This kind of self-agreement “is requisite 

for the unity of a person’s self-constituted practical self-conception.” 

There are three passages Engstrom cites in this context: one from the Doctrine of 

Method in the second Critique; and two from the Anthropology, in sections on character 

as a cast of mind and in the human species. In the first of the Anthropology passages, 

Kant says: 

To be able to simply say of a human being: “he has a character” [Charakter] is not 
only to have said a great deal about him, but is also to have praised him a great 
deal; for this is a rarity, which inspires profound respect and admiration toward 
him. … simply to have a character signifies that property of the will by which the 
subject binds himself to definite practical principles that he has prescribed to 
himself irrevocably by his own reason. Although these principles may sometimes 
indeed be false and incorrect, nevertheless the formal element of the will in 
general, to act according to firm principles (not to fly off hither and yon, like a 
swarm of gnats), has something precious and admirable in it; for it is also 
something rare. [Anth 7:291–92] 

It might not be obvious from this passage that Kant thinks morality is constitutive 

of having a character. Kant seems to deny that it is a necessary condition of having a 

character. A person can have a character and yet their principles “sometimes … be 

false and incorrect.” If an immoral agent can have “firm principles,” the last sentence 

 
397 Engstrom, The Form of Practical Knowledge, 242. 
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here might even seem to imply that there would be something “precious and 

admirable” about the firmness of them. 

However, the other two passages Engstrom cites make it clearer what Kant 

means. In the other passage from the Anthropology, Kant says: 

the first character of the human being is the capacity as a rational being to obtain 
a character as such for his own person as well as for the society in which nature 
has placed him. This capacity, however, presupposes an already favorable 
natural predisposition and a tendency to the good in him; for evil is really 
without character (since it carries within itself conflict with itself and permits no 
lasting principle in itself). [Anth 7:329] 

Immoral principles are unfit to be the “firm principles” of a person with a 

character. When Kant says that the principles of such a person may “sometimes” be 

incorrect, he does mean just sometimes: they must be exceptions. The commitments 

of an evil person are self-conflicting and, Kant seems to be saying, fragile. They can at 

best hold a person together accidentally, in favourable circumstances. 

In the passage from the second Critique, Kant is discussing what is required “to 

bring either a mind that is still uncultivated or one that is degraded onto the track of 

the morally good” [KpV 5:152]. As soon as the “leading strings” required for it to affect 

the person have been attached, Kant says: 

the pure moral motive must be brought to bear on the soul, the motive which … is 
the only one that can ground a character (a consistent practical cast of mind 
[Denkungsart] in accordance with unchangeable maxims) [KpV 5:152] 

This passage reinforces what Kant says in the others, again connecting the moral 

law to the possession of a character and to whether one’s “cast of mind” is “consistent” 

or “lasting.” If it could be argued that agents necessarily aim to have a character, then 

it could be argued that these passages are evidence of Kant’s constitutivism. 
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2.5. Further evidence for a constitutivist reading 

2.5.0. Introduction to this part 

In this chapter so far, I have reviewed the constitutivist readings of Kant 

developed by Christine Korsgaard, Barbara Herman, Andrews Reath, and Stephen 

Engstrom. In the most recent part, I turned finally to Engstrom’s reading. I explained 

how I understand Engstrom’s reading to be similar to and different from the other 

authors’ constitutivist readings. I also collected the previously uncollected passages 

which Engstrom uses as evidence of Kant’s constitutivism. 

In this final section of this chapter, I collect some additional passages which 

might be used to argue for a constitutivist reading of Kant. The majority of these 

passages are ones I am including on my own initiative, but I also draw one from the 

second Critique which is quoted by Karl Schafer in an earlier cited paper (§1.3.1). 

In order, I draw the passages in this part from the first Critique [KrV A 476/B 504 

and A 554–55/B 582–83, with GMS 4:412], the second [KpV 5:11 and 5:20, with GMS 

4:449], the Religion [RGV 6:29 and 6:58–59], and Kant’s notes and fragments [HN 17:314 

(3856) and 17:318 (3868)]. 

2.5.1. Further evidence from the first Critique 

I have described two passages in this chapter as potentially being indirect 

evidence for a constitutivist reading of Kant (§2.2.5, §2.4.2). These passages were those 

containing the Paradox of Method and Kant’s comparison of his method to that of 

Copernicus. Those passages suggest that Kant had a methodology or a mindset which 

some might think should have led him towards a constitutivist view. 
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There is another passage in the first Critique which I think could also be included 

in this category. At the beginning of the fourth section of the Antinomy of Pure 

Reason, Kant says: 

there are sciences whose nature entails that every question occurring in them 
must absolutely be answerable from what one knows, because the answer must 
arise from the same source as the question; and there it is in no way allowed to 
plead unavoidable ignorance, but rather a solution can be demanded. One must 
be able to know what is just or unjust in all possible cases in accordance with a 
rule, because our obligations are at stake, and we cannot have any obligation to 
do what we cannot know. [KrV A 476/B 504] 

Kant says here that in certain matters, “the answer must arise from the same 

source as the question,” and he appears to imply that morality or justice is one of 

those matters. These claims might be taken to chime with the spirit of constitutivism 

and constructivism. Korsgaard almost seems to paraphrase them when, in the second 

lecture of The Sources of Normativity, she describes “one of the best rules of 

philosophical methodology” as being “that a clear statement of the problem is also a 

statement of the solution.”398 Constitutivism takes the principles for answering the 

question of what to do to emerge from the nature of the question of what to do. It takes 

the problem of what action to choose, and answers it with an account of what it is to 

choose an action. 

The other passage from the first Critique which I think is worth collecting is one in 

which Kant describes an immoral action as involving an omission. On all of the 

readings of Kant I have been surveying, immoral actions are still actions. I also 

defined constitutivism itself in terms of finally constitutive standards, not 

immediately constitutive ones (§1.4.1). Agents aim to meet some standard, but do not 

fail to be agents every time they fail to do that. 

Still, one might think that the thesis that a principle is constitutive of action 

implies that immoral actions are in some sense omissive. They are omissions to resist 

 
398 Korsgaard, The Sources of Normativity, 49. 
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or overcome some interference with the proper use of our practical power. If that 

power were fully, properly used, then we would act morally. Immoral actions are a 

failure or neglect to use our power in that way, and in that sense might be thought of 

as omissive.399 

Deep in section nine of the Antinomy, Kant says that “a malicious lie, through 

which a person has brought about a certain confusion in society,” involves an 

omission of reason [KrV A 554/B 582]. Kant claims that even if we were capable of 

tracing the person’s choice to lie back to its natural causes, we would still see the 

person as having chosen freely and blame them for the lie. Kant says: 

This blame is grounded on the law of reason, which regards reason as a cause 
that, regardless of all the empirical conditions just named, could have and ought 
to have determined the conduct of the person to be other than it is. And indeed 
one regards the causality of reason not as a mere concurrence with other causes, 
but as complete in itself, even if sensuous incentives were not for it but were 
indeed entirely against it; the action is ascribed to the agent’s intelligible 
character: now, in the moment when he lies, it is entirely his fault; hence reason, 
regardless of all empirical conditions of the deed, is fully free, and this deed is to 
be attributed entirely to its failure to act. [KrV A 555/B 583] 

Kant appears at times to identify our will or our agency with reason. In 

Groundwork II, for example, he says that “the will is nothing other than practical 

reason” [GMS 4:412]. If the passage above were coupled with such an identification, it 

could be used as evidence that when we act immorally, our action is partly omissive 

and is defective as an action. 

2.5.2. Further evidence from the second Critique 

In his response to Korsgaard’s Sources lectures, Raymond Guess describes it as 

“striking” that, unlike Korsgaard with her practical identities, “Kant himself doesn’t 

 
399 See particularly Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 174–76. 
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talk about ‘identity’ in ethical contexts.”400 In her reply, Korsgaard points to the part of 

Groundwork III in which Kant says that an agent “believes himself to be” a “better 

person … when he transfers himself to the standpoint of a member of the world of 

understanding” [GMS 4:454–455].401 There is another passage Korsgaard might have 

drawn on as evidence that Kant appreciates the normativity of identity: a passage 

which might also be read as implying that the moral law is constitutive of a necessary 

identity. 

In a footnote to the preface to the second Critique, Kant discusses the relationship 

between the common meanings of terms like “permissible” and “forbidden” and what 

he means by them. Kant says: 

in the table of categories of practical reason under the heading Modality, the 
permitted and the forbidden (the practically objectively possible and impossible), 
have almost the same sense in the common use of language as the immediately 
following categories, duty and contrary to duty; here, however, the first mean that 
which harmonizes or conflicts with a merely possible practical precept (as, say, 
the solution of all problems of geometry and mechanics), the second, that which is 
similarly related to a law actually present in reason as such; and this distinction in 
meaning is not altogether foreign even to the common use of language, although 
it is somewhat unusual. Thus, for example, it is forbidden to an orator, as such, to 
forge new words or constructions; this is to some extent permitted to a poet; in 
neither case is there any thought of duty. For if anyone is willing to forfeit his 
reputation [Ruf] as an orator, no one can prevent him. [KpV 5:11] 

To sketch a possible constitutivist reading of this passage: Kant observes in the 

final two sentences that there are standards which are constitutive of certain 

contingent identities. It is constitutive of a person’s being an orator that their 

speeches are easily understandable. For an orator “to forge new words or 

constructions” would be for them to forfeit their reputation, calling, or status as one. 

Because making understandable speeches is constitutive of being an orator, it is then 

 
400 Raymond Geuss, “Morality and identity,” in The Sources of Normativity, ed. Onora O’Neill (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1996), 191. 
401 Korsgaard, The Sources of Normativity, 237–38. 
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normative for anyone’s efforts to be an orator. As Kant says, “it is forbidden to an 

orator, as such, to forge new words or constructions.” 

Kant says the difference between the normativity of the moral law and of that 

kind of standard consists in the fact that the moral law is “actually present in reason as 

such,” whereas the standard is “a merely possible practical precept.” Moral principles 

and such contingent standards are otherwise, he seems to say, “similarly related” to 

what they govern. 

What makes the normativity of the standards constitutive of being an orator 

“merely possible” is that trying to be an orator is merely possible. It is a contingent 

enterprise: one can either try to be an orator or not. If possibility is replaced by 

actuality in the moral case, one might expect Kant to think that the moral law is 

constitutive of some necessary enterprise. The moral law should be constitutive of 

something we try to do in trying to do anything. It should be constitutive of doing 

itself: it should be constitutive of agency. Moreover, to parallel the case of the orator, 

it should be normative for that reason. The moral law ought to be normative because 

it is constitutive of agency. 

This passage is clearly not conclusive evidence for a constitutivist reading of 

Kant. However, as with some of the other passages collected, it is not too difficult to 

see how it might be taken to be suggestive of such a reading. It does appear to show 

Kant identifying a standard as normative because it is internal to a contingent 

identity, and it shows Kant making a connection and comparison between that kind of 

case and the moral case. 

The next passage in need of collection from the second Critique is mentioned in 

the existing literature. Near the beginning of book one, Kant says: 

A practical rule is always a product of reason because it prescribes action as a 
means to an effect, which is its purpose. But for a being in whom reason quite 
alone is not the determining ground of the will, this rule is an imperative, that is, a 
rule indicated by an “ought,” which expresses objective necessitation to the 
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action and signifies that if reason completely determined the will the action 
would without fail take place in accordance with this rule. [KpV 5:20] 

After quoting this passage in his paper “Kant: Constitutivism as Capacities-First 

Philosophy,” Karl Schafer comments: 

the moral law can be thought of in at least two ways. First, it may be thought of as 
a principle which describes how practical reason functions insofar as it is free of 
any illicit sensible influence. In this sense, it is “descriptive” or “constitutive” of 
practical reason – although, of course, what it is describing is a teleologically-
structured faculty. But, with respect to creatures in whom reason can be 
interfered with by sensibility, the moral law may also be represented as an 
imperative – namely the categorical imperative in its various formulations. Thus, 
when we consider reason in the context of a sensibly conditioned finite subject, 
the principle of reason as a faculty will always be both constitutive (of reason’s 
exercise insofar as it is free of illicit sensible influences) and normative (for the 
subject’s thoughts and actions given that they are subject to such influences).402 

In the passage quoted from the second Critique, Kant makes the equivalent of his 

claim in Groundwork III that the moral “ought [Sollen]” is “strictly speaking a ‘will’ 

[Wollen] that holds for every rational being under the condition that reason in him is 

practical without hindrance” [GMS 4:449]. As in that Groundwork equivalent, Kant 

could be taken to be saying that certain rules are constitutive of reason. Reason itself 

would follow those rules, and so to the extent that something strayed from those 

rules, it could not be reason. 

As with the passage from the first Critique in which Kant identifies an omission of 

reason in a lie, Kant’s claim in this passage needs to be coupled with others to be 

evidence of his constitutivism. There needs to be evidence that Kant sees it as 

following from a standard’s being constitutive of practical reason that it is also finally 

constitutive of our agency. An agentialist can believe that moral standards are 

constitutive of practical reason as long as they believe that choosing our actions is 

something separate and additional. In Timmermann’s words, they can believe that we 

“are subject to the standards of practical reason not as agents or choosers, but as 

 
402 Schafer, “Kant: constitutivism as capacities-first philosophy,” 186–87. 
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rational deliberators or appraisers” who then, without self-contradiction, “can and do 

choose to act contrary to reason.”403 

The final passage worth mentioning from the second Critique is one in which Kant 

says that something’s being an object of pure practical reason is a condition of willing 

it as an end of an action. Kant says: 

By a concept of an object of practical reason I understand the representation of an 
object as an effect possible through freedom. To be an object of practical 
cognition so understood signifies, therefore, only the relation of the will to the 
action by which it or its opposite would be made real, and to appraise whether or 
not something is an object of pure practical reason is only to distinguish the 
possibility or impossibility of willing [wollen] the action by which, if we had the 
ability to do so (and experience must judge about this), a certain object would be 
made real. [KpV 5:57] 

This passage is one of the potential counterparts to the passages just mentioned in 

which Kant makes a connection between the moral law and practical reason. In this 

passage just quoted, Kant appears to say that “pure practical reason” is constitutive of 

willing. It is only possible to will an action if its “object” or end is an end of pure 

practical reason. Having an end which is an object of pure practical reason is 

therefore constitutive of an action’s being able to be willed. If the moral law is 

constitutive of practical reason, it will be constitutive of the ends of pure practical 

reason. In this way, this passage seems to be evidence that Kant thinks the moral law 

is constitutive of willing. It is evidence of Kant’s constitutivism if what Kant means by 

“willing” is our attempts to be agents and act. 

2.5.3. Further evidence from the Religion 

The first of the two passages which I think are worth adding from the Religion is 

one in which Kant makes another version of his claim that our capacity to do evil is an 

 
403 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 146. 
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incapacity. In the first book of the Religion, in the section concerning our propensity 

to evil, Kant writes: 

Here, … we are only talking of a propensity to genuine evil, i.e. moral evil, which, 
since it is only possible as the determination of a free power of choice and this 
power for its part can be judged good or evil only on the basis of its maxims, must 
reside in the subjective ground of the possibility of the deviation of the maxims 
from the moral law. … the will’s capacity or incapacity [die … Fähigkeit oder 
Unfähigkeit der Willkür] arising from this natural propensity to adopt or not to 
adopt the moral law in its maxims can be called the good or the evil heart. [RGV 
6:29] 

All of the authors canvassed in this chapter cite the passage from the Metaphysics 

in which Kant describes “the possibility of deviating” from “the internal lawgiving of 

reason” as “an inability” or incapacity [MS 6:227].404 There is a significant difference 

between Kant’s phrasings of that claim in the Metaphysics and here, four or five years 

earlier, in the Religion.405 Kant uses different words for an inability or incapacity: 

„Unfähigkeit“ in the Religion; „Unvermögen“ in the Metaphysics. This is a significant 

difference because the latter has connotations which the former does not. 

„Vermögen“ can also mean a fortune, or wealth. That association of that word might 

lend support to an argument that by an „Unvermögen“ Kant does not literally mean a 

capacity to be defective, but rather an ability that is unfortunate or worthless.406 While 

it could still be argued that Kant does not mean a capacity to be defective in the 

Religion, such an argument would not be lent more plausibility by a secondary 

meaning of his chosen word. 

 
404 Korsgaard’s use of that passage was covered in §2.1.4, and Herman’s in §2.2.3. Reath refers to it in “Did 
Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub Ratione Boni?” 242. I am not aware of a place that Engstrom refers 
directly to the claim that our capacity to act immorally is an incapacity, but in The Form of Practical 
Knowledge, 190, he refers to these pages of the Metaphysics as discussing “the freedom that belongs 
constitutively to the free power of choice and lies in the bare capacity to choose in accordance with such 
cognition’s form.” 
405 The first book of the Religion was initially published on its own, in the Berlinische Monatsschrift, in 1792. 
The full Religion was then published in 1793, although dated 1794. The two parts of the Metaphysics were 
published separately but each for the first time in 1797. 
406 I owe this point to a conversation with Ralf Bader. 
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The second passage which seems worth mentioning comes at the beginning of the 

Religion’s second book. There, Kant briefly covers the difference between his account 

of immoral action and that of the Stoics. As Kant appears to understand them, the 

Stoics have something close to a constitutivist view. He takes them to derive their 

moral principle from freedom, understood as “independence from the power of the 

inclinations” [RGV 6:58]. He then takes them to understand immoral action as an 

“omission to combat” our inclinations [RGV 6:59]. Since we are free and able to resist 

them, our failure to do so is still “contrary to duty (a transgression).” 

What is noteworthy about this part of the Religion is how little of the Stoic view 

Kant expresses an objection to. Kant is obviously content with its grounding of the 

moral law in freedom and in “reason … commanding absolutely” [RGV 6:58]. More 

significantly, though, Kant does not say that the Stoics are wrong to see immoral 

actions as at least partly omissive. All he says is that they “mistake the real opponent 

of goodness” with whom we, as moral agents, “stand in combat” [RGV 6:59]. 

In the Stoic view, Kant says: 

everything [is] quite correctly apportioned … provided that one attributes to the 
human being an uncorrupted will, unhesitatingly incorporating these laws into 
its maxims. The mistake of those philosophers, however, lay in just this last 
presupposition. For no matter how far back we direct our attention to our moral 
state, we find that this state is no longer res integra … genuine evil consists in our 
will not to resist the inclinations when they invite transgression, and this 
disposition is the really true enemy. … to the extent that specific principles of 
moral goodness ought to be present yet, as maxims, are not, we must presuppose 
in the subject somebody else opposing them [RGV 6:58] 

As I understand it, Kant’s objection to the Stoic view begins with the claim that we 

can ask what the grounds or the origins of any free immoral action are. The answer 

cannot simply be that the action has its origins in our inclinations. An action which 

was entirely attributable to our inclinations would merely be an effect of those 

inclinations. 
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For it to instead be our own free action, we must make some contribution to an 

immoral action’s genesis. If we must make some contribution to the genesis of our 

actions, then they cannot be wholly omissive. They cannot just be passive failures to 

resist our inclinations. We must make a choice not to resist those inclinations: a 

choice which cannot in turn be traced back to those inclinations. 

Kant thinks that our immoral actions must be traceable, ultimately, to an original 

free choice to be self-loving or evil. On his theory, this choice is our “propensity to 

evil” [RGV 6:28], which Kant here calls a “disposition” and “our will not to resist the 

inclinations.” Since our propensity to evil is our own choice or doing, immoral actions 

are not wholly omissive on his theory in the way that would engage his objection to 

the Stoic view. 

If Kant’s view were just the Stoic one with this objection avoided in this way, 

however, immoral actions would still be partly omissive on his view. They would 

simply be omissions to resist our chosen propensity to evil, rather than omissions to 

resist our inclinations. As mentioned, Kant does not seem to take issue with the fact 

that the Stoics see immoral actions as partly omissive. He seems to say that it is 

possible to see an omission as “contrary to duty (a transgression)” [RGV 6:59]. 

If one took the admiration Kant expresses for the Stoic view to be evidence that 

his objection to it is his only objection, then this part of the Religion could be evidence 

that Kant sees immoral actions as partly omissive or defective. As previously 

explained (§2.5.1), one might think that constitutivism makes immoral actions in 

some sense omissive. If Kant thinks immoral actions are in some sense omissive, then 

that might seem to fit with his being a constitutivist. 

2.5.4. Further evidence from Kant’s notes and fragments 

The final two passages which I think are worth collecting from Kant’s corpus are 

annotations he made to his copy of Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten’s Metaphysica. 
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Erich Adickes dated the first of these annotations to between 1764 and 1769. He dated 

the second to between 1764 and 1778. If Adickes’ ranges are reliable, both notes 

predate the A edition of the first Critique in 1781, and the first and possibly the second 

predate the Inaugural Dissertation in 1770. 

In the first note, Kant writes: 

In the case of freedom, to be determined means not to be passive, either through 
the way in which objects affect or through a highest productive cause. I can say: 
at this moment I am free (liber aut devinctus) and unconstrained to do what I 
prefer; yet it is unavoidably necessary that I act thus. It is a law of self-activity, 
which makes the opposite impossible. Even with regard to the morally evil one 
can be determined by just such a free resolve. No! one can be determined to that 
only passively or not at all, because the free will always remains and thus cannot 
be constrained at all, but does not always exercise its activity. [HN 17:314 (3856)] 

In the second half of this annotation, Kant appears to say that one can only be 

determined to immoral action “passively or not at all.” He also claims that the free 

will “does not always exercise its activity.” Kant seems to be saying that the free will is 

inactive in an evil act. 

In the second of the two annotations, Kant writes: 

The faculty for actively willing the known good that is in our power is freedom; 
but the faculty for willing the known evil the hindrance of which is in our power 
does not belong equally necessarily to freedom. The latter is also not really a 
faculty, but a possibility of being acted upon. Evil actions certainly stand under 
freedom, but do not happen through it. [HN 17:318 (3868)] 

Kant seems to make a few significant claims in this short passage. Firstly, he says 

our faculty for acting immorally is “not really a faculty.” This claim foreshadows 

those Kant later makes in the Religion and the Metaphysics: that “the possibility of the 

deviation of the maxims from the moral law” is an “incapacity” [RGV 6:29], and that 

the possibility of deviating from “the internal lawgiving of reason … is an inability” 

[MS 6:227]. 
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Secondly, Kant says that our “faculty” for acting immorally is really “a possibility 

of being acted upon.” Kant presumably means by this that to choose an immoral 

action is to allow yourself to be acted upon by your inclinations. Thirdly, despite the 

foregoing, Kant says that “evil actions certainly stand under freedom.” He could mean 

by this that evil actions are freely done, but are in some sense not an exercise of 

freedom. 

These annotations predate significant developments in Kant’s thinking, and they 

do not form part of works that Kant himself thought fit to publish. Still, they could be 

taken to be evidence that, at some point, Kant thought immoral actions were less than 

full instances of agency. They could also be taken to give context to what Kant does 

say in his published works, suggesting how to read them. Directly or indirectly, they 

could be taken to be evidence that Kant thinks the moral law is constitutive of agency. 
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3. Challenging constitutivist readings 

3.1. Reviewing the evidence 

3.1.0. Introduction to this chapter and part 

In the first chapter of this thesis, I defined constitutivism and distinguished it 

from agentialism. In the second, I collected passages from Kant’s corpus which might 

be appealed to as evidence of his constitutivism. In this third and final chapter, I 

consider whether those passages are equally compatible with an agentialist reading of 

Kant. I also respond to a selection of objections to constitutivist readings of Kant. 

The argument of this chapter is the argument of this thesis as a whole. Kant is not 

specific enough about his metaethics to settle the question of whether or not he is a 

constitutivist. The passages I collected in the previous chapter are consistent with a 

nonconstitutivist, agentialist reading of Kant. At the same time, constitutivist readings 

of Kant are not proved wrong by the best objections to them in the literature. 

In this first half of the chapter, I begin by trying to articulate the question to 

which it is a problem that Kant never gives a clear and direct answer. I identify this 

question as that of why we ought to act justifiably. I distinguish this question from the 

more plausibly trivial or misguided one of why we ought to reason rationally. 

From the fact that Kant never clearly answers the former question, it does not 

follow that it cannot be established whether Kant is an agentialist or a constitutivist, if 

he is either. Kant might make other claims which allow his answer to that question to 

be inferred, or which make it significantly more plausible that he wants to give one 

kind of answer rather than another. 
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In the second to seventh sections of this part, however, I separate into groups the 

passages from the previous chapter which might have seemed to be evidence of Kant’s 

constitutivism. I argue that none of those passages make it implausible that Kant is an 

agentialist rather than a constitutivist. The passages which suggest that Kant sees evil 

as unintelligible are equally compatible with his believing that the moral law is only 

constitutive of practical reason. In the passages in which Kant describes our capacity 

for evil as incapacity, both constitutivist and agentialist readers of Kant want to 

interpret him as thinking that immoral actions are still actions. As I noted Reath 

admits (§2.3.1), the evidence that Kant believes we act under a guise of justification or 

the good is indecisive. The passages where Kant talks about imperatives or oughts 

presuppose the normativity of acting justifiably. Finally, Kant’s claims about the idea 

of freedom, which I suggested Korsgaard takes to amount to a constitutive aim 

(§2.1.1), are too thin and vague to clearly demand a constitutivist reading of him. 

I will more fully introduce the task of the second part of this chapter at the 

beginning of it (§3.2.0). As mentioned, I begin this part by trying to pinpoint the issue 

about which Kant is too unclear. 

3.1.1. The normativity of acting justifiably 

At the end of the first chapter of this thesis, I suggested that agentialist and 

constitutivist readers of Kant can agree about everything downstream of the question 

of why he thinks we ought to act justifiably (§1.4.5). It is unclear whether Kant is a 

constitutivist because it is unclear how he wants to answer that question. Kant never 

explicitly addresses the issue of why our actions are subject to a justification 

requirement. 

I also suggested that in Kant’s philosophy, the question of why we ought to act 

justifiably is equivalent to the question of why we ought to act as if reason in us were 

“practical without hindrance” [GMS 4:449]. It is not original to think that Kant does not 

address this latter question. In the second Critique, Kant has often been read as taking 
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for granted the normativity of justification or of morality directly, as part of a “great 

reversal” of his argument.407 

The same lacuna in the Groundwork is suggested by H. J. Paton in his book, The 

Categorical Imperative. By the moment in the Groundwork which Paton is discussing, 

Kant thinks that he has shown that “the principle of autonomy” is the principle “on 

which a rational agent would necessarily act, if reason had full control over his 

passions.”408 Paton notes: 

It may be suggested that we have still to explain how this principle can be an 
imperative, a principle on which a rational agent ought to act if he is irrational 
enough to be tempted to do otherwise. 

Paton, however, takes Kant to think that nothing more needs to be said on this 

question. If a person would act in some way were reason in them practical without 

hindrance, then they ought to act in that way. On Kant’s view, Paton continues: 

Once we have accepted the principle of autonomy as one on which a rational 
agent as such would necessarily act, we require no further synthetic a priori 
proposition in order to assert that it is also a categorical imperative for imperfect 
rational agents. 

Paton tries to demystify Kant’s thinking on this point by linking it to his account 

of hypothetical imperatives. Paton adds: 

Kant’s whole procedure bears out this view, which is also confirmed by his 
treatment of hypothetical imperatives. Once he has established the principle that 
a rational agent as such, if he wills the end, must necessarily will the means, Kant 
finds no difficulty – perhaps he should have found more – in turning it into a 
hypothetical imperative: he takes it for granted that if anything is what a rational 
agent as such would necessarily do, it is also what a rational agent ought to do, 
should he be tempted to do otherwise. Exactly the same assumption is made in 
the case of the categorical imperative, and the passage from a moral principle to a 
categorical imperative is in no need of further justification, although it may be 

 
407 Karl Ameriks, Kant’s Theory of Mind: An Analysis of the Paralogisms of Pure Reason, 2nd ed. (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, [1982] 2000), 226. 
408 H. J. Paton, The Categorical Imperative (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1971), 247. 
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defended by the contention that the intelligible world is the ground of the 
sensible world. 

As Paton says here, if just in passing: perhaps Kant should have found more 

difficulty with the assumption that we ought to act as unhinderedly rational agents 

would. One can ask why we ought to make that assumption: why we should see 

ourselves as required to act as if reason in us were practical without hindrance. Kant 

needs to have some kind of response to that question, even if that response is not 

exactly an answer, but rather an argument that the question is misguided, or an 

admission that he has nothing to say to those who want an answer. 

The question of why we ought to act as unhinderedly rational agents would might 

sound misguided. It might sound like a demand for a reason to be rational: for a 

reason to act for reasons. In a sense, it is, but not in a sense which makes this question 

misguided. As I understand it, it is equivalent to the question of why our actions are a 

kind of thing for which we need reasons. 

The similar-sounding question which might be misguided is that of why we ought 

to reason rationally. Plausibly, if you are not aiming to reason rationally, then you are 

not reasoning at all. You are indulging in wishful thinking, or in despair, or just 

playing with propositions. If this were the question Kant does not directly answer, 

then one might not see that as an issue. 

As a way of trying to keep the distinction between these questions clear, I will set 

aside Kant and Paton’s talk of unhindered rationality, and instead frame the question 

in the way that I have been framing it: as the question of why we ought to act 

justifiably. This way of speaking also fits well with some of the other secondary 

literature: in particular, with Henry Allison’s claim that Kant’s moral argument is 

underpinned by the premise that we are subject to a “justification requirement.”409 

 
409 Allison, Kant’s Theory of Freedom, 208. 
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Both constitutivist readers of Kant like Korsgaard, Herman, Reath, and Engstrom, 

and agentialist readers like Sensen, Timmermann, and Allison, agree that Kant thinks 

we ought to act justifiably: that we are subject to a justification requirement. This 

claim sounds almost trivial, but it does say something about the structure of Kant’s 

position. The categorical imperative or the moral law is normative for Kant because it 

is the standard of justification for our maxims. In Timmermann’s words, “what makes 

morally bad action bad is that it is unjustifiable;” bad actions “are groundless, and 

that is precisely what makes them bad.”410 In Allison’s, “the legislative authority of the 

moral law is a function of its justificatory force.”411 Earlier, I explained how Korsgaard 

takes Kant to think that the categorical imperative emerges as the only principle that 

can make free choices “justifiable” (§2.1.1).412 I also mentioned how Herman reads 

Kant as thinking that only the categorical imperative can support “a self-consistent 

course of reasoning” (§2.2.5).413 

As applied to Kant’s position, I think that it is helpful to frame the disagreement 

between constitutivism and agentialism as a disagreement about this fundamental 

question of why it is normative for us to act justifiably. On a constitutivist reading, the 

normativity of this justification requirement emerges from an aim or guiding 

principle which Kant is seen as asserting that we cannot help but have. On Herman, 

Reath, and Engstrom’s readings as I understand them, Kant thinks we aim to act 

validly or justifiably, and that makes it normative to do so. Again as earlier explained 

(§2.1.1), I take Korsgaard’s reading to be somewhat more complicated. We are aiming 

to be the authors or law-governed causes of our actions. That sets up a regress of 

choices of laws which amounts to a demand for justification. To do what we cannot 

help but be trying to do, our actions must be justifiable. 

 
410 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 124. 
411 Allison, Kant’s Theory of Freedom, 117. 
412 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 163. 
413 Herman, “Embracing Kant’s Formalism,” 52. 
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On an agentialist reading, the normativity of the justification requirement has 

some other explanation, but one which is still seen as tied to our being the kind of 

agents that we are. In the final section of the first chapter of this thesis, I suggested 

that Allison reads Kant as thinking that for the moral law to be normative for our 

agency, it is sufficient for it to be constitutive of justification (§1.4.5). Normative 

questions arise within the practice of justification. If we abandon the aim of acting 

rationally, then in Allison’s words, “there is no longer any place for talk of principles 

and their evaluation.”414 I take Timmermann and Sensen’s readings of Kant to be 

similar. If the categorical imperative is constitutive of practical reason, then it is 

normative for us “insofar as we ask questions about what we should do.”415 

Since agentialist and constitutivist readings of Kant agree that he sees a 

justification requirement as normative, for my purposes, the question of how Kant 

thinks that leads to moral requirements can be bracketed and set aside. In principle, 

an agentialist and a constitutivist could read Kant in the same way downstream of that 

requirement’s being normative. Whether Kant is an agentialist or a constitutivist is 

settled just by his answer to the question of why we should act justifiably. 

As Paton’s comments suggest, though, I do not think that this is actually a 

question which Kant ever addresses. I do not think Kant ever does explain why we 

ought to act in a justifiable way. I think that both constitutivist and agentialist 

readings of Kant assume he wants to give a certain answer to that question. In doing 

so, they go beyond the text: Kant does not commit himself to either position. 

Proving that Kant neither answers this question directly, nor says anything which 

makes one answer decisively more plausible, is an inherently more difficult 

undertaking than it would be to show that he gives some answer. However, in the 

previous chapter of this thesis, I collected a range of passages which either have been 

 
414 Allison, “Kant on Freedom: A Reply to My Critics,” 118. 
415 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 151; and see Sensen, “Kant’s Constitutivism,” 201–02 and 
218–19. 
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or might be taken to be evidence of Kant’s constitutivism specifically. In the following 

sections, I sort those passages into six groups. I explain why none of those groups of 

passages make a constitutivist reading of Kant decisively more plausible than an 

agentialist reading of him. The groups contain the more methodological or 

miscellaneous passages; passages on evil’s intelligibility; on the proper use of our 

freedom; about the guise of the good; about oughts or imperatives; and about the idea 

of freedom. 

3.1.2. Methodology and miscellany 

The first group of passages to address are those in which Kant makes 

methodological or miscellaneously suggestive claims. I think that the methodological 

subgroup can be addressed together. These are Kant’s claims that the answers to 

certain questions “must arise from the same source as the question” [KrV A 476/B 504]; 

his comparisons of his method to that of Copernicus [KrV B xvi and B xxii]; and I think 

his claims that the law is prior to the good [KpV 5:63–64]. 

At most, I think these passages are suggestive that Kant’s metaethics should be 

antirealist. They are too blunt to be evidence that Kant is an agentialist rather than a 

constitutivist. Agentialists as much as constitutivists can think that the moral law is 

accessible from an interrogation of the nature of our agency; that moral knowledge is 

mind-dependent, its objects conforming to our cognition; and that it does not depend 

on an independently normative good. 

A first passage in the miscellaneously suggestive subcategory is the one 

containing Kant’s claims about what “is forbidden to an orator” at the cost of forfeiting 

one’s „Ruf“ [KpV 5:11]. This claim does have a constitutivist sound to it. A 

nonconstitutivist reading on which one’s „Ruf“ is one’s reputation as an orator rather 

than one’s status as one is, however, clearly possible too. Even if it were not, Kant 

could have thought that the fact that the moral law is “actually present in reason” 
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meant its normativity needed a different explanation to that of “a merely possible 

practical precept.” 

A second passage to address is the one at the beginning of the second book of the 

Religion in which Kant praises the Stoics’ view but claims that they “mistook their 

enemy” [RGV 6:57]. The significance of this passage is that the Stoic view Kant 

describes sounds potentially constitutivist, yet Kant’s sole criticism of the view is not 

that it is constitutivist. There are a number of different lines of response an agentialist 

reader might take here, including just insisting that the passage is too far removed 

from the question of Kant’s own metaethics. 

I think the least evasive response would be that the problem Kant identifies with 

the Stoic view, namely its unworkable account of immoral action, is actually one 

which could have led Kant to abandon its constitutivist commitments, if he took it to 

have them. Kant says that the problem with the Stoic view is its account of immoral 

action, but he does not say that his solution to that problem has no metanormative 

ramifications. 

Two more passages belonging in this group if anywhere are Kant’s claim that the 

moral law “makes us conscious of the independence of our power of choice” [RGV 

6:26], and his claim that our “propensity to evil is a deed” [RGV 6:31]. Herman seems to 

invoke the first passage, or one near it, as evidence that the moral law is constitutive 

of even our ability to make comparative judgments (§2.2.5). Korsgaard seems to 

invoke the second as evidence that our natural, constitutive state is a morally 

righteous one: that our being evil requires a contrary choice (§2.1.4). 

I am not sure how the first passage would be evidence of Kant’s constitutivism in 

itself. I address the footnote from which it comes later in this chapter, since as a 

whole it has been taken to be evidence against Kant’s constitutivism (§3.2.2). The 

second passage is not relevant to Kant’s constitutivism. However it came about, our 

propensity to evil is a feature of the kind of agency we have now (§3.2.6). 
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3.1.3. The unintelligibility of evil 

A second, and the largest, group of passages is that of those suggesting immoral 

actions are in some sense unintelligible. Included in this category are the passages 

where Kant refers to the Fall of Man [RGV 6:18 and 6:40]; to the evil in us having “no 

conceivable ground” [RGV 6:43]; and to that evil being the product of “a scuffle” 

between our reason and animality [MAM 8:115]. This category also seems the best 

place for Kant’s claims that a malicious lie involves an omission of reason [KrV A 554–

55/B 582–83], and that “pure reason” is only “of itself practical” through “the 

subjection of the maxim of every action to the condition of its qualifying as universal 

law” [MS 6:214]. 

A number of other passages also belong in this group: firstly, the passages that 

Engstrom cites about how only morality or firm principles can ground a person’s 

character [KpV 5:152; Anth 7:329 and 7:291–92]. I take Kant to be saying in these 

passages that immorality is arbitrary in a way that morality is not. Immoral principles 

are unsuited to ground a character because they are in turn without grounds. In the 

same way, the passage that Herman cites about how practical reasoning cannot begin 

with hypothetical imperatives belongs in this group [GMS 4:441]. Reasoning which 

does not proceed from or to the categorical imperative is arbitrary and unintelligible 

in a way that morally grounded reasoning is not. 

This is also what I understand to be the thrust of Kant’s claim in the second 

Critique that the moral law “alone is competent to determine” a free will “necessarily” 

[KpV 5:29]. The moral law can be justified and grounded in a way that no other law 

can be. A free will’s determination by any other law would be arbitrary, and in that 

sense not a determination of it “necessarily.” 

These passages are all consistent with a constitutivist reading of Kant, but they 

are perfectly consistent with an agentialist reading too. Agentialists can believe that 

moral evil is unintelligible in this same sense of being unreasonable and arbitrary. 

They are evidence Kant thinks that immorality cannot be rationalised and justified, 
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but all sorts of understandings of his metaethics are compatible with his thinking 

that. 

3.1.4. Improper uses of our freedom 

A closely related group of passages are those in which Kant suggests that immoral 

actions are an improper use of our freedom, or are even in some sense less free. I take 

Kant’s claim that “the possibility of deviating” from “the internal lawgiving of reason 

… is an inability” [MS 6:227] to fall into this category, along with its equivalent in the 

Religion that the will’s capacity “not to adopt the moral law” is an “incapacity” [RGV 

6:29]. 

Two other subgroups of passages also belong here. The first are those in which 

Kant suggests that freedom comes with laws or is constitutively under them. By these, 

I have in mind his claims that a free will without laws “would be an absurdity” [GMS 

4:446]; that “a free will and a will under moral laws are one and the same” [GMS 4:447]; 

and that “freedom and unconditional practical law reciprocally imply each other” 

[KpV 5:29]. 

Forming the other subgroup are Kant’s annotations to his copy of Baumgarten’s 

Metaphysica, in which he seems to say that an immoral action is less of an exercise of 

freedom. In the first one I earlier cited (§2.5.4), Kant says that “one can be determined 

to [the morally evil] only passively or not at all” [HN 17:314 (3856)]. In the second, he 

says that “the faculty for willing the known evil the hindrance of which is in our 

power does not belong equally necessarily to freedom,” and is “not really a faculty, 

but a possibility of being acted upon” [HN 17:318 (3868)]. 

All of these passages are striking. It is easy to see how they could be taken to 

suggest that Kant thinks of an immoral action as less of an action than a moral one. An 

important point to keep in mind, though, is that even constitutivist readers of Kant 
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want to interpret him as thinking that immoral actions are still actions, are still 

imputable, and are still freely done. 

The kind of position which these passages suggest on their face is a more radical 

and implausible one than at least Korsgaard, Engstrom, Reath, and Herman want to 

claim Kant is committed to.416 It is more like a position which Allison argues against 

attributing to Kant in his paper, “Morality and Freedom: Kant’s Reciprocity Thesis.” 

Allison acknowledges: 

the common objection that the Reciprocity Thesis, particularly as presented in 
the Groundwork, leads Kant to the devastating consequence that we are free only 
insofar as we act in obedience to the categorical imperative. This consequence is 
devastating not only because it entails that we are not responsible for either our 
immoral or our morally neutral actions, but also because it suggests that even our 
morally good actions (actions performed for the sake of duty) are due ultimately 
to a fortuitous lack of interference by nature (in the guise of sensuous inclination) 
with the autonomous workings of pure practical reason.417 

Allison takes “perhaps the single most important Kantian text” bearing on these 

issues to be the already mentioned passage from the Metaphysics in which Kant 

describes our capacity to deviate from reason’s lawgiving as “an inability” [MS 

6:227].418 Allison suggests that Kant says this “presumably because” that irrational 

capacity “cannot be ascribed to perfectly rational beings.”419 

I am not sure it is plausible that Kant has perfectly rational beings in mind every 

time he seems to suggest that immoral actions are lesser uses of our freedom. I do 

think it is plausible, though, that all of the passages collected in this group are 

actually about the irrationality of an immoral action. Kant clearly thinks that 

 
416 As noted earlier (§2.2.6, §2.3.3), Korsgaard interprets Kant’s conception of freedom differently to other 
constitutivist readers of Kant. She might take the passages in this section to be evidence for her 
interpretation of that conception. However, I will argue later in this part of this chapter that Korsgaard’s 
interpretation of that conception is compatible with agentialism (§3.1.7). 
417 Allison, “Morality and Freedom: Kant’s Reciprocity Thesis,” 418. 
418 Allison, “Morality and Freedom: Kant’s Reciprocity Thesis,” 421. 
419 Allison, “Morality and Freedom: Kant’s Reciprocity Thesis,” 423. 
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something is missing from an immoral action. Both constitutivist and agentialist 

readings need to say what that it is. Neither want to say that the missing element is 

literally the action’s imputability or freedom. Reason is the obvious other candidate. 

An immoral action is omissive in the sense that immoral actions are irrational and so 

less fully expressions of our powers of reason. This kind of interpretation of these 

passages is as open to agentialist readers of Kant as it is to constitutivist ones. As such, 

the passages do not seem to me to be evidence that Kant is a constitutivist rather than 

an agentialist. 

3.1.5. The guise of the good 

The fourth group into which I want to sort the previous chapter’s passages is that 

of those which could be taken to suggest that Kant thinks we always see our actions as 

justifiable. A first subgroup in this category are the passages which could be taken to 

suggest that Kant believes our actions are always chosen with the cooperation of our 

reason. 

In that subgroup fall Kant’s claims that “the will is nothing other than practical 

reason” [GMS 4:412], and that “insofar as it can determine choice,” the will is 

“practical reason itself” [MS 6:213]. These passages could be taken to suggest that 

insofar as we will anything, we will the course of action which we take to be 

supported by reason. A similar-sounding claim appears in the second Critique, where 

Kant seems to connect “whether or not something is an object of pure practical 

reason” to “the possibility or impossibility of willing” an action which has that end or 

object [KpV 5:57]. 

If Kant’s incorporation thesis were taken as evidence of his constitutivism, it 

would be as evidence of this same kind: that we see our actions as justified. In this 

thesis in the Religion, Kant says that Willkür “cannot be determined to action through 

any incentive except so far as the human being … has made it into a [general] rule for 

himself” [RGV 6:23–24]. Reath takes this passage to be evidence that Kant thinks that 
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reason is involved in any action (§2.3.5). Kant’s claims about how our faculty of desire 

works “by means of one’s representations” [MS 6:211] also belong here, suggesting a 

role for reason in the production of an action. 

Forming a second subgroup are the passages which could be taken to suggest that 

we do not completely give up on universality or generality when we act in 

particularistic, immoral ways. Kant’s claim in the Groundwork that the “form” of a 

maxim “consists in universality” [GMS 4:436] might be taken to be of this kind. More 

obviously, in the Religion, Kant says that in an immoral action, “the moral law” is still 

incorporated into our maxim but is “subordinated” to “the law of self-love” [RGV 6:36]. 

A final passage in this group on the guise of the good, belonging in a subgroup of 

its own, is Kant’s claim in the second Critique that “we find our pathologically 

determinable self, even though it is quite unfit to give universal law through its 

maxims, nevertheless striving antecedently to make its claims primary and originally 

valid” [KpV 5:74]. This claim does not imply on its face that we always judge our 

actions to be justified, but it suggests that we habitually try to see how the ways we 

want to act could be justified. 

As I noted in introducing his reading earlier (§2.3.1), Reath himself accepts that 

“the texts are not decisive” on the question of whether Kant thinks “we can freely and 

intentionally choose actions and ends that we see are not universally justifiable.”420 

The bearing of all of these passages on that question might be challenged in a 

piecemeal way. The passages about willing, to start, might be taken to be about Wille 

but not Willkür. To borrow Timmermann’s earlier quoted phrasing (§1.3.5), they might 

be about willing “in that narrow, peculiarly Kantian sense” in which “only the rational 

desire effected by pure practical reason counts as ‘willing.’”421 

 
420 Reath, “Did Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub Ratione Boni?” 235. 
421 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 146 and 127. See also, later in this chapter, §3.2.4. 
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As Reath notes, the incorporation thesis is also only at best suggestive of reason’s 

role in our willing, as is the claim that our wills or faculties of desire work via 

representations. Moreover, even if we cannot completely give up on moral motivation 

or on rationalising our actions, it does not follow that we are always ultimately guided 

by our judgments about what would be justified. 

I think the bearing of the passages in this group on the question of whether Kant 

is a constitutivist can also be challenged in a less piecemeal way. It can be challenged 

by distinguishing between two importantly different theses. The first thesis is that we 

inescapably aim to act in a justifiable way. The second thesis is that one of the things 

we do in choosing an action is mentally present it to ourselves as justifiable.422 

The first of these two theses leads naturally to constitutivism. Kant believes that 

he can show that the only justifiable way of acting is morally. If he is right, and we 

inescapably aim to act justifiably, then whatever other aims we choose to have, we 

will only meet our aims as a whole by acting morally. That might then be what it is for 

morality to be normative. 

The second of the two theses does not lead naturally to constitutivism. What I 

mean by mentally presenting an action to oneself as justifiable is something 

analogous to telling oneself that the action is justifiable. We can tell ourselves and 

others that our actions are justifiable without really believing it, and without really 

caring about or being committed to our actions’ justifiability. Kant might subscribe to 

this second thesis because he believes that justification is normative, and that the pull 

of its normativity demands from us some psychological acknowledgment. We do not 

need to give in to the demands of justification, but we always need at least to go 

through the motions of telling ourselves that the way in which we are acting is 

justifiable. 

 
422 I say “mentally present” rather than “represent” here as a way of trying to avoid confusion with the 
sense in which someone like Herman takes Kant to think we represent our actions as meeting a principle 
(§2.2.2). I explain what I mean in the paragraph after next. 
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For the passages in this group to be evidence of Kant’s constitutivism on their 

own, they would need to discriminate between these two theses: they would need to 

be better evidence that Kant subscribes to the first thesis than they are that he 

subscribes to the second. I do not think that any of the passages in this group do meet 

that condition. They are simply too blunt – too merely suggestive – to be evidence 

Kant thinks we aim to act justifiably. 

The first three passages I mentioned have the strongest claims to be exceptions to 

this: the ones in which Kant either says that the will is practical reason [GMS 4:412; MS 

6:213], or that being an object of pure practical reason is a condition of an end’s being 

willed [KpV 5:57]. With regards to the first two passages, however, I think it is worth 

pointing out that if Kant thinks the will is practical reason, he also thinks that 

practical reason is, at least in part, the will. From the identity of the will and practical 

reason, it does not necessarily follow that our wills are always rationally guided. It 

just as readily follows that practical reason in us can feign the motions of justification 

in the way that our wills seem able to. In the particular sections from which these 

passages are taken, it is not obvious that Kant is trying to press the identity in either 

direction. He seems simply to be engaged in a kind of classificatory architectonic. 

In the third of the passages, Kant seems to connect “whether or not something is 

an object of pure practical reason” to “the possibility or impossibility of willing” an 

action with that object as its end [KpV 5:57]. In this passage, it does seem clear in 

which direction the relation between willing and practical reasoning is going. I think 

it is also clear, though, that Kant is using “that narrow, peculiarly Kantian sense” of 

“willing.”423 As noted in the previous section, neither constitutivists nor agentialists 

want to read Kant as saying that we never will immoral actions in the sense of 

choosing to do them. 

 
423 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 146. 
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3.1.6. Imperatives and oughts 

The remaining two groups of passages are the ones in which I think Kant comes 

closest to addressing the question of why acting justifiably is normative. In this fifth 

group are those in which Kant speaks directly either about a practical ought or about 

normativity. 

Firstly, both in the Groundwork and in the second Critique, Kant explains that the 

moral ought expresses what we would do under the perfect control of reason. In the 

Groundwork, he says that the “ought” in the claim that I ought to “subject myself” to 

the moral principle “is strictly speaking a ‘will’ that holds for every rational being 

under the condition that reason in him is practical without hindrance” [GMS 4:449]. In 

the second Critique, Kant similarly writes that “an ‘ought’ … expresses objective 

necessitation to the action and signifies that if reason completely determined the will 

the action would without fail take place” [KpV 5:20]. 

These claims might be read in either a normative or a metanormative way. Read 

in a normative way, Kant is simply saying that we ought to do what an unhinderedly 

rational agent would do. Read in a metanormative way, Kant is saying that an action’s 

being what an unhinderedly rational agent would do is what it is for that action to be 

one we ought to do. 

These readings are each compatible with both constitutivism and agentialism. If 

the claims are read in the normative way, a constitutivist and an agentialist would 

then go on to give different accounts of why we ought to act as an unhinderedly 

rational agent would. A constitutivist would say that doing so is the only or the best 

way of pursuing an aim we cannot help but have. An agentialist might say that the 

normative question arises with the practice of justification, and that the unhinderedly 

rational agent models acting justifiably; or they might say that part of what it is to be 

an agent is to accept the normativity of acting justifiably. 
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If the claims are read in the metanormative way, these further accounts become 

explanations of why those metanormative claims are correct. What we ought to do 

consists in what an unhinderedly rational agent would do because we have a certain 

mental state. On the constitutivist reading, that mental state is a conative one: an aim. 

On the agentialist reading, it is the cognitive or affective state corresponding to our 

acceptance of the normativity of justification or practical reason. 

I agree with Schafer that Kant’s claims about the moral ought add to the evidence 

that he believes the moral law “is ‘descriptive’ or ‘constitutive’ of practical reason” 

(§2.5.2).424 The idea of an unhinderedly rational agent suggests a conception of reason 

on which it is seen as striving towards the condition of that agent. On the definitions 

for which I have argued, however, the thesis that the moral law is constitutive of 

practical reason is compatible with either constitutivism or agentialism. As I 

understand them, both Sensen and Timmermann take Kant to think the moral law is 

constitutive of practical reason, and I have argued that their readings should be 

considered agentialist. 

The next passages to turn to are Kant’s claims in the Groundwork about the 

hypothetical imperative. Kant addresses there the normativity of “an imperative of 

skill” [GMS 4:417]. Reath suggests that Kant’s explanation of the normativity of that 

hypothetical imperative is constitutivist (§2.3.3). Kant says that “the imperative 

extracts the concept of actions necessary to [an] end merely from the concept of a 

volition of [that] end.” 

One response to Reath here might begin by noting that Kant says the hypothetical 

imperative “requires no special discussion.” Kant then spends the rest of that work 

and a number of others discussing the categorical imperative. If a constitutivist 

account of the hypothetical imperative is so easy, while an account of the categorical 

 
424 Schafer, “Kant: constitutivism as capacities-first philosophy,” 186. 
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imperative is hard, that might if anything be evidence that Kant’s account of the 

categorical imperative is not constitutivist. 

A more substantive problem, though, lies in the text. Kant does not say that a 

person wills the means to their ends insofar as they are the nondefective agent that 

they cannot help but try to be. What he says is that a person wills the means to their 

ends “insofar as reason has decisive influence on [their] actions.” This condition 

underpins, and undermines, Kant’s brief account. When he says that the hypothetical 

imperative “extracts the concept of actions necessary to [an] end merely from the 

concept of a volition of [that] end,” all he can mean is that unhinderedly rational 

analogues of ourselves would necessarily will the means to their ends. The question 

remains why we should imitate those analogues. Without an answer to that question, 

Kant’s account of the hypothetical imperative is as compatible with agentialism as it is 

with constitutivism. 

These are not original observations. As I noted earlier, in her paper “The 

Normativity of Instrumental Reason,” Korsgaard suggests that Kant’s Groundwork 

account of the hypothetical imperative is consistent with “an essentially realist theory 

of reasons.”425 Our unhindered rationality is, in her words, “a recurring caveat” in the 

argument of that account, one which leaves it falling short of explaining why an 

imperfectly rational agent finds it normative or “rationally necessary to take the 

means to his end.”426 

3.1.7. The idea of freedom 

The final set of passages to turn to are ones which Korsgaard cites. These are the 

passages about our acting under the idea of freedom. Alongside the central passage in 

the Groundwork, they include the sections from the first Critique and from Kant’s 

 
425 Korsgaard, “The Normativity of Instrumental Reason,” 52. 
426 Korsgaard, “The Normativity of Instrumental Reason,” 48 and 51. 
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political philosophy which might help to explain what it means for an agent to act 

under an idea. 

Early in the third section of the Groundwork, Kant declares: 

I say now: every being that cannot act otherwise than under the idea of freedom is 
just because of that really free in a practical respect, that is, all laws that are 
inseparably bound up with freedom hold for him just as if his will had been 
validly pronounced free also in itself and in theoretical philosophy. [GMS 4:448] 

Kant repeats in a footnote that even if proving our “freedom in its theoretical 

respect … is left unsettled, still the same laws hold for a being that cannot act 

otherwise than under the idea of its own freedom as would bind a being that was 

actually free.” 

If I understand her reading correctly, Korsgaard takes the claim that we cannot 

act otherwise than under the idea of freedom to be the part of Kant’s argument which 

amounts to his saying we have a necessary aim of autonomy (§2.1.1). In the first 

instance, the sense in which we act under the idea of freedom is just that we see the 

actions we are choosing as ones that we ourselves are freely choosing. However, if 

there were some possible actions which we could not coherently see ourselves as 

freely choosing, that necessary way of seeing our actions would make it incoherent 

for us to try to choose those ones. In that way, the fact that we see our actions as ones 

that we ourselves are freely choosing functions as a necessary aim or guiding 

principle: it conditions what courses of action we can coherently pursue. 

As I constructed her reading earlier in this thesis, Korsgaard takes the kind of 

freedom immediately involved in the idea of freedom to be a kind which cannot 

intelligibly be used to act immorally. Taking ourselves to have that kind of freedom, 

however, ends up requiring us to see ourselves as having a broader free power, and 

our immoral actions can be attributed to us as exercises of that broader power 

(§2.1.3). 
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This nuanced conception of freedom is quite different to the kind that Reath, for 

example, attributes to Kant. I suggested earlier that this leads Reath and Korsgaard to 

different understandings of Kant’s reciprocity thesis (§2.3.3). One might try to 

challenge Korsgaard’s interpretation of the idea of freedom by challenging her 

understanding of what Kant means in it by “freedom.” Perhaps the kind of freedom 

Kant has in mind in it is a morally neutral kind of freedom. 

If a compelling challenge to Korsgaard’s reading does lie in that direction, I think 

it lies quite far in that direction. A compelling objection to her reading along those 

lines would need to engage with many threads of Kant’s argument, like the reciprocity 

thesis. For my purposes, just of trying to show that both constitutivist and agentialist 

readings of Kant are plausible, I think a better approach is to question whether Kant is 

clear enough about what he means by acting under an idea. 

An agentialist could accept Korsgaard’s conception of freedom as long as they 

took acting under the idea of it to be something like acting with the thought that only 

actions which were consistent with that freedom would be rational or justifiable. If 

that were what Kant meant by acting under the idea of freedom, then acting under it 

would not amount to having an aim of autonomy. Instead, it would amount to 

accepting that only autonomous actions could be rational or justified. 

I think that such a pseudo-Korsgaardian, agentialist reading of Kant’s claims 

about the idea of freedom could be made at least roughly as defensible as Korsgaard’s 

constitutivist reading of those claims. I do not think that Kant says enough about the 

idea of freedom to make such an agentialist reading indefensible. Almost all he says 

directly about the idea of freedom is that the same laws “hold” for an agent who acts 

under it as “bind” a being who is provably free [GMS 4:448]. Kant does not then spell 

out whether the kind of holding he has in mind is those laws’ limiting what the agent 

can rationally do, what they can justifiably do, or what they can self-consistently do. 

I think only a little additional clarity is provided by Kant’s comments, further 

down the same Groundwork paragraph, about why “we must necessarily lend the idea 
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of freedom” to other rational agents. Kant says that we must lend them that idea 

because: 

one cannot possibly think of a reason that would consciously receive direction 
from any other quarter with respect to its judgments, since the subject would 
then attribute the determination of his judgment not to his reason but to an 
impulse. Reason must regard itself as the author of its principles independently 
of alien influences; consequently, as practical reason or as the will of a rational 
being it must be regarded of itself as free, that is, the will of such a being cannot 
be a will of his own except under the idea of freedom, and such a will must in a 
practical respect thus be attributed to every rational being. [GMS 4:448] 

An agentialist who accepted Korsgaard’s conception of freedom might read this 

passage as saying nothing less than that autonomy must be constitutive-normative for 

the will, rather than finally constitutive for it. On such a reading, Kant is assuming in 

the passage that autonomy is normative for us. The problem the passage is then 

addressing is how that can be the case for us and for every other rational being. Since 

reason cannot “consciously receive direction,” it cannot have a constitutive aim. At 

most, it can have a normative principle which it can choose whether or not to follow. 

That is then the solution: our wills must be “under the idea of freedom” in the sense 

that we must be conscious that it is normative and rational for us to act 

autonomously. Since this is the only way that a will can be led to autonomy, it is the 

only way that a rational being’s will can conceivably be guided to being “a will of his 

own.” For autonomy to be normative for every rational being, we must suppose that 

every rational being has a will which is, in this sense, under the idea of freedom. 

To reiterate the dialectic here: I am not advocating such a reading of this passage. 

I am only trying to suggest that some agentialist reading of Kant might be 

maintainable even if it incorporated Korsgaard’s conception of freedom. In this way, I 

am trying to show that even decisively answering the question of how Kant conceives 

of freedom would not decisively answer the question of whether he should be read as 

a constitutivist or as an agentialist. 
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As I suggested in the second chapter (§2.1.7), there are a few other texts to which 

one might look for evidence of what Kant means by acting under the idea of freedom. 

One might firstly look to the passages in the first Critique where Kant discusses what 

he means by an idea [KrV A 312–20/B 368–77; A 567–71/B 595–99]. One might also look 

to Kant’s political philosophy, in which he seems to say that defective political states 

are authoritative because they participate in “the idea of the unity of a people as such” 

[MS 6:371], or “the original (rational) form” of a state [MS 6:340]. 

The immediate problem with both sets of passages is that, although Kant makes 

claims in them about what ideas are, he does not explain in them what it might mean 

to act under an idea. “An idea,” Kant says in the first Critique, is “a concept made up of 

notions, which goes beyond the possibility of experience” [KrV A 320/B 377; see also A 

567/B 595]. Constitutivists and agentialists can both accept this. Where some might 

differ is just in how we are related to one particular idea. 

Kant’s use of the language of ideas in his account of political authority is 

suggestive, and is illuminating in its own context. Even if the idea of freedom is like 

the idea of a perfect state, though, and even if defective states participate in that idea, 

I do not think Kant is clear enough about the nature of that participation for it to be 

revealing about our acting under the idea of freedom. Kant says that defective states 

are “under obligation to change the kind of government gradually and continually so 

that it harmonizes in its effect with the only constitution that accords with right” [MS 

6:340]. He does not, however, say that this is normative for states because they have a 

necessary aim of being “literally a state” [MS 6:341]. It is not clear whether Kant thinks 

being an ideal state is finally constitutive of states, or constitutive-normative for 

states. As such, even in his political philosophy, it is unclear whether Kant is an 

agentialist or a constitutivist. 
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3.2. Responding to objections 

3.2.0. Introduction to this part 

In the second chapter of this thesis, I collected a range of passages from Kant’s 

corpus which have been or might be used as evidence for a constitutivist reading of 

him. In the previous part of this chapter, I reviewed whether those passages are 

evidence for a constitutivist reading of Kant. I explained why I believe that all of them 

are equally consistent with a nonconstitutivist, agentialist reading of him. I framed 

the fundamental issue as being that Kant is insufficiently specific about why our 

actions are the kind of thing which need a justification. 

In this second part of this chapter – the final substantive part of this thesis – I 

address some of the objections which have been made in the literature to 

constitutivist readings of Kant. Before doing so, I make some general comments about 

how I take agentialist readers of Kant to see him as answering that question of why 

our actions are subject to a justification requirement. I note a development in Henry 

Allison’s understanding of Kant’s approach to that question in the Groundwork, and I 

explain again what I understand him to take Kant’s considered view to be. 

The first objection I consider to constitutivist readings is one which I take from 

Allison. In the Religion, Kant seems to say that “the most rational being of this world” 

might be oblivious to the moral law [RGV 6:26]. Kant could be taken to be denying in 

this passage that the moral law is constitutive of rational agency. I suggest that one 

can distinguish between different kinds of rational agency, and that what matters to 

Kant’s constitutivism is whether the moral law is constitutive of our actual kind. 

In the third and fourth sections of this chapter, I defend constitutivist readings of 

Kant against objections from Jens Timmermann. Timmermann alleges that “standard 
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constitutivism” is a form of intellectualism.427 For both direct textual reasons and 

reasons relating to Kant’s accounts of freedom and moral responsibility, 

Timmermann takes Kant to reject intellectualism and so also standard constitutivism. 

I deny that constitutivists are committed to intellectualism in Timmermann’s 

sense. I consider whether Timmermann’s objections are effective against Korsgaard, 

Reath, and Herman’s readings of Kant anyway. I argue that they are not. I suggest that 

those readings are consistent with our freedom’s involving a power to set aside 

happiness, and that Timmermann goes beyond the limited letter of Kant’s texts on 

moral responsibility. 

In the fifth and sixth sections of this chapter, I address objections from Wolfram 

Gobsch. Some of Gobsch’s objections are specific to Korsgaard’s reading. I explain that 

Gobsch misunderstands Korsgaard’s accounts of immoral action, of agential integrity, 

and of defective agency. He goes on, though, to make the interesting objection that 

constitutivism is incompatible with the moral law’s being self-legislated in the way 

that Kant takes it to be. 

As evidence that Kant believes we choose to subject ourselves to the moral law, 

Gobsch appeals to the passages in the Religion in which Kant says that we must choose 

the grounds of our own maxims, and incorporate the moral incentive into our maxims 

ourselves. I respond to Gobsch in essentially the same way that I respond to Allison’s 

objection. In the seventh and final section of this chapter, I also generalise that 

response and relate it to the fact of reason. It is not inconsistent with constitutivism to 

think that the features of our agency have some story behind them. All that matters is 

that our agency categorically has those features now, and that they include an aim in 

which the normativity of the moral law is grounded. 

 
427 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 152. 
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3.2.1. The case for an agentialist reading 

In Kant’s Theory of Freedom, Henry Allison cites approvingly Paton’s assessment of 

the premises of the Groundwork. “As Paton notes,” he says: 

once one has established the status of the moral law (which he terms the 
“principle of autonomy”) as the principle on which rational agents would 
necessarily act if reason were fully in control, there is no further difficulty – or at 
least Kant would not find any – in claiming that it is also the principle on which 
rational agents ought to act should they be tempted to do otherwise.428 

In his more recent volume of commentary on the Groundwork, Allison revises his 

reading. “One might argue,” he says: 

as some have done, that the bindingness of the categorical imperative for rational 
beings with a sensuous nature is a relatively trivial consequence of the validity of 
the moral law for rational agents as such. The argument would be that if a 
principle is necessarily followed by a perfectly rational agent, then it ought to be 
obeyed by imperfectly rational ones. But despite its prima facie plausibility, such 
a claim is deeply problematic and, I believe, would not have been endorsed by 
Kant, at least not in this form. The basic problem … is the necessity of 
distinguishing between the validity and the bindingness of a moral principle. … 
one could consistently acknowledge the validity of the moral law for perfectly 
rational agents, while denying that this law poses an obligation on oneself.429 

I take Allison to be accepting here the distinction which I made at the beginning 

of this chapter between the question of why we ought to reason rationally and the 

question of why we ought to act justifiably (§3.1.1). To show that the moral law is valid 

is to show that it conditions good or genuine reasoning. To show that it is binding is 

then to show that we ought to act on that good reasoning. One can accept that the 

moral law is valid and yet coherently deny that it is binding. 

 
428 Allison, Kant’s Theory of Freedom, 226. 
429 Henry E. Allison, Kant’s Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals: A Commentary (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2011), 359–60. Allison acknowledges in a note: “my present account amounts to a 
rejection of my earlier view.” 
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On Allison’s revised reading of the Groundwork, Kant attempts to ground the 

bindingness of the moral law for us “in an ontological supremacy.”430 Kant thinks that 

we ought to act like unhinderedly rational versions of ourselves because our 

unhinderedly rational self is “our proper self” [GMS 4:461]. It is our proper self in the 

sense that it is who we are in abstraction from the conditions of appearance, and 

“what belongs to mere appearance is necessarily subordinated by reason to the constitution of 

the thing in itself” [GMS 4:461]. 

Allison does not take this to remain Kant’s considered view, but it is worth saying 

that even if it did, there would be constitutivist ways of filling in its details in addition 

to ways which were agentialist. Kant does not say that our identification with our 

proper selves involves endorsing their principles as constitutive-normative for our 

agency. That identification could equally amount to having an aim to be those proper 

selves, or it might play some other role in a constitutivist argument. I think that 

Korsgaard takes what she calls this “Argument from the Two Worlds” to be intended 

to address the worry that even though we have the aim of acting freely, we might 

never be able to act upon it.431 We might never be able to act upon it because we 

cannot motivate ourselves to act freely. Like the fact of reason, the argument is 

supposed to bring out in us that we can be so motivated. 

As earlier explained (§1.4.5), as I understand his reading, Allison takes Kant’s 

considered view to be that showing that the moral law is constitutive of justification is 

sufficient to show that it is normative. Outside of the practice of justification, “there is 

no longer any place for talk of principles and their evaluation.”432 The question of 

what we ought to do does not outrun the domain of practical reason.  

 
430 Allison, Kant’s Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals: A Commentary, 360. 
431 Korsgaard, “Morality as Freedom,” 171, and see 167–71. 
432 Allison, “Kant on Freedom: A Reply to My Critics,” 118. 
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This position might seem similar to the one which Allison calls “deeply 

problematic” in his Groundwork commentary.433 Taking an action’s justification to be 

sufficient for its normativity sounds a lot like taking it to be sufficient that the action 

is what an unhinderedly rational agent would do. Allison denies, though, that Kant’s 

considered view amounts to “a regression to a dogmatic, pre-critical position.”434 His 

view does not rest on “an appeal to a brute fact” that we ought to act as unhinderedly 

rational agents would. Instead, it appeals to “the work” or the function of reason “as it 

is operative in the reflection of anyone who purports to act on the basis of reasons 

rather than passively responding to stimuli.” 

To my knowledge, Allison never cites a passage as direct evidence that Kant 

believes that showing an action would be justifiable is sufficient to show that it is 

normative. Onora O’Neill makes the observation in her review of the first printing of 

Allison’s Kant’s Theory of Freedom that “the least sure-footed part of the book” is when 

Allison tries to explain “why a free will is subject to reason.”435 I think the same is true 

for Timmermann and Sensen. They argue that Kant thinks the categorical imperative 

is constitutive of practical reason, but unless I have overlooked them, they do not 

adduce passages in which Kant says that is sufficient to make it normative. 

Of course, though, Allison, Sensen, and Timmermann do argue against 

alternatives to their agentialist readings. Sensen argues against realist readings; I do 

not think that he has argued against constitutivist ones.436 Later in this chapter, I will 

address objections made by Timmermann to readings which I categorise as 

constitutivist. Firstly, however, in the next section, I respond to an objection found in 

Allison’s work. 

 
433 Allison, Kant’s Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals: A Commentary, 359. 
434 Henry E. Allison, Kant’s Conception of Freedom (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2020), 377. 
435 Onora O’Neill, “Kant’s Theory of Freedom, by Henry Allison,” Mind C, no. 399 (1991): 374 and 376. 
436 See Sensen, “Kant’s Constitutivism,” 205–16, and its references to his earlier work. 
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3.2.2. The most rational being 

In the first book of the Religion, Kant develops his account of the human 

predisposition to good and propensity to evil. Kant identifies three elements to our 

predisposition to good. He refers to these elements individually as our predispositions 

to “animality,” “humanity,” and “personality” [RGV 6:26]. 

Having announced that our predisposition to the good has these three 

components, and before explaining what they each amount to, Kant attempts to 

explain in a note why we need to suppose a predisposition to personality in addition 

to one to humanity. To quote the passage in full, Kant writes: 

We cannot consider this predisposition as already included in the concept of the 
preceding one, but must necessarily treat it as a special predisposition. For from 
the fact that a being has reason does not at all follow that, simply by virtue of 
representing its maxims as suited to universal legislation, this reason contains a 
faculty of determining the power of choice unconditionally, and hence to be 
“practical” on its own; at least, not so far as we can see. The most rational being of 
this world might still need certain incentives, coming to him from the objects of 
inclination, to determine his power of choice. He might apply the most rational 
reflection to these objects – about what concerns their greatest sum as well as the 
means for attaining the goal determined through them – without thereby even 
suspecting the possibility of such a thing as the absolutely imperative moral law 
which announces to be itself an incentive, and, indeed, the highest incentive. 
Were this law not given to us from within, no amount of subtle reasoning on our 
part would produce it or win our power of choice over to it. Yet this law is the 
only law that makes us conscious of the independence of our power of choice 
from determination by all other incentives (of our freedom) and thereby also of 
the accountability of all our actions. [RGV 6:26] 

Kant says in this passage that “the most rational being … might apply the most 

rational reflection” to their “objects of inclination … without thereby even suspecting 

the possibility of such a thing as the absolutely imperative moral law.” Some 

interpreters have taken this claim to amount to a denial by Kant that either the 

content or the authority of the moral law can be derived from the nature of rational 

agency. 
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Henry Allison has made claims along these lines in a number of works. For 

example, in “Morality and Freedom: Kant’s Reciprocity Thesis,” Allison claims the 

passage shows that Kant recognises that: 

practical reason might involve nothing more than the capacity to determine the 
best possible means for the satisfaction of one’s desires. Certainly many 
distinguished philosophers have thought as much; and there is nothing self-
contradictory or otherwise absurd in the claim.437 

In Kant’s Theory of Freedom, Allison says more about the passage’s argument. What 

Kant is asserting, he says, is “the impossibility of deriving a capacity to be motivated 

by respect for the moral law from the mere concept of a rational being.”438 For Kant, 

acting morally requires being morally motivated, not just choosing the moral action. 

As such, if a capacity to be motivated by the moral law cannot be derived from the 

nature of rational agency, “neither can the bindingness of the law itself.” 

In his most recent book, Kant’s Conception of Freedom, Allison adds that 

understanding the passage: 

is crucial not only for understanding Kant’s critique of the moral rationalism of 
his time, that is, the Wolffians in Germany and the British rationalists such as 
Clark and Wollaston, whose views were ridiculed by Hume, but also for 
responding to those critics who maintain that Kant himself was guilty of 
erroneously attempting to derive subjection to the categorical imperative from an 
analysis of rational agency as such.439 

Allison does not say explicitly that he sees this passage from the Religion as an 

obstacle to constitutivist readings of Kant. Others have made this connection, 

however: for example, Owen Ware. In his “Rethinking Kant’s Fact of Reason” and 

Kant’s Justification of Ethics, Ware suggests that this passage makes it “difficult to 

associate Kant’s mature ethics with recent constitutivist arguments for moral 

 
437 Allison, “Morality and Freedom: Kant’s Reciprocity Thesis,” 408. 
438 Allison, Kant’s Theory of Freedom, 206–07; see also 149–50 and 213. 
439 Allison, Kant’s Conception of Freedom, 473; the passage is also discussed on 371. 
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normativity.”440 This and other passages, he says, are evidence that for Kant, “our 

consciousness of the moral law is not accessible from a ‘thin’ practical perspective.” 

Douglas Lavin, in his “Forms of Rational Agency,” to which I previously referred 

in the first chapter of this thesis (§1.1.4), makes an importantly different claim about 

what the Religion passage shows. Like Allison, Ware, and others, Lavin does take Kant 

to be admitting “quite unequivocally that a merely Humean power of practical reason 

… is conceptually possible, or in any case that we cannot rule it out.”441 It does not 

follow, however, that moral demands are not derivable from the nature of our kind of 

agency. All that follows is that they cannot be derived “simply from the idea of a living 

being with the power of practical reason.” Lavin explains: 

Kant’s position suggests the possibility of a non-absolutist constitutivism: one 
that recognizes the possibility of more than one form of agency, and that seeks to 
vindicate our subjection to unconditional normative requirements by showing 
them to belong constitutively to our specific form of agency, rather than to 
rational agency simpliciter.442 

As I claimed in the first chapter of this thesis, constitutivists do not have to 

believe that some particular standard is constitutive of every conceivable kind of 

agency (§1.3.6). The broad kind of objectivity which constitutivism is supposed to 

secure for morality might be secured by moral standards’ being constitutive just of 

some ubiquitous kind of agency. As I also noted in the first chapter, Korsgaard’s own 

view has this form (§1.1.3). Korsgaard believes that the other animals can have a kind 

of agency. She does not, however, believe that the moral law is constitutive of their 

 
440 Owen Ware, “Rethinking Kant’s Fact of Reason,” Philosophers’ Imprint 14, no. 32 (2014): 11. Ware makes 
the same claim in slightly different terms in his Kant’s Justification of Ethics (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2021), 58. There he says he finds it “difficult to associate Kant’s ethics with recent foundationalist 
arguments for moral normativity,” where foundationalists include “Thomas Nagel, Alan Gewirth, Peter 
Railton, David Velleman, Connie Rosati, and Christine Korsgaard, among others” (15). 
441 Lavin, “Forms of Rational Agency,” 183. 
442 Lavin, “Forms of Rational Agency,” 183–84. 
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kind of agency. The moral law is the principle of the particular kind of autonomy 

which is constitutive of human agency. 

I think that making a distinction between kinds or forms of agency is key to 

understanding what this passage from the Religion does and does not reveal about 

Kant’s position. Kant does appear to be saying that we can imagine a being who is 

perfectly capable of reasoning, but who is neither committed to nor capable of acting 

morally. However, he also draws a distinction in the passage between simply being 

capable of reasoning, and having a power of reason which is able “to be ‘practical’ on 

its own,” determining Willkür [RGV 6:26]. Constitutivist readers of Kant are at liberty 

to make a parallel distinction between two kinds of agency. There is perhaps some 

thin kind of agency which can be had by any being with powers of reasoning. There 

is, however, a thicker kind of agency which can only be had by beings whose powers 

of reason are able to be practical on their own. 

With this distinction in hand, Kant can be read as making two significant claims 

in the passage. Firstly, the moral law is not constitutive of the thin kind of agency 

which can be had by beings with powers of reasoning. Secondly, having the second, 

thicker kind of agency requires being subject to the moral incentive. If we could not 

be motivated to act morally, our only sources of motivation would be our inclinations. 

These claims are both entirely compatible with a constitutivist reading of Kant. 

They leave open the possibility that the moral law is constitutive of the second kind of 

agency. Moreover, as constitutivism requires, this second kind of agency is a 

ubiquitous kind.443 Our possession of the moral incentive is just that element of the 

human predisposition to the good which Kant calls “the predisposition to personality” 

[RGV 6:27]. 

 
443 And as even nonconstitutivist readers of Kant can agree: see Allen W. Wood, Kant’s Ethical Thought 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 364–66. 
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Making this distinction between two kinds of agency in the passage, and 

admitting that the moral law is not constitutive of one of them, does not amount to 

giving up on the claim that for Kant the moral law is constitutive of rational agency. 

Allison goes beyond the letter of the text when he describes the first, thin, Humean 

kind of agency as “rational agency.”444 As mentioned, Kant distinguishes in the 

passage between simply having reason, and having a power of reason capable of 

determining Willkür. Kant describes a being with the former as a “rational being” 

[RGV 6:26], but he does not say they are a rational agent. One could just as well reserve 

the class of rational agents for beings who have the latter capacity and not just the 

former. When Korsgaard, Herman, and others claim that for Kant the moral law is 

constitutive of rational agency, I take them to be reserving the class of rational agents 

in just that way. 

3.2.3. Jens Timmermann on intellectualism 

In the previous section, I addressed the objection that constitutivist readings of 

Kant are incompatible with his claim that “the most rational being of this world” 

might not “suspect the possibility” of the moral law [RGV 6:26]. In this section and the 

next, I turn to Jens Timmermann’s objections against the kinds of constitutivist 

readings favoured by the likes of Korsgaard, Herman, Reath, and Engstrom. 

In Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, Timmermann claims that “standard constitutivism 

is a form of intellectualism.”445 By “standard constitutivism,” I take Timmermann to 

mean what I have been calling “constitutivism.” As I argued in the first chapter of this 

thesis, I do not think that Timmermann’s reading of Kant should be considered a kind 

of constitutivist reading. I will treat his objection as directed against all readings of 

Kant which I would consider to be constitutivist. 

 
444 Allison, Kant’s Conception of Freedom, 473. 
445 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 152. 
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Intellectualism as Timmermann defines it seems fundamentally to be the claim 

that we are incapable of choosing actions which we judge to be bad in a certain way. 

Timmermann lists a range of different ways in which an action might be bad. It might 

be wrong, inappropriate, unjustifiable, “or in some other way undesirable, all things 

considered.”446 

In his own words, intellectualism is the thesis that: 

There can be no action contrary to one’s own better judgement, or contrary to 
what is known to be overall good, right, appropriate, or justifiable. In traditional 
scholastic terms, we always act sub ratione boni, under “the guise of the good.” 
When agents seem to be lapsing, it is due to a change of mind about what they 
should do. Judgement wavers, while action invariably follows judgement. The 
link between judgement and action thus remains intact. If so, agents cannot have 
a clear sense, at the time of action, that what they are doing is wrong, bad, or in 
some other way undesirable, all things considered. 

Timmermann takes Kant to reject intellectualism. Since, according to 

Timmermann, constitutivists subscribe to intellectualism, Kant’s rejection of 

intellectualism amounts to a rejection of constitutivism. I will first address the 

question of whether or which constitutivists are committed to intellectualism, and 

then consider Timmermann’s evidence that Kant rejects intellectualism. 

To the question of whether all constitutivists are committed to intellectualism, the 

answer is no. As Timmermann defines it, intellectualism denies the possibility of true 

irrationality. As earlier explained, I understand at least Korsgaard as wanting to hold 

space for true irrationality (§2.2.6). In moments of fear or anger or other weakness, we 

can knowingly contradict our aims without letting go of them. 

This is not to say that no constitutivists are intellectualists, or that constitutivism 

and intellectualism are not natural bedfellows. Kant as read by Reath is an 

intellectualist in a sense. As explained in the previous chapter, Reath takes Kant to 

 
446 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 1. 
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believe that we always see our maxims as meeting a validity condition. In Reath’s 

words: 

rational volition constitutively understands itself to satisfy a condition of 
universal validity. That is, rational volition is based on practical reasoning aimed 
at judgments of goodness that make a tacit claim to universality. As one might 
say, it is part of the self-consciousness of rational volition that it proceeds on 
maxims that are taken to satisfy a condition of universal validity.447 

Sometimes we might seem to act in truly irrational ways: ways which we know 

are contrary to this validity condition. Reath, however, suggests that a Kantian’s 

“preferred strategy” would be to deny that these are ever really cases of true 

irrationality.448 Agents do always judge themselves to be acting validly, but sometimes 

those judgments are misdirected and muddied either by “defective reasoning” or by 

“unclarity” about their situations and what they require. 

I say that Reath’s Kant is an intellectualist “in a sense” since although he believes 

we only act in ways we judge to be valid, he does not believe that we only act in ways 

which we judge to be morally right. The different guises which Timmermann lists in 

his definition of intellectualism are not synonyms. They might coincide on some 

views, but on others their requirements will be different. As Reath says, the thesis he 

attributes to Kant “does not preclude the possibility of action that is knowingly 

contrary to moral principle.”449 What it precludes is knowingly violating the moral law 

and at the same time seeing that violation of the moral law as invalid and 

unjustifiable. 

Sometimes it might be possible to frame a constitutivist view as intellectualist, 

but unhelpful to. I think that Barbara Herman’s reading of Kant might fall into this 

category. Herman does, like Reath, take Kant to believe that we always judge 

 
447 Reath, “Did Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub Ratione Boni?” 234. 
448 Reath, “Did Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub Ratione Boni?” 253. As the “preferred” here suggests, 
even Reath is open to the possibility that we might sometimes be truly irrational. 
449 Reath, “Did Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub Ratione Boni?” 251. 
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ourselves to be meeting some condition. On Herman’s reading, however, judging 

ourselves to be acting justifiably is not a purely cognitive affair (§2.2.3). 

To rehearse my reading of Herman from the previous chapter: Herman does take 

Kant to believe that “volitional judgment” or “practical cognition is itself sufficient for 

action.”450 The qualifiers “volitional” and “practical” are important, however. Herman 

does not take Kant to believe that our moral errors are always cognitive in a way 

which precludes their also being volitional. On her reading, moral errors occur when 

we choose to interfere in our own cognition of what we are justified in doing. “Pressed 

from the side of [our] wants or needs or happiness,” we tell ourselves a story on which 

“a friendly modification of principle” is justified.451 We choose the path of self-conceit, 

where our choice of that path is not itself a cognitive judgment. 

For Herman’s Kant, our moral errors do not need to be purely cognitive, 

intellectual errors. They may be traceable to a choice which in itself is volitional, and 

which demonstrates a lack not of knowledge, but of character. This potentially makes 

it unhelpful to frame Herman’s reading of Kant as intellectualist since it might have 

seemed to follow from intellectualism that our moral errors are always purely 

cognitive. 

Timmermann seems to think that this follows: that intellectualists are committed 

to the thesis that moral error is “a cognitive, rather than volitional, affair.”452 As just 

explained, matters are not so simple and dichotomous on Herman’s reading of Kant. If 

intellectualism implies that our moral errors are purely cognitive, Herman’s 

constitutivist reading of Kant is not also intellectualist. If Herman’s reading is 

intellectualist, then intellectualists need not think our moral errors are purely 

cognitive. 

 
450 Herman, “Bootstrapping,” 174; and “Embracing Kant’s Formalism,” 60. 
451 Herman, “Embracing Kant’s Formalism,” 60. 
452 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 92, and see 103 and 158.  
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In respect of Korsgaard and Herman’s readings, Timmermann might protest that 

as I have reconstructed them, they have turned out not to be that deeply 

constitutivist. They stop short of attributing to Kant the view that there is some aim 

we pursue in all of our choices. Korsgaard excludes truly irrational choices. Herman 

excludes choices to let temptations mar our reasoning. 

While I have nothing to add at this point to my argument for my definition of 

constitutivism, I think it is worth revisiting how Korsgaard and Herman’s readings 

conform to that definition. As earlier explained (§2.2.6), I take Korsgaard to think that 

in cases of true irrationality, we still have the aim which we are knowingly 

contradicting. We still see ourselves as trying to do the right thing, or as trying to take 

the means to our ends (§2.3.3). We fail or omit to overcome, though, an obstructing 

emotion such as anger or fear. 

Since we still have our agency’s constitutive aim in cases of true irrationality, as 

Korsgaard understands them, they are not counterexamples to the ubiquity or 

categoricity of that aim. Even if one wanted to deny that we do still have the aim in 

those cases, however, they are the kinds of cases to which a norm might not need to 

apply to be categorical. They are the kinds of cases in which one might want to say 

that we are not strictly in control of our actions, and so are not strictly subject to the 

authority of rational norms. We can still be responsible for what we do in such cases, 

but as earlier suggested, because we can be responsible for allowing those cases to 

come about. 

Turning to Herman’s reading: although she takes practical judgment to be 

sufficient for action, I take her to distinguish between that judgment and the 

reasoning which precedes it. Since we can choose to mislead ourselves in that 

reasoning, there is an obvious sense in which that reasoning is not always guided by 

the aim of acting justifiably. I take Herman to still think, however, that the final 

judgment – the choice of the action – is guided by that aim. We can manipulate the 

inputs to that judgment, but in that final part of our reasoning, we are still guided by 
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the aim. In that way, our choices of our actions are always guided by action’s 

constitutive aim. That aim is categorical: even when we mislead ourselves, we still 

have it in our actions. 

Timmermann might fairly insist on a more detailed explanation of how this 

psychological compartmentalisation is meant to work. As far as I am aware, neither 

Herman nor Korsgaard have written at length about how the self-deception that can 

be involved in an immoral action is supposed to work. Others have of course, though, 

written about self-deception, and it is not obvious to me that the details are so difficult 

to straighten out that it would be uncharitable to attribute a picture like Herman’s or 

Korsgaard’s to Kant.453 

3.2.4. Timmermann against intellectualism 

Since one can be a constitutivist without being an intellectualist, showing that 

Kant rejects intellectualism would not by itself be enough to show that Kant rejects 

constitutivism. Still, Timmermann’s evidence that Kant rejects intellectualism might 

either tell against the most promising constitutivist readings of him, or in fact turn 

out to be adaptable against all constitutivist readings of him. 

Timmermann describes his evidence that Kant rejects intellectualism as “partly 

philosophical and partly exegetical.”454 On the philosophical side, Timmermann sees 

intellectualism as incompatible with Kant’s accounts of freedom and moral 

responsibility. It is incompatible with Kant’s account of freedom, he says, because it 

 
453 See, for example, Stephen L. Darwall, “Self-deception, Autonomy, and Moral Constitution,” in 
Perspectives on Self-Deception, eds. Brian P. McLaughlin and Amélie Oksenberg Rorty (London: University 
of California Press, 1988), 407–30. Darwall’s paper introduces the term “constitutionalism,” which Tamar 
Schapiro applies to Korsgaard’s constitutivism in Schapiro, “What Is a Child?” 729. Schapiro’s own work 
could also be brought to bear here. Herman might understand self-deception as a kind of weakness of 
will. For the most recent iteration of her Kantian account of weakness of will, see Tamar Schapiro, “What 
Makes Weak-Willed Action Weak?” in Normativity and Agency: Themes from the Philosophy of Christine M. 
Korsgaard, eds. Tamar Schapiro, Kyla Ebels-Duggan and Sharon Street (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2022), 126–46. 
454 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 103. 
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implies that we have only one “volitional ‘currency:’” it implies that we are always 

aiming at and driven by the reasonable or the good.455 Timmermann takes Kant’s 

account of freedom to essentially involve two volitional currencies. We can be 

motivated by happiness, or we can be motivated by morality. Our freedom consists in 

our ability to set happiness aside and make the moral choice. No such setting aside is 

possible or necessary if we are always motivated by the reasonable or good. 

Even if Timmermann is right about the nature and demands of freedom for Kant, I 

do not think that this would cause trouble for Korsgaard or Herman’s readings of him. 

As explained, Korsgaard and Herman do not take Kant to think that our practical 

reasoning is always purely motivated by a concern for the moral or justifiable, rather 

than by self-love or happiness. The disagreement between their readings and 

Timmermann’s is not over whether we have two motivational currencies, but over the 

moment at which the currency of self-love feeds into our decision-making. 

Timmermann’s true target would seem to be a reading more like Reath’s. I think 

even Reath, though, can claim that for Kant our freedom consists in an ability to set 

happiness aside and make the moral choice. Reath notes that, on Kant’s view, 

happiness “is an objectively good end when its pursuit is properly constrained.”456 We 

do not always have to set it aside: we just have to prioritise morality when they 

conflict. If we reason well, we will correctly judge when that setting aside needs to 

happen. We will then, per Kant’s intellectualism, be motivated to act on that 

judgment. We will have set aside happiness in favour of morality, but in the course of 

our reasoning, not in a separate moment of choice. We will have manifested our 

freedom through our reasoning’s being more than simply instrumental reasoning to 

the end of our happiness. 

Timmermann does not believe that our freedom for Kant is exerted in our 

reasoning. He believes it is exerted in a separate moment in which “we can decide to 

 
455 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 8, and see 9 and 116–20. 
456 Reath, “Did Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub Ratione Boni?” 239. 
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go against the results of our deliberations.”457 More reasons are needed to favour this 

picture, though, than that only it leaves room for a setting aside of happiness. In a 

different way and different moment, I think that even intellectualist readings such as 

Reath’s can claim to feature a setting aside. 

Timmermann’s second philosophical objection to intellectualist readings is that 

they are incompatible with Kant’s belief that we can be morally responsible. 

According to Timmermann, moral responsibility “arguably requires the possibility of 

a conscious, deliberate departure from one’s own better judgement.”458 Timmermann 

does not rehearse an argument for this claim. He simply goes on to say that Kant’s 

commitment to moral responsibility “is borne out by his struggles with the problem 

of free will and his uncompromising rejection of run-of-the-mill Hobbesian or 

Humean compatibilism.”459 

A few different lines might be taken in response to Timmermann here. Firstly, 

one might simply deny his intuition that moral responsibility requires a conscious, 

deliberate departure from one’s better judgment. We can and do hold each other 

responsible for wrongs committed without much thought, and for wrongs which were 

not accepted in the moment by the agent to be wrongs. 

Secondly, one might question whether Timmermann’s intuition is plausibly 

shared by Kant. Kant claims in the Religion that we must “expect infinite punishment 

and exclusion from the Kingdom of God” for having a disposition to evil [RGV 6:72]. 

On Kant’s view, that disposition must be thought of as chosen: as “an intelligible deed, 

cognizable through reason alone apart from any temporal condition” [RGV 6:31]. As 

 
457 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 151. 
458 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 94. 
459 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 103. Timmermann also does not argue for this claim in the 
two other works in which I am aware of him making it: in his “Value without Regress: Kant’s ‘Formula of 
Humanity’ Revisited,” European Journal of Philosophy 14, no. 1 (2006): 79; and in his “Kant and the Second-
Person Standpoint,” Grazer Philosophische Studien 90, no. 1 (2014): 145. 
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an intelligible choice, however, it is not a conscious one, let alone one taken against 

some simultaneous better judgment. 

Thirdly, one might question whether Kant really is so concerned with moral 

responsibility. His “struggles with the problem of free will” are readily explained by 

the central role it plays in his moral argument. Kant never clearly sets out a theory of 

moral responsibility, though various readers have tried to piece one together from his 

comments. To some it has seemed an attraction of Kant’s work that he is more 

concerned with our own obligations than with passing judgment on others.460 

A fourth option is also open to Korsgaard, Herman, and other constitutivists who 

can plausibly deny that their readings of Kant are intellectualist. They can insist that 

the willing, volitional moral errors which are conceivable on their readings 

essentially are conscious, deliberate departures from what we know to be rational or 

right. 

Since Timmermann does not argue for his claim that moral responsibility 

requires a conscious departure from one’s better judgment, it is hard to guess how he 

might respond to each of the four lines of reply just sketched. My best guess at the 

kind of premise which might be motivating his claim is a thought that, in reality or for 

Kant, choice or volition are free in a way that cognition or judgment are not. 

Intellectualist readers of Kant, however, are not going to accept this premise. At least 

in the case of practical cognition, they are going to see it as instituting a false 

dichotomy between cognition and choice. On their readings, a choice of an action will 

either be or issue from the final judgment in a course of practical reasoning. When 

 
460 See, for example, Korsgaard, “Creating the Kingdom of Ends: Reciprocity and responsibility in 
personal relations,” 189, where she says: 

One of the appealing things about Kant’s ethics … is that in it moral thought is seen as arising from 
the perspective of the agent who is deciding what to do. Responsibility is in the first instance 
something taken rather than something assigned. And this fact about the structure of his view is 
complemented by a fact about its content. Kant is not very interested in praise and blame and 
seldom mentions them. 
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Kant makes claims about our choices being free, they will see those claims as 

evidence that Kant sees our practical reasoning as free. 

Timmermann’s first exegetical objection against intellectualist readings of Kant is 

on a point related to this. He claims that many passages from Kant’s corpus “illustrate 

the possibility of a gap between moral judgement and the agent’s choice.”461 

Timmermann gives four examples. Firstly, in the Groundwork, “the most hardened 

scoundrel,” choosing immorally, is said to cognise the authority of the moral law 

“even while he transgresses it” [GMS 4:454–55]. Secondly, in the second Critique, Kant 

says that a man can make it his maxim to take revenge for insults “and yet at the same 

time see that this is no practical law but only his maxim” [KpV 5:19]. Thirdly, in the 

Religion, Kant says that we notice “within ourselves” actions which “are consciously 

contrary to law” [RGV 6:20]. Finally, in the Metaphysics, Kant says that human beings 

can “break the moral law, even though they recognize its authority” [MM 6:379]. 

In the second and third passages that Timmermann quotes, Kant seems simply to 

be saying that we can knowingly act immorally. As explained, such a claim can be 

consistent even with an intellectualist reading of Kant such as Reath’s. Reath takes 

Kant to deny that we can knowingly act on maxims which we see as invalid. We can, 

however, fail to judge that a maxim which we know to be immoral would also be 

invalid. 

If there is a challenge to constitutivist readings in these four passages, it is in the 

first and fourth ones Timmermann quotes. In those passages, Kant says that an agent 

can recognise the authority of the moral law while they violate it. One obvious 

interpretation of what Kant means when he says that these agents recognise the 

authority of the moral law is that they have made a judgment that the only valid or 

justifiable way of acting is in conformity with that law. If this is what Kant means, 

then not only are intellectualist readings such as Reath’s in trouble, but also readings 

 
461 Timmermann, Kant’s Will at the Crossroads, 104; the passages are quoted on 103–05. 
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like Herman’s on which our judgments can be volitionally swayed, but our actions do 

always follow our judgments. 

Reath mentions both of these passages himself in his paper on whether volition 

for Kant is under the guise of the good, but he does not discuss what Kant means in 

them by saying that the agents recognise the authority of the moral law.462 

Suggestively, in quoting the Groundwork passage, Reath initially translates „Ansehen“ 

not as “authority” but as “repute.” More obviously than authority, one might 

recognise the repute of the law without recognising its authority for oneself. Perhaps 

Reath is open to reading Kant as saying that what the hardened scoundrel or immoral 

agent recognises is that the moral law is widely considered to be authoritative. 

However, I am not sure that such a reading of these passages could be made 

compelling, and even if Reath is tempted by it, he does not commit to it. 

My best guess at how both Reath and Herman would want to read the passages is 

as saying that the agents recognise the law’s authority in a way which falls short of 

being a practical judgment. In his work on the fact of reason, Reath interprets Kant as 

thinking that “we can access … through reflective, self-conscious” reasoning our own 

innate acceptance of the authority of the moral law.463 In a sense, that acceptance is 

there all the time, but it is not always reflected in our judgments. It is something 

which we have to access, not something which is always infused through our 

reasoning. Analogously, when Kant says that the scoundrel is cognisant of the law’s 

authority while transgressing it, perhaps what he means is that the scoundrel has 

access to his own acceptance of the law but is not now judging accordingly. 

 
462 Reath, “Did Kant Hold that Rational Volition is Sub Ratione Boni?” 250–51. In a footnote, Reath thanks 
Timmermann for pointing these passages out to him. 
463 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [25]. I take Herman to be saying something similar when she 
claims that the “motive grounds” of our rational power “must be interpreted by the agent to play their 
role in choice,” and that this need for interpretation “creates room for error, and for the appearance of 
free, contra-moral choice.” Herman, “Reasoning to Obligation,” 15. 
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This would not be quite the same as saying that the scoundrel in the Groundwork is 

being truly irrational. The scoundrel accepts the authority of the moral law, but on 

this reading, only currently in a latent way. He would only be truly irrational if he 

transgressed the moral law while clearly, contemporaneously judging that 

transgressing it would be unjustifiable. 

I think it might be possible to make compelling such a reading of the passages 

which Timmermann quotes. If so, an intellectualist reading of Kant’s moral theory 

might be maintained. Even if Kant cannot be plausibly read as an intellectualist, 

though, I argued in the previous section that it does not follow that Kant cannot be 

plausibly read as a constitutivist. 

3.2.5. Wolfram Gobsch on evil, integrity, and rigorism 

In the first section of this part of the chapter, I briefly discussed why Kant is read 

as an agentialist. In the second section, I addressed a worry that constitutivist 

readings of Kant are incompatible with a long note in the Religion. In the third and 

fourth sections, I addressed Jens Timmermann’s objections to “standard” or 

intellectualist constitutivist readings. In this section and the next, I address objections 

from Wolfram Gobsch in his paper “Autonomy and radical evil: a Kantian challenge to 

constitutivism.” 

Some of the objections in Gobsch’s paper are aimed specifically at Korsgaard’s 

view or reading of Kant. For example, Gobsch claims that Korsgaard’s own account of 

evil is “highly implausible.”464 He takes Korsgaard to believe that the immoral agent is 

one “who is driven by forces within him that are external to his unity as an intentional 

agent.”465 

 
464 Wolfram Gobsch, “Autonomy and radical evil: a Kantian challenge to constitutivism,” Philosophical 
Explorations 22, no. 2 (2019): 197. 
465 Gobsch, “Autonomy and radical evil: a Kantian challenge to constitutivism,” 196. 
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Gobsch suggests this is implausible for two reasons. Firstly, he takes this account 

to imply that immoral agents are never “master deliberators, with a perfect grip on 

the reins of their own movements and expertly capable of acting in cold blood.”466 

Secondly, he takes it to entail that moral errors are not blameworthy in the way in 

which we ordinarily take moral errors to be. 

Even if Gobsch were right about Korsgaard’s account, one might protest that 

many people have found appealing the idea that our moral errors are the work of 

forces driving us. Gobsch’s intuitions about the plausibility of that idea are not a 

substitute for an explanation of where the arguments which have been mustered in 

favour of it become unsound. Gobsch is not, however, right about Korsgaard’s account 

if to be “driven by” a force is to be helplessly, passively moved by it, as his comments 

about blameworthiness suggest. The sense in which an immoral agent “is driven by 

forces” on Korsgaard’s view is that they allow themselves to act on their inclinations 

even on those occasions when the moral law obliges them to act differently.467 

Allowing oneself to be moved in this way is plausibly blameworthy in the way 

that we ordinarily take moral errors to be. Korsgaard could almost be addressing 

Gobsch when she says, in Self-Constitution, that “what we are going to blame you for is 

not that other force that was working in you or on you.”468 Instead, the locus of blame 

on her view is going to be “the fact that you let it do that:” that you allowed yourself to 

be moved, failing “to pick up the reins and take control of your own movements.” 

Gobsch suggests that Korsgaard’s account implies that immoral agents are never 

“master deliberators, with a perfect grip on the reins of their own movements and 

 
466 Gobsch, “Autonomy and radical evil: a Kantian challenge to constitutivism,”  
467 Korsgaard is explicit in Self-Constitution that she is not trying to answer the question of how immoral 
action comes about, as Gobsch is doing on her behalf. She declines to do so for the Kantian reasons that 
immoral actions must be seen as free and so are, by nature, causally inexplicable, and that they violate 
the free will’s own principle and so are also rationally explicable. See Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 164; 
and earlier in this thesis, §2.1.5. 
468 Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 175. 
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expertly capable of acting in cold blood.”469 I am not sure why he thinks this. There is 

no reason why, on Korsgaard’s account, an immoral agent cannot be highly skilled 

and deliberate, and “expertly capable” in that sense. They must be irrational in the 

sense that their actions are not ultimately justifiable, but Korsgaard is not committed 

to saying that immoral agents must be unintelligent, ineffective, undisciplined, 

impulsive, or hot-headed. One of Korsgaard’s examples of an agent whose constitution 

approaches that of Plato’s tyrant is the “mafia kingpin.”470 The mafia kingpin can be 

just this kind of masterful, cold-blooded figure. 

A related point that Korsgaard makes about Plato’s tyrant and the mafioso is that 

they can be unified. Korsgaard’s view is not that immorality goes hand in hand with 

failing to be unified or integrated. Her view is the crucially more nuanced one that 

immorality goes hand in hand with failing to be unified or integrated under a law of 

your own choosing. The immoral agent can be unified, but not by their own principle: 

not by Platonic justice or the categorical imperative. The tyrant and the mafia kingpin 

are “unified, but not by reason looking to the good of the whole.”471 I think this is an 

important point to have in hand before addressing some of Gobsch’s other objections 

to constitutivist theories and readings of Kant. 

One such other objection Gobsch makes is, like Timmermann, that constitutivists 

are committed to a conception of autonomy which Kant would reject. Gobsch writes: 

According to constitutivism, being subject to the moral law is autonomy merely 
in the sense of being contained in or presupposed by, and recognized by us as 
such in, the self-constituting activity that is the work of our power of choice, 
which we recognize to be inescapable. That is to say that autonomy, 
constitutivistically conceived, is limited to freedom in the pursuit of concern for 
one’s integrity as an agent, freedom in the pursuit of one’s happiness: autonomy 
in the American sense of the word, if you will. The constitutivist, we therefore 
seem forced to conclude, makes happiness, and thus life, the absolute ground, the 
absolute incentive, of a person’s will. But that is to say that, constitutivism about 

 
469 Gobsch, “Autonomy and radical evil: a Kantian challenge to constitutivism,” 196. 
470 Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 170–72; see also Korsgaard, The Sources of Normativity, 254–58. 
471 Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 169–70, and see 174–75. 
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morality, whether Korsgaardian or non-Korsgaardian, appears to threaten to 
reduce practical reason to prudence.472 

If I understand him correctly, Gobsch’s thought in this passage is as follows. 

Constitutivists take agents to have an inescapable aim of their own unity or integrity. 

Constitutivist readers of Kant take this aim to be the Kantian guiding principle of 

autonomy. An agent’s unity or integrity, however, is just their capacity as an agent to 

pursue other ends. As such, reducing autonomy to integrity means reducing 

autonomy to “the pursuit of one’s happiness.” This conception of autonomy is far 

removed from Kant’s own conception. For Kant, our freedom consists in our ability to 

set aside the claims of happiness. We exercise our autonomy in prioritising morality 

over the pursuit of happiness. 

A first difficulty with this objection is that, although Gobsch frames it as a 

challenge to both “Korsgaardian” and “non-Korsgaardian” constitutivist readings of 

Kant, its first premise is that Kantian agents are seen as aiming at their own unity or 

integrity. Korsgaard and Engstrom both see the categorical imperative as “a principle 

of unity, or identity.”473 The same notions are at least not in the foreground, though, of 

Reath and Herman’s readings. 

Suppose we grant for the sake of argument that all constitutivist readers of Kant 

must see Kantian agents as aiming at some kind of integrity. The next question is then 

whether Gobsch is correctly representing the constitutivist’s account of integrity. The 

notion of integrity which seems to be required in order to make sense of Gobsch’s 

objection is something like integrity as the capacity to effectively pursue one’s ends. 

As mentioned above, this is not the kind of integrity or unity at which a Kantian 

agent aims on Korsgaard’s reading. If Kantian agents are to be framed as aiming at 

their own integrity, it will be the kind of integrity they have when they are governed 

 
472 Gobsch, “Autonomy and radical evil: a Kantian challenge to constitutivism,” 202. 
473 Engstrom, The Form of Practical Knowledge, 133. 
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by a law of their own choosing. By Kant’s argument as Korsgaard reads it, that law 

could only be the categorical imperative. The integrity and autonomy of the Kantian 

agent would be expressed in their prioritising morality over the pursuit of happiness. 

This is the opposite conclusion to the one that Gobsch draws about constitutivist 

readings. 

A third objection which Gobsch makes to constitutivist readings of Kant is in a 

way related again. Gobsch makes the interesting suggestion that constitutivism is 

incompatible with Kant’s rigorism. According to that rigorism, he explains, “a human 

being is always either morally good or morally evil, tertium non datur.”474 Gobsch 

asserts that this is incompatible with Korsgaard’s claim in her Self-Constitution that “an 

action can unify and constitute its agent to a greater or a lesser degree.”475 

This objection misses Korsgaard’s reading. She never says that the degrees to 

which we are unified as agents correspond to degrees to which our fundamental 

maxims are good. As I understand her, Korsgaard sees all the degrees of defective 

agency as corresponding to our fundamental maxims’ being corrupted and self-

loving. We are only then more or less held together because of what she calls 

“external circumstances.”476 By these, I take her to mean such circumstances as 

whether or not we care about being thought of as moral. Caring about being thought 

of as moral can keep us mostly acting in a legal way. In that way, it can mostly hold us 

together even though our maxims are morally worthless. 

3.2.6. Gobsch on Kantian freedom 

Gobsch makes a fourth objection to constitutivist readings of Kant which will be 

the final one I consider in this chapter. Gobsch does not frame it as such, but this 

 
474 Gobsch, “Autonomy and radical evil: a Kantian challenge to constitutivism,” 202. 
475 Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 163. 
476 Korsgaard, Self-Constitution, 177; wanting to be thought of as moral is something like the circumstance 
which holds together the honour-loving timocrat, for which see 165–66.  
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objection might be seen as an inversion of one made against constructivist readings of 

Kant. Constructivists like Korsgaard and like Onora O’Neill have sometimes described 

all value for Kant as conferred or devised.477 This claim has faced challenges on both 

philosophical and exegetical grounds. On the philosophical side, it has been asserted 

to be inconsistent with “our experience of the value of persons and of the kind of 

normative force it seems to have for us.”478 On the exegetical side, it has been claimed 

to be incompatible with Kant’s insistence that “the worth of a human being” is 

“absolute” and “not changed by … external relations” [GMS 4:439].479 

Gobsch attacks constitutivist readings of Kant from the opposite direction. 

Instead of making moral value too contingent or dependent, constitutivism makes our 

subjection to the moral law too involuntary. He writes: 

According to constitutivism, being subject to the moral law can be derived and 
comprehended from what we know to be inescapable for us. Therefore, for the 
constitutivist, being subject to the moral law cannot itself be a matter of one’s free 
choice, it cannot be the content of one’s maxim … This commitment defines the 
very idea of the constitutivist program; it holds for Korsgaardians and non-
Korsgaardians alike: all constitutivists agree that we cannot give the moral law to 
ourselves in any literal sense of the word … But here, Kant disagrees480 

 
477 For conferring, see e.g. Korsgaard, “Valuing Our Humanity,” 188: 

At the time I wrote ‘Kant’s Formula of Humanity,’ I was inclined to think of the argument as 
establishing that humanity has something like intrinsic value. Later I decided that on Kant’s view, 
all value must be conferred by valuing agents, or, to put it a different way, that valuing is prior to 
value. So as I now read the argument, its point is that valuing ourselves is a presupposition of 
valuing anything else. 

For devising and construction, see e.g. Herman earlier (§2.2.1), and also O’Neill, “Reason and politics in 
the Kantian enterprise,” 19: 

The elements of human knowledge are not self-constructing; they must always be put together 
according to some plan or other. No master plan is inscribed in each one of us; rather we must 
devise a plan that assembles the various elements. 

478 Eric Watkins and William FitzPatrick, “O’Neill and Korsgaard on the Construction of Normativity,” The 
Journal of Value Inquiry 36 (2002): 363. 
479 See especially Allen W. Wood, Kantian Ethics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 112. The 
word “absolute” is missing from the translation I am using, but it is there in Kant’s German („den 
absoluten Werth des Menschen“). Korsgaard implicitly replies to this objection in her Fellow Creatures: 
Our Obligations to the Other Animals, 10. 
480 Gobsch, “Autonomy and radical evil: a Kantian challenge to constitutivism,” 201. 
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Gobsch’s evidence that Kant disagrees comes from two passages in the Religion. 

Firstly, Kant says that “the subjective ground of the adoption” of our maxims must 

always be in turn a chosen maxim, otherwise “the entire exercise of freedom could be 

traced back to a determination through natural causes” [RGV 6:21]. Secondly, Kant 

seems to say that our possession of a moral incentive “is possible only because the 

free power of choice incorporates moral feeling into its maxim” [RGV 6:27]. Gobsch 

takes these passages to show that for Kant the moral law is chosen in a way which is 

inconsistent with its being constitutive of action or choice. 

Another passage which might come to mind in this context is Kant’s claim in the 

Groundwork that a will which is free “is not for that reason lawless … for otherwise a 

free will would be an absurdity” [GMS 4:446]. Perhaps one might try to argue on the 

basis of it that, whatever Kant is saying in these Religion passages, he clearly believes 

that freedom must have a principle or a scope, and that is all that constitutivism 

requires.481 

I am sympathetic to Gobsch’s apparent thought, though, that Kant thinks even our 

constitution must be chosen in a sense. What I disagree with is his assumption that 

this is inconsistent with Kant’s being a constitutivist. I will first address Gobsch’s 

objection directly. I will then generalise my response to it. Finally, I will conclude this 

part of the chapter by connecting that generalisation to the question of whether the 

fact of reason is incompatible with Kant’s constitutivism. 

Addressing Gobsch’s objection directly: I think I would be agreeing with him in 

saying that Kant does appear to believe that we need to see some of the features of our 

agency as freely chosen. Our propensity to evil is an already noted example: Kant says 

it “is a deed,” the “peccatum originarium” [RGV 6:31]. We need to see such parts of our 

agency as freely chosen because the only alternative to seeing them that way is seeing 

them as imposed on us, and so as external to our freedom. Seeing them as external to 

 
481 Though see §2.2.6, where I suggested that Korsgaard and Herman disagree about whether our free 
power in the broadest sense does have a principle for Kant. 
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our freedom then leads to problems like the one Kant raises with the Stoic view in the 

second part of the Religion (§2.5.3). The Stoics, he says, “thought of the human moral 

battle simply as a human being’s struggle with his inclinations” [RGV 6:59]. In doing 

so, they made it inconceivable that we could ever freely act immorally. A free 

immoral action would have to involve a choice to surrender to our inclinations; but 

choosing to do so would be inconceivable unless we had surrendered already. 

As I read him, Kant thinks of our choices of the features of our agency as ones we 

must suppose we make outside of time. In his words, such a choice “is an intelligible 

deed, cognizable through reason alone apart from any temporal condition” [RGV 

6:31]. Loosely, however, we can think of there as being moments before and after we 

make these choices. Before them, our agency is formless – or at least comparatively 

formless – and unstructured. We have no principles and no incentives. After we make 

those choices, our agency does have a structure. We have incentives of morality and 

self-love, and if constitutivists are right, our agency has a constitutive principle. 

What I take Gobsch to be thinking is that because there is a moment before these 

choices in which our agency is featureless, our agency really lacks constitutive 

features, and so constitutivism is false. As with the passage in which Kant says that 

“the most rational being” might lack the moral incentive [RGV 6:26] (§3.2.2), however, 

those who would read Kant as a constitutivist can reply to this objection by 

distinguishing between two kinds of agency. There is the agency we had before these 

choices, and there is the agency which we have after. The moral law may not be 

constitutive of the first kind of agency, but it is constitutive of the second. Since Kant 

thinks that we all must be seen as making these timeless choices, that second kind is 

general enough to secure the objectivity of morality. As a ubiquitous kind of agency of 

which the moral law is constitutive, it satisfies the conditions which a constitutivist 

theory needs it to meet (§1.4.1). 
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3.2.7. The origins of our agency and the fact of reason 

I think that the logic of this response to Gobsch’s objection is worth stating in a 

general way. As I have defined constitutivism, it does not matter in itself what story is 

told about how we come to acquire the aims in which a constitutivist theory says its 

norms are grounded. All that matters is that those aims are genuinely ubiquitous: that 

they are and will continue to be possessed by whoever needs to possess them for 

those norms to be categorical and objective. 

An immediate reason for stating the point in this more general way is that not 

every reader agrees with Gobsch that Kant is really asking us to imagine we have 

made timeless, intelligible choices when he seems to be. I mentioned in the second 

chapter of this thesis that Herman resists such a reading (§2.2.5). She says that Kant 

can neither be talking about a “principled choosing” nor “any sort of bare 

endorsement,” and must instead simply be expounding “the constitution of the power 

that is the rational will.”482 

Herman’s sort of reading obviously poses no challenge to constitutivism. Other 

readers, though, take Kant to be giving a different story of how we come to have our 

particular kind of agency. For example, following Sharon Anderson-Gold, Allen Wood 

has suggested that Kant attributes our propensity to evil to our socialisation and our 

habit of comparing ourselves to others.483 Kant, Wood explains: 

attributes the corruption of human nature to the social condition of human 
beings, and more specifically to the concern over comparative self-worth that 
characterizes people whenever they live in proximity to one another. Considered 
in abstraction from the effects of society, the natural desires of human beings are 

 
482 Herman, “Reasoning to Obligation,” 15. 
483 For Sharon Anderson-Gold’s version of this view, see her Unnecessary Evil: History and Moral Progress in 
the Philosophy of Immanuel Kant (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 2001). Wood cites her 
earlier “God and Community: An Inquiry into the Religious Implications of the Highest Good,” in Kant’s 
Philosophy of Religion Reconsidered (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1991), 113–31. 
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moderate, and they are disposed to contentment. What disturbs this contentment 
is the human being’s fear of his own worthlessness in the sight of others484 

Wood speaks here of the desires of human beings “considered in abstraction from 

the effects of society.” We might be able to consider our agency in general in 

abstraction from the effects of society. In abstraction from those effects, perhaps our 

agency lacks the features which are norm-generating on a constitutivist reading. One 

might then try to argue, like Gobsch, that this shows that those features are not really 

constitutive of our agency. 

This imagined objection would fail for the same reasons Gobsch’s does. It does not 

matter what story is told about how the features of our agency are acquired, so long as 

we all acquire them and now fixedly have them. A constitutivist theory of a norm 

needs to ground its normativity in an aim, but it does not need to claim that all 

imaginable other versions of ourselves would still inescapably have that aim. 

A second reason to state my response to Gobsch in a more general way is for the 

sake of clearing up any doubts about whether the fact of reason is compatible with 

Kant’s being a constitutivist.485 These doubts might particularly apply to Reath’s 

reading, given that he frames Kant’s argument as beginning with the fact of reason as 

our consciousness of our acceptance of moral authority (§2.3.4). 

There are two worries one might have about whether an argument that began that 

way could be a constitutivist one. Firstly, one might worry that if the argument begins 

with moral consciousness, that moral consciousness must be what grounds the 

normativity of morality. Kant answers this worry himself with his distinction 

between morality as freedom’s ratio essendi, and freedom as morality’s ratio 

 
484 Wood, Kant’s Ethical Thought, 288. 
485 I have benefited here from two conference presentations and comments on them by Karl Schafer. The 
talks were Reath, “The Fact of Reason in the Era of Kantian Constitutivism,” and Pauline Kleingeld, 
“Constitutivism and the argument of Kant’s Groundwork,” presented at Kantian Constitutivism, University 
of Groningen, 24 June 2023. Also relevant here is Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [17–25]; and in 
print currently, Reath, “Kantian Constructivism and Kantian Constitutivism: Some Reflections,” 64. 
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cognoscendi [KpV 5:4]. Our moral consciousness reveals to us certain features of our 

agency, but those features then establish the normativity of morality.486 

The second worry is that even if our consciousness of the moral law is not 

ultimately what grounds the normativity of that law, constitutivist arguments still 

characteristically begin with features of our agency. If the starting point of an 

argument is something else, like what judgments we tend to make, then surely that 

argument is importantly different to ones like that which Korsgaard reads Kant as 

making. On Korsgaard’s reading, “the independent starting point of the argument” is 

our acting under the idea of freedom (§2.1.1).487 The fact that we act under that idea is 

a fact about our agency. On Reath’s reading, the starting point of the argument is a 

moral consciousness represented in “a stable pattern of moral judgments.”488 That 

consciousness is not itself a feature of our agency, even if it might reveal to us certain 

features of our agency. 

One could quibble with the distinction which this worry presupposes between the 

starting points of the argument on Reath and Korsgaard’s readings. On both of their 

readings, Kant’s argument has multiple premises, and only its order of presentation 

makes it seem like it starts from one of them. I think a more compelling way to reply 

to the worry outlined, though, is in the way that parallels my response to Gobsch’s 

and also Allison’s objections. 

As mentioned, on Reath’s reading, part of the effect of our moral consciousness is 

to reveal to us certain features of our agency. In Reath’s words, “a pattern of first 

personal substantive moral judgments” reveals to us “our ability to perform some 

action simply because we judge that we ought to.”489 In that way, “they also disclose to 

us a feature of the nature of our agency – that we have the power of pure practical 

 
486 In Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” see [23]. 
487 Korsgaard, “Motivation, Metaphysics, and the Value of the Self: A Reply to Ginsborg, Guyer, and 
Schneewind,” 60. 
488 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [19]. 
489 Reath, “Kant’s Moral Constitutivism,” [19–20]. 
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reason.” In doing so, those moral judgments parallel how intelligible timeless choices 

might determine certain features of our agency. Once those features are revealed or 

determined, the part of Kant’s argument which makes the whole constitutivist then 

begins. It does not matter to the constitutivism of that argument that it began with a 

certain developmental or epistemological story. What matters is that in the final 

analysis, the normativity of the moral law is grounded in an inescapable aim.
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End matter 

Conclusion 

In this thesis, I have argued that there is insufficient evidence to settle my 

research question. Kant could be a constitutivist: I have defended constitutivist 

readings of Kant against the best objections. All of the evidence I have covered for a 

constitutivist reading of Kant is, however, also consistent with a nonconstitutivist 

reading of him. More specifically, it is also consistent with Kant’s being an agentialist. 

In the first chapter of this thesis, I defined constitutivism and agentialism. In 

defining constitutivism, I appealed to existing definitions and to an argument by 

Christine Korsgaard. On my understanding, a constitutivist theory of a norm takes its 

normativity to be grounded in an aim which we have categorically, or inescapably. 

Agentialists reject constitutivism, but still take the authority of a norm to be 

inescapable for us in virtue of our agency. I suggested that Oliver Sensen, Jens 

Timmermann, and Henry Allison have agentialist readings of Kant. I claimed that 

Christine Korsgaard, Barbara Herman, Andrews Reath, and Stephen Engstrom have 

constitutivist readings of Kant. 

In the second chapter, I collected the evidence which those four authors give for 

Kant’s being a constitutivist. I added some further putative evidence, and reviewed all 

of the passages in the third chapter of this thesis. I argued that all of the passages are 

equally consistent with an agentialist reading of Kant. Constitutivist readings of Kant 

are defensible, but so – I have argued – are agentialist ones. 
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